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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
already poiiitccl out, it is now
AS necessary to eflect econOmics in
various directions, owing either to the
shortage of materials or shortage of labonr.
Apart from a reduction in the number ot
valves in use, or the introduction nl a new
simple type of receiver, there are other
(jirectiolls in which economies may be
effected. We have aheady given details
for modifying a set, the modification leading
to very little inconvenience now that there
is otdy a limited number of B.B.C. stations.
There ame, however, increased hours it
broadcasting, and this may to some extent
otTet any ecomiomy in coiisumnption which
might be effected by circuit modilications.
l'ue early morning programmes appear to
be welçomed by many, not only ihr the
special early morning news, but for tue
music which provides a good start for the
(lay and which is a feature which has beemi
asked Ihr by listeners for years. However,
as in many othcr.dfrections, it has taken a
war to give listeners advantages which they
have begged for on many occasionsincluding dance music on Sundays. Iii
this issue we give another economy article,
and also constructional details of a " spare
parts'' two, and in subsequent issues ive
shall continue this I)artictilar type of
material, which has already omeated considerable interest.
we have

To Relieve the Monotony

order to enable troops engaged in AA.
pass their time muore eongenially, it has been decided to supply
thenm with portable wireless receivers. lt

IN work to

i

Editorial and Advertisement Offices
Practical Wireless," George Ness'nes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmissots by Canadian Magazine Post.
Tu«' L',l dom till be pl«aa«'i/ to consider ar/vies of,o
pr'c/ rol natur" suitable for ptth/iruti«n in
I'Iii,'TICAL WmIISLISS.
Soci, oìii,irs «thom'!«! i,'
writ/en on out side of time paper o,,1i, i'mìul sl,«oil«/
coO/#iim time name and addeos of/he oeoilr. IJ'/,ì!s/
tIme E,iitoe does not 1,01,1 Ii,n.eeif responsible for
mnammne'ripts, every effort trill be »mode to retan,

'hen, if a stamped tm,1 ,md,/e,'ssed rive/ape is
i ,'o,iose,/.
All cOrresponsleece in/cnr/ed for
i Editor slsmuld be addressed: The Editor, l'mmscytesr,
\VIRETrss, (leorge Nemm«nes. lt,t.. Touer Honte,
Soot/ia nip/on Street, Strand, W.C..
Om"ist to the rapid pro greco in the design of
wireless apparatus and lo our
to 1-nep one
i rca,/ers
tous!, med/it/me latest developmnen's,'ee pire
no irifrranty that apparatus described iii ose
co/moo i.e not die subject of letters pa/eat.

all drawings, p.otogra«hi einst
articles pubtislied in PRACT/CAL WIRELIeOS is
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Photos by Radio
is atinounceci tust mio fu rt.lser pietmi re
lust rat ions may be oient by radio. Itwas a regular tenture of some newspallem'S
to publish pictures received fm'omn abroad liv
jadLo, 1)/mt Ifl biture they mmmsl- be sent by
eabk', and mmll photogmapiss must. be min.
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THE tirst direct radio-telephone service
lietw-cen New York sm-nd Italy was
recently inaugurated with
a 45 lies- cent. reduction
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AJUOUS countries are about to change,
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Summer Time Changes

stated that so fa r i-hey have found linie
to veigIi heavily on their hands, and the
inactivity lias restdtecl in the need tor the
supply of sonic means of entertainument
which it is thought radio will adequately
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Stanley Ho/iowatj s amusing portrayal

-

the character "Saum
Small will soon be entertaining tise troops in campa
He has
promoted Sam with a steel helmet and in 1/se above picture he
is rehearsing al a Fire Alarm Post in London.
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Odd Trick of Trai-ìaatlantic Radio

B.B.0 Staff Appointment

\/E

are informed b the B.B.C. that all
STRANGE tiiek of transatlantic
appomtments to the permanent staff
radio is reported from Paris.- A broadTJ7IRELESS-Gontznued east to America was going out from a are iiow suspended. With regard to posts
studio in Paris when an air-raid warning advertised in recent weeks and still mnfihled,
was1 sounded.
A short-wave listener in applications already submitted must be
The Empire's Answer
Paris heard the warning on his radio set, regarded as cancelled.
ADRAMATIC chronicle of the entry of coming from America, before he heard it
The Corporation is receiving, n1a,wy Ters
of temporary help from the pu.bic. While
the British Commonwealth of Natioiìs in the streets.
entitled
into the war,
"The Empire's
these are welcomed, and are being
Answer," will be broadcast on October 6th, B.B.C. News Bulletins
scrutinised, they cannot, owing to pressure
will
told
of
the
when the story
be
method
of work, receive individual acknowledgTHE
13.B.C. lias announced that, as
extent
of
the
British
and
Commonwealth's
from Sunday last a News Bulletin ment. Any person who has made such an
programme
svihi
broadwar effort. The
be
will be broadcast daily at 7 a.m. As froua offer and whose services are required will
ast from a B.B.C. studio.
that date the 8 am, bulletin will be, in the lie notified in due colimse.
main, a repetition of the 7 am. broadcast. Sandy Macpherson
New Short.wave Stations for Teheran
LITERALLY thousands of letters have
TWO of the three short-wave iranPhillpotts Play
been received by Sandy Macphersorm,
mitters which have been ordered by
QN October 7th Barbara Buruliam will the B.B.C's popular organist, since war
the Iranian Government are to be erected
produce
a one-act play by Eden broke out. Presents ranging fi-orn, flowers
in Teheran, the capital.
Phillpotts called '"A Point of View." It is to pots of home-made ana have also noured
a short episode in which a kind-hearted into his office. Sandy has planiìed and
publican tries to induce a quarrelsome played over fifty programmes in three
husband and wife to take each other's weeks; these have kept closely to normal
point of view. They do; and, as you can lines, his opinion being that in times
imagine, the publican is the one who has of stress listeners appreciate music of a
most reason to regret. his good deed.
non-martial nature. The correctness of
this view seems to be suade abundantly
Can I Help You?
clear from the appreciative correspondence
THE National Council of Social Service which he has received.
has lately set up Advice Bureaux
all over the Country to deal with the many "Adolf in Blunderland"
family and personal problems which every- 1k/TAX KESTE and James Dvrenforth
one has had to face since the outbreak of IVI have decided that the proper place
Each fortnight from October 7th for Herr Hitler and his friends is the
\var.
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The familiar voice WLW listeners are noticing
Saturday mornings is that of Minabelle
Life of Mary
Abbott, who, as the star of the
Southern," attracted one of the largest followings
in Amedcan radio serial history. After an absence
of several years from broadcasting. Miss Abbott
has returned to act as commentator on the WLW
Mail Bag" broadcasts. The progransmes are
schedúled each Saturday at IO am. E.S.T.

;J2è'

on

New Guinea Radionhone Service
ARADIO.TELEPHONE service was
recently put into operation between
four towns in New Guinea by Amalgamated
Wireless, of Australia. The distances
betweeñ the towns is only sixty miles, but
the roughness of the intervening country
makes the use of cables impracticable.

..

.
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.
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.

..
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the only one of ils find, is being used by the Metropolitan
Police in London. The loudspeaker is filled where the headlamp usually is, and the microphone is
The amplifier and boiteries are carried each iìde ofthe
attached by brackets to ¡he handlebars.
Normally, this unit will be used for directing traffic and pedescae riel above the rear wheel.
trians, but during air raid warnings it will be used for giving the alarm and directing people
lo shelters.

A new motor-cycle loudspeakr unit,

Pacific Island Station
onwards, an evening talk will be given
¡T is reported that a wireless and meteoro- which will answer some of the more urgent
I logical station is to be built at Raoul, questions. The B.B.C. will receive reports
on Sunday Island, in the Pacific. It is to be from the National Council on the type of
constructed by the New Zealand Publio question that is being asked and take
Works Department, and will be brought advice from the Council as to the approinto service for providing landing-grounds priate answer. Then Herbert Hodge or

topsy-turvy world of Lewis Carroll's
They have
"Alice In Wonderland."
accordingly, prepared a political parody,
to be broadcast on October 6th, in which
Herr Hitler will be "Alice" and Field.
Marshal Goering the "Duchéss." Suitable
satirical music has been wi'itten by Max
Mabel
and wireless .nd meteorological stations on T. Thompson, both favourite broad- Saunders and the cast will include
New Zealand's Pacific Island Indo. casters, will come to the microphone to t'onstanduros, Doris Owens, Jack Train
and Maurice Desilsam.
help listeners " pack up their troubles."
pendencies.
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!RACtIÇAtYlRELE5S

CONTINUING our series of simple is bared, and is a common earth point. adequate. The overall size of the bascemeì'gency receiveis, we introduce If desired the windings may both be hoard is 5in. by Sin., and the panel, also
this week an officient battery- terminated at that point and the bared of plywood, is the same size. The panel
operated two-va.lver which can be con- ends of the wires twisted together and need not, however, be so thick as the
strtiôted quickly and very cheaply. The soldered to form the earth point. A baseboard and fin, is ample. If thicker
wood is used you may find difficulty in
parts recjuired will, no doubt, be found in tapping ís made in the grid winding 1
moat. spais.boxes. and as the circuit is turns from the" top" end, as shown in the locking up the components in view of the
amount of thread which is left on tho
iii no way critical as regards component diagram of the coil Fig. 2.
The coil was mounted horizontally by fixing bushes. Baseboard niounting valvevalues, it offers sufficient latitude to allow
piercing the ends of the coil, and passing holders, one 4-pin and one 5-pin, are needed,
practically any iarts to be used.
The valve specification is triodo for the long bolts through from the underside of together with an L.F. transformer. This
detector position, and a pentode for the the baseboard, the necessary spacing being may be of any make and ith any ratio,
preferably 3 to i or greater.
out eut, but if it is desired to
Two short lengths of ebonite
use a power valve in place
of the latter, then it will be
Many Constructors Require a Simple Receiver 2m, wide should be attached
tO the rear of the baseboard
quite in order to do so, proand two insulated terminals
videci one- does not mind a Employing Parts which Can be Found in Their Sparesmounted on each. The tuning
slight seduction in the boxes
which
Make
Themselves,
Coil
They
Can
a
condenser isa bakelite dielecstrength of the ultimate
trie .0005 mfd. component
jUt.
Hereis
a Simple Two-valver on These Lines
and the reaetio condenser a
The circuit follows the lines
.0003 mfd.differeistial pattern,
of the standard well-tried
detector and L.F., as this combination, obtained by slipping insulated sleeves but a standard air condenser may be used,
when a reasonable L.F. transformer is from L.T. wander plugs over the bolts. if desired, for the tuning ircuit. In the
used for the coupling between the two Alternatively, nuts could be used to practical wiring diagram the grid condenser
valves, gives something like the maximum provide the spacing, or lengths of ebonite is shown joined to the top of the,eoil, and
efficiency obtainable froni such a simple tubing, cane, or
snateial could be this will necessitate soldering. If you are
arrangement..
adapted for the purpose.
unable to snake solclered cònieeions, O

out-and
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Fig. 1.-(leJt) Theo:
retical circuit of the
Rapid Two, antri Fig.
2.-(right) Conslructional details of the
tuning coil for medium
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The number of components lias been Construction
reduced to a minimum, and consequently
The baseboard is plywood for 1)refereiìce,
t.he wit-jug involved has been simplified as although ordinary wood niay be used,
and
therefore
no
difficulty
as
possible.
rauch
To avoid warping and consequent risk of
should he experienced -by .evn the veriest short-circuit, however, plywood is preferbeginner.
able. and a tliiJsness of in. or lin, is

The

Coil

To prevent any unnecessary correspondence, it. should be noted that we fully
realise that any efficient commercial coil
of the aerial plus reaction type could be
used in the circuit being described, bat
if such tuodific-ations are to be made,

cannot undertake to provide details
conneet-]ons necessary iòr any
particular coil whkh might be on hand.
However, t-ho coil which we used was
made up on a piece of ordinary postal
tubing, measuring 21m, in diameter and
2in. in length. The coi-1 was wound in
two sections. one for the grid winding, arid
the other for reaction, and 26 S.W.G.
enamelled wire was used. The grid
winding consists of 45 turns, and the
reaction winding 25 turns, the- two being
wound-in the. sanie direction, nhd separated
we.

of- tue

-

by

jiu.

'i'hc'

junction of the two windings

'I(»4 aseo

LIST

5eOSIStS4

OF COMPONENTS

One .0009 mld. solid dielectric condenser.
One .0003 mId,, differential reaction condenser.
One .00O mfd. hxed condenser.
One 2 megohm grid Ieak-1 watt type.
One L;F. transformer (see text).
One 4-pin valveholcier, haseboad mounting

type.
Osse 5-pin valveholder, baseboard mounting
type.
One on-off push-pull switch.
Four insutated head terminals.
Two strips of ebonite for terminal mounts.
One medium-wave tuning coil (see text).
One plywood baseboard, 8m, by 5iin.
One plywood panel, 8m, by 54m.
One Cossor 210 H.F. valve.
One Cossor 220 H.P.T. valve.
Connectingwire,
wander plugs, screws, etc.

tx,

--

I

feel that your soldering is likely to be
inefficient, you can avoid making use o!
this type of joint in the following manner.
Leave suflicient wire at the ends of the
various windings so that the beginning o!
the 'coil may be cQnnected direct to the
fixed-vane terminal of the tuning condenser,
and use a wire-end tubular or mica fixed
condenser. The ends of this component
should then reach from the tuning condenser
terminal direct to the grid terminal of the
valveholder, and thereforc before the latter
is screwed in position, carefully measure
the overall length of the wire-end coriclens-r
so that the valveholder will he placed in a
suitable position on the baseboard. Thc
tapping loop on the coil should be left
long enough to reach direct to the aerial
terminal, and the earth connection on the
coil may be also taken direct to the earthed
filament terminal on the detector valveholder. The end of the reaction winding
may be also taken direct to the reaction
condenser, and thus all soldering is

avoided.
(consinued on next
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THE RAPID TWO
(Continued Jronj previous page

Battery Leads

-

-

Ordinary lengths of flex may be used
for the battery leads, or a commercial set
of battery cords may be employed. These
will have suitable indicating plugs on tite
ends, but if ordinary flex is used you will
have to purchase named plugs to complete
the leads. H.T.1 should be I)lugged into
the H.T. battery at about 60 or 66 volts
and H.T.2 at 120 volts. A standard 2-volt
accu inulatorsitould be used for tite filaments,
and for G.B, a O-volt battery will be required,
inserting the G.B.- plug into the 4.5 or
6 volt socket, according to the particular
valve which you use. The valveinaker's
leaflet will indicate the appropriate bias
voltage for tite H.T. in use. Connect
aerial and earth, and a loudspeaker or
'phones to the output terminals, and when
the on/off switch is pulled out the receiver
is ready for tuning. Renteinber that
reaction will not only increase the strength
of signals, but will also sharpen tite tuning,
so that if a distant station is required, and
thei-e is any slight interference, it may be
worth while increasing reaction to cut out
the interference. A slight readjustment of
the tuning condenser must, of course, ho
made to allow for the slight modification
of the timing which is experienced when
reaction is used.

LT.-

HT,-

i

NEXT WEEK!
Another uny-to-Buid 3-Vaher-The 30/- Three

Not

Fig.

Othh

3.- Wiring

diagram of

for

Rapid Two.

be anchored lo the component lo enable the
leads to be a/lathed, and this may be
done in niaiy cases by fixing a type of
eyelet in 1/le component lo hold I/te tag

are used for fixing papers, and 1/meg are
quite suitable for I/me purpose men lione'!,
provided 1/te material from tv/tic/i the
component is made is not lóo thick.

in place. Small 'eyelets and a hand_fixing
tool are available from statiners, and

Additional Transformer Winding
'l'o enable cerlain small relays to be
operated, or special indicator lamps
to be opera ted, a small vol!ge mqy often
be found useful, but not obtqinable wi/h

Coloured Dial Lights
'1'JJE ¡iormal method of using a dial
light fur tuning indications has
many interesting developments which form
¡he basis of exheriinent

¡he

lt

an existhig
mains
transformer.
should be
'ennmbered that ali extra
winding may, however, be placed on a
mains transformer without interfering wit/i
the general design of the component. This
is accomplished by winding the desired
number of tains over the entire transformer, making certain that the winding
is in the sare _drét'tion as the remaining
windings,' and preferably plating a layer
of Empire tape over th corneis of the
core of clamping strips, to prevent shortcircuits.
the original turns number
is not known, it will be desirable to uiiake
a trial winding and measure, the output
with a reliàblé meter..

those who are

One or two commercial
receivers have been produced wit/i coloured
lamps to indicate the waveband to which
¡lie receiver is adjusted, and this is a

merested.

useful arrangement for ¡he home-built
set. Red and green bulbs may be obtained
from the popular stores, or ordinamy
lamps may be used with coloured Ge/loattached to sin all escutcheons
p/mane
mounted on the panel.
Chocolates and
other commodities are often wrapped in
this transparent Gellop/mane, and it may be
stuck on the panel or other naterial with
ordinary mucilage.
The zcavechaìge
switch may "be adapted to operate time
lamps or separate switches may be ganged

If

PRACTICAL

up.

Cutting Out Terminals
maÄing a receiver in which it
is desired to use soldered couneclions throughout, it may be thought
worth while to cut out any terminals
which may be fitted lo some components.
titis is done a soldering lag will, have Io

WIIE.hf
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MANUAL

SERVICE
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A new and efficient television aerial and reflector
seen at 'Olympia: No/e the method of
obtaining a weatherproof connectíon.

fitting,

'F.'
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From all Scoktellers 5/- net, or
5/6 direct from 'the Publishers,
Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept),
Hcuse, Southampton Street,
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While fully realising that th nw service aftcts, to some extent, every listener,
it will iodoubtedly be left to the construetors to convert the restricted facilities into
a golden opportunity for experimental
work which, owing to the many other
attractiotis prior to the war, lias been sadly
neglected or ignored.
For example, many of us are concerned
Fig. 1.-The fundamental circuit of a
with constructing and/or designing what
crystal receiver.
might be termed emergency or stand-by
receivers. Most of us are likely to realise
that economy will fornì one of the govern-. Crystal Circuits
my factors jis the future, and the fact that
The only alternatives to the valve as a
it is not necessary to run a multi-valve detector are tise Westinghouse metal
receiver for the reception of one of the two rectilier, and the old and well-tried crystal
siiedium-w ave service transmissions.
arrangement.
Both, under reasonable

T'

The simplest crystal circuit is shown in
Fig. 1. The crystal detector can be of the
cats-whisker or seini-perniaiient type while
the tuned circuit can consist of a plug-in
coil, a modern dual-range type or a simple
home constructed component similar to
that used in the Stand-by Set, plus, of
course, a variable condenser for tuning

1urIoses.

Many and varied experiments can be
carried out with tuning circuits. For
example, one method which was so popular
in the early crystal sets was the variometer which is shown, so far as general
constructional principles are concerned.
in Fig. 2. It actually consists of two wind
ings connected in series and so arranged
that one is located inside tise other in such
a manner that it can be rotated through
iSO degrees, the object of this niovement being to allow the total inductance

THE CRYSTAL NOW
COME BACK INTO FAVOUR?

WILL.

t,,

The Crystal as a Detector has been Sadly Nelected and the Writer
Contends that Now is the Time to Make Full. Use of its Qualities
By

O. SPARKS

L.

.

Bearing these details in mind, it is conditions, are quite satisfactory, and in
natural, therefore, that our thoughts all fairness to the former, one cannot overturn to simple, efficient and economical look time fact that it does not call for any
sets which would not only be inexpensive .adjustnmeut, but 'aeajnst that, it must also
to build, but also simple to operate imder be appreciated that the modern type of
One- and semi-permanent crystal detector no longer
tite niost adverse conditions.
two-valve receivers, similar to those already calls for continual acljnstment like the
described in these pages, are quite satisfac- earlier cat's-whisker type.
tory. and in the majority of areas would
Since the introdnction of the numerous
provitle headphone and loudspeaker recep- Regional and National transmissions, d uition when used with quite a small aerial. ing normal conditions, the chief drawback
In many cases, however, there is a desire of the crystal receiver was the poor seleeti to construct a receiver even moro simple vity obtainable with a simple aerial-tuned
than these and, if passible, dispense with circnit. -Trouble was sometimes experibatteries and their associated upkeep.
enced ith break-through of mediuni-wave
stations when the circuit was being tuned
to long-wave transmissions, but when
considering the present Home Services the
majority of these troubles are eliminated
owing to the absence of Droitwich and
several of the medium-wave stations from
the air. It is interesting to iote, bearing
the above details in mind, that the Stand-by

to he the sum of the two winnings or, when
time inner coil is in time: maximum opposite
position, to be reduced, by the opposition
of one to time other.
This variation in inductance allows quite
satisfactory tuning to be obtained when a
high degree of selectivity is not reqùired.
as during the present conditions, ad it
POSSOSSCS the advantage of not requiring
a tuning condenser, thus simplifying construction and reducing cost. The mot
elementaiv form of vauiorneter can be
farmed from two short pieces of rigid cardboard tubing whose diameters are such that
one will just rotate withiti the other. The
larger tube should have a diametci- of, say,
3ins. to 4ins. and carry 25 turns of 26
S.W.G. wire. The inner former must he
cut to a length which ivill just allow it to
rotate without fouling the outer coil and
should carry the same number of tunis as
the larger one and wound iii the same direction. A simple fixing spindle eau be formed
Crystal Set, which is fully described in the out of two short lengths or one long length
issue of May 13th, is designed for medium. of threaded rod, the relative positions of
wave reception only and is, therefore, ideal the two coils being fixed by suitable nuts
for the present conditions.
(Coninud o rag.- 85)
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Fig. 2.-One of the most simp!e forms of
variothcier- formed with two short lengths of
ordinary tubinq. The windinys are connected
in series,
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rig. 3.-The theoretical circuits
detector.

of suitable H.F. and L.F. arrangements for use with a crystal
circuit, which is shown on the left, should be used when increased range and
selectivity is required, while the L.F. addition increases colume only.
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11F. stage eould be intoduecd, both
be
.

'AV E

W liilst an attiactive proposition, it ìs
by no means a simple one, because the
application of reaction (luring operation
to one stage would throw the other into

oN

S

The regenerative stages must, therefore,
he effectively isolated, and the inclusion
of an untuned intermediate HF'. stage
would accomplish tins successfutljr. because
whilst allowing signals to pass thrugh the
set in the normal way, itwonid prevent
feed back between the detector and
regenerative HF. stage. The complete
obtained on the higher frequencies falls a screening of each stage and separate
long way below broadcast standards, and control of each reaction circuit -would he
whilst two tuned stages will obviously necessary, although there appears to he no
prove to be better than one, comparative reason why the tuned circuits should not
tests have shown that the difference between he ganged and a drum type dial used.
Experiments along the lines suggested
a tuned HF. stage, followed by an untuned
H.F. stage as an alternative to the use of cannot be regarded as straightforward, due
two tuned stages, is in many instances not t-o the fact that the method adopted in
sufficiently marked to justify the extra order to overcome one snag may create
others. One fact, however, must he borne
controls and coil-matching procedure.
Thus it will be appreciated that the use in mind, namely, that whilst sonic means of
of a tuned H.F. stage, followed by an inter- increasing the selectivity and sensitivity
mediate urituned stage is, under the of the T.R.F. receiver is desirable, simcircumstances,. worthy of consideration, as plicity of control must not be sacrificed in
th loss in selectivity and sensitivity are order to do so.
Providing, however, that the application
very slight indeed.

E TUNED H.F. STAGE VERSUS
THE SUPERHET
Possibilities of the T.R.F. Recdver
are Discussed in this Article,
NOTICEABLE thing relative to
short-wave circuits and receivers is
that the individual types have a
definite following amongst enthusiasts.
Financial status, together with variations in
the standards of constructional and operating skill are undoubtedly responsible for
such diversity of tastes, and whilst everyone
desires the best type of receiver obtainable,
the majority must compromise and build
the best they can afford.
The experimenter of long standing more
or less takes everything in his stride. Consequently, some favour the -superhet,
others the T.ILF. receiver and regard
short-wave reception via the loudspeaker
as the only means worthy of consideration.
Such ideas are, of course, erroneous. We
must take a broad view and remember
that the headphone-type receiver meets T ne ,-itnes icon rresiaeflt,
ii
n
i'ranrssn
tho individual requirements of sonic if D. Roosevelt, broadcasting from
not of others
House, following 1/se
Thé most satisfactory receiver is that the White
1/mat England arid France
which enables one to obtain results which news
are equal or surpass those which may had declarcd war on Germany.
reasonably be expected at tise price.
Sponsored designs are, therefore, a sound
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Selectivity and sensitivity are factors of
vital importance, and the superhet is
undoubtedly the most selective and sensilive type of short-wave receiver available,
and in addition, the colossal stage gain of
this type of receiver cannot be disregarded.
Superheterodynes, however, have their

disadvantages, some of which can be overcome if one is pmparcd to pay the price.
Many, however, casnsot afford to do so,'
yet desire short-wave reception via the
loudspeaker, and consequently tise T.R.F.
receiver still enjoys a measure of popularity. 1f carefully designed and used in
coniunction with a suitable aerial and
earthing system, a reasonable degree of
selectivity and sensitivity is obtainable.
Selectivity and sensitivity, however, are
much below superhet standards, although
some improvement is noticeable when
modern coils and HF. ixntodes are
employed.
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An Experimental Receiver
Tuned and Untunëd H.F. Stages
Whilst tuned and nutuned HF.' am
It is, however generally realised that

in order to obtain the maxjniuin of H.F.
amplification, the H.F. stages should be
tuned. This, however, does not mean that
untimed H.F. stages are absolutely useless.
An untuned stage of H.F. has limitations,
and so long as such are realised, and
definitely understood, can be used to serve
a purpose within those limitations. Usually,
untuned HF. stages are associated as
buffers between the aerial and the detector
stage.
A receiver in which two tuned H.F.
stages are used, requires very accurate coil
matching and condenser ganging, in, order
to obtain maximum sensitivity, seleótivity
and volume. To achieve all this is by no
means a simple matter.
Tie degreeofeffective HF; amplification

-

.

.

.

t

s

...................

s

plification is under discussion, further
applications of the latter might forni
a basis for useful experiment. For example,
a carefully designed receiver; employing
one or two tuned H.F. stages, is usually
comparatively trouble free and simple to
operate, especially hcn ganged tuning is
incorporated.
Experimental models, however, sonic.
times behave in quite a different manner.
and one of the most comiuon symptoms
experienced is instability due to self
oscillation in the H.F. amplifiers, over
which the operator has no control, and a
definite eure must he found before any
useful work can be done.
If however, controlled ineillation or, to
be correct, controlled regeneratkm in the

j

-

-

,

.

-

-

-

.

of high frequency regeneration can be
applied, and simplicity of control retained,
there ig no reason why the T.R.F. receiver
should not regain the popularity lost to the
benefit of the superheterodyne.
Taking into consideration the ability
and adaptability of Eritih research
workers and valve designers, such develop.
ments are, in the opinion of the witer,
within the bounds of possibility.-A.W.M.
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GÑatDemaxid for Battery Sets

foflowing-r-I won't give it a name:
A task too long delayed, by many

the

there has been an enormou
demand during the past month foi
battery receivers. Apparent iy, the publu
aie buying these to conserve their inailil
AM informed
-

supply, which will shortly be rationed
A mains set, of course, does not consume i
great deal of current, but every little helps
J)urrng that same period we have also sokt
a great number of battery blueprints.
I think it is a wise move on the part of the
public to make sure that they can listen ni.
By Thermion
I remarked in an earlier issue that the urar I
E
has brought back to our ranks large numbers
of constructors who had deserted us.
Another factor is the shortage of coinDuring the last war ive were wit hout
merciaI wireless sets, for many firms are
entirely engaged on Government work, and radio, and should be sufficiently grateful
prices of such receivers that are available that we have it in this. We do not hava to
are being increased. Fortunately, it is still wait for the newspapers. In the early clays
possible to build a first-class receiver at a of wireless, radio followed the newspapers;
fraction of the cost of a commercial set, the situation is now reversed.
and I would remind readers of our very
complete Blueprint Service, which
From the Limbo
blueprints which will eater for almost every I WAS searching in the attic the other day
need.
I for some old periodicals und carne across
In these uuights of blackout fresh interest a cardboard box in which I liad carefully
has been given to wireless experiments, and stowed away one of my earliest battery
some thousands of receivers are being receivers.
It employed six-volt brightconstructèd all ovei the countrv. Froth emitter valves, filament rheostats, adjustthe point of view of the umbers being bUUt_able grid leak, ebonite' panel, and baseMany ireiv board. It was a three-valver. I was minded
we are back tò bout 1927.
readers have written to say how pleased to see bow it would perform under modern
they are to loam that there is a wireless conditions, so I passed the vacuumiournal to guide them.
cleaner over it to remove the cobwebs and
dust, coupled U three two-volt accumulators, connected up the HT. battery, and
Paper Restrictions
OWING to pa])er Peatrictions during the tuned in. I was amazed at the result and
war it is essential to place an order the quality of it. It is true that the valves
hI adanee 'with your newsagent oi book- blue-glowed diiectly anatt.empt was made to
stall for the regular supply weekly of this push up the H.T. voltage, but stations
journal. You should do this immediately literally rolled in. The selectivity, of course,
on the form printed in this. 'week's issue. was not good.' I shall endeavour to find some
This takes effect with all i8ues published small hoy who wishes to experiment and
after Saturday, October 7th. If you have make him a present of it, substituting, of
joined Newnes' Practical group-The course, some two-volt valves, and scrapping
Motori4, Practical the filament rheostats.
Practical
Cyclist,
I)uring the search I was amazed at.the
Mechanics, and PRACTICAL WIRELss you
amount of wireless junk I iossessed. There
must place an order in advance for them.
are wonderful variable condensers, most of
the gadgets which were claimed to give
The War-time Taste
miraculous results, and specimens of the
PUBLIC taste ch,auges in normal times early work of most ofthe present component
very slowly. In
-ti1me it changes manufacturers.
I catho across some
overnight, and that iso in connectión with Xtraudion, and Dextrauclion valves. Do
YOu will i'oeollect you i'eniember them ? They were the last
wireless programmes.
that in the last war the Old Bill sketches word in economy valves. I caille across a
vere greatly appreciated, but they faded box of crystal detectors complete with
after the war. The B.B.C. is doing its mechanisms for searching for the sensitive
best to provide progranimes in keeping with spot. Some of them were most ingenious.
publie taste You have noticed that songs Nowadays it is a difficult matter to purchase
of the previous war are being revived. a crystal, but in those days there %vere dozens
There. seems to be a chance here for our of them on the market-most of them
lyric writers, authors, and playwrights to galena under fancy names, and sold wrapped
produce work in syntony with the public in silver paper and a fancy box. It's great
outlook. YOu cannot catch new birds with fun listening on a crystal receiver even
old chaff, and it seems to inc that material to-da.y. I expect ail over the country a
which was popular in the last war has number of these old receivers have been
grown stale by constant repetition. some- dug out for further service during the
thing new, is required. We do not want war.
gramophone records all the time. The
B.B.C. has its war-time difficulties, and iohuson th e
u ack and Boswell
everyone is aware of theni, but I am pleased
the Sycophant
to note that in recent days they have been
putting on. some merry programmes as cii
DEBUNKED Johnson and put Boswell
antidote to blackouts, closed cinemas,
in his place the other' week. This has
theatres, and restaurants.
inspired tue muse of Torch," who w-rites

weakly bunked,
But now at 1st the " doctor's " well
debnnlwd,
And Boswell's sycoplianey Thermion bold

exposes ;
But won't the " cuisliawed '' look straight
down their noses!
Their eyebrows arched, their lips in
condemnation pursed
To find their idol well and roundly cursed
By some bold journalist whose " wude
and vulgah" pen
Makes more appeal to all us lesser men,
Because its point with little fuss or
trouble
Lets out the "gas" from affectation's
bubble,
And dipped in acid wit to our continual
mirth
Brings " highfalutin " quickly back to

Y
-

I

earth.

He shows us how, endowed with plentecis
swanlc,
Too often tenth-rate persons fill th
foremost rank
His wholesome criticism wilts pretenu ice

vain
For which we're thankful it keeps lis
othes sane.
His reproduction's
good,
without
;

distortion

"

And helps to keep things in their rghìt

iroport joli.

Readers on Service
IHAVE received a large number of letters

froni readers on service. They are all
receiving the journal regularly, and I have
replied individually to each of their letters.
One stalwart has built himself a midget
port able receiver which lie managed to
stow away in his kit with a coil of wire for
an aerial. Another lias sent nie a series of
circuits of receivers he hopes to build wIn n
the war is over, and asking for my criticism.
A reader somewhere in Kent is studying
" Wireless Transmission for Amateui-s."
Another is cal-rying with hini the " Wireless
Consti-uctors' Encyclopoedia." I suggest
that all readers on service should endeavour
to correspond with one another, and if they
are in the same unit, they might have some
friendly pow.wows on the subject dear to
their heart. Wo are not i,ermittcd to
publish tIme locations of readers on active
service, but I shall be glad to publish a list
giving the numbers and districts in which
readers are serving, so that letters can be
forwarded by the proper authorities. I
hope readers ou service will let me have
photographs so that occasionally I can
publish a page of pictures.

n

-J

'-s'

Back Issues

issues of this journal are becoming
Many of them are entirely
out ot print, and I continue to receive
requests br particular issues. I pointed out
once before that we have a limited number
of bound volumes, 1, 2, and 3, at 12s. Od.
each If you desire to take advantage of
this offer whilst the going is good, send your
remittances to The Publisher, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower Hoiise,.Southamptdn
Street, Sti'and, 'V.C.2..
BACIÇ
scarce.
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last week that, after entry in
suitable books, the valves ivere
tested as a first step in servicing
the receiver. If the valves pass the tests
satisfketorily they should be reinserted in
the receiver, taking particular care to place
them iii their correct holders. This is, in
one cause of common trouble in
domestic receivers-the listener removes the
valves kw dusting or some other purpose,
and replaces them in the wrong holders.
Various troubles may be introduced by this
nieans alone. However, when the valves
have been replaced an examination of the
wiring should be niacte. All connections
and soldered joints should be examined to
umake certain that good electrical connectioil exists. Where insulated sleeving or
covered wire is employed, amid it is found
that tins is worn where it passes through a
hole in the chassis, the lead should be
unsoldered and a new length of insulated
sleeving or new wire put in its place.
Where a numitiple switch of the exposed
contact type is fitted this should be operated
and examined at tIme sanie time to see that
all moving parts work as designed, that is,
that fingers close or open and that no
Iirt or grease is present to iweveut satisfimetory Contact. Examine particularly the
lead froum the aerial terminal to its connecting point, as it umay lie short-circuiting and
thus prevemiting signals from being féd to
the first stage.
WE saw

-

1
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-
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How a Receiver Should be Analysed in
Order to Locate the Source of a Fault
or Defect, and the Use of Special Testers

:

meter should be suitable for this, as already
mentioned in a previous article, amid time
location of a break in time circuit should be
quite a simple matter.

a quarter of aim imour. When first joined in
circuit the needle will rise to a nuaximuwum
u.eading amid timen slowly fall back to a low

value according to time capacity of the
condenser and it shmoutld remain commstant
at that value. 1f it (loes not give a reading
when first connected up, the condenser is
open-circuited, and if a high reading is
oi)taifled all time time, then the condenser is
imamtially or eumtireiy short-circuited. All
other conmponent.s are, of course, capable of
Component Tests
tested directly with either the ohmIfa voltage test at various points indicates being
mieter ou a voltage supply and umuiliamthat a defective component is in use. timo meter.
conul)onent will, of course, have to be tested
to find the trouble. There are various types
oftcst wimicim may be used but tue fohlowimmg Replacement
When a component lias been found to
are probably the most usual.
CHOKES. Iii the case of both HF. and be defective it must, of course, be replaced.
L.F. chokes the D.C. resistance should lie and in this connection care hmoúld be taken
measured with the resistance immeter and at to see that the redacement is as nearly
time same time an insulation test shoumld be as possible an identical item to that which
is removed. When an exact replaceumient is
made between time winding and time cote.
CONDEYSERS. All types of condeusc-u not available the nearest possible equivalent
should be tested for short-circuit amid un should be obtaiumed, and if this means that
a slightly lower resistance is included it
time case of fixed or solid duelectruc coumupouients tests for insulation bel wecu ter- umay, in sonic parts of a circuit, be necessary
minais and casing should be made. assuumi- to acid resistance to bring the total up to
jog, of course, that a metal case is mused. timat originally fitted.
In the case of electrolytic
condensers the measurement
of the actual capacity is not
a simple ummatte!, but the
leakage current muay lie
meaSure and will give aim
indication as to the condition
Gra niophone Circuits
of the condenser. Before
If time receiver lias pick-up termuminals, nmakuuig the leakage test, of
switch to gramophone, switch the receiver course, time condenser must
on and try time pick-up, either wit hi a record be tested for simort-cïm'cuits
or by "picking " the needle. If reproduc- so as to avoid damaging
tion can be obtained, then time L.F. (and time test meter which might
mnniums section in the ease of a mmiaius rebe joined across a shom-t euh
ceiver) is in order and thus testing is condenser. Another i unport.
limited to time HF. and detector stages iii ant point in this connect omm
a straight set or time frequency changer amid is that time ohmnmmeter will
I.F. stages in a simperhiet. It is in tIme latter provide two d ilfereumt readings
thpt most difficulty is likely to cuise, as wimeum joined across t lie
the straight set is really quite simple in electrolytic condenser, time
design and should take little time to trace probable readings for an 8
put. As, however, the superhet requires mfd. 450 y. workiumg
very special tmcatmiment to service properly, denser being in time neighthis will he the subject of a future article. bourhood of 22,54)0 ohmmns
If it is not possible to find a suitable one way roumud tumid 750,000
broadcast signal for test purposes, a signal ohmmìs time o! her way. If
generator or service oscillator should he the condenser does not
used to provimle some note wimich may be indicate a very low resistfed to the aerial fbr test purposes. The auuce or shout-circuit the
flrt step is to set ammy volume control to leakage test should be
J1
nìaxu1munl position anmi then rotate time carried out i)y connecting
,-,.r
tuning control through the entire range. the condemmscr to a D.C.
If no signal is obtssinqble, then obviously supply equal to its actual
Manufacturers go to great pains to make certain that
a stage-by-stage test is called for, and in rating and
connect a
mechanical parts will not break down. Here is a Philips'
this connection the first step is to check all milhiamnieter in series for a
Tester which operates the push-buttons, pressing each
supply voltages.
Your general-purpose Iiirly long period-say about
tutton 160 limes at the rate of 23 limes a minute.

If

weak sigmuals are obtaimible time
probable cause will be wrongly ganged
circuits or sonic other defect in time actual
tuning circuits and the coils will thus have
to be examined.
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MIXING ¡NP T;LHANNE
INPtbieAddressvork good,independent The Uses
nuxing of.a number of input channelsI

niicrophonec, gramophofte pick-sips and
sometimes radio-is always needed. lt is
essential, too, to the production of plays foi
Home Broadcasting. such as are published
in this journal at various intervals,
The methods used for mixing obviously
have a great effect on the ultimate quality
of the sounds uroduced. Little attentioiì
lias in the past been paid to this problem
many seem content with crude methods,
others use circuits of scientific accuracy
but of low efficiency.
rIIÌe lise of double triodes, i.e., two separate
triodes contained inside one envelope,
provides a ready means of mixing inputs
both etïiciently and economicafly.

Valve

for

As mentioned before, interaction is likely
to occur between the inputs as the controls
are manipulaled, and the tono as well as
the volume of all the inputs is varied by
virtue of the variable attenuation of the
network. In addition, the grid to earth
resistande of the valve into which the
inputs are feeding is varying, and is always
below its optiniuin value. Most of these
disadvantages may. be eliminated by the
use of valve mixing.

of the Doùble-Triode

Mixing

in

PA. Work

high resistances inserted in the output
leads to the grid provide lora high resistance
path frons the grid of the valve to earth
even when both controls are set at zero
input. This produces a rather high lins
leve due to valve noise Or microphony.
'fhis ellèct may be overcome to a certain

j:

Valve Mixers

There are now on the market quite a
number of ul.ouhle-triode valves, that is, a
valve consisting of two electrically separiite
triodes w-itlìin one envelope. All of these are
American type valves, three of them, GC'SG,
t)FSG, and GX7G, having Octal type bases.
L F
Potentiometer Methods
The 6E0 and GAG are similar, but have
American 7.pin bases. The principle of
The simplest typé of fader is that slton
working is the sanie for all.
in Fig. 1. This is a straight fade-over
The cathodes of the two triodes are tied
system used in cinemas, or with home
externally, and input channels are fed into
sound-on.disc talkie equipment for changing
the separate grids through their own gain
over frein one input channel to another.
controls. as shown in Fig. 4. The mixing
Vitli the control a.t its limit one way, one
takes place in tise common anode circuit,
channel is fully in circuit and the other
and the mixed output i taken off from
totally ont, and as the control is rotated
the anode resistance and fed through the
the first channel is faded down as the second
main gain control to tise next valve. Since
is brought in until the control reaches its
tise mixing doed not take place until tise
limit tise other way, when the positions are
totally changed. Only one potentiometer extent by having an overall gain control anode circuit of tise system, no detrimental.
is uscii. This system is not very satis- before the next valve as shouts. If we interaction or feedback between tise inputs
factory, since the inputs cannot be mixed have this main control as shown tise overall can occur, and, consequently, tise overall
independently and there is no latitude of gaul can be kept to a minimum ansi so the response and tonal quality are no loñgei
noise level may be reduced as re sich as impaired. Varyiisg one input control cannot
control.
.ligs. 2 an(l 3 show other types of possible. Where re icrophones need ing pre. interfere with tise volume or quality of the
potentiossicter mixer. Here two mdc- assi pliflers, such a s condenser ini crophoises, other cisannel-the two inputs are enti reiy
peotlently variable controlS are used. are used, the mixing and gain control should independent.
Fig.
-Circuit for the
simplest type of mixer.
This lias no independent
control.
1

A

J

-

H.T+
Fig.
This

Valve

2-Mixing

circuit.
hes several disadvantages.

f

6N7,G

Filament
Volts Amps.

76

Base

Anode
Volts
nA

Anode
Resistance

Load
Resistance

3OOO'iI,O00

Octal

6{63
aE6'76..3.6

6C8GiOctal3H3

Grid

Bias

2OOO

6

fio,oøo

3

As for 6A6

250
2

26,000

0

7,700

iye

S

4,3O0iO,OOO

U5

200

litipica/ operating figures for double-triade

3d

20

valves. Va/urs given are for each separate. triode

be put as late in the, circuit as possible to
i-educe working noise from the controls,

3 is rather the better of the two, since
the arrangement of Fig. 2 suffers from the
disadvantage that parts of the potent.io.

Fig.

nitê'r resistances are "shorted out" as
tfp.controls are varied. Since the input
of each channel is in series with that of the

other, and as the total resistance in circuit
changes by virtue,of this shorting out as the
cositrols are rotated, when we vary one of
tue input' contröl we inevitably cause a
variation in the input of the other channel.
The tone of each channel is also ithpaired,
since neither of the channels is working all
the time into its correct load resistance and
varying attenuation occurs.
With t he arrangement shown in Fig. 3
the controls are in parallel and so direct.
interaction is. far less noticeable. The

'L

___

In addition each input is working into its
correct load resistance potentiometer, and
this is iiot affected by variation of the
Disadvantages of Potentiometer
controls.
Mixers
The full gain of each part of the double.
All methods of mixing employing only triode is available for its particular channel,
resistors and potentiometers involve a so that as well as providing an excellent
considerable Joss in signal strength. If iiiethod of mixing, the double-triode does
there are two input channels, the voltage
(Contimed on nrx: p4ge)
input to the- grid of the
H.T.+
varre wiji ne naiven, tig. 3.-Mixing Iwo chanwith three inputs it is ne/s-others mag be added.
i'educed to one-third, and RI, R2, R3, R4, RS are
so on. This is the reason all 250,000 ohms. RS
the
for the relatively high
main gain control.
hiss level. A considerable
L.F
amount of the voltage
available from the chan(
nels is dropped in the
P5
resistance network, and
te the systems have a
-èrv low overa]lefficiency.
Valve noise and hiss also
become more evident as
efficiency decreates. This
R?
is true for all resistance
methods, aMnot only with
those given here, which
aremerelyexarnples.
-

'r
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-
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Important Points to be Observed in Building and
Using a Receiver having Ganged Tuning Circuits are Explained Below

A Few of the More

xi
t..

IT

is now so comnioiìplace to employ a
gang condenser for controlling two or
mole tuning circuits that the essentials
for correct ganging aiid matching of the
circuits are very often overlooked, with the
Tesult that the receiver does not give the
best. performance of which it is capable. A
few years ago designers whose chief object
was t.o obtain the greatest possible efficiency
made every effort to avoid the use of ganged
condensers, but matters are considerably
different to-day. For one thing only two,
or at the most three, tuning circuits were
used in all but tile most advanced types of
receiver in the past, and it was not a very
difficult matter to operate separate tuning
condensers for each circuit. Now, however,
it is not unusual to employ four tuned
circuits, each of which is extremely selective
amid must be tuned with precision. What
is more, nothing would be heard at all if
each one of the condensers was hot adjusted
very near to the precise tuning-point, since
modern tuning coils, especially iron-core
oies, are so selective. And it is a physical
impossibility to operate four different
condensers simultaneously and to keep them
all "instep," whereas when the condensers
are all joined together mechanically they
can easily be niade to rotate at the same
speed.

Inductance and Capacity Matching
It is not sufficient, however,-just to take,

VI,-.

say thi'ee coils intended for covering a
similar band of wavelengths, and to use
these iii conjunction with a three-gang
coiidenser. The first essential is that the
coils must be identical iiì every way; not
only must they have the saine number of
turns, but the windings should be arranged
in the saine manner and the turns should
he equally spaced. The reason lòr this is
that. as has been pointed out on many
previous occasions, the wavelength to which
an oscillatory circuit (comprising a coil
and condenser) is tuned depends upon the
inductance of the coil and the capacity
across Tt. The latter factor is governed
mainly by the tuning condenser, but it
must never be overlooked that there is
capacity between the turns of wire on the
coil, and that this fixed capacity should,
theoretically, always be added to the
capacity of the variable condenser at any
particular setting. As the effect of the
self-capacity of the coil is comparatively
slight it was not referred to wheti dealing
with tuning scales last week ; in any case
it would have no more effect on the tuning
pointer than that of shifting its position by
Its importii very small fraction of an inch.
ance in connection with accurate ganging is
much greater for, as most readers are
aware, the si iglitest movement of the
tuning kno in a modern highly-selective
receiver is sufficient to reduce signal
strength to half, and often to introduce n
certain amount of distortion.
It is for the reason just given that if two
or more tuned circuits are to be ganged in
the usual manner the various coils must not
only have the sanie iñductance hut also the
sanie self-capacity; this means, in effect,
that they must he matched coils of the
same inae and type.

-.----.-----------

Care with the Trimmers
It is true that all modern gang

con-

densers are provided with a small pre-set
triniming condenser on each section, and
that these can be used to balance out stray
capacities, but there is no means of balancing the unequal inductances of leads.
Perhaps you will say that the inductance is
so small as to be negligible ; it is in the
majority of cases, but it might reach

MIXING INPUT CHANNELS
ongi,,ued from previous page)

measurable proportions if some of the wires
are long, and if they do not follow a straight
path. But even tile use of the trimming
condensers does not overcome every difficultv, because if the capacity is high the
tuning range of the receiver is restricted.
The reason for this is that the trimmer
capacity remains constant whether the
timing condenser is at minimum, maximuni or an intermediate capacity. In
consequence of this, the ratio of maximum
to minimum capacity-upon which the
tuning range is dependent-is reduced. As
an example, suppose the minimum capacity
of a variable condenser to be 20 mnnìfd.
(.00002 mfd.) and tile maximum capacity
500 mnnjfd. (.0005 mfd.), the ratio between
maxinhlim and minimum would be 25 to I.
But if the fixed capacity of the trimming
condenser were set to, say, 50 mmufd.
(.00005 nmfd.) the effective minimum and
maximum capacity would be 70 mmfd.
and 550 mmfd., the ratio being only about
8 to 1.
This explains why it is always advised,
when trimming a receiver having ganged
tuning circuits, that the trimmers be set to
the lowest capacity with which the circuits
can be matched accurately. The best
procedure is generally to unscrew all the
trimmer-adjusting screws and then to turn
down each in turn as little as possible.
double valve is twice that for one triode,
and so the biasing resistor has half the
value of that for one triode alone. The
characteristics supplied by the makers are
usually values for each triode.
Although we have dismissed the cruder
potentiometer methods of mixing, we are
still using potentiometers in all input

its share of the amplifying in addition. j
takes the place of one of the ordinary triode
voltage amplifiers. If two double-triodes
with appropriate anode resistances are used
in parallel, four inputs can be perfectly
mixed, without any objectionable feedback
or loss of signal strength. The efficiency of
the system is very high, being only limited
by that of the valve.
Two ordinary triodes: suitably tied
externally could be used instead of a double
1
triode, and would produce just as good mixing, but a double-triode is
P2
much more economical since
RI
it only takes up the space of
one valve, costs as much as
one valve and only consumes
the heater current of one
-25
'valve, since the two cathodes
are heated by a common
heater.
The anodes of the two
triodes must not be tied
directly together externally,
or each triode would be work- Fig. 4.-Double-triocïe used for mixing. No irderact ¡oh COIS OCCUr.
ing into a load less than its Rl and R2 each twice AC. resistance of single friede. R3 is
the main gain con/ro!.
own \C. resistance, a condition likely to lea.d to
as gain controls. For good work,
channels
harmonic distortion unless the inputs were
especially for Public Address even ou a
very small indeed. To ensure line.ai- amplification a load impedance on each triode of small scale, correctly graded potentiometers
about twice its AC. resistance is used. must be used. Standard log-law units of
The characteristics supplied by the makers a reliable make and of the correct value
for the particular instrument-microphone
will give the exact values required.
. pick-up-should be used.
Automatic Biasing
It1 is well worth while tohave calibrated
If automatic biasing by a resistance gain control dials on all input potentioshunted by a large capacity condenser in meters, and on the main gain control.
the cathode-earth lead is used for the Several firms, such as Messrs. Bulghì, make
double-triode, it must be kept in mind suitable dials and knobs for this type of
that the anode current passed by the work.

T

V

-

--

The Effect of Long. Lads
There is yet another point which must
be considered, tins being in connection
with the wiring to the coils and to the
sections of the gang condenser. The
connecting wires have a certain inductance
of theii own, and also form a small capacity
with other wires, components afl(1 earthed
screens to which they run near. This
means, for example, that if the grid lead
froni one coil is long and covered by
screening braid, whilst the corresponding
lead froni another coil is short and unscreened, there is every possibility of the
two circuits being imperfectly matchedeven though proper care has been taken in
every other respect. To avoid any difficults in this respect it is wise to make every
endeavour to "balance " the connecting
leads as far as is mechanically possible.
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Stow-motion Trimming Tool

A

I wished to carry out sorne very fine
adjustments in my SW. receiver, I
devised the trimmer here described. The
chief components required for this tool are
al) extension control outfit and a slou motion drive .As can be seen by the
diagram tile brass spindle is filed off at tile

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

s

SLOW MOTIOF4
DRIVING HEAD

-

Every Reader of ' PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somelittle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
flot pass it oil to us ? 'te pay LI-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item

r

r

r
r

r

published on this page we will pay half-a.
- guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name anti address
on every item. Please note that every notion
in mutt be original. Mark envelopes
"Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
$sent
Queries with your hints.

¡

AIL

jby

I

SPECIAL NOTICE
hints must be accompanied
the coupon cut from page 81.

-.1

The winding on the cut-out will, of course,
vary according to tite set in itse. In a
mains receiver a heavier gauge wire should
be used,
refineIIlent for battery sets
a ould he to include a switch in the lamp
circuit, kiss avoiding w4ste of current,
011cc the station has been tuned in.A. G. SI'RIGO.s (Sanderstead).

Using o disuse J speaker horn as a lamp shade.

t

EXTENSION
CONTROL

OUtFiT

Improvised Lamp-shade
the possessor of a "shack " for

ßEING
my wireless experimenting, and learn-

that this ernst he effectually "blacked
out " at night, I hit upon the following idea
for a shaded light. i had, in my junk box,
an old "Dinkie" horn speaker of no
DRIVER
practical use. I renmoved the speaker unit
and this left me a free passage for a length
A novel slow-mo/ion Irimming loo!
of flex to be passed through and out
end to the shape of a screwdriver. This is through the borts mouth. To this I
fitted in one end of the insulating tube, to connected a bayonet holder. Next, I
the other end of which is fixed the slow- procured some fire cement (6d. a 11h. tin).
motion driving head with knob attached.
With this I cemented the holder in the
It will be understood tha.t this control narrow neck of the horn .AIl that roshortin
affords a great deal of accuracy
maine i tobe done was to silver the reflector,
wave and ultra short-wave trimniing, etc.- or the inside of the horn, with aluminium
ROGERS
(Golders
Green).
J.
paint. I have found this extremely
efficient-V, W. BUDD (Portsmouth).
mg

8RASS INSERT FILED
r---l-O 5HAPE OF SCREW-

Visual Tuning Device

been troubled in the past by An Emergency Torch
IRECENTLY wanted a small pocketHAVING
the inaccuracy of station-names
torch but unfortunately dici not have
printed on the tuning scale, I constructed
the device illustrated, which consists of a such a thing in the house. After looking
relay that operates a lamp, indiOPTIONAL SWITCH
cating when a station is exactly
iii

tune.

FOR BATTERY SETS

An old cut-out was obtained
from a car junk-shop, and its
winding removed. The bobbin
was then re-wound with approximately 3,000 turns of 40-gauge
enamelled wire, and the two ends
finished off with ordinary lighting
flex. The cut-out is placed inthe
H.T. positive lead, so that the
armature will just remain open
when- the set is switched On,
with no signal passing. On turiing-in to a station, when the
correct setting has been reached,
the H.T. will increase; attracting
the armature to the coil, therefore closing the contacts and
bringing the lamp into circuit.

round for a few mine tes I hit upon the idea
shown in the accompanying illustration,
arid this proved so satisfactory that I am
sure many will find
a tise for a similar
compact and useful
SOLDERED
little light. I dismantled an old
G.B. battery and
removed one of
the bells. I then
took a dial-light
i
holder from art old
Inning dial and
i
5
connected these as
shown. hie dialLRESS
lamp was used in
TO LIGHT
the holder. To.
g
make a more deborate lamp you can
T
huy the sniall cells
fit
as refills for torches
and a suitable
lampholder may he
obtained fions
Messrs. Bulgin. If
BAT TERY
a torch refill is
CELL
purchased the outer
A novel emergency torch, paper covering
must, of course, be
remored.-A. FRANCOIS (Brixton, S.W.2).
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TO BATTERY
OP MAINS
SUPPLY

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S

ENCYCLOPEDIA
To BE INSERTED
IN LEAD FROM
f-IT. BATTERY

Pos

OR MAINS SUPPLY

An

old

eQs used

visuai

cul-oui

for this
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device.
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Wire1es
Construction, Terms,
and Definitions explained and iilustrated inconcise,clearlanguage
From all Booksellers or by post 516 fros. George
Notorios Lid., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2
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.HTHe Output 5tage

WE

have recently dealt with the signals (such as mcv be obtained frommi time
question of volume of the output local station) may he sufficienti reduced
delivered by a rece1or, and many to bring them within the iclige of the penlisteners still complain that although they tode valve, whilst weal signais will receive
are using a valve supposed to give '2 watts, the benefit of the additional anmplilication
their volume does not appear to be greater and will afford better loudspeaker results,
9

'.

-

t,

s'.

t

t

lictor is high, and thus they need only

joli

a small input in order to deliver

time maxm-

output. The range of the mnIMit
signal may be ascertained from the giid.
bias figures. If a valve is rated for 3 volts
grid bias, it wiii only take lialflme signal
thantimatobtainedwithavalveratedatonly,
that a valve requiring G volts grid bias mvmll
say, i watt. Other listeners wonder why, Tone Correction
accommìaiodate. Thus, if designing the out
when they purchase a so-called L.F. valve,
In most circuits the pentode must be put stage or a simple receiver without any
they are unable to obtain a
L.F. amplilication between it
and the detector, one would
good output without clistortion. It is often not realised
select a valve with the highest
The
Final
Link
in
of
the
possible amplification factor,
that tice output stage is
very critical as regards tice
and with a iow grid bias
is the
figure. On the other hand,
I{.'i. voltage and the grid
if one is designing a very
bias which is applied to it,
Some of the Mistaken
powerful receiver to use ali
a'nd if wrong alues are used
Circuit
the
output stage delivering ]O
it gives evidence of the fact
sòoner than any other stage
so, one would select
Here.
By \AT. J. DELANEY awattslowor aniplificatioji
factor
in the receiver. It is necesoutput valve with a very
arv also to bear in mind
high
value
with
correction
uscii
in
conjunction
tone
a
of grid bias, and each
that a loudspeaker can only reproduce
that which is fed into it, and circuit, as the reproduction is normally intermediate L.F. stage would have a
higher
is
rather
high-pitched.
This
tone
corrector
amplification
factor and lower end
therefbin a weak sienal will not receive
any hirt) ter amplification 'from the speaker, required although the loi idapeaker used bias.
with
the
receiver
has
pair
tetmiaals
a
of
and a (listorted signal will not be cleaned
dp by the reproducer. A 6ad loudspeaker or other inpul arrangement marked " Pen- Push-pull and Parallel
will, however, probably introduce a loss tode.'' Some amateurs aplicar to he tinder
The push-pull stage will handle slightly
in amplification and may give rise to the impression that if tite speaker is moie titan double the signal which the singlo
(lesgned
foi'
use
with
pentode,
a
no tone valves will handle, and thus such a stage
troubles, but assuming that a reliable
speaker is used, there are several points corrector i required. hut the fact litai tite could be used where overloading takes
ivili
speaker
lie
suitable
tise
ivitli a piace with tite single valve. Obviously,
For
wit joli must receive attention if the best is
to be obtained front it. Firstly, it will be pentode concerns its ini icdance or resistance however, tite additional anode current and
LT. current sti-a in must he considered at
rated to handle a certain volume, and and not its tone of reproduction.
In designing tite output stage tite maxi- tite sattle time, or the existing supplies may
obviously this value should not be exmitin
whith
is
desired
volume
should be I he be found inadequate, with tice resuli that
ceeded if the speaker is to last for any
length of time, or is required to give its
the additional gain w ill not
best in the way of quality. For the user of
take place. The parallel
- '*
battery equipment this fact will not be of
stage, on tite òther hand,
5.,t
'
much nìoment as he is unlikely to be able
will not handle any more
--="to supply sufficient pow-er to overload the
tItan tifo single valves, but
ls:
speaker. On the other hand, tite user of
the amplification will be
;
mains apparatus might very easily be in a
greater. Assuming, thereposition to overload it.
fore, that we have a nceiver which provides very
i't
, ':i
i
:',
Triode or Pentode?
voor voittitie, and that the
Many listeners go to the expense of
H.T. and L.T. supplies tue
i
purchasing. a pentodo valve, having been
more than sufficient to sur tvalve
delivers
a
informed that such a
ply the set, an improve'
greater output than a triodc. When the
nient could best lie effected
valve is incorporated in the receiver they
by fitting a itentode in the
find, however, that results are inferioroutput stage, or by using
:"i
'?j
perhaps giving less volume than their
'
a valve in that stage which
4.
previous valve. There may be.two reasons
lias a greater amplification
licetot' than the existing
tòr this-either the valve is taking much
fiore current than the previous valve
valve. If it pentode is
'
already fitted and the voitnnd their battery supply is inadequate
to carry out its full function, or the signal
age supplies are adequate,
fed to the valve is greater than it will
an existing stage could be
handle and overloading takes place. It is
inserted between the last
quite tille that a peritode will deliver
two stages, or ail exactly
The new Linen "All Dry' battery operated portable, using
similar valve could be cona greater output than a single triode of the
(lie new 14v. valves.
nected in parallel with the
normal type, but this is only when properly
used. Generally speaking it will not handle first consideration, and one should then output stage. In this case the additional
such a large signal as a sample triode, and work backwards to the remainder of the cost would be small, but the running costs
its increased output is due to its amplilica- circuit. For the battery user a maximum would be increased. By adding an intertion factor. Therefore, its greater output of 3 watts should be considered fòr normal vening L.F. stage the initial cost would
is only obtained when it is used with a cir- circuits, but, of course, this w ill need a very be greater but the running costs would be
cuit where a small signal is fed to the efficient H.T. supply and u-ill be expensive lower.
\Vhere a receiver is fitted wit-h a volume
output stage. It may be taken as a fairly to maintain. With asingle valve a Inaxiniuni
general rule-that a pentodo should normally of 1} watts only is available. The mains control and it is found that this can never
only be used following a detector stage, user on the other hand can obtain a single he turned more than a short distance
and if there are two or more L.F. stares valve to deliver an output of 15 watts. u'ithout distortion setting in, the outputthe pen'tode should not be employed. Valves of this type are, however, in many valve should be replaced by one which
This rule may, of couasè, he broken if a cases subject to the sanie liitiitations as the requires a iuiuch greater grid bias voltage,
suitable L.F. volume control is included in pent.ode valve, uamely their inability to but with operating condilions. more or
the first L.F. stage, as then the loudest handle a very large input. The amplifica. less the same.
11111111
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Hear Everything-Get a

TROPHY Communication
R eceiv er

A REVIEW

OF THE LATEST GRAMOPHONE

ONE generally associates record albums
with highbrow music, but this
autumn the Decca Company intend
to issue a series of album sets covering
collectiofis of the best in lighter music.
The albums, instead of being finished in the
humbler greys and buffs, are to be brightly
coloured.
Tite first album to be released contains
six records by Bing Crosby. Although
nearly all the tunes are old favourites,
every one is a new recoruing. I lie sel, coniplete with album and ]eaflet, costs °ls.,
and forms a pi-ogranirne lasting more than
half-an-hour. Tho material ranges finin
such nielodies as " Stardust " and " I
Surrender, 1)ear " to Irving Berlin's new
patriotic soiìg success" God Bless America."
The iiunibers of the records are Brenswick 02805/10 and they can be obtained
separate if required. Other tunes included
are "Home on the Range," "Missouri
Waltz " and "To You, Sweetheart."
The second albuiii to be released contains
favourite Viennese waltzes. Possibly as an
antidote to the hectic swing craze, the waltz
seems to be destined for another wave of
popularity. In America they are having
Viennese waltz nights at all tue most
popular places people attend for dancing.
Every waltz included iii this album is a
firm
favourite from "The Blue Danube,"
Over the Waves," and "The Dollar
Princess "to" Vienna, City of my Dreams."
They have been recorded by Harry Horlick
and his Orchestra. There are five 1)ecca
records F 7065/9, price 12s. 6d. in an
attractive album.

Voca is
HEADING the new releases are two
songs by Deanna Durbin fron her filin,
Three Smart Girls Grow Up." They are
"Because" and "The Last Rose of

Summer" on

Two'otlier
favourites, Connie Boswell and Elsie carlisle,
have also made records. Connie lias made
one of' Sunrise Serenade "and " Wishing,''

Hit Song

ÇHE hit song of the

month is going to be
Lew Stone and Guy
Lew
Lombardo have both recorded it
Stone lias coupled it with "Transatlantic
Lullaby " on Decca F 7170, and Guy
Lombardo directs his Royal Canadians
t hrough an intriguing rendition of it on the
reverse side of Concert in the Park on
flruitsucick 02799.
Bob Crosby svitii his
luuige Orchestra lias made " if I i)idn't
('are '' and '' If L Were Sure of You
Dccc« F 7175, and with his Bob Cats lie has
recorded two times from his brothers film
Sing a Song of
"East Side of heaven
Sunbeams" and "Hang Your Heart on a
Hickory Limb" on Dccc« F 7129.
An interesting and novel dance record is
Lew Stone's "Canadian Pacific " on Decca
F 7131. There have been many musical
impressions of trains in the past, but none
quite so exciting as the stream-lined monster
composed by Lew Stone. Froni the moment
it leaves the station to the time it finally
" Boom."

"-"

roars out of sight titis rip-snorting locomotive leaves you quite breathless.
From the excitement of " Canadian
Pacific " we must t urn to two tice' conipositions by Sid Phillips. These are " A
Burumese Ballet '' and " Early Morning
Bhmes " and they have been recorded by
Ambrose and His Orchestra on Decca

F 7136.

Finally, there is a tiovelty combination
led by Paul Whitenian. There are lour
trumpets and three trumpets and three
trombones wit-li guitars, string bass and
drums. This unusual instrumental group
is called Paul Wiiiteman's Bouncing Biass,
and for its first record has made " Bose
Room" and "I've found a New Bab,"
Both of these evergreens sound most
attractive in 'their new garb-Brunswick
02802.

Brunswick 02803.

on b'run.swicL- 02770, while Elsj, has
coupled The Shabby Old Cabby' with
"The Mooti Renieinbered But Yen Forgbt.;"
which comes from " Let's be Famous

"-

Rex 9610.

From the new George Black Show at the
Palladium conies the amusing " T. R. D.
Jones " which is sung by Ella Fitzgerald
on Brun.swicI 02818. The other side contains
an old favourite in " Little WTliite Lies."
Lovers of close harmon singing must not
miss ''Hello 'Fusco '' and '' Chinatown, My
Chinatown " sung by The Merry Macs ori
Der.ca F 7179.
Another favourite vocal
team is The Ink Spots. These co1oured
singers made their name in this country
when Jack Hylton introduced them to us a
lèw years ago. At that time they were best
known as swing singers. Recently they
have turned their attention to more sentimental songs such as the plaintive " It's
Funny

A
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iO\V and hateD in at any hour of the by or flieht to
Ithe tbrihln.g tian.misslons always on the ali.
Pear Arneriea'Gc, many, France, Russia. Sign,fìcant

short-wave lransyn,sslons in English are conung
over these day. ahi of which eau only be heard l'y
the posseou of a sneciahly-designed receiver-like
a TROPHY, illustrated above is the TROPHY 6
AC. Communication Receiver with a continuous
wave-range of 6.5 to 550 metres. giving you all-world
short-wave contacts and tise B.B.C. Home Service.
The TROPHY 8 employs electrical bandspreading
and all essential tuning reflnements for efficient
operation. Speaker Is built-in and headphones can
be connected. Ready for use on AC. 200.250 V.

-

-

Fully Guaranteed
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Price £1011916.

-

1

There is a TROPHY to suit
u
you. Battery and Mains
Models from 66/6/6. send now
Cor complete TROPHY spec!u
.
fications and order now beORDER yours NOW
fore prices advance.

PETO-SCOTT CO.

-

¡

LTD.,

City Road, London, E.C.1
-'w
Tel. Clissold 9870.
(Pw5.), High Holborn London, W.C.1.

77 (PW5.),
41

.-..----SErD

Tel.

Ho/bern 3248.

-

FOR TROPHY LISTS

EMERGENCY

SETS

LIGHTING

Petrol Electric Engine and Dynamo 150
Watts, 25/30 volts. 6 amps. £12. 1151f
1mW. 500 watts, 20/70 volts, 10

L

t

amps. £16.
STORAGE BAmc1ES. 75
AH. to 300 AR. Edison, cheap.
BATTERY CHARGERS.
House types cor radio Cells horn
t amp at 15/- to Car BatterS
Chargers. 35/_, and all sizes lo between.
haue Cha'-c,'s for 6 to 200 cells in stock.
IIEADI'HONES. Pocket type leather headbands. 2/0.
L.R. Suflivans. 219. 2,000 and 4,000 ohms. 4/8. Shelter
'phones from 2/-. Portable phones and exchanges for
shelters.
MORSE PRAOTICE SETS. No.1. Sound
with key and buzzer. 3/-.
No. 2. Ught only and
key. 2/-. CombInation
set 7/-. Govt. Keys,
type.
R.A F.
'

'

L

4

Re
FOR dancing fans we have a record
played in strict dance tempo by Maxwell Stewart's Ballroom Orchestra.
He
25F. Buzzers hum
introduces a tango " Summer Evening in 5/- E ERIctY i!AITZELS of useful
and Radio parts, and materials
Santa Cruz " .and a slow fox trot " The Electrical
and apparatus. 10/6 Bargain 1er 51-.
Moon Remeinberc'd But You l'orgot " on Post paid.
't'

.....

-

,

2ipl

1/-.

L

Rex 9619.

Latest Bargain List

Jay Wilbur and his Band have two

records with vocals by Sam Costa and The
Cavendish Three. They are " I Get Along
Without You Very Well " and " Boonì " on
Rex 9616, and "Sail Along Silvery Moon"
and " Only Once" on Rex 9617. " La
Mulata Bombero " and " Masabi,'' t wo
rumbas, are played by Oscar Rabin pnd his
Boniany Band on Rex 9618, whilst the
Beigrave Salon Orchestra have recorded
'Ube Blue i)anube " and '' Moonlight ou

the Alster" on

"N

" Free on reqsuesf

«i

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218. UPPER THAS STREET. LONDON.
T.-Tekphone:

I-:.c.4

Central 4611..

e,....,e

....

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

Rex 0624.

This eoupcn Is avaihuble untif October 1 Itl,
1539, and inuit accompany all Querlea ciel
flints.-
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BARGAINS h

R\E

Amazing Radio Offers
Foi' quick disposai-a limited number of Bargains
in complete Receivers and Chassis for general Or
eme!Tency use. These are special offers at a
fraction of pre-war prices so post your order NOW
to N.T.S, and avoid disappointment.
SUPER BA'rTERY ALL-WAVE 3. Wonderfully
efficient and landeome cabinet model wth a
wave-rsnge of 14 to 2,100 metres. HF. Pent.,
Bet, and Pentode output circuits. Illuminated
Station scale. Concert-grand moving-coil speaker
fitted. Beautiful upright walnut cabinet measures
191m, high x 16m, wide x his, deep. Worth O ens.
N.T.S. cash with order Bargain 5 g'ns.(iess batteries).
carriage paid.
or S-VALVE CHASSIS ONLY. Amazing allwave SG.3 chassis offer, fully tested and complete
With valves. Bargain 69/6, carriage paid.
Matched P.M. speaker. 25/- extra.
AC. 4-VAINE ChASSIS, wave-range 200 to 2,100
metres. 3-watts output. . PU. sockets.. Ready for
Radio or Radio-gram replacement purposes. Fully
tested, complete with 4 valves. Bargain 61/6.
carriage said.
ALL-WAVE AC. 4 CHASSIS. SU. Bandpass
model. 3-watts output. Wave-range 18-2,000 metres.
Station scalo. PU. sockets. Complete with all
Valves and ready for instant use with mains
energised type speaker (2,500 Ohms field). Only 15
available. N.T.S. Bargain 79/6. We cannot reprdt
any of these chassis at the saine low prices again.
A.C. and IIA'FIERY AMPLiFIERS. Two special
ñew offers. 7-Watt AC. model with push-pull
Output. Supplied ready for use on- strong steel
chassis, with provision for use with microphone or
gramophone. Volume-control lifted. Completo
With 4 valves for use on AC. 000/250 supplies.

-

I--

as

Use

V

nuut

Qn buses

AMAZIÑG PARCEL

k-

sno.55,u,

sss5i5

Offer!

Comprising variable condensers. co/I.
fixed condensers and resistances,
knobs. and universally drilled
cadmium-plated steel chassis size
14Un. x 7iin- x2tin. Listvalue30/-.
Bas-gain 5f- plus 1/- for postage.

-s

NEW TIMES

I
i,

.u. moues.

tested and guitranteed. Bargain 59/6. LimIted
Stocks in both cases.
model
LT. TRICKLE CHARGER. 2-volt I amp,
for AC. supplies. Costs practically nothing to
pharge your accumulator. Brand new, famous
make. 1216. post M. Also HT. Mains Units:
120v.. 12 ma. Output. 3 tappings. For A.C. 000/250v
supplies. BargaIn 21/6.

SS
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New American Stations
NOW that the American television Service

has been in operation for a few months
and experience has been gained intf'ansllliSsion, reception and studio technique, an
attempt is being made to increase tile nuinberof stations capable ofpi'oviding a service
of signals within prescribed areas. For
example, time Du Mont laboratories which
has a television system working on quite
different lines fr0111 the other companies is
seeking pel'mission from the Federal Conimunications Commission to erect a station
in the New York area. Its present transmitter is located in Passaic, New Jersey,
and can only radiate at night- time or during
the early iiotuing hours aiid lias to use the
same wavelength as the N.B.C/R.C.A.
transmitter sit-tinted on the summit of the

No. 171.

-

insti:Ilctive chai-acter. This wave of tele.
vision activity and t-11e demand for stations
bring to lund a similar phase which existed
a few years ago in the same country when
low definitiomm television demonstrations
svere featured in several of the big cities.
11aking use of the principles of light spot
scanning with mechanical equipment, interi sive development in photo-electric cells took
place in order to provide a really satisfactory
signal. The illustration belowshsowsa typical
example of a television studio of those days,
and in addition to the bank of eight cells
used for Chose-Ui) images, the very large
cells for extended shots are seen on each
side of the picture. They are enclosed itt
metal cases with a wire mesh front to act- as
a screen. With modern light spot methods
these forms of cells ha-ve been replaced with
the multiplier type photo-electric c-ella which

SALES-CO.

LUOGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
Est. 1924
'Phone: City 5516.
LISTS FREE!.._.
56 (Pr.W.5),

C,
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See that FLUXITE is always by

--

s

s

iouse-garage---workshop-wherever
speedy
soldering is needed.
Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of Ironmoogere-in tins,
4d., Bd., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE -SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructions,, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of soft"
soldering and ask for I,eaßet on CASEan'd' TEMPERING
HARDENING
STEEL
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
-

a
u,

i

Yo,,,
TO CYCLISTS!
leep round and true, stile,,

wheels will NOT
lise spoke, uro lied

with fisse wire al the crossing, AND SOL'such
stronger
DERED.
This makes a
wheel.
Its simple-with FLUXIT&-bst

IMPORTANT.

w

An exasflp!e

rl

Amer ican studio television practice when conditions

to

Fluxite on the soldering job instantly. A
little pressure places
the right quantity on
the right spot and one
charging lasts For ages.
Price 1/6,. or filled 2/6
ALL_MECHANICS IWU

,

_,..

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES.

.LL SOLDERJNG

FI.UXITR'LTD. (Dept. WI'.) DRAGON WOLCKS,
)SRRSIONDSEY. ST1tEET S.L.!. -.

of

service demanded vesti large

photo-electric cells.

i

FLUXITE GUN
THE
put
always ready
it

oJ

New York Empire State Building. Titen
the Don Lee network television station in
Hollywood is installing higher definition
equipment titan has been used before, and a
new station is planned for next year which
is to be situated on the top of a mountain.
Station WOR of tise Mutual Network is
anxious to install a one-kilowatt trans.
mitter in New York to provide educational
broadcasts and a system of news coverage.
In its application to the F.C.C. this station
states that it. lias already been promised tise
co-operation of many educational institutions in both New York and New Jersey,
and in addition to live " subjects it is
Proposed to employ film shorts of an

aie more compact and give very high degrees
of amplification without all tise attendant
issush troubles in the amplifier networks.

NOWREADY'
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS,
AND FORMULE
By F. J. CAMM

TABLES

i

:

3/6, b0 posi 3110, Irons George Newnes. Ltd..
Touer Heure. 5ostlscmteion Si., London, W.C.2.
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Temporary Rejuvenation of Dry Batteries: Cutting Down HT.
Current
Eliminating HF. and LF. Valves
Dispensing with a
Superhet Frequency-changer
Primary Cells for Accumu!aio
Charging
:

:

:

THIN
SHEET

COPPER

battery slightly by placing it in an oven
COPPER
SUL P1-4ATE
SOLUT ION

COPPER
SULPHATE
CRYSTALS

Details of a Dank-Il cell, with approximate dimenskins, which must e gore mcd by the size of the
porous pot and :inc rod obtained.

that this country is at war we
have beefs asked to make all reasonable economies. if we do our best
'to follow lhis advice there is â good chance
that we shall he able to continue to receive
sufficient-if only just sufficient-supplies
of ali essentials. One ¡ni portant essential
Io the user of a radio receiver is current to
operate it. And in spite of the fact that
inains-ferl receivers have increased iii
popularity, mainly at the expenso of battery
sets, during the past few years, large
numbers of listeners have recently made or
bòught a battery set as a stand-by in the
possible event of a temporary disconnection
of the mains supply.At the moment, high-tension batteries
are not scarce, but readeis do not need to
be reminded of the difficulties often ex
iiericnced in buying torch batteries. While
batteries of the latter type are being used
so extensircly there is always a possibility
that stocks of radio batteries might oecasionaliv fall. We nmst at least be prepared
lör such an eventuality. But there is not a
great deal that can be done, directly, to
safeguard the position. For one thing, dry
btterics cannot satisfactorily be stored
for long periods without their efficiency
falling to a marked extent. All that can be
done to advantage is to obtain or order a
new H.T. battery gs soon as that in use
begins to show a dro!) in voltage (measured
while the set is in use) of, say, 25 per cent.
t will probably continue to give sufficient
current to operate the receiver for a short
time, hut not for very long.
NOW.

which is warm-not hot. Tisis should be
done after the gas or electricity has been
turnell off, and the battery should be left
iii the ovei for about half an hour.
That will sonset.imes cause the battery to
give a sjnall output for a few hours, if no
snore thais that. AJter " cooking" it. is a
good plan to check the voltage between tise
various tapping points. Any set of cells
which is "dead" should then be shortcircuited so that tise voltage from the
others is not induced by the internai resistance. Short-circuiting can be done by
means of a slioi-t length of wire and two
wander plugs, or by wedging the bai-ed ends
of tise wire in the sockets with pieces of
oSatch stick. Although it is worth while
only in severe circumstances, there is good
justification for removing t.he short-circuit.ing lead wh.en the set is switched off; tisis
is becaSise a constant short-circuit often
causes the cell .to burst., when it might.
adversely affect adjacent cells.
Another method which sometimes works
is to remove the cardboard case from the
battery, pierce the bottoni of each of the
zinc-eased cells with a pricker and stand
the complete battery in a shallow tray (a
photographer's developing dish is convenient), containing a solution of saiammoniac. This chemical can be bought
froni a chemist or electrical dealer in either
crystal or compressed-tablet form. The
crystals or tablets should' he added to thu
water until as much as possible has been
dissolved and a little remains undissolved
that is, until the solution is saturated.
Hem-e, again, "dead" cells should, for
preference, be short-circuited, in seine
Jnstances it has been found that an 'exhausted battery could be used for several
hours by applying this treatment.

J

Use a Reservoir Condenser
\ViSen using a battery that is pot in good

t

condition it. is often better to connes-t a
2 mfd. fixed condenser in shunt with st
between the positiv.e and negative terminais,
that is-if sucis a condenser is not already
fitted in the set. As most readers are
probably aware, it is necessary t.o reduce
tise grid-bias voltage when tise voltage of
tise HT. battery is below its normal value.
If this is not done 'reproduction will
generally be "thin" and of poos quality,
while volume will be sacrificed.

Reducing the Number

of Vahes
the battery output is low, asid it is
nearly sure to be when being "boosted"
sa mentioned above, it is often advantageous to cut out one or more valve stages.
Not only will this enable the remaining
stages to operate more efficiently. but it
will prolong tise useful hfe of the battery.
in the case of ais H.F.-Det.-LF. set tise
HF. stare can be ôut out by t.ianafèrrinc
the aerial lead fronì the aerial terminal t
the anode terminal of' the HF. yalve. The
valve should, of course, be rehioved from
its holder, or its filament circuit should be
broken, so that it does not pass uniiecessary
low-tension current.
L.F.' stages can be cut out by joining
one side of a large capacity fixed condenser
(.5 mfd. upwards) to the " anode '' end
of the anode-coupling component in tle
detector or first L.F. stage, and connecting
the speaker or a pair of 'phones between
the other side of the condenser and earth.
An accompanying skeleton diagram shows
the methods described, in this ease, also,
the valve or valves not in use should be
removed from the set to effect a saving
of L.T.
1f

"I

(continued on page 84)

Two Methods of " Boosting
Should the battery become exhausted
to such aic extent that it will not continue
to operate the sets and a replacement is not
immediately obtainable, there are one or
two methods of "boosting" it to a small
degree.
These are not always helpful,
especially with the lowest-priced coinponents, since with them the nne cell containers are of such a light gauge that they
disintegrate. --One method is to warm- the

-

L-5T--

-

-

In this skeleton FLF.-DeL-2L..F. circuit, broken lines show how the first ani either or both of the
lost stages can be cut out. Crosses indicate how :1/le filament circuits should be broken if tiw
ves ore fo be left in Their holders while out úfcommissiori.
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Our Music Critic, Maurice Reeve, Discusses the Pros and Cons
of Mäsical Entertainment in War-time
AM sitting in my "former" music room.
It is stripped of all its furniture and
professional associations. On the baro
boards of the floor lic three suits of anti-

g

gas clothing neatly arranged for instant
donning. Various strange and sinmusical
items stand on the mantelsheif-torches,
eyeshades, rattle, bell, notebook, report
pads, etc. In fact, I am writing in the post
headquarters of post N.4, iii the borough of
ilitierville. Itis 8 ani.. aiìd as post warden I
have started to peri this short article in the
balief that I shall not be interrupted by any
air-raid warning at such an unlikely hour. 1f
there is, and I have to take up my pen again
after duties which all of us fervently hope
may never have to be fulfil led, i t may become
quite an historic piece of literature.

Popular War-time Music

r

fr

Music has often suffered, and Ìnucli of the
greatest of it has been created in suffering.
Its hardships during the present conflict
will be particularly severe and testing,
owing to the partial closing dowii of
places of entertainment-an entirely new
disease which the learned in medicine would
find lias sprung froni the deadly central
Eifropean germ Hitlerchosis, or itis. It
will be a strange war without music, so
strange, in fact, that not mdv will its
character be different from that of all l)aSt
wars, but the effect on morale through its
absence may be such as to cause the authorities to pause and seriously think the matter
over.
And by music I do not mean
Beethoven and Mozart only. A long way
Can anyfrom it. Goodness gracious!
one who experienced the last war forget
the "Bing Boys ori Broadway," "Chu
Chin Chow," oi the l'alace show that contained the iimuortal " Let the Great Big
World Keep Turning "
What a tremendotis part music and the theatre played in
our armament then. The Pronìs themselves
itever ceased for one night. A few shows
like that, for a man and his girl, bless lier
heart., and he was fortified and re-invigorated for months of toil that lay ahead.
Hardly a single show failed to give the
tommies a number they could swing along to
down tite long, long trail, and this chai-seterisation and presentation of the national
mood, together with its parody of tite
grins happenings of the moment, were
lt
invaluable tonics and restoratives.
scents impossible to think that we can do
without them.
!

!

?

jL.

Blow to Private Practice and Academies
The private practice of music, too, is
bound to stiffer .greviously. It was little
affected bythe mere "waging of hostilities"
in 1914, and even the Academies suffered
only small losses at the outset. It was the
gradual economic strain, and the rise in the
cost of living which told on the profession
little uy little, together with the calling
p1). in the last year, of most of the young
men students as they reached military age.
But this time the blow has fallen swiftly,
and in my case, with deadly eect. Mothers
are not going to let theirchi1dren walk down
the dark streets or take journeyseso long
as there is the slightest chance of their
being caught in even an air-raid warning.

As one after the other said this to me I

intensest aerial warfare in 1918. Even the
Monday Wagner night was never interfered
with, which reflected great credit on the
public's level-headedncss for being able to
keep two things dis-associated which should
never be allowed to come together. Many
khaki unilòrnis were to be seen in the
audience nightly, as well as the attractively
dressed ladies belonging to the nìaìiy
women's auxitiarv corps. Also, it was then
that women first made their appearance ill
a symphony orchestra. Maurice Sons was
tIme famous principal violin. Moiseiwitsch
and Mark Hancbourg were frequent soloists,
and Frank \l ings. Thorpe Bates, Carrie
Tubb. and \Iarie Hall are others whose
names come hack in mv menìor-. London
wit bout the Pronis. C'ait it be tine ? One
might as we! I i magi mie tIte scene withnut
the Lord tlayor's Show oi Guy li'aw hes. lInt
they will soon be back-they must be back.
In the meantime, let us do two thingsrecall our memories of all the good things
stored up in them, and look forward to t he
resumption of all the things without which
life would not be very well worth living.
From 1-Torace, who said " O sweet and healing balm of troubles," to Chesterton's
"Take then you, that smile on strings,
those nobler sounds than mine.
The words that never lie, or bray, or
flatter or malign."
The Proms
Music lìas been an indispensah,le ingredient
The Proms w ere a great London jnstitu- of the human salad, and we must have
tion io the last var, and the attendances plenty of all kinds of it to help us will
were little affected even in the period of tite through.
could only answer: " Of course, you are
quite right.'' Any other reply would not
only have been fltuous, but plain money
grubbing, which if not accompanied by a
modicum of common sense, is not worth the
candle. I'erhaps we will be able to think
diflitrently about it when we have "settled
down," and taken our bearings. It has all
coure along so swiftly and suddenly, the
air peril has been talked about and dreaded
for so long that if " take cover " is now
uppermost in everyone's mind, who can
wonder ? But it stands to reason that we
must. relieve the tension aud the pentup feelings somehow. We cannot listen to
hourly news bulletins " for the duration,"
and, às they say at cricket, w-e cannot sit
down for a whole clay doing nothing but
counting runs as they are scored. Something
will have to be done, and (lone 00 a big scale.
I have no doubt that our native genius
will find a way out of it. Rapid evacuation
oh halls and theatres is the problem to be
solved. I wonder, in their own interests,
that the owners of places of entertainment
don't tackle this problem at once b the
re-planning of their halls and theatres,
short of what could only be (lone through
complete reconstruction. But no doubt
they are.

till
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arrangement employed. It is clear that
both sensitivity and selectivity must be
The idea of eliminating valves from tite sa crificecl by el imnmnating t lie frequencycircuit can he adopted even when the changer and tite 1F. amplifier.
HT. battery is as good as new, as a means
of reducing the drain and prolonging tite Low-tension Supply
Low-tension current usight sometimes
life of the battery and of tite accumulator.
The. importance of this will be appreciated present a problem, since there may be
when it is remembered that the output difficulty in having tite accumulator
valve takes by far the greatest amount charged. Those who have a mains supply
of both H.T. and LT. curix-mit, and that a will, of course, lise a trickle charger, iumnl
modem H.F. pentodo takes more H.T. will probably llave two batteries so that
than any of the remaining valves. If it one eau always be kept fully charged.
is not wished to alter the receiver by In that event little difficulty should he
adding tite connections mentioned a marked experienced. When a mains supply is
saving of current can be effected by turning not available it might be wou-th while to
tite variable-mu volume control to its consider the desirability of priding a
minimum (maximum bias on tite grid of means of draw ng current fromtt a prflmnr»
tite valve) and by increasing the bias on source ; ait accumulator is a secondary
the L.F. and osver valves. Tisis increase or storage battery.
lt used to be fairly common practice
in bias voltage will, of course, reduce the
volume of reproduction and will have a to charge accumulators by means of
slightly adverse effect on quality, but one Daniell cells, which are ¡nade as shown in
the illustration on page 83. The mai11
LS Prepared to accept compromises during
container holds a saturated soJutin of
time of war
\Vhen using a superimet the method of copper-sulphate crystals in water, while
eliminating an L.F. stage is tIme sanie as dilute su!phuric acid is placed withih the
that already mentioned, luit a (lifferent porous pot. Titis solution is made by
system is necessary if I. l. stages arc to be slowly pouring one part of sulphuric acid
cut out. In most instances the most into 15 parts by volume of water. Acid
satisfactory procedure is to disconnect must be added to water ; ?iot water to acid-,
flic top of the tuning circuit from tIte for that would result in the creation of
control grid of time frequency-changer and intense heat with tite danger of boiling
connect it to the grid of the second detector, amid inj tiry to time worker. The voltage
after removing the lead pmeviously takemi of a Daniell cell is 1.1, so it is necessary
to this point. Detailed instructions cannot to use two in seres for charging a tw'o.
he given for dealing with a set using a volt accumulator. They will give a satmsdiode eeond detector, because the nietho(l lctom'y trickle charge, but the porous pot
aries according to tite exact circuit laust be remOve(l u hen the cell is not in use.
(Coni in,,ed from

-

page 83)

-
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WILL THE CRYSTAL NOW COME
BACK INTO FAVOUR?

-

J

(Coniinued from page 73.)

012 en

to'

P lieu ii/cm

The Editor d s not sie essartly agr e w th the pintons xp.essed by hi
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

I

i

Exchanging S.W.L. Cards
SIR,-With reference to the friendly
spirit among amateur radio ent busiasts. ror sorne time, readers have been

requesting to excltango S.W.L. cards,
through the medium of your paper. I have
cnt my card to a large number of such
i'eaders, and although most of them have
QL'd promptly, there are quite a few who
have not replied.
I have also writ ten
several letters to readers who have asked
for correspondence, but so far have received
no replies.

Having been a reader of our paper for
over a year, I will be glad to exchange mv
S.W.L. card with any reader overseas.
Wishing the new PRACTICAL WIRELESS
t lie best of luck.-PETER A. LovEaocK,
Strathmore, Minster Road, Westgate, Kent

Correspondents Wanted
SIR,-Like many of your reaIer, I have

been intensely interested in shortwave radio for a considerable time,
especially with regard to short-wave
antennas, and their design.
If any of your readers would care to
write to me concerning these i should be
pleased, and I will anwer all letters. I
will also exchange mv S.W.L. card with

anyone interested-LioNEL B. LTPIIILL,
Church Walk, Chilcoinpton, nr. Bath,
Sonierset.

SIR,-I

have recently been troul,led by
the squeals of a det.-L.F." receiver,
which shows that there are other SW.
enthusiasts living in my neighbourhood.
I should be very glad to get in touch
with any of these list'ners.-RAYsxOND J.
HALL, 45, Herschell Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex.

An Appreciation

SIR,-I

am one of your younger readets,
and have taken your papel- lör the
past two years. I should like to say how
much I appreciate the new PnACTICAL
WIRELESS, altlìough the paper in its
original forni seemed very liard to improve
Oli.

2k) ohms, 10 ohms, and short
circuit. Apply a steady modulated oscilla,tiout to the grid-leak detector and reconi
the results. l'ersonally, I see no objection
to using good quality variable but itoul'ont)
iraluctive i'esistances.-D'Aacv
(Exeterl.

30 ohms,

"Spares-box Tlìre" Correspondent
Wanted
A
SR,-I have been
:

A.

H.

CURRIE

(Duiwich

Comnion).

have

numerous
from

5

r e s b o x
Three,'' winch bas
-

been working very
satisictorily.
I
would like to correspond
vitli a
meader in amìy part

the

of

EURFRYN
16,

from Mr. D.

Gordon in your issue dated September
23rd, I think the following experiment will
be found interestine and surlrisine.
Take n standard grid-leak deteetor
circuit with the grid-leak to L.T. positive.
Then prepare a tah]e showing 1. Value
of grid-leak.
2. Anode current before
signal.
3. Anöde current after signal.
4. Rectified current. 5. Volume. (i. Quality.
Then under the heading of value of gridleak place the following values : Accidental
(the accidental leak through the valve

LS

Q.A'1S

5

è----.

)

tf.

s'-O
LT.-

p

t
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Fig.

-

4.-A

LT-.-

good example of a crystal and calce

reflex circuit.
0001
MFO.

world.-

actual position being determined when the
desimecl station is tuned-in.

Crystal and Valve

PICKIN,

\lichae]s Road,

Blaencwm,

'-Il

VD

000l

sets
the pub-

pa

+

'°

built

lislied circuits,
and the one that
I prefer is tue

-

-

000s

Tre-

o rc h y.

Le

g,5

Problem No. 368
¡5.CRSON lnbl a four-valve battery set which
J i,a,l been in ilse for smile years inh
satislac-tioii. ilereetly he lintel that quality
was not so good and t he accinnu lì tor diii not
li

last very lose between charges. 11e had the
arsuinu lai or recharged and maite a fese tests
in the receiver. All these failed to reveal any
i trouble, a ad tie then disconnected the accumulator
i a ad measured the voltage with a good metcr.
This gave a reading of 2 volts, and he decided
that it was in Older. Where liad lie v'oca
wrong ? 'l'hree boots will e a wa riled for the
tiree correct solutions oi cued. Entries
i li 'st
i slioiiiil tie ad'lres'eil to The Editor. PRACTIC',sr
Wiurtess, tleorge Neivnes, lit.. Tower house,
Soiitlìaniplon Street, Strand, Loadoii, W.U.2,
Envelopes must he marked Problem No, 368
i iii the top left-ha id corner a ial Initht be posted
i to reach this olliee not later i han t lie first post
on Monday, October 1Jih, l'J39.
¡

i

j

i

t

Curtailed Activities

SIR.-In reply to the letter

_F

a regular reader
your excellent
journal for about
four years, and it
lias been of great
help to 111e. I

of

-

I sincere y hope that it will be possible
to carry 011 tile good work, in spite of tile
difficulties arising out of the \rar, and in
particular continue any articles likely to
encourage the beginner and home con-

structor-E.

base and holder, say 50 iiìeg.). 5 meg.,
2 meg., i meg., 0.5 meg.. 0.25 meg., 0.1
liteg., 50,000 oh ins, 25,00)) oli in s. I ),000
oh its, 5,000 ohms, 3,000 olinis. 1,000 obus,
5k )0 ohm s, 300 oh uns, 200 oli uuts, 10k) oli uns,
0 ohms, 6k) ohms, 50 ohms, 4)) ohms.

1

and washers. When the assembly is coinpleted, the two coils are connected in series
with each other and the two remaining ends,
namely, the start of the larger coil anti tite
end of the smaller one, being coinected to
aerial and earth respectively. A very
similar effect to that produced by a variometer can be obtained by winding a coil
on a suitable length of tubing, and titen
varying its inductance by sliding another
coil, wound on a former of slightly smaller
diameter, inside it, the two coils being
connected in series as before.
Another simple tuning device can be
formed along the lines used by the famous
original Marconi spade-tuning arrangeuttent.
This consisted of a flat coil, which can be
in tite form of a basket coil or a pile or even
hank wound coil,, connected across aerial
and earth in the normal manner. Tuning
is thieuì achieved by bringing a piece of thin
sheet metal, approximately t.he size of the
coil, which is connected to the earth side
of time circuit, close to the winding, the

i

i

Solution to Problem No. 367
'ihr resista ice which Matt iii tint-il was short-

circuit ed, and titus changes in tite condenser fa teil
t
stake u uy 'li flereitce as turre it-as io -. Il F. stopper
tri the anode circuit.
Tite following three rentiers stieceseftitly solveil
Piot teto No. 31i6, and books hti ve accordingly t,eeri
forwarded to them
J. D Moi rice, 59, Jaunufle
Terrace, Aberdeen ; L. T. \Vikiiisori. School Street.
Dachm, Nr. Barnley, Vorkeitire J. i'. Cook, do
'29, Salt Hill Way, Slough, Bucks.

Much can be clone by combining crystal
and valve together. There are numerous
circuits which can be tried, accoishing to
individual reOuirements
If additional volume is the chief desire,
then a simple stage of L.F. amplihicatioii
ivihl prove most satisfactory, but if local
conditions ai-e not too good and greater
sensitivity is required, ticen it would be
Iliore. advisable to use a Stage of tuned H.F.
amplification.
Both arrangements ae
depicted in Fig. 3.
A1)art troni the'se arrangements, there is
always òpen for most interesting expel-iniental work that wide field of t'efltx
circuits which, speaking in a general sense,
refer to arrangements which make o le or
more valves do dual work, stich as HF. and
L.F. amplification, while the crystal is used
for rectification purposes only.
Space does not allow a detailed descrip.
lion of the numerous circuits which used
to be so popular, but Fig. 4 shows a vehI
tried arrangement whiclì was used b tuo
iììakej-s of the noted B.T.H. receivers in the
early days of broadcasting.
It is hoped that ubre wIll be said about
such circuits in later issues, when every
endeavour will be made to supply all Collipones lt values, together with constructional
details.

i

it
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Any of our readers requiring information and
advice respecting Patents, Trade Marlis or
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner &
Co., Patent Agents of Bank Chambers, 29,
Southampton Bualdingì, London, W.C.2, who
will give free advice to readers mentioning

i

t
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Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, eithe sheer by sheet- as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Völume or in
bound volumes, price Zs. each.

Abstracts Published.
PHOTO-ELECTRIC RADIATION

THER-

MOIWETERS; VALVE RELAYS.-Foster
Instrument C., Ltd., and Douglas, A.

No 506596.
An apparatus responsive to heat 'radiation comprises two photo-electric cells
POL, PC2 (Fig. 1) of the polarised vacuum
type arranged in

opposition

so

/

that

R

affecting both
eI1s equally, is
balanced out and

a ni b i e n t

temperature
the

apparatus

responds only to
radiation received
Fig. L
by the cell PC2,
the other cell being enclosed in a heatscreening enclosure. As shown, the cells
are in series between the terminals of the
H.T. supply, and the cell PC! is shunted
across a resistance R in input circuit of
thermionic valve V, the anode circuit f
which includes the measuring instrument M.
HT

NEW PATENTS
These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers bave been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by permistion of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southalupton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is.
weekly (annual subscription, £2 lOs.).

Latest Patent Applications.

24838.-Hargreaves, L. S.-Television
aerials.

August 30.

24702.-Hodges, G.-Wireless signalling apparatus. August 28.
24612.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Method

CATHODE-RAY TUBES.-Ferranti, Ltd.,
and Taylor, M. K. No. 506933.
In a cathode-ray tube wherèin the beam is
focused and itas a cross-section which-due
to the focusing field or some bther causeis distorted from tite circular thereby
producug an
a s t i gma t O
image, an addii

tional magnet
or electro-niagnet is provided
for reducing the
Fig. 2.
distortion. The
magnet e (Fig. 2) may be carried by a phos.
phor bronze split-ring d which grips the
tube b; or a rubber hand may be used.
An electro-magnet may be similarly held
and supplied with D.C. from a source used
with the tube. The magnet may project
into the main focusing coil a.
DIRECTIVE WIRELESS SYSTEMS.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd, and
Wright, G. M. No. 507181.
In a t'otable-frame aerial directionfinder,. quadrantal error is compensated by
Specifications Published

511674.-Strafford, F. L. W.,

and

of producing noiseless sousid records.
August 26.
24727.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Prodnc.
tion of sound records. August 28. ,Speciflcations niay be obtained fmrn tite 24368.-Weiner, W.-Indicating means Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,
for use with radio broadcast pro. London, IIT.C.2, at tite uniform price of
gralumes. August 24.
is. each.

ZWORYKIN AND
THE ICONOSCOPE
k::

s

ONE of the most interesting papers given
at the British Association meeting held
recently in Dundee was provided by Dr. V.
Zworykin who, as is well known, made one
of tite most important contributions to
television's development when he produced
lila iconoseope. His address Was mainly
concerned with tracing the growth of
electron Optics and he explained that television' progress to its present practical
stage had been very largely due to its
transformation from a branch of optics into
a branch of electrical engineering. The
physicist of to-day after specialised research
had succeeded in transferring the most
difficult part of the television operation
from light to electrons. Now, since it lias
been found that the cOntrol of electrons
e±hihits a greater degree of flexibility than
that of light, it has been possible to make
them perform functions which are right
outside the scope of light rays and associated
glass lenses. In his opinion mechanica1
televisioiì dpended on the deflection of

o!,suld
too, n ing for

should sot
be

,ece,sed

pub ie, fit,,

.exceed 200 o,seds is froSCh
Fin? Pont ea,?, Moednu
the fot?o,eino wtth s iaaUt.

i,,.

THE MAIDSTONE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Headquarters The Clubroom, 244, Upper Faut Roa,t,
Maidotouc, Ke!,!.
Hon. Sec. P. S. Oledgeland, "Hifi View,' S, Heyk'

¡

i

i
I

i

rays equivalent to those brought about by
two prisms of variable strength. He contended. that stich prisms or their optical
equivalents cannot be made' sufficiently
rapidjy varying in refractive power if they
are glass. On the other hand, electric and
magnetic elds are capable of producing
the equivalents of prism performance with
an almost instantaneous speed. variation.
It was about fifteen years ago that the
equivalent refraction and reflection, of
electron beams was discovered, and one o
the great advantages of an electron lens is
that it is theoretically capable of focusing
the whole of a beam of electrons to a given
point along corkscrew paths, whereas an
optical glass lens is, as a rule, only able to
focus a small percentage of alight beam. It
is therefore necessary to have large increases
in brightness which is often difficult and
expensive, whereas the intensity of an
electron beam is increased simply by
speeding up the electron movement by high
voltages. He then went onto deal with the
fundamental principles of operation of the
iconoseope which are familiar to readers of
this journal, and the final section of his
paper was given to explaining the electron
ni icroscoie.
-

I

und

radio annaratus.
511600.-Murphy Radio, Ltd.,

and
Hawkins, G. F.-Control of cathoderay tubes in television apparatus.
511852.-Radioakt.-Ges. P.S. Loewe.
-Tunable coupling circuit arrange.
ment for ultra.short-waves.
512028.-Percival, W. S.-Thermionicvalve circuits.
511796.-Seophonv, Ltdr., and Rosenthai, A. H-Television transmitters.
(Cognate Application, 35179/38).
Printed copies of the full Published

an auxiliary frame 3 (Fig. 3) geared to the
main frame i so as to rotate at a 3: 1
velocity ratio in the same direction. The
compensation may be adjusted by varying
the relative number of turns on the aerials,
by shunting one or each of the aerials by an
adjustable impedance, or
by coupling one or each
of tue aerials to the receiver through an adjust.able transformer. Vari.
ation in the tuning with
rotation may be compensated by connecting iii
series with tle combined
aerial circuit a mutual
inductance comprising
two coils which rotate
with the frames i and 3 --'Y
Fig. 3.
respectively. According
to the Provisionai Specification, the invention is also applicable t.o the radiogonio.
meter of a Bellini-Tosi system.

Club ¡lepo,? n

Belling
& Lee Ltd.-Electric switch.
ing devices particularly designed
for preventing interference with
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Iload, Maidstone, Kent.
OWING to tite war it has been found necessary to
caucel the programme of lectures, etc., arranged
loe tite Winter Season up to April, 1940. The club
room will, however, continue to be open on Tuesday
evenings for the tuse of members, and the club library,
receiver, and aniplilier will all be available. lt is
hoped that members wilt still conte along, if only for a
chat. If support is sufficient, it may he pessible to
arrange impromptu talks and demonstrations later oui.
Subscriptions have been suspended as from the
outbreak of war, lint members attending are asked to
place voluntary contributions towards the upkeep of
the clubroom, lighting, etc., in tite donations box.
A cordial invitation is extended to any nuinlers
of HM. Forces stationed in the Maidatone district
who are interested in radio, to come along to tbc
clubroom on Tuesday evenings for a chat.

rLRSON
G?AP
Owing to the resignation of Mr. W. H.
Goodman from the position of managing
director of the Dubilier Condenser Company, Mr. F. H. MeCrea has been appointed
in his place, with Mr. 'John goodman as
deputy managing director. Mr. Philip R
Coursey is continuing as technical director.

it

Mr. A. Ciarkson, of the G.E.C., whose job
is to make his firm's pçoducts known,

possesses the virtue of irrepressibility to a
marked degree. He looks longingly at the
gas-mask boxes slung from every shoulder
and sees, in his imagination, the embossed
word " TOP," impressed in outline on every
one, rubber-stamped so that the central
letter is filled in and under it appears the
rest of the slogan "O for an Osram !"
George Taylor has left W.-B., the speaker

people.
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the tradename of the job, but perhaps yoì
know the thîng I ièfer to."-T. P. (Swansea)
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taken to the junction of two 4 mfd. fixed
condensers. One of these condensers is
then joined to the free anode of the rectifying valve, whilst the other condenser is
joined to the free cathode of the other
rectifier. This forms H.T. positive, and
the other condenser lea4 is 1-I.T. negative
but for additional smoothing an 8 rnfd.
out."-E. D. T. (Harwich).
should be joined across H.T. THE idea of impregnating wood is to condenser
and H.T.+, and a .0005 rnfd. fixed conprevent it absorbing moisture and denser
should be joined across the mains.
thereby oring a leakage surface which
would give rise to losses. This problem
is not so imjiortant if there are no terminals Screening a Valve
"I have made up a set in which there is
moúnted on the panel or no other parts
across which a leakage would be dangerous. a plain glass H.F. valve. I am troubled
For instance, if condensers with the bushes with instability which, after some tests, I
earthed are the only parts on the panel, have decided is due to the fact that the
H.F, valve is unscreened. Now I should
t lien theleakage would probably not matter.
Hoever, to impregnate the wood if you
wish to do this, you need sorne paraffin wax. r ec, S,
This should be melted in a flat tin large
\Ve wish to draw the reader's attention to the
enough to contain the panel, and care
that the Queries Service is intended only
must be taken to avoid the wax catching -for
jfact
the tolution of problems or difficulties
fire. Use a low gas jet. When thoroughly
frorn the construction of receivers
- described in our pages, from articles appearing
molten, warm the panel to drive out any jIrisipg
io
our
pages,
et on general wireless mottera.
moisture which may be in it and then drop
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonsit into the molten wax. Leave it until all air
Supply circuIt diagrams of complete multi-valve receivers.
bubbles have ceased to rise and then lift it
(2)Suggest alterations or modifications of -,
out with a wire hook and hang it up to dr.
receivers described in our content. Rub off the surplus surface wax with a warm
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
rag and an egg-shell" finish can thereby
commercial receivers.
be obtained
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

"I

am. making a new set and wish to
I know this
employ a plywood panel.
should be impregnated, but do not know
why this should be done, nor how to do it.
I wonder if you have published any articles
dn the subject or could otherwise help me

j(1)

-

have an LF. transformer which is
apparently a Colvern F.C. 110 component.
I believe this had some special features when
it was introduced which made it different
from the standard type of transformer,
and I should be glad if you could tell me
whether or not this was so and, if possible,
what are the connecting points? There are
four terminals numbered 1 to 4 and apparently three trimmers."-L. E. (Wolverhampton).
THE transformers had the usual twocoil arrangement, but the two coils were
fixed so that a given degree of coupling n'as
obtained, and a small trimming condenser
was then dined across the two windings.
When this was adjusted it varied the
coupling between the coils-a 6 kc/s peak
being obtalied when the trimmer was
screwed up finger tight. In some models
there was a centre-tap on the primar and
this, numbered i, was joined to the anode
terminal 2 to H.T. positive; terminal 3 to
earth (or grid bias) and terminal 4 to the
grid of time IF. valve.
L

Full-wave Rectification
' I have two -of the old pattern E.G. 50
Ostar Ganz half-wave rectifying valves
which I wish to use in a mains set I am
making. Could you tell me the proper way
to use both of these to obtain full-wave
rectification? I have tried one alone but
there is too much hum."-F. R. (Sligo).

HE 'nains leads are joined to the heaters
which, should he wired in parallel.
One mains lead is then joine4 to the cathode
on one of the valves and the anode of the
other, whilst the remaining niains lead is

'eroie

and then amplified, in anotheF
microphones ae used to pick up the sounds

Home-made Panel

I.F. Transformer Design

-

(5) Grant interview-s to qsseriste.
A stamped addressed envelope

must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of tite sender.
Requests for lllsieprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt walt by a
separate department.

Send your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
George Piewnea, Ltd., Towe,y House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London. W.C.2. The Coupon muet be enclosed

discs rotating near electro-magnets. It s
claimed that tite oscillating valve cireui
produces the best tone, and by special toné
circuits various effects may he produced)
The question of harmonics is receiving
special attention.

Cat-radio Aerial
" Can you tell me

1

which is the best carradio aerial to use? I have seen them op
top of the cars and also underneath, whilst
one car had a vêrtical rod sticking up from
the bonnet.
What are the differences
between these, and which would you recommend for normal use? "-G. M. C.
(Rothesay).

i supposed to
pick up more noise or at least to be
in a position to do so, owiñg to the fact
that it is cloie to the ground beneath'
which electrical wires and similar cables may
be buried. On the other hand, the roof
aerial may prove directional and titus give
rise to some peculiar effects when on a
long journey during which your direction
changes frequently and when you are
receiving a weak station. The vertical aerial
is non.directional, is probably simpler to
erect, and if you use a telescopic arrañg-'
tuent with well-connected joints, it may be
pulled out to provide adequate iick-up
and folded up when not needed.

THE under-chassis aerial

Meter Correciion

"In measuring A.C. with a simple meter
plus metal rectifier I understand there is
a correction needed. What is the exact
amount of this correction ? Does it depend
upon the resistance of the meter? My
meter is 100 ohms and reads-i milliamp full
scale. I have a special i mA rectifier fol'
use with it."-F. R. M. (Grays Thurroek).
THE correction needed is due to tite fact
that the meter will give a deflection

proportional to the mean valise of the
current passing through it, whereas, in
the case of an A.C. sinusoidal quantity,
tite measurement required is the R.M.S.
like to screen this valve, but remember (root-mean-square) vaine, which is greater
leading that aluminium paint is unsuitable titan the thean vaine and bearsa cóhstant
for some reason or other. Is there any ratio to it of 1.11. Therefore, your i mA
means I could adopt to screen this valve so meter will read l.li mA, R.M.S. AC.,
as to avoid buying a new one ?"-L. B. P. and the increase in the reaIing is actually
(W.1).
11 per cent.
¡T may not be necessary to screen the
I entire valve, but only the lead to the "Portable" Aerial
top cap. You can use screened sleeving
I am trying out a small portable for the
for the purpose. On time other hand air-raid shelter, and have heard that a
radiation may take place from the top flexible steel rule may be used for thè'
cap and this can be avoided by using a aerial. There seems to be a good idea
screened top cap connector. Alternatively, behind this, but 1 wonder if a metal case
the entire valve may be screened, cap as rule is suitable, as the rule will e electrically
well, by using one of the special cylindrical connected to this. However, perhaps you
metal valve screens. These are in two parts, can help me in this connection."-R. L. A.
one of which is mounted on the chassis or (E.6).
baseboard and the other pushed over the
THE idea is perfectly sound and w e have
top after the valve has been inserted into
mentioned it in these
ou several
the holder.
Both the screen and the occasions. If the holder ispages
metal you
screened top cap are obtainable from attach a strip of insulating material tocan
it
Messrs. A. F. Bulgin.
and use this as an anchoring device, or
there may he no need to take such stepsElectro-musical Instruments
depending upon the method of mounting
" Can you tell me how the electric piano you intend to adopt.
or organ works? I have seenan advertisement in an American paper for one of these r_&_fleo_hl_fl_fl_{)_o.__I_fl_
The coupon on page 81 must be
things which is supposed to give a remark- j
attached to every query.
able tone, and I should like to know thè
principles upon which it works. I forget

11

1

with every query.

Le).....0
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BLUEPRINT SERVYCE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints, Gd. each
1037 Crystal Beceiser
The .lulor "Crystal

I

Set..

.11'

......

Universal lIall-Marls (11F Pen, D,
Pnit- Pull)
A U. 4I!.\Vuve Corona Four
. .

PW7I

SUPERH E IS.
Blueprints, is. each.

-

of

.......
Blueprints. is. each.

P\Vi)3

27.8.33

.

Two-valve
Four-ra ore Super Mag Two (Dies)
25.9.3.3
The Signet Tu-O (D & 1.1")
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
lieleetooe Ilattery Three (I). 2 lIt

-

........
(1),

('l'rari'))
Sixty Shilling Three

2

P'V.il)

iiromil 'l'liree (11F l'en.

All T'entade Three
(l'eh), l'eri)

(315'

..-

,

,

l'ce)

t,

....
I

l'ri,

.

.

ilsll-Marl Cadet(P, LF, Pen (ItCh
t". f. ('a trim's Silver Souverer

I'Wíì IA

20.ii.37
12.0.37
16.3.15

J'1S'3i)

(Il t"

Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LI'
(Trans))
1930 Sonotone Three-Four (li t"
l'en, ¡IF l'en, \Vestecn'sr, t'en)
Battery .411-Wave Three (I), S itt

......

(11f'))
Tire Sioriitor (11F J'en, D, Peri)
The 'furor Ttrree(HF Peri, i), l'eri)
Centaur Three (SIi, 1), 1')
'l'Ire
.....
.

Carrinr's Record AlI-t\rvO
Tirme (III Pen, ,J'en)

f
-

'iC

.,

I'WSS
l'WG t

21.3.23
14.8.57

i'Wi;

i

is

Ail

i

'

Ve

'sr e JI ree

eli,
annsn1)$u15Prrte
'

(Pen), Pen)
..
1". J. Carom s " Push-hutton
Three (11F Pen, D (Pen), 'l'ci)

263

.......
-

I) }'is'h-Pull)

F. J. Catnm's

'

.

3.5,37

I'Wll

-

FW17

-

-'

JW34B
1'\V3lC

-

P\Vsll

26.0.30

FW6T

-

.

-

......

Mains Operate&
Blueprints, ls.each.
.,
AC. Twin (1) (Pen), Pen)
A:c:-D.c. Two (SG, 1'Ow)
Seleetone AM. Itadiograrn Two
(D, Pow>
Blueprints, le. cash.
Three-valve

-

--

-

......

Four-valve Blueprints, lu. each.
AC. 1-cry Forse (SG, FOE, 1), Pen) :
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SU, D,

Pen)

-

AU.

........

Jrau-Mark -(T[F

lush-Pull)

Pen,

Ji,

l'W'77

Trains)

Tiro HF.
t P"l
-

-

t

W

4°A

......

J'J.1 trysts) Set
1ss0isiilC (_iyslal Sel

-

..

-

pwis

AW441
AV) 451)

lIC.

:

.

.

-

Ilse

)

........

'ri 314113

-

AWT8O

A'r\-Ll2
AV)4

2.12.33

-

A'i\

13 u 3-t

Trans)
Transporralle Three (SG, 1). l'en)
Simple-l'une Three (SG, 11, Pea) .Jaaé '33
Econosury-Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. '33
W.M." 1931 Standard Three

......

I

W2-,

JW..

........
PTP Threti (Pen, D, l'en)
D,Pen)

.

alb

POESIA

I SSS
PIS
'

I S)

al

-

PW'20
p55734>).

(2

Q, D,

L1'
.

.

-

-

AW3T.5

A\V133

.

i

Vi MJJIJ

)

-

.

........
Stssralai-d Four-waIver Short-waver
LI' 1)

Blueprint, is. 6d.
Shut stayer Sri1 rr

-

AW1311

W5l513

2739

W3l.s33
S%MlJr

,sir

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, Is. each.
r
l'aro-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
Peri) AC
\V.31." Long-wave Converter

'rl

-

s

MIS?

-

- -

Blueprint, is,
Ernigrator (SG, D, l'Cri)
Four-valve
Blueprint, la. 6d.

AW43'
WM380

W5ll?1

Standard Four-valve AC. Sl,ortAug. '35
scarer (SG, D, RC, Trans)

WMS()1

MISCELLANEOU3.
SIT. Otre-valve Conv7ertor (t'neo
lid.)
Enthualest's Power Ainl,litier (1/6)

-

AWSHI)
WMilS7

-

WM592
WMPJS

-

......

five

......

-

13

.

1151311

...,

Cluss B)

n

-

.

New Chws

PW43

AW'417

WIllIS

Three-valve

Four-valve Blueprints, is: 6d. each
tiSa. lour (Sri. D, ltC,'Trarrs)
211F Four 12 5>5, 1), Pen)
Seli-roratained l-CUL' (SG, D. LIC,
Clava Il)
Arr9. '33
Lucerne Stririht Four (SC, D,
Lii', Traira)
£1 3a. Battery I-our (TIF, 1), 2 LIC) Feb. '35
'l'Ire 11.11. Four (SIS. SU. 1>. l'ci,) Mar, '35
TI r .InI' Straicht Four (Il ti' l'ci,,
ill" Ira, DUT, Pen)
Apr. '36
Fiva-velve r Bluslrints, is. 6d. eah5
SiJpr'r.rina(ily l'ive (2 Ill", D, P.C.
'l'i-rea)
Class 11 ()irulradyua (2 SG, D, LI',
Class 11)
.

rann

,.

AWZS3

Two-valve

1)51337

IrItIS,

,

Pen)

,

-

Supertiet
"sisiplilscil

4

.

I SS

,51,

-

'

Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Mir,itrrhe Three (SG, D. Tians)
Ort. '33
All-\\'ave Winning Three (SU, D,
.

C

Trasse)

(St, I)

.

28.9.37

47.37

-

Iloderri iwo-valver

Three-valve :Blueprints, is. each.
B rhree(D. traue, Clsise It)
ire. 5.0.3 (SU, I), Trans)
Tm«''tm lEsti,, r (SU 11 Trot I
De Linie Versiert
£5
e.
1) liars
( G
otiaighit
Ltieertsrs
i tree
(1), lIC,

i

MMD

WMS61$

Experisiserster's 5-metre 361 (1),
30.6.31
'l'ars Super-rogers)
1)ir rs ser short s is cr(l. J) I Irs/i .3.,
Blueprints,
is.
6d.
each.
Four-valve
A. W. Short-wave World-beat-er
(lIP l'ers, 1). RC, Trans)
Ersipire Short-waver (SG, J). LIC,
Trisas)

t

.

A

i

.

-

(SG, D, Peur)
Mur. '34
£3 Is. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 16 6e. flattery Three (SU,

,

01

W

-

427

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Opsrated.
One-valve Blueprint, is
AV) TSi
SIeelal Ose-vahee
Tweivalve Blueprints, is. cacti
A'S\
SS
Nelods I irs er loo (D Li irr
AW'3l12
I'ull-volssiiic Iwo (SG slot, l'eri)
Ait ni
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)

Lilt.

\V51407
WMSTtI

:

A\

23.7.38

..

..

WM375
W51395

SHORT WAVE SETS-Battery Operated
One-valve
Blueprints is each
AW'I29
SW. One-,'alvcr for A'mcrica .. 1510.3S
AW452
110mo Short-waver
Two-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SU, (let,
.... Feb, '36 WMIOT
t'en)
....
ASVI4I)
Tlorise-irsade Coil Two (I). Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
\\'orli.rarigcr Short-wave 'J (D,

CRYSTAL SETS.

,

........
........
l'ortable (S SG. D,

linus B)
Faintly l'ortal,le (iii", D, liC,

51,15

MISCELLANEOUS.
s ist.)

........

-

........
.

iTOU
'

-

Double-I)iorle-Triode Itiroc (Ill'
Pen, 1)01', J'en)
D.C. Ace (SU, D, Pen) ,.
AC. Three. (SG, D, Pen)
7.1.39
AC. l.eacler (11F Pen, 1>, low) .
lIC. l'renUer (11F Pen, D, Pen)
28.7.31
Ubique (11F Pen, D (Pen). l'eri)
firmada Mains Three (1)1 Pci,, D,
Peu)
F. J. Camma AC. All-STave s:lver
Sonvenlr'l'hree(IIP Peu. 1>, Per,) 11.535
" AtI-SVove " AC. Three (1), 2

LI' (liC.))
AC. 11:1>1 SonOrone (11F J'en, 11i
Pen, %Vestcr.tor, Pen)
Mains Fecord All-Wave 3 (rl ir
Pen, 1>, Pen)
.
,
All-World .1cc (HF Pen, 11, Per,)'

PliS

122 .8

Two-valve

--

3.6,35

r

Corniester Ailai trill

w

51320
38G

U...

PORTABLES.
Four-valve
Blueprints, is. Gd. each,
11oliiay Portable (SG, D, J.I',

1

.

3933
,

......

rw

9.10.37

(l'ers) LI' CI 1))
The " Almiral" Four (11F t'en,
III' len D Pen (lIC)

1

"im"

W

Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
Jieptodc Super Three A
May '34
" WI!." Radiogranir Super AC.

)

l,)mit " All-Wave

.

.

PW63

Blueprints, Ed. each.
lotir-station Crystal Set

lì,

-

-

.

Four 111F Pen, D, LP, P)
l'ers
All-Wave "Gerona" 4 (TI
'Is, LP, i'osv)
Arose" All-Wave 4 (14F Veo, D

-.

.

-

IWisI

......
-

.

-

-t

WM1OI.

......

Mains Sets

['WliS

.

Four-valve Blueprint, is,
Portable
(I), LI', LI',

W114374

Jan. 'III

Ort. 'd5
'Varsily Four
The lteqnest All-Waver .... Jurie '36
$935 Super-Five Ball erv(Strpr'riri't)

PORTABLES
Blueprints, is. each.

.

AW3133

:

Modern

l'W63

.

-

-

W M011e-

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, i s. Gd. each.
Super Serdol
.... -

pw'ri

........

Ei,!' Turre-salve
,.
Portatile (III' l'eri, D, l'eri)
Flvireiglit
Parvo
Midget I'ort-

'

rw

.

3'3738,5

3.9.33

i,ic,
.

.-

-

AW403
WM2Si p

.

.

l'OStiA

Three-valve

......

-

Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
All ,Slot-al Four (2 SG, D, l'est)
July '33
Harris' Jubilee Ifadiogranir (lt F
Ii's', '35
l'en D, LP, 1')

PWS3

0.-3.33

......
-

........
AC. [ladiograto

l'oit)

J.),

£14 15v. 1931]
(UP, D, Ieri)

AMATEUR WIRELESS ANO WIRELESS MAGAZINE

.

fl)

l'Wlll

PW8T

.

Nucleon Chies B Four (Sc., n
(SG), l.F. Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SC., D l'eri)
1ers
liti) Mark 4 tn
Barter

l'W7:l

Cii

-

"

:

r

.

1W

8

Mains Operatel
Two-valve
Blueprints, is. cadua.
Coirsocleetric l'rio (I), l'est) AC.
Eanoiny S.C. Two (I). Trans) AC.
Unicorn AC-D.C. 'Iwo (I). l'eri)
Three-valve
Blueprinls, is. each.
honte Liver's New All-elect-rio
Titee (Sii, D, Trims) AC. ,.
illaetosa ii .5 G. 'L'I ree (R i l'eri,

pwoci

30,438

Four-valve Bluents, is. each
Soridtone Four (S(5, D, LP P)
Fury Four (280, 1), Fers)
Bela Urdversai Fóur (SU,

-

.

r)

l'W53

'j'he "-Fleet" Short-wave Two
(I) (HF l'en), Pen)
27.8.33
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Experimeritcr'a Short-wave i Irren
30.7.38
(SG, D, l'ow)
Tire Prefect S (D, 2 LI' (liC arid
7.8.37
Traste))
The Band-Spread SW. Three
1.10.38
(11F Peu, D (Pen), l'en)

}'Wsi

i

1lire

The" Jiirricane 'AD-Wave 'i'hree

.

"

''

.

31.7.37

Two-valve : Blueprints, io. each.
Mis.l7et Short-wavu Two (1), l'eri)

rible (aU, B, l'ori)

-

-

I ib,rni

(SI)

.

'

s

,

i,

Fy'14

....

The Index lettera
Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears
Thus I'.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W, to Amateur Wireless. P.M. to Practical Mechanics, \V.M. to Wireless MaOu2ine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint and the issue (stamps over
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes. Ltd., Tower Bouse. South'
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

1W -13

1.12,34

16.1.37

.

...

i/il.

SHORT-WAVE SETS,

r

p1$5
'vgo-

-o

i'w--

l'\VSd

12

07
...............
.rrnTs
ase
race
(tilt, Bet., Peri) .... 28.

..

11$3S

'a

l'O

o
,

,

-

P\V57

.

27.2.37

Double-sided Blueprint, is. 3d.
4, Battery Model
o 33
4, AC. Mains Model

One-salve Blueprint, is.
Simple SW. One-valuer

PW4S

I'\Vl

'''

(

ups,

Three
I

T

ea

Ptiuh'i]uttúit
l'tiuli-ButtolI

t

I'Wl)

...

.

l'Wl

-

.

.

.e

Four-valve

l'lI 17

13.4.35

.

.........

le1

l'WIO

22.0.37
-

'' Universa] lout

ti

JIal]-3lar1 Three (SOs 1), l'ow)

I

lieti

Qua lIone

-

.1/'

......

(I1C A 'l'ratto))
1,roler Three ()1, D, Post)

........
........

valve)
F, .7. Caronte AC. £1 SsperlreI- 4
F. .1. Carotos Universal £4 Super-

I' W 11f' P.

.

PV) 4/i

-

Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.
AC. £3 Superhet (Three-valve) ..D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-salve) . .
U riversa) £5 Ssperhet (Three-

.

8I

-

5.6.37

....

....

I

l'osI l'triti
40 .....
........, 40.
70 .....
...... 1/3
which precede the Blueprint

of Practical SVii'eiess
Anraleut' Wirci,'ss
Practical Mechanics
Wireless Magaciac

Issues

-

0.2.35
6.11.37

Battery Sets
£5 Superbot ('Three-valve)
.
1". J. Carom's i-s alve Superhet...
i", J. ('anm's " \'itesse " All- Waver (5-valves)

l'\Vill

57.8.33

STRAIGHT SETS. Batlery Oplrated.
One-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
PWIIIA
AIl-W eve Unipen (l'esImIo)
'VhS
15.2.38
ileginflern' One-valvef
Pv ranod '' One-v/i ser (lIP
'l'Ire

l'en)

-

ui'pr(ni.

No.

Dote of Issue.-

-

WIllS)

AC...
.

.

AWS?0
AW421

Listener's 5-watt AC. An,plifier
(1/ti)

........

\VMS'iI

(P.)

......
........

IVIII5O
\VTd:31t

\VMSS
W

I

5110)

WMS2O

WM344

Radio Unit (2v,) for WM592 (1/-) Not'. '35
Harris Isectrograiru battery ampiller (1/-)
De Luxe Concert AC. ElectroMar.'36
grain (1/-)
Pew Style Slrort-w'aVC Adgpter

.....
,

,

-

.

........

The \V.M
',VM3 o

-

-

.

Jan. 5, '35
Trickle Iliurger (lid.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
..
Superliet Coaverter ( /.>....
BL. a.b.C. Slrort-wrrvc Converter
May '36
11/-)
,. June'56
Wilson Toua Master (1/-)
,

AC.

WM552

ltort-wave Cue.

verter (1/-)

.

-

WM403
WMS8S
AW4ÖF
A57>'456

AW457
5151405
WM405
WY%140S

-

-_
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements

are

for

accepted

these

columns at the rate of 2d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged

double this rate (minimum charge 2/- per

paragraph). Display lines are charged at
41- per line. All advertisements must be
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,

"Practical

Wireless."

House,

Tower

Soothe Tipton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

PREMIER

*

*

RADIO

All types in stock at low prices.

No price inerease.Southern Radio, 46, Lisle Street,
Gerrard 6653.

VAUXHALL-All goods previously advertised are
still available ; .send now for latest price list,
free.-Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

This series of practical

make. 24 -hour service, it toderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen

E.S. REPAIR. AND REWINDING SERVICE: 24 -

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit...
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit...
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

Street, London, N.I.
hour service.

See below

k I RS to moving coil speakers a speciality.
New cone assemblies fitted. Speech coils and
R"
fields wound or altered. Mains transtiwmers, chokes,
eliminators and vacuums repaired, priees quoted.
Speaker transformers, Class "B" L.E. transformers

Kit

is

illustrated with photographs and diagrams.

I. Accumulators.
2. Motor -car Upkeep and Over-

201-

haul.

23/-

3. The Home Woodworker.

26/3

4. Model Aeroplanes and Airships
5. 25 Simple Working Models,
6. The
Handyman's Enquire

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit...
...
2913 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Kit

handbooks

designed specifically to help the amateur
mechanic or craftsman. Each volume is
simply written by an expert and profusely

Tee rporating the Premier 3 -Sand S.W. C..11. 11-86 Metre'
Without coil ...hanging. Each Kit is e..moletn with all CCM'
pments. diagrams and 2 -volt valves. 3 -Band 9.W, 1 Valve
Kit, 1419. :;13aml s.W. 2 valve Kit 22/6.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail. including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in coils to tune
from 13 to 170 metres.

DSP EA K ER. repairs, British, American, any

T

THE HOME
MECHANIC
SERIES

SETS

BARGAINS.

All goods previously advertised still available.
Suu.rimitx

London, W.C.

Practical Handbooks for the
Modern Handyman

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.
RADIO WIRELESS

BUSINESS AS USUAL

88/ -

PREMIER BATTERY CIIARGERS. Westing-

Within.

and pick ups rewound at 4s. each, post free. Discount
Guaranteed sat isfaction.
trade.
Estimates free.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Wiliam Grove, London, S.W.12.

house Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To
charge 2 volts at 1 amp.. 11/6: 6 volts at I amp.,
19i6 volts at 1 amp.. 22/6 : 12 volts at 1 amp.,
2416: Si volts at 2 amps., 3716.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

NOWREADY

II. Lathe Work for Amateurs.
12. House Decoration and Paint-

PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE

15. Power -driven Model Aircraft.
16. The Home Electrician.
17. Practical Leatherwork and
Allied Crafts.

'Phone: Batter,ea 1321.

SPEAKERS from 6/6 each, P.M. and

,000 energised 4in. to 14in., including several
3Epoch
Min.-Sinclair Speakers, Pelt eney Terrace,
Copenhhgen Street, London, N.I.

Crystal

Set.

Specified

coil

2s.

J case lkl or complete kit of parts 10s. thl., post

free.-T. W. Thompson and Co., 176, Greenwich High
Road, S.E.10.

CABINETS
('CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum

Li Cost ; surplus cabinets from noted makers under

cost of manufacture (unarilled), 30/- upwards ; motors
at wholesale price.
NDRILLED Tattle, console and loudspeaker
cabinets from 4/6.
NSPECTION Invited ; photos loaned to country
I customers.
L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 'ISO, Edgware Road,

U

H.

Tel. : Pad. 5891.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL, range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph

Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
AbsoMcElroy, World (7hampion Telegraphist..
lutely first -etas construction. Send 2d. for 60 -page
general catalogue.-Webbs Radio, 14, Soho Street,
London, W.1.

'Photo: Gerrard 2089,

SHORT - WAVE TRANSMITTERS
LARGEST range of Transmitters, Exciters and

Speech Amplifiers. Sole Agents Mr (attun(
HALLICRAFTERS productions. 'Transmitter models
from £8 to £2211. full stock.of components, including
complete range of Eddystone Condensers, etc. 60 -page
catalogue 2d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2059.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
FINEST selection in the country.

-

i ng.

PRICE 6d.

Over 20 Pages of British and U.S.A. Valve Data.

Gilt' YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

EACH II- NET

Sole Agents for

famous II A 1.1.11 ' RA FT E RS Receivers, ranging in

price front 111 tot ISO. Attractive easy terms. Demonstrations at our London Showrooms, 60 -page Catalogue
past free 211.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.I. 'Phone : Gerrard 2080.

(By post 112)

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167, Lowe

ASK YOUR BOOKSELLER to get you the book

Clapton Road, London, E.5.
Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET ST., E.C.4. Centro! 2833
or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 23 81,

or books you require, thus saving postage. Alternatively
send the form to the Publishers, with Postal Order (plus

postage), and the book or books will be sent direct
to you.
Iwo us mu to WO rsas

NEW RECEIVERS AND CHASSIS

m Oil OM MI WS MI Mt CO In mat

W.C.2.

Please send me by return the book or books
I
enclose Postal Order value

Company can give deltvery of
practically all 1940 Radio chassis.
ARMSTRONG recommend the two following
ARM STPON(

encircled below.

economically priced. powerful chassis, suitable
for receiving North and Scottish Emergency Trans-

1,

mitters.
ARMSTRONG Model AW38-8-valve All -wave
Radiogram chassis with 6 watts push-pull
output. Price 8 gas.
ARMSTRONG Model AW93PP-9 valve All -wave
Radiogram chassis with Radio -frequency preamplifier and 8 watts push-pull output. l'riee 10 guts.

ARMSTRONG Models AW38 and AW93PP are
both efficient on the important 16, 19, 25, 30,
and 50 metre short-wave bands.
ARMSTRONG have illustrated Catalogue describing above chassis and many others of equal

1MS

To the Publisher,
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Immo=

A CABINET Mr Every Radio Purpose.

W.2.

111 PAGES

-

Receivers, Amplifiers, Components.

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
" Q TAN D -BY "

7. Simple Electrical Apparatus
and Experiments.
9. Toy Making for Amateurs.

;

....which includes postage.
9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17.

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Name
Address

P.W. 7.10.39
Issr

1

George Netrties, Ltd.

interest.
ARMSTRONG Company announce that In accord-

ance with their policy of fair trading, prices of

chassis will not be increased until absolutely necessary.
ARMSTRONG Manufacturing Co. (Head Office),
Warlters Road, Holloway. London, N.7.

GINEERING
EN'

OPPORTUNITIES'

re

MISCELLANEOUS
IIE If ICAN.

Canadian. It, ,1,

50,000 ma.,... Radio. short
A

every-

P. W.
thing. Samples 25, fid, Catalogues
Final, 15, Nashleigh Hill, Chesham.
Reconditioned and gu;u:un c..d.
HEADPHONES.
4,000 ohms. Brown, G.E.C., B.T.II., Sterling,

Western Electric, Siemens, Branaes. 5/- per pair.
Other reliable makes, 2/6 pair. Postage 6(1. TeleMilken, lightweight, adjustable, 7/6 per pair. Western

Electric, single earpieces, 2,000 ohms, 2/.. Postage 3t1.
CRYSTAL with silver cats -whisker, 641. Complete
detector parts, 1/-. Glass tube detector on
ebonite base, 1/6. Postage lid.-Post Radio Supplies,
328, L'fper Street, London, N.1.
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?68
PAGES

This

shows
secure

nnique Handbook
the easy way to

A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M./.R.E., and similar qualifica,

WE GUARANTEE-" NO PASS-NO
FEE." Details arc given of over 150 Diploma
Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,
EnMotor, Aero, Radio and Television
gineering. Building, Government Employment. etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook
tions.

'o -dap FREE and poet tree.
Institute of Engineering Technology,
17, IS, 19. Stratford Pl., W.I
409, Shakespeare House.
British

Commander -in -Chief of the

British Field Force

VISCOUNT
GORT, v.c.
By

Beverley Baxter, M.P.
AMAN who can win the Victoria Cross, three D.S.O's
and

the M.C.

should

not

be

alive-by

the

law

of averages he should have been killed half a dozen times !

Yet Viscount Gort, the subject of Beverley Baxter's vivid
revealing article in the October STRAND Magazine,
won all these decorations, and is to -day Commander Stern, brave and
in -Chief of the British Field Force.
purposeful, a soldier and the descendant of soldiers, he
an adventurous career, and this stirring pen has had
picture will enthral everyone who reads it.
and

Fiction in the October STRAND by :

MICHAEL ARLEN. H. C. BAILEY. DALE
COLLINS. GILBERT FRANKAU. WILL
W. TOWNEND, etc.
SCOTT.
Special photogravure supplement :

CHILDHOOD MOMENTS.
Illustrations from etchings by Eileen Soper, with a
commentary by Theodora Benson.

IN THE OCTOBER

Viscount Gort on the
way to attend a levee
at St. James' Palace.
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Servicing-New Series
Every Practical Wireless Service Man Should Have This Book

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL
By F. J.CAMM.
A Complete, Pr-ctical and Up-to-date Work on the Testing of all Types of Wireless
Receivers.
288 PAGES and OVER 220 PHOTOGRAPHS, DIAGRAMS and PLANS.
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GREAT NEW TECHNICAL PART WORK
PART
1

OUT
TO -DAY

AER

PLANE

WEEKLY
PARTS

MAINTENANCE& PE ATI N
Every young man beginning a career
in aeronautics or changing over from
motor engineering should be certain
to buy it to -day !
THIS authoritative new part work is compiled under
the supervision of technical experts in close touch

with the very latest aviation practice in England and
America. It is absolutely comprehensive and of
invaluable assistance to GROUND ENGINEERS,
INSTRUCTORS, AIRCRAFT MECHANICS,
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS, and all whose
livelihood is wrapped -up in aeronautics.
Every detail of repair and overhaul, dismantling,
inspection and reassembling is covered. Whether

TO BE COMPLETED

IN ABOUT 40 WEEKLY PARTS

PIKE

AEROPLANE
MAINTENANEE E OPERATION
A COMPREHENSIVE WORK INTENDED FOR ALL
INIENESTED IN C11/11. OR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

DEALING WITH

SERVICING,

subject on which you require technical and
trustworthy information deals with boost control,
the

MAINTENANCE,
and REPAIR of

hydromatic air screws, ignition screening, latest
de-icing equipment, operation and servicing of
accessories and instruments, you will find it in

LEADING /31317-151-1

AND AMERICAN

AIRCRAFT and
AERO ENGINE
COMPONENTS

AEROPLANE MAINTENANCE & OPERATION.
AERO ENGINE CARBURETTORS.

Principles of Carburation. Automatic Boost Control . The Hobson AVT9S-

MB Carburettor. The Hobson AV70-M Carburettor. S.U. Carbu-

GIVEN IN THIS PART

Rolls-Royce Carburettors. Zenith Aero Engine Carburettorn, etc.
All the above will be dealt with from the point of view of operation, maintenance, tuning, adjustments and repair.
rettors.

DATA SHEET

GIPSY XII ENGINE

ENGINE STARTING EQUIPMENT.
AERO ENGINE MAGNETOS.
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

Electrical Equipment for operating Wing Flaps and Undercarriages.

Electrical Speed Indicators. Electrically Driven Fuel Pumps and Vacuum
Pumps. Rotax Weston Engine Indicating Equipment. Electric Generators. Electrical Fuel Contents Gauge. Navigation and Cabin Lamps.
Ignition Screening for aero engines.

AERO ENGINE DATA SHEETS.

It is hoped in this series to cover most of the Engines given in the list below.

Readers will, however, appreciate that this list may be subject to modification, should official requirements necessitate this.
Gipsy XII, Gipsy VI, Series I and II, Gipsy Major, Series 1, Gipsy
Minor, Hercules, Taurus, Persevis, Kestrel, Dagger, Cheetah Genet,
Lynx, Leonides, Pelides, Rapier, Cirrus, Mikron, Peregrine, Aeronca,

NEWNE S

LIMITED

Tiger.

VARIABLE PITCH AIRSCREWS.
UNDERCARRIAGES AND TAIL UNITS.

Landing Legs. Lockheed Airdrauiic. Vickers Oleo Pneumatic. Turner
Oleo Pneumatic. Dowty Oleo Pneumatic and Hydraulic. Aeroplane

Wheels and Brakes-Dunlop--Palmer. Dowty Hydraulic Brake Control.

Brake Controls. Undercarriages. Dowty and Lockheed
Retractable Systems. Turner Olaer System. Tail Wheel Units. Nutcracker Retractable Struts. Bendix Pneudraulic Shock Absorber.
Pneumatic

AIRCRAFT CONTROLS.

Controls for Wing Flaps and Undercarriages. Lockheed Hydraulic
Control System. Dowty Hydraulic Control System. " Messier "

Hydraulic Control System. Dowty Hydraulic Accumulator-Rudder Bar
Differential Control System. Sperry Gyropilot-P.B. Deviator-Smith
Automatic Pilot.

FREE

Each part throughout the work will contain
an Engine Maintenance Data Chart. With

Part i, a Data Sheet is presented dealing with the famous

Gipsy XII Engine.

Over 1,000 specially approved action"
photographs of operations and drawings;
also invaluable tables and data, etc.

INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT.
AEROPLANE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT.
DE-ICING EQUIPMENT.

GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

THE LINK INSTRUMENT AND RADIO PILOT
TRAINER, etc.

Of all Newsagents and Bookstalls.

Geoeue Newnes, Ltd.
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Carrying On
THE Radio Manufacturers Association,
ivitli a full realisation of the importance of radio in our_national life, itas given
careful consideration to the situation and
has decided to do everything in its power
to carri' on. The various firms who are
engaged in Coverument work will do their
best to nieet the needs of the industry in
t he supply of components and receivers, bitt.
it is pointed out, there must inevitably he
some increase in price resulting flojo the
shortage of materials and various increases
in the price of 'raw materials. So far as
possible, however, every precaution will be
taken to keep such increases at a niirtiinuin,
and it is hoped that the public will realise
the reason for such increases.

Pew Hill House. Chippenham. Wilts. rute
telephone number is Chippeitltain 2255-6-7
(three lines) and tite telegraphic address is
l'oitraere, Chippenha in. Tb is is vet a other
finis who have moved their head oflice to
a safe area.

Radio-frequency Warnings
Vis stated that
svsteni developed
ti

in

Fiance for the soìiftdiug of air-i'aid
warnings utilises tite stoi'uial t.elephciiìe aitd
other wiling systems, upon which highfrequency carriers are sent. these os't'atiitg
thee-switches aile1 other apparatus as
esi 'rd

-

:

British Industries Fair
TH E Depart ruent of Overseas Trade
announces that the British Industries
Fait', which was to have been held in
Latdoti and Birmingham in February,

FURTHER change in tite station

-

I
call-signs of well-knott-n Atttcrican
stations is atinoitneed, titis tue
REPLYING to a question in the House broadcast
iV2XE. The new call is WUIIS.
-of (2ornntous recently, tite Secretary station
which should be added to cour list of
of State for War announced that tice Americati
stations.
trustees of the Nuffleid Trust bad agreed to
provide it number of broadcast receivers fo
Gracie to Broadcast
111th-c in charge of anti-aircraft guns, searchlights and other home-defence units iii
THE B.B.C. is pleased Io announce that
isolated ateas. The distribution of these
\liss Ct-ace Fields is now stifticietitly
recen-ere is being undertaken by the Navy, recovered to arratige a broadcast. atol site
Army and Air Force Institute. It is will be heard in a progrtmnmne last lug half
understood that the receivers silI be att hour on Wednesday, October II tim, in
battery-operated portables mtmade by two or tite Honte Service.
three tech-known manufitcturcrs.
Iiititis prograttitîte, G,aöie Fields will
sitigevcral of her Idvonrite songs, supported

Home Defence Receivers

T

cancelled.

194).), is

American Call-sign Change

A

in Czech and Polish. Those arc
broadcast daily on short waves flS follows
News in Czech
1.45 to 2 p.m.
(G.M.T.), on frequencies CSW (7.23 the/s
-41.49 metres). and CS} (11.86 inc/s25.29 metres), directional on Europe.
News in Polish
2.15 to 2.30 pin.
(G.M.T.), on frequencies CSW (7.23 inc/s
-41.49 metres), asid CSE (11.86 mc/a25.29 metres), directional on Europe.

new s

.,

.-

-ea-.

;c..sT:

I

Westinghouse Moves

by Billy

Uotton and

his

as,

Band.

TFIE Westinghouse Brake aoci Signal

Company announce that as front
October 9th their ficad oflice address is

'-

News from WLW
it been mentioned that

il

lfO
sietj.

Willi-ed

HASCiment hei. co-oc-di natur of television
and faer-imile at WLW, is in New York City
oui hitsineSs having to do with those
i,_
subjects ? . . . that engineers are putting
finishing touches on tite beam antentta t hat
u iii fuuei tite 50.000 u-att s of Citìeittnati's
internat joual stat ion, iVLW'O, dito a coltcentrated signal man times that st tetìgth ?
. that Artitur Radkey.
of the WLW
educational department, is going to have The cameraman took this photograph of Peler
plent' to do in lus spate time, as radio Grant while the WLW news commentator, jaws
ilìst-rimctor at bot h t he University of clamped on pipe, was deeply occupied wiTh his
'Cincinnati and the Cinciimati College of script. He goes over each slice! carefully, ieading
Music ?
that Wilds Hinkic, whose 'and ue-readiiig certain words and sentences, indiancestry is part Cherokee Iiìchitn, pIas ed cating pauses, deciding what reading lone will
an WLW's
Pocahontas
" Ainertctiti b ¡nos! effeclwe. Ile is heard on daily broadcasts
al II p.m. EST., arid on the weeklq
Parade " i'eeentl
Sunday
"
-

Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
Practical Wireless," George Ness-nes, Ltd.,
Toscer House, Southampton Street. Strand,
W,C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for tranamission by Canadian Iclagazine Post.

Ti-

l:1;,t:r wlfl

4!-

o

¡

pleas ed to ro oiler arPcir.s of a
suitable for publicallos
n
Sich O) tiC/ÇO chonid be
t vieilles on one otite nf
pollee oiily. nnd. e/ion/it
cOstO iii tite naine and ellde,'.tl of I/te n'i/cr, D'li i/ct
it bum if iecpnne ib/e for
I/it Edile)! does nOt
Imulil it.'rîipto, eeermj effort mmi!! bi' rmmo'/e Io reinen
!/iemei if u o/ampO! and midreeceet eme/upe io

pro rti.rtl

t'li

it CII'

e

tuttora

IL WIIUILEPS.

1/ii'

All

cereeopoiiet'nce imitenmled for i/mr
h ni/id be a
r"noed: The lati/ne, I'IisCTIc.iL
WIrj:LreC, George Eeie'neo, Ltd.. Tower home,
S'mi' (Fnuap/oit Street, Slrand. IV.C.a.
Ou'ia to time rapid progreso
the des iqii of
n'ire/e-mo apparat tue acid to one effor/.e lo keep unir
re/ei/l'i e mo touch with the la'e.et derelem/m,mteti'e, v'e lire t
euiIo.oe'l.

i

¡mili/oc

iii

i

no itneroilty that apparattusulemeritmed

in our

co/lili ne iii ot the nuilmjeri of (ct/n a pnic4t.
('uijuyriylit in at! drametiaqe. p'iolograpbs nod ¡
Or/iC/ri puibtinbed 0 PrACTICAL WiRELESS is
speri! ira//y renereed t/troiiyhoiit i/ic ro/mo tries .miqoa- i
t tory to the Berne Go,iresitiotm oeil 1/ir U.S.A. t
l/eprmw/ i'm ill/ne or imitation n of any of these iiîe ¡
llr'm-efoee erprensly foibideieii.
l'it ICTICAL WILlEt LESS incorporates Anuitent iVirr!eoo.'

-

Eveeiing Newspaper

J

file

Air

at 6.30

p.m.,

EST.

More Foreign Language Broadcasts
IN addition to news in Greek, from 6.15
to 6.30 on GSC (9.58 lacIs-31,32
metres), directional on Arabia. Near East
and East Africa and GSP ([5.31 Il/t'le)9.50 metres), directional osi Arabia, Near
East and North. North-West and East
BBC. lias also introduced
Africa, tire

of

s

Institute of Wireless Technology

THE offices of tite Institute of Wireless
rfechlnOloy have been removed to
25, Fin's i)rive, Palmers Green. London,
NJ3. and it is IlIlnolIncecI that examinations
will

be held only once a year.
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By the Use of the

Tedious

though usually not very critical,
lias to he made with due regard to the
function which each condensei lias to perform and to the values of the othìer components vitli which it is associateil. This
usually means a small amount of calculation-not of a very elaborate naturesince some very useful rules of thumb
have been evolved to simplify these calculations to the lowest terms.
Before dealing with some of these simple
rules there are one or two types of calculation which every constructor has to perform
on occasion, and which can be further
simplified for him in ways to be (leSclibed.
For example, having ascertained that a
fixed condenser of a particular capacity is
required in a certain position, the constructor may find that he has not just the
right size in his possession. If, however,
he happens to have a selection of other
sizes at hand, it is quite possible that he
may be able to make up the required
capacity by using two or more condensers of
smaller or even larger value.

To find the capacity of any combination of
condensers in series it is first of all necessary
to write down the number in the " Recipiocal" column corresponding to each of the
condensers. These numbers must then be
added together, after whieli the combined
capacity will be found in the first column
opposite the nunìbcr in the Reciprocal"
coimnu corresponding to the sum of the
reiproeals already obtained.
Foi example, suppose that two eoiidensers each of .01 infd. aie connected in
series. The reciprocal of .01 from the 'l'able
is 100, and as there are two such condensers
we must add another 100 giving a total of
200. The capacity un Column I corresponding to 200 in the " Reciprocal '' column í
) 111

Ii

A Helpful Table 1
The attached Table (1), however, redtices the ansount of calculation very
considerably. It consists of two columns,
the first of which is headed "Capacity in
mfd.", and the second "Reciprocal."
T\BLE

t:

BEAC'rANcc

OF

TAliOS

3.

BypAss Coxnessgrs.

Reactance

Capacity.

(01 ins).
(approx.)

(TutU.)

at
.25
.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

8.0
12.0
25.0
60.0

50 cycici.

ut 100 cycles.

3,250

6,500
3,250
1,600

1.61)1)

504)

801)

443)4

400
250
120

200
120

50

25

13,001)
41,501)

1)0

-

TAuLE
REiCNNCES

MOl

.0001
.1)1)015

0)1)1)1

.0002

5,1)0(1

.1)1)1)25

.1)003

4,000
3,333

.1)004

2,501)

.1)1)1)5

9,0))))

.0000

1,04)0

.001

1,000
481

.1)02

500

.0025

4))))

.1)1)3

:1:13

.004
.005

25)1

.1100

1)41

.01
.02
.05

100

200

51)

20

.1

1))
fi

4
2

.25
.5

It will probably happen that when the
sum of the reciprocals has been obtained it
will be found that there is no number in the
"Reciprocal" column exactly corresponding to titis figure, but in these circumstances
the nearest figure must be taken. This does
TABLE
S1INIMU.0

VALUES

0F'

.2.

1F. COUPLING.

CONIIENSEIIS ron VAr,1OUS 01110 LF..tn VALI'Ei.
fii)I Leak.
Cuui,Ii itg C,,,,UeI,aer.

(Megohms).

(uìlil.)

1.0
0.5

.1)1)0

0.25

.1)24

not very niucli matter for, as alre1
explained, the values of fixed condensers in
wireless circuits are seldom very critical.
For example, a .01 and a .02 nifd. condenser
in series correspond to reciprocals of 100
and 50 respectively; these two numbers
added together give 150. The nearest to
this in column 2 is 166, and tisis corresponds
vitlì a condenser of .006. Therefore a condenser of .01 nsfd. ill series with a condenser of .02 mfd. cats be considered as
approximately the equivalent of a .006
nifd. condenser, although, if the valise were
worked out mathematically, their actual
capacity would be .0066. The error is only
about 10 per cent. which is of the sanie
order as the manufaeuring tolerance of
these small condensers.

1(1011,015)

50,000

050,000
500,000
325,000

3-2,500

.01
r'

11)0.001)

8.00))

.05

1)5,0)1))

:1.251)

.1

32,50))

1.18)1)

.005
.1)00

-

25,000
10,000

the design of such couplings is outside the
scope of the present article, and in any case
they have been dealt with before in these
columns, and it must sii bee to remark that
tile liability to POSS the lower audio frequencies without serious bass attenuation

suggests a fairly large capacity, while an
upper limit is set by the necessity Of
avoiding choking the grid circuit due to the
inability of the ge-id leak to discharge the
coupling condenser rapidly -enough.
'L'here is a fairly generally accepted rule
of thunuh governing the size of such a
condenser. Briefly stated, it is that the
capacity of the coul)hing condenser iii microfarads multiplied by the resistance of the
gm-id leak in megohms should not be less
than .006, and it may also be added that
the grid leak should not be less than four
times the value of the anode load of the
preceding valve, and not greater than
.5 megohm, or such lower value as may he
recommended by the valve makei-. (See
Table 2.)
According to this formula, therefore, the
correct size of condenser for use with a
.25 niegohm grid leak would he .024 nifil.
as a minimum, but in actual practice a
rather larger value would be chosen such
OS tile standard .05 rnfd. component.

condensers ill smoothing and decoupling
circuits, and for automatic grid bias
arrangements. The requirement is that the
condensers shall have a low reactance to the
frequencies it is desired to bypass, compared
with the impedance to those frequencies
(continued on page 96.)

TABLE 5.
REACTANCE

OF

CONOENSERS

AT

1iDi0

FCEQUFNCIES.

Capacity
(nifd.),
.0001
.01)02
.4)003

.0004
.0005
.001
.002
.003
.4)4)4

-

cycles.

1(10,000

:I

Coupling condensers
We now come to eases in whieh a little

-

(olaims).

at 1,000

Bypass Condensers
The next ease is that of the bypass

.1112

01.

-

cycles,

8210,000

002

1.

Reciprocal.
10,000

BYPASs

(approx.)
at 10

.1

Cipacity u mid.

----

Reactance

(atti.)

1

TABLE

4.

OF SMUT, ('OUrLiNdi
CONDIdN SE RS.

apacity.

('j

.1)1)15

could be made up of two i mfd. condensers
in parallel.
But supposing all the condensers available arc larger than the desired valuc
how can a smaller capacity be made up?
The answer is, by coimecting two or more
condensers in serins, and it is. here that the
first small calculations are necessary. The
actual formula for finding the capacity of
two condensers in series is to multiply the
two values together and to divide the
result by their sum, and for three coudensers the calculation, though no more
difficult, is a little more complicated. Moreover, silice in order to obtain the desired
value it nìay be necessary to work out the
capacities of several different combinations
and select the nearest to the required
value, the pro'ess becomes a little more
tedious.

calculation is required to arrive at the best
value for a fixed condenser. This usually
occurs in connection with the coupling condenser i n a resistance-capacity anìplifler.
A full discussion of the Ihetors governing

.

In the case where the condensers available are smaller than the required capacity,
all that is necessary is to select two or more
condensers whose combined capacities
when added together make up the total
required, and to connect them all in parallel.
For example, a 2 mfd. bypass condenser

'r

Ocober14ih,

Compiled in This Article Many
Calculations will be Avoided

Condenser

Combinations

ill)

-

¿ONDENSER CA CULA TIONS
Tables
C11010E of the capacity of fixed
condensers ifi a wireless circuit,

itS

--

-

-

.005
.01

Reactance (ohms)
at 1,000 kIfs
at 200 kefs
1,600
800
500
400
300
160
80
50
40
30
16

8,0011

4004)
2,51)0

2000

1,500
800
400
250
200
150
80

-----------
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Simple but Efficient Receiver which is Available in a Partially
Completed Form with Cabinet

range; of inexpeuiive reeivers is or moving element of this resistance. and
to eliminate the device this flex lead should
OURobviously fulfilling a long-felt want,
and in an endeavour to pursue this be cut off the plunger and the latter removed.
policy still further we have been looking The end of the flex lead should then be
round and have found a very useful soldered to the lead joined to the top of the
nucleus for a three-valve receiver of novel resistance.
The second alteration which has to be
design which callers may obtain for, the
low once of lOs. 6d.. inclusive of cabuiet. made to the wiring is the incorooration of
This particular item is in the form of a grid leak and condenser. It will be seen
when a receiver is
obtained that two
connections are made
to the grid socket of
the first valveholder,
and these must be

unsoldered. A .0003 mfd. fixed condenser
must then be connected to the grid socket
and the other side of the condenser must
be joined to the two wires which have been
removed. The grid leak is then connected
between the grid socket and the L.T.
positive socket of the detector stage. Theo

q r

-

-

-t

O .1

/

On the left is the completed
receiver in the cabinet supplied
ih the parts, and on the
right (Fig. 2.) the coil winding
arid connecting data.

f

"I

I

-4

ç
t

parts supplied by Electradix Radios,
and consists of a small cabinet, panel and
baseboard with three valveholders ready
wired. All wiring is completed, with the
exception of two very slight modffication
and all that has to be done is to make these
two modifications, wipd a very simple coil
and mount it, and the receiver is ready
for use. The total cost, including three
suitable valves, is just under thirty shillings,
and the receiver is then quite a useful piece
of apparatus as it has one oI two very novel
points.
Dealing first of all with the circuit, it
will be seen from Fig. i that this is a
standard R .C. coupled arrangement following the cletector-and-two-L.F. lines. A
special switch is fitted on the panel by
means of which the receiver may not only
be switched on and off, hut the output
stage may also be eut out, so that the
receiver is automatically operated as a
two-valver. In thése days of economy this
is, of course, a valuable point.as there are
many occasions oit which two valves will
provide all the volume which is required.
The reaction control is effected by uteans
of a special moving-plate type of condenser
using tite metal panel as one plate and a
sheet of nt ica is supported to provide the
dielectric. A threaded rod gives control
over the moving plate and this operates
most effectively in providing the reaction
effects. Tite home-made coil has a suitable
winding, of course, to ensure that reaction
is sniooth over the entire band.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
I

i

One wired chassis and cabinet (Electradix).
Five fixed resistances: 75,000 ohms. 100,000
ohms, two at i megohm, and one 2 megohms
(Duhilier, I-watt type).
One .0003 nsfd, fixed condenser, wire-end
or mica type (Dubitier or similar).
One D.2t0, one L.210, and one P.220 valve
(Hivac).
One 9-volt GB. battery
One 120-volt HT. battery
Exide).
One 2-volt LT, accumulator
One coil-see text.
-

'

-

¡

''I

are the only alterations which have to be
made and all that now remains is to fit
suitable resistances in the four sets of clips
provided and wind the coil, when the
receiver is ready for use. The resistances
should have, values of 75,000 ohms, 100,000
ohms, and two of i megohm each, and they
are inserted as indicated in the theoretical
diagram below.
(Condnued

ori

I

page 101).

a

T

L

Wiring Changes
A the receiver is supplied there is a
variable resistance fitted which will not
be needed with modern valves. There is
a flexible lead connected to the plunger

Fig.

I

.-Theoreiical circuit

of
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SPECIAL REACTION CIRCUITS
Suggestions for Jrnproving the Results Given by the Simpler
Types of Reacting Detector Stage.
By W. J. DELANEY
tlat the average detector
stage is very inefficient unless reaction
is employed.
Without going into the
problems of negative resistance and other
technical details, it is sufficient to say that
if you eliminate the react ion circuit the
results given by the ordinary detector are
very little better than those obtained with
a good crystal detector. Apart from the
low sensitivity it is also found that selectivity is also very poor. As soon, however,
as reaction is applied, sensitivity jumps
remarkably and selectivity is also improved.
T is well known

T:

1

- --)\

action circuits should appeal to those w-ho
are experl mnenting with the single waveband
type of receiver. In the first case a differential reaction condenser may often be
used to replace a single type of condenser,
with -a great improvement in results. In
Fig. 3 is the usual type of detector stage,
with an anodè by-pass condenser C. This
is in parallel with the reaction circuit, and
t hus when the reaction condenser is at zero
the effective by-pass capacity is that provided by condeñser C. As the reaction
condenser is operated, however, the capacity
of that condenser is applied in parallel with
that offered by the condenser just mentioned, and thus the total by-pass capacity
is continually altered. With the differential
condenser. how ever, the by-pass capacity
is constant, as the moving plates mesh,with

one section of the condenser as they unmuesh
from the other set of plates and the total
capacity 1'rom anode to earth is thus kept
constant. This improves efficiency.

Hartley Reaction
A form of reaction which is commonly
employed in short-wave receivers, but
which cannot be used with standard
broadcast coils owing to the absence of the
necessary tapping Point on the coil, is that
known as the Hartley, depicted ici Fig. 4.

t.
Fig.
b

1.-This

is a standard reaction circuit, with
the reaction condenser earihed

It is therefore desirable in a standard.
detector stage to take steps to see that tise
reaction circuit is as efficient as.possible.

The normal dual-range coil such as is
commonly emp]oyed has a reaction winding
coupled to tise grid uinding, and a small
variable condenser is joined on one side
or the other of this reaction winding, the
exact position depending ispois the design
of the coil. In Fig. i the reaction condenser is on the earth side of tise coil, and
iii Fig. 2 it is on the anode sitie. In both
cases tise results are identical, the first
method haviug the advantage that tise
condenser may be mounted on a nsetal
panel and a connecting wire thereby dispensed wit h.

Medium Waves Only

-

t-

k

2.-In this

not

cart hed

Fig. 3.L_Thanode bypass condenser is in parallel
wit/i the reaction circuit.

circuit the reaction condenser is
direct, but the arrangement is
identical to Fig. J.

Here the reaction condenser is joined to
the lower end of the tuning circuit and the
earth return is taken to a point on the
tuning coil. Theoretically this point should
be tise exact electrical centre of tise coil,
bu it is sometiimses possible to use a point
slightly off centre with advantage. The
coil may be provided with tapping points
or a sliding contact may be provided mi
the coil. The disadvantage of this type of
circuit is ibunci in the fact that both the
tuning and reaction condensers are " np
in the air," or, in other words, cannot be
mounted ois ais earthed metal panel. It
may also be found that hand-capacity
effects may prove troublesome unless a
screened panel is placed between the condensers and the control knobs.
-

-J-

Unfortunately, in many cases the reaction
4.-Tite Hartley reaction circuit utilises a
circuit is a compromise, owing to the fact Fig.
tapped coil.
that the coil is wound to cover two wavebands, and the reaction winding is a single
coil disposed between the medium and longwave u indings. Another disadvantage is
that it is essential to use one of tite reaction
control methods shown in Figs. i or 2.
Tite institution of a single programme only
by the B.B.C., however, lias led to an
increase in the use of medium waves only,
and in the special receivers which we have
recently described a single waveband coil
has been specified. When tite tuning circuit
is simplified in titis manner one is provided
with greater scope for experiment in the
reaction circuit and there are several
interesting schemes which may be-tried out
in the interests of improved efficiency.
With the need for economy in receiver
construction and operation, any simple
means of increasing efficiency is of great Fig. 5.-A simple reaction circuit which ¿oes tiot
followingre
need a reaction winding or coil.
importance and accordingly

te

Fig.

Aerial Reaction
Anothe reaction circuit which was at
one time popular, and w hich may often be
employed when a coil is used which is not
piovided'with a reaction windiyg. is that
shown in Fig
Here the reaction condenser is joined direct between anode ami
the aerial terminal. This arrangement also
suffers from the defect that an earthed
metal panel ca.nnot be used unless the
reaction condenser is efficiently insulated.
The control offered by this type of circuit
is very effective, but tuning points will
shift on the dial due to the by-passing
effect of some of the signals via the anode.

....

This arrangement generally operates most
effectively when a separate aerial coil is
used, tisis then performing the dual funtion
of aerial and reaction windings.
(Coni inu'd on t'age 96)
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JUDCE
County Court, asked the Press to make
knonn the fact that leave to obtain posses-

sion of hire-purchase goods must be obtained
fm-orn the Court.
There are hire-purchase
agreements which primarily (io not 'conio
under time new Act and primarily the
owners of the goods could take possession.
They must not do that now without our
leave. II they do take them without leave,
there wmi1 be very serious difficulties.'' A
solicitor pointed out that there was an
impression amongst men in the street h-hat
they could-dodge payment under the new
eniergency regulations. The public were
hcmiìg led to believe that they could avoid
payment of everything and that the Court
would protect them because of the war.
The who e point of tile Act is to protect
those who are unable to pay because of the
war. Many ums have, of course, revised
their hire-purchase arrangemênts. These
reduce the hire period to a ulaxilnuni
of 12 months, anti increase the deposit to
15 per ccn. of tile total hire-purchase
price
rfherc have, of course, been a number of
price increases.

The Only Weekly Radio Journal
PRACTICAL WIRELESS is the only
weekly journal devoted to amateur
radio. It was the last in t-lie field, aoci it
remains the last. It is to carry on. it is
iìot going to be-easy in these tintes of censorship and paper shortage. Readers must
become accustomed to thinner issues.
We siedi maintain our staff of recular eóntributors, and carry on the free erviee of
PR CTICAL WIRELESS receivers. Notwithstanding lise in costs, it is not our intention
to i,icreae the price of the journal. Readers
may, therefore, look for PRACTICAL \\'iiiElEss CVCï Wednesday morning as usual,
and the only slight duty they have to perform to ensure this is to place a regular
order
it with their new segents. This will
avoid waste copies w hich in war-time everyone is anxious to aoid.
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS is the only weekly link between
the amateurs, tuìe trade, and the latest
news. Unless you order it regularly ou
may lind the link which ties you to the
journal broken one week. lt is a small task
which you have to perform. You will
assist us as well as yourself if you Slip
round to the newsagent now and order
you! copy to ha delivered each week.

fr

Winston Churchill
No living Englishman-f)erhaps no living
man-commands to such an extraordinary degree the ear of the whole world
as Winston Churchill-soldier, journalist,
author, historian and statesman. He lias
served in six wars, and held almost every
high office Britain can offer to a statesman.
He is the author of works which would
make hin world-famous even if his energies
had been confined to authorship alone, and
whatever he writes is eagerly read throughout the English-speaking world and then
translated into many languages.
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is sometimes forgotten that our new
,Lord of the Admiralty served in the
South Africa-n War-that glorious episode
1mm-st

in British history which was illuminated by

the individual exploits of lila-ny daring and
resourceful Britons.
Not the ]east of
these was young Winston Churchill who is
telling his own story of the campaign in
Tit-Bit.

Say it by Telephotography
RIJSSIA to-day is much in the news.
Whilst the newspapers have been
busy dealing with the political situation,
however, they have omitted to report a
scientific development in that country.

I reft'r to telephotography.

It will soon he a common thing for
people in Moscow, wishing to send greetings
to friends or relatives in other cities, to
send a phototciegram reproducing the
message in their own writing-, judging by
the way in which the use of telephotography
is developiog. Already by the end of July
this year 120,000 more pliototelegrams had
been sent and received iii Moscow than the
total number for the whole of 1938. All
kinds of materials are sent in t his way,
horn the plans drawn up by various
People's Commissariats to letters and
cartoons. The introduction of telephotography has also facilitated the SCnding of
telegrams in any language, whereas by the
standard method they had to be sent in
either Russian or Latin script.
To-day it is possible for Moscow to coinmunieate by telephotography with 17
large cities of the Soviet Union
12
of them aie linked with Moscow by
wire and five by wireless, these latter being
the distant towns of Taslikent, Ii-kutsk,
Khabarovsk, Baku and Tbilisi An experimental telephotographic system lias now
been opened from Moscow to Alma-Ata, by
wfieless, and from Moscow to Kuibyshev,
by wire. In addition, the Scientific Re.
search Institute for Communications lias
perfected a method of employing the photoelectric cell for the ti-ansmission of pictures
in colour, excluding tise colours Pale green,
pale blue, and yellow. An inspector in the
Exploitation Department of the Central
Telegraph Office in Moscow, Uarov, has
also invented apparatus which renders it
possible to reproduce and transmit tele.
photographic materials to several destinations simultaneously, and this will be of
particular value in the transmission of
official telegrams, and materials intended
for more than one destination.

The Battery Shortage
that

-

returned to the
bicycle, one section of our industry,
the battery makers, has been liard put Lo
it iii supplying the sudden demand for rearlight batteries and head-lamp battem-ies.
In sonic eases this lias meant that labour
lias been diverted from the manufacture of
wireless batteries, thus creating a ternpos-ary shortage of theni.
I now learn
however, that supplies are coming through.
The battery set has been a useful staiid-bv
during recent weeks, aiud I hear froni peopfe
ni the t-rade thiatrathscr more battery sets
than mains are being sold. Nearly everyoIie
lias now obtained a stand-by receiver, so
that in the event of a breakdown of the
reams they can still obtain the news. The
demnamici for our cheap battery blueprints
continues unabated.
O\V

we have all

Home Study

-

ANOTHER feature of the black-out
and restricted entertainment is the
fact that thoúsands of people have now
tin-ned to home study as a-fòrnì of recreation. Correspondence Schools report a great
increase in the number of students, and our
iBook Publisher tells me that there has been
a run ou our technical books. Just a
reminder that we issue a catalogue free to
our readei-.
It seems that now so
ninny people are engaged on making
munitions " Pi-actical Mechanics Handbook,'' and " Workshop Calculations,
Tables, and Formul," are proving best
sellei-s. It will be noted that the price of
these books ha-s not been increased.
--

Readers' Letters
response to niy appeal to readers who
are iii the Forces tO, write to me, i
have received a large number of letters
from members of the Navy, the Army. and
the Royal Air Force. I have replied
to all these letters, each of which is
addressed from somewhere in France,
somewhere in England, or somewhere on
the High Seas.

IN

The Clubs
ONE or two clubs inform me that it is
impossible for them to carry on,
and that they are closing down for the
duration of time war. I hope that they take
adequate steps to keep the rebords of the
club intact, and to either refund the batik
balance to the members, or to hìave it
banked in the name of trnstecs. Someone
should be deputed to keep track of mein.
bers' addresses, so that when the war
ends an up-to-date list is available. The
peaceful times of August seem far away.

J
a,
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j

6/- or 6/6 b9 posifrom George Newnes. Lid..
Tower House, Souillon pion Street, W.C.2.
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SCTON
PORTABLE
SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVERS.
rechnical Details and Constructional
Problems Concerning S.W. Portables.
ANOTICEABLE feature of modern the weight and physical dimensions of the
short-wave receiver design is coni- set to a minimum otherwise impossible.
In addition to current, voltage and
pactness. Improvement s in the
design of individual coniponents and a weights (tata, a definite idea as to the
reduetioil in their physical dimensions. physical dimensions is of vital importance.
In the case of the LT. accumulator, a
together with the use of efficient and
effective screening, is largely responsible compromise between amperage and size
for the improved appearance and per- must be arrived at, not lòrgetting the total
formance of present-day sets, and the height, including the terminals. Manucomparatively large cabinets so familiar facturers are alivava \villing to supply such
information.
iii the early days are not now seen.
Experimenters who are fortunate enough
to have a number of midget type compo- Choosing a Circuit
nents to hand are provided with a wider
Choice of circuit is a matter for individual
SO far as the design aid construction
consideration, but there is a comparatively
of what may he termed ultra-compact vide range from which to choose.
thort-wave receivers are concerned. The
For exanp1e, a single-valve regenerative
majority, however, must remai satisfied detector; detector and L.F. stage, using a
with standard components, and plaii power valve or alternatively a low.conaccordingly.
sumption pentode in the latter; a dctector
L.F. arrangement using a class B valve; a

T-

Using Components on Hand

A most interesting ahl.the-year-ronnd
field of experiment is open to all who care
to participate, anti who have a sufficient
number of modern and suitable coniponents on hand. We refer, of course, to

14th,

1939

probable that the constructor will dese
to, use standard batterie on hand, fpr the
initial bench tests, §&t rest assured that
alterations to the caryisig case will not
be called for whc midget batteries are to
be used.
It is advisable to build up with cardboard or wood models of the batteries,
including total height to the ton oftermiiìah,
exaçtly conforming to the dimensions
Quoted by the accumulatoi' and HT.
battery manufacturers, remembering in
the latter instance to allow foi wander
plugs, and in both instances to arrange for
a reasonable amount of clearance. Such
Precautions are sometimes overlooked, and
carrying case ni odificatious become necssary, or, worse still, a new one has to be
made.
Having all the necessary components tò
hand, together with full size models of the
LT. and HT. batteries to be purchase
later, it is time to get out the drawingboard and a sheet of drawing-paper.

y

Baseboard or Chassis
We may choose betwden two methods of
construction, i.e., baseboard and chasi.
Whilst the baseboard method is suitable,
the writer favours the chassis method
because it enahies us to mount a immber of
components, as, for instance, decoupling
condensers. and I.C.C. units or components,
underneath.
Only a very shallow chassis is necessary,
and may be in the fornì of a shelf let into
the sides or ends of the cairying case, tha

..-

7

y

'

s
.

the construction of portable short-wave

t'

-

receivers. Design problems can he studied
(luring the autumn and winter, and constructional work carried out together with
tests under home eon(litions, which will
enable modifications, if found desirable,
to he carried out.
Standard size components and valves
ill enforce definite limitations. Nevertheless, it is possible to design and build a
suitable receiver, and yet keep tite weight
down to a reasonable figure.
The subject must, however, be reviewed
in the right perspective, and not regarded
simply as a matter of building a set and
fitting it into a small box, meanwhile
hoping for the best. Such procedure
usually ends in disappointment.
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Technical Reuirements
lk

The technical requirements of selectivity,
sensitivity, quality and volume are common
to all receivers, so also is ease of operation.
In th.e case of the portable, minimum weight
is of equal importance, as the task of
humping a heavy receiver about the
countryside ]S apt to damp one's enthusiasm. There are, for instance, two
sources of dead weight to contend with,
i.e., the HT. battery and LT. accumulator.
To design a portable receiver with a view
to the inclusion of standard size H.T. and
L.T. batteries is, on account of excessive
weight, absolutely out of the question.
It is, therefore; advisable to study the
battery problem and find a solution before
proceeding, once the type of circuit to be
used is decided upon. One of the specially
desigñed midget type H.T. batteries, and a
non-spill type LT. accumulator of the
portable type are recommended.
The constructor is then assured as to
voltage and current requirements being
metand at one and the same time reducing
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First-händ news of her safety after having gone through the terrors of tise Äthenia sinking was the
cheering subject of the broadcast that Miss Barbara Rodrnan sent over-the air freni Scotland.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis C. Rodman and her brother, Clarke Rodosan, all of Garden
City, Long Island, are here seen -in an N.B C. stodio listening to the broadcast. In the tackground is announcer George Hicks.

screen-grid valve as a detectoi followed by
a stage of L.F. amplification; or a more
up-to-date circuit incorporating HF. and
L.F. pentodos, etc. Whichever type of
circuit is finally chosen will depend to a
certain extent upon the components
available. The most suitable type L.T.
accumulator and H.T. battery should be
decided upon; and their respective dimensions noted. There is, however, no need to
purchase them straightway, and it s

This
underside being lined with tinfoil.
idea is niost suitable when the box camera
type carrying case is used.
Before deciding as to the type of carrying
case, a few experiments in the form of
layout and general arrangement must be
undertaken. The chassis components can
be laid ont, due allowance being made for
tuning, reaction and bandspread eondenser
clearances, etc.
((Conf in.ed on page 56)
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A Valuable Instrument for Fault Tracing is the
Chanalyst or Set Analyser. Here is a Description
of One of the Best Known of These Devices

I

S

seen in previous articles how
a systematic forni of fault tracing
is to be desired if time is to be
saved and reliable repairs effected. The
situation regarding a faulty receiver may be
summed up in the fact that sonietlung lias
happenen to the signal. There is one tlung
in which the customer is interested, namely
the restoration of the signal to its tiormnal
condition, and the job of the serviceman is
to see that this is done. Obviously, therefore, tue idealplan is to check the signal
froni the point at which it enters the
receiver and trace its path through the
varions stages until the speaker is reached.
If at aliy point the signal departs from
normal. then that part of the set can be
identified as the seat of the trouble. and it
is tliisftuiction which is carried out by the
device knovn as an Analyser or similar
name. One of the most popular of such
pieces of apparatus is undoubtedly the
Rider Chanalyst, an
merican device
which may be obtained in this country.
To enable the-reader- to understand the
method adopted with titis tYpe of apliaratus
we give below a bare theoretical -diagram
WE have

r.

I
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of the complete circuit, from which it will
be seen that it is power.opeiated and
divideii into several separate sections.

The Circuit

Theme is an HF. and I.F. elmaimel ; an
oscillator channel an L.F. channel. an
electronic voltmeter aiid a wattage indicator. No matter how complicated time
receiver, and irrespective of the valves
which are employed, the processes of frequency conversion, rectification andamplificatiomi may all be accurately checked.
Vomi can te]1 instantly if the signal is at its
proper frequency; if it is being stepped up
as it should be ; if it is picking up hum or
being distorted, and so on. It would take
up too much space to explain how each
section is used, but those viio wish to obtain
fuller information may obtain an interesting
70-page book describing this particular
instrument from Messis. Hollid.ay amaI
Henmnierdinger. Snffice it to say that by
means of probes various parts of a receiver
circuit may be tapped off and applied to the
tester, or tite output of a given part of tite
tester may be similarly applied to the

receiver, and the various functions thereby
accurately followed. As in a superhet the
most intricate part of the receiver is the
oseillatot or mixer stage, it will be worth
while explaining fully how this particular
stage is checked by means of this individual
tester, although it will be appreciated that
it may be similarly (hecked by using
separate signal generator and separate
test instruments of the kind which lieve
been previously described in this series.
The following notes are taken from the
Chanalyst service manual.

li

mm

The Oscillator Stage
The first step is to see that the oscillator
stage is developing tite correct intermediat
frequency, and titis may be measured by
means of the Chanalyst or by means of a
similarly calibrated unit. Having done
this the (hal of the tester is eiamined to
see that the IF. is correctly denoted, if not,
then it is known that the oscillator alignnient is incorrect, but if the setting is in
order, then it is known that dial tracking
and alignment of the oscillator are in order.
(Gontinued on foIlo4ng page)
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SERVICING

SHORT-WAVE SECTION

SPECIAL REACTION CIRCUITS

(Continued froto previous page)

(Continued front page 94)

96

'i'
rn

If a major discrepancy exists in the ii'.
peak at the anode of the mixing stage, then
it is necessary to search for the IF, signal;
which will indicate that the padcler, trimmer, coil, earth connections, etc., niustbe
examined in the mixing stage. If thg I.F.
signal is not present at the mixer anode.the
first step is to establish if the normal signal
is present iii the mixing stage. If it is,
then the operating potentials applied to the
mixing portiotìs of the valve elements must
he checked. Titis may be done with a good
voltmeter. If the valve is not oscillating
this will prevent signals from being properly
obtained, and the fact may. be ascertained
by connecting tite voltmeter across (lie
grid leak joined in the grid circuit of the
oscillator., There should he a voltage
developed across this leak if tite valve is
oscillating.
o voltage wihi indicate that
tite valve is not oscillating and accordingly
the search foi' a fault is locahiscd.
Weak Signal
If the signal is weak at the mixer anode

the various bias voltages may be checked
as well as the oscillator anode voltage, as
these materially affect the conversion gain
of the mixer valve. If there is no signai
at the I.F. control grid, the trouble vili
almost certainly be in the first IF. transbirnier, but the fact that it was present at
the mixer anode will indicate that tite
primary of the transformer is likely to be.
in order, at least it vili not he shortcircuited to earth or open-circuited. Misalignment of the primary and secondary
will, however, result in a poot transfer,
or complete absence of signal at the IF.
stage. This test will also apply to tite I.F.
anode, should a signal be fòund there but
tiot in tite following stage.

Distortion
It is often found that the signal is present

all through flic receiver, but at some
stage dstortjon sets in, and although the
use of 'phones or speaker lollowing the
2nd detector (or detector stage in a
straight '' set) will enable such a source
to be traced in most eases, it will not he
possible to uso these in the H F. or IF.
stages of a superhet. The special tflifling
eye iii the service iiìstruineiìt being reviewed will show such distortion, lion ever,
but there is an additional feature fitted to
this particular instrument in the form of
output jacks in the fI.F., IF. and L.F.
stages so that a cathode-ray oscillograph
may be connected and the signal examined

vivally. A test oscillator is connected to
the receiver, and obviously this must be of

type free from distortion, and then the
waveform of the signal at each point of
the circuit wïll indicate rapidly where it
departs troia normal. The cathode-ray
oscillograpli is, in lact, a very valuable
accessory in modern servicing and it
operation is not dihlicult to master if it is
at first used on simple circuits. A suitable
wave-fonn is obtained on the tube with the
particular input signal device being used
arid this must he made small enough to
take care of the successive amplification
winch takes piace from stage to stage.
The height of the wave will increase with
these signal increases or successive stages
of amplification, and overloading, frequency
distortioir, (tnt t and various other defcts
will be seen where they would perhaps be
missed if ordinary audible forras of test
were a(lopted.
n.

14th,

1939

(Corninued Irons page 92)

Carrying Case Dimensions

PortaWe Reaction

Having decided on a suitable layout
which includes the batteries, and carchlilly
measured the total height of the valves
mounted in their holders plus depth of
chalsis,a definite idea as to the dimensions
of th carrying case can be worked out.
The iength and width can be marked
direct on tite drawing-paper, t lie chassis
components marked round also with a
sharp pencil, arai the position of underchassis components shown in clotted lines.
Taking into consideration that ali components including dimensional models of
standard midget type batteries llave been
arranged as desired, all clearances allowed,
and the carrying case dimensions nrrivedat
in a practical manner, it is unlikely that
serious errors will arise. In addition, such
procedure enables various schemes to be
tried out with a view to coitipaetncss and
general efficiency.
To some constructors the methods ol
procedure outlined above may appear to he
involved, bitt they arc necessary if a
satisfactory job is to result
A portable short-wave set must be
designed as a complete unit, and the case
must be of comparativel light w eight and
reasonably small dimensions. It is not just
a matter of making the layout to suit a
carrying ease; or cramping everything and
sacrificing efficiency in order to use an
existing case.

With a portable or other t'rpe of a.me
aerial reaction may be applied direct by
using a reaction winding of two or three
tuina ifl the same direction as the main

Testing

the Set

The essential thing is, first and foremost, the set. Once having decided on a
compact layout which can be housed in a
reasonably small case, tite experimenter
can build tue receiver using a temporary
panel, the actual chassis and layout, and
Vhen
thus run practical receiving tests.
these are satisfactory the construction o
the carrying case can be proceeded with.
At 011e time, gonrparativclv large tuning
dials were fitted to portable receiving
apparatus as used by home constructors
who had no choice in the matter, as small
ones were not available. Tuning condensers
also were of large size, but nowadays
several makes of midget tuning condensers
arai dials aie a ailable.
Thus it is possible to arrange a ulala
turung dial with a graduated scale, a
reaction condenser, also a bandspreading
Conrienser and on-off sis itch on a comparatively small panel without undue craniping.
Carrying eases eau be made of plywood,
or irr tIre form of a strong but light frame
covered with aei-opiarìe fabric, the latter
forni of construction being originated by
tire Editcr of thus journal.
GcneralM, a two-valve straight circuit
headphone set will meet portable shortwave requirements, if used in conjunction
with a short aerial.
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Fig.

6-How

reaction may h appliwl lo a
frame aerial.

winding, and connecting this between
anode and the anode load component.
nuis is, of course, exactly similar to the
old form of reaction, where a separate
moving reaction coil was employed. In the
case of the frame aerial, however, instead
of moving tite reaction winding the
control over react ion is effected by fitting
a reaction condenser between the attode
and tite LT. or HT.
line. Titis
idéa is also applicable, of cotti-se, to
any standard form of reaction winding,
although the situnting effect of the
condenser may not be found so fuiiy
effective as when a frame aerial winding
is employed.

-

CONDENSER CALCULATIONS
(Continued leoni page 90)

offered by the smoothing choke or cleeoup
Now' the reactance, or
Opposition ofleìe(l by a condenser to an
alternating cuiient varies with lire liebeing less at high frequencies tlihn
at low frequencies. it is very cler-isable,
therefore, to be able to calcnhate tire
reactance of a condenser at any pari icular
fr-eqriency. Tins can be done by riiuItipl3-ing
together the capacity of the condenser in
jafU., the frequency in question in cycles
lier second, arid the number fi.28 and
dividing the result into 1,000,000. The
answer will be tire reactance of the condenser at that particular frequeney, expressed in ouais.
It is truc that this calculation involves
only simple arithmetic, but in order. to
reduce the necessity for such calculations
as nunch as possible, a further group of
tables bras been prepared giving tIre
reactances of corn nionly used sizes of condenser at frequencies with which they are
usually expected to deal. Table 3 gives the
reactance of the larger bypass conderìsrtrs
from .25 mfd. upsvards at 50 and 1.04)
cycles. Table 4 gives tiro reactorirces of
sniahler coupling and bypass condensers
at 50 and 1,000 cycles, the lattei' being an
average kind of aud io'frcqucricy, while
Table 5 gives the reactances of condenrscrs between .0001 and .01 mfd. at
1,000 kc/s (300 metres) and 200 kc/s
(1,500 metres).

1mg resistance,
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i.
An Efficient Lightning Arrester
AVERY neat and efficient lightning
arrester can be made front an old
sparking plug in the manner shown in the
accompanying sketch. There is Ito nee(i
for any dismantling; I jiirt screwed the
threaded end of the sparking plug into
tite opcii end of the earth tube, connected
tite necia head on to the terminal, and after
thoroughly cleaning and closing t-lie points
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inititon shuttlecock container, and as such
comprises siisiplv two end cardboard caps
"A" fitted freely, but tightly, over a
strong card board ceni re tube " t.''
By calibrating in even section, tItis centre
tubc i illustiatt
md
spit ei nil
ui van etion in the coil length
is
Z
be 011w it ebout tccur'itil', by shiduig tite
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wiucliiig a coil, the spiral calibrations are
nutimierated horizontally, viz.
I, II, Iii.
So it wiii be seen that a very fuie adgisttuent on the vernies' principle is obtained.
A suitable paper chart of coil dat-a care
he permaanentiy wrapped round tite other
e sd c'sp which b the was, is ,,iued to tite
ceistie tumbe 's co et of CO OOt kss s tnihi
protecting tisis when hmindl ng (after a lull
calibration has bec'si made).
rfle clianteter of t-hie former illustrated is
2in., as shown, but atiy other smaller
tube combination could be tonde tip,
posssbl's out ol ebo,mitc 01 b elite k" in_
lfl (Vii
gre stee degi cc of e tìicieie
soci

Details of lite con/ac! pieces for a simple

Neat Key Switch
MOSl ices- switches necessitate time boring

of large holes in the Iront mittel. i
have worked out one which iieeds only a
hole large enough to take tile shank of n
pin terminai.
The base consists of a itaxolin disc front
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Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somelittle dodge
which would interest other readers.
Why
flot pass it on to u,? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half-a.
guanea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
$sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
'PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put 'óuc ñame and address
on every item. -Please tinte that every notion
sent In must be or.girsal. Mark envelopes
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durability.
little placed a rubber stoppee iii the
rite tient is just mill ed o tu st there FILAMENT
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resonant wavelength or, preferably, "1''
for equivalent frequeney."-(). S. I)uvx TIe completed
A Simple Calibrating Drum
(Exeter).
key swi:chJìxel
AS i frequently
to a pane!.
wind my own
cols, a illeans for
-
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closely

determining t h e
characteristics for
different gauges of
wire in relation to
variot s capacities
of condensers, and
different diameters
of formera, is very
acceptable, so I set
about making some
simple curves and
a calibrating drum
oc foinier.
The former or
drum constituted
originally a Bad-

an old va1-eholder, and fòilr pieces of
springy brass foi contacts (cut to shape as
illustrated). Some odd nuts act as spacers
to keep the contacts away floin the base
to allow resilience, the whole assembly
being bolted together, incorporating small
soldering tags tom connections.
When this switch is in position, a pin
ternii mial, when pushed home, contacts
w itlm each of the four strips of brass, timos
completing the high- and low-tension
circuits. Ori removal of flic pin terminal
the set is" dead."-P. TIoalrsoN (Harrow).
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A

2-VALVE BEAT FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR
Constructional Details are Here Given of a Useful Unit for the Experimenter
THIS oscillator covers the entite loifrequency range, from a few cycles
per second up to and past the highest
audible frequency. Its constnwtion is very
siinpJe, and in operation it is quite accurate
and stable for all ordinary purposes. It
is very useful for testing amplifiers and the
low-frequency section of receivers other
uses will suggest themselves to the ojerator.
It is quite portable, aud is worked entirely
from one nine-volt grid-bias battery.
There is a H.F. output foi- feeding into the
FRONT OF PANEL
-

ZERO

Circuit

t

Descriptiontuning

The circuit really employs two separate
HF. oscillators, as shown by the dotted
line, and these will he referred to as oscillators i and 2. They are inter-connected
so that they beat with one another to
produce the L.F. note when applied to a
set or amplifier. They are both tuned to the
same frequency by tue combination of
fixed and varible condensers which are
necessary for simple djustments to the
units. The. oreiiit f
eachoscillatorissiinilar,
and emplo s a tuned
NOTE
grid with anodereaction
which is very tightly
coupled to produce a
strong reaction effect
even when the battery

condenser. Iii the ease of oscillator
series condenser is also used with the
mum tuning condenser to reduce the
combined capacity if required. The valves
used are both Muhlard PMLHL inetalhised.
1, a

j

The Coil
The coils consist of 160 turns, tapped at
turns, and are wound with 36 d,s.c.
wire pile wound in a slot lin, long, cut in a.
ribbed ebonite former 2aii. diameter and
2m, long. The coils are held in place by a
short piece of metal across the top of the
former aoci through which is fixed a screw.
This is shown in Fig. 4.
81)

L

-

NOTE

FREQUEOCY

Construction and Layout
The layout of the components
SACK

s'

-ISO

is not

critical, ánd the wiring is done with insu0F PANEL

ç

J

METAL
5CR CE N

K15O
o

L.

aerial-eaitIi sockets of a set, and a L.F.
output for the pick-up sockets of a receiver
or amplifier. Tuning is done by a slowmotion condenser fitted with a dial marked
in degrees, and a second condenser enables
the zero note to be obtained when
the main one is at O degrees. A volume
control is incorporated for attenuating
the L.F. output only. An on/off switch
can he also incorporated in the volume
control to simplify the controls. The whole
ja contained in a wooden case (or metal
if preferred).

R4

Fig
(left).-Panel layout
and dimensions, and Fig. 2
(right), rear view of ¡he
panel.
I

--

starts to run low. Both the HF. and L. F'. hated wile or wire covered with sleeving.
outputs are taken from oscillator 2, and the The valves and coils are raised from the
L.F. output is fed via the volume-control. screen by a small wooden platform (lin.
The switch is in the common negative long, 2m, wide by lin, high, and this
hne, and all earth return leads are connect-ed is fixed in each case on opposite sides of
directly to the screen or panel.
the acreen by screws as shown
far as
The tuning of the coils is done by one possible the components are fixed to someThe Panel
The panel is a piece of aluminimnu ]4in. fixed condenser and a pre-set- type trimmer, thing to prevent vibration which would
long by Pin. wide. and this is drilled to a-nd across these is connected the main vary the jiote, and In the model described
take the main condenser on the left-hand
gv
sirle, and beneath this two holes are drilled
to take two sockets for the HF. output.
On the right-hand side a hole is drilled for

the vernier tuning condenser, and below
tIns, one for the volume control-on/off
switch, and also holes for the L.F. sockets.
These are shown in Fig. 1. The sockets
used in both cases must be of the type
which are insulated by -a bush from the
pa-nel. The condensers have their moving
vanes earthed by direct contact with the
paiiel, and the volume control must be of
the type where the moving conta-ct is not
connected directly to the spindle. The
panel is divided into two sections at the
back by a piece of aluminium Sin, high by
6m, wide, and this has a half-inch flange to
attach it to the panel, which is done by
three nuts and bolts passed through both.
This completes the panel, etc., but the
fitting of the condensers should be left
until the other component parts are first
in piace, as the condensers are liable to
hamper this work.

As

3v

Fie.

3.-TAo5id

circuit

of ¡he B.F.O.

unit.
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bonded by bridging them with connecting
wires. There is also a lead attached to some
convenient point on the metal which is
also connected to the panel when this is
being placed in position. Small wooden
battens are used to attach the panel, which
fits flush with the inside of the ease. The
purpose of the screening is to prevent direct
radiation into a set, and also to keep out
unwanted outside fields which might causo
interference.

the val'k)uS condensers (fixed and pieset), resistances and chokes are grouped
on the wooden platform along with the
valve and coil. The chokes must be of the
screened type, and they can, if necessary,
be screwed directly to any part of the
screen. The condensers marked CO and
Cli are merely liii. of the insulated Ivire
ends twisted to give the required capacity.

-Wiring Up

adjust VO! to O degrees (all out) and ägain
list-eu on the receiver, meanwhile adjusting
('2 until a maximum is again received:
Replace vahe 2 and a note should, be
obtained, if either \7C1 or VC2 are moved.
Leave VC2 at 90 degrees and rotate \ Cl
to increase t lie lote (t lie note nercared in
pitch as oscillator is tuned further away
rollt the point at which it was in tune with
oscillator 2). See if the note gradually
i

-

i

I

increases from a very low
Pop-pol)
noise to a very 111gb whistle or
hiss.'
Adj usting
TI the condenser is at 180 degrees (all in)
For the purpose of adjusting a receiver before the t op-note limit is reached, ncreao
which is calibrated fairly accurately, the set Cl until it is reached and, just out of the
is switched to t lie LW. baud and tuned to audible range. If ou the other band the
sollte point where a strong local station top-ilote frequency is passed and VCI is
does not conte in (to prevent inlerfeu'ence only half in (at 90 degrees), it indicates
with the oscillator when using with tite that tite capacity is too large and CI will
receiver).
teed reducing. Tite purpose of this adjustConnect tite battery to tite oscillator, bitt tient is to spread ont
entire frequency
for tite purpose of adjusting, tite panel is ratigo over as munch of the 180 degrees of
not et fitted into tite case. Remove tite dial as possihle.
valve 1, switch on and connect leads front
Return VC] to (J degrees, and adjust C2

The wiring, as already miieiitioned. is insulated, and when possible soldered joilits
are recommended, although terminal connections vill do quite well. One end of the
coil goes to grid condenser, centre-tal) to
earth (screen or panel), and other enti to
read ion condenser. The LT. positive lead
is taken directly from tite valveholder of
oscillator , and a wander plug connected
to it end. The common negative lead
contes front tite switch on tue volume
control, attui its end also terminates iii a
wander plug. The HT, posi! ive lead comes

i

te

_l
M.Cl©o

a

SCREEN

FRONT
PANE L-----

T--r
I

-I

8"

MC
/J/''ì\

i'

\\Mc.:

CI
g

(S.F

______

SOCKE

G
r'

-

-6
FLEX

+

froni the junction of choke I and resistance
R3 and is fitted with a t hird w ander plug.
Only the highs-potential or fixed vailes of
the condensers are joined up, as the moving
vailes are in direct connection with tise
common earth (the panel), and one of
each pair of output sockets is similarly
connected directly to tite panel. Xeeciless
to remark, all leads should be as short as
possible and kept away as far as possible
trotti the screening or panel to prevent losses.

Battery Connections
The leads for the battery are connected

as follows conunon negative to negative
9 volts. LT. positive to negative b volts.
and HT. positive to Positive on the
battei-y. This is connected in 'ç:
this mantier
because the battery is niat-ked in negai ive
oltages with respect to the positive end,
and noi as an ordinary HT, battery would
with positive voltages with
be marked
respect to the common negative.
.

-

.

4.-Wiring

a'iagrams

osciilatoe to set. Put vohitne control of
oscillator at maximum.
The oscillator
tunes roughlv to the LW. band, and putting
VIJ2 at 90 degrees(haif in) adjust C7 ittttil
a maximum signaj is received in t he set.
Titis is denoten by a loud rusiting sound,
and if the set is fitted with a tuning indicator titis will deflect.
iepiace valve i and remove valve 2,

!

of

tue separate sections

of

tile

B.F.O. unit.

until zero note is obtained. Titese two
adjustments are then repeated until a
state is reached witeie the note is zero at 0
degrees and gradually increases as VCI is
increased until at about 160 degrees it just
passes outside the audible range and cannot
be Iteard.
Remember that during this
adjststing, VC2 antat be at 90 degrees.

''''.'

''

(To be continued).
i

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE TWO-VALVE BFAT.FRLQUENCY OSCILLATOR
Resistances:
Condensers:
Ci, pre-set type, .00001-0002 mfd. Series RI, 3 megohms. 05c. gCld leak.
R2, 3 megohms. Osc. 2 grid leak.
condenser.
OUlin
C2. pre-set type, .00001-0003 mId. Osc.
t
and
tr,mmer.
off switch.
C3, fixed tubular, .0003 mfd. Osc. tank tuner. VI, Muilard PMIHL valve. Metallised.
C4, fixed tubular, .0001 mfd. Osc. grid con- V2,Muilard PMIHL valve. Metailised.
gauge, 14m.
i piece of sheet alumintun,, thick
denser.
bY 9'"'
C5. fixed tubular, .0003 nsfd. Osc. reaction
aluminium,
thick
gauge,
Sits, by
sheet
piece
of
condenser.,
with a ,n. flange.
C7. preset type, .00001.0003 mfd. Osc. 2
trimmer.
the coils.
C8, fixed tubular, .0003 mfd. Osc. 2 reactiOn 2 baseboard mounting vaiveholders.
condenser,
9.volt grid-bias battery.
C9, fixed tubular, .000t mfd. Osc. 2 grid 3 wander plugs and flex.
4 insulated type sockets with screened lead ssçre
condenser.
dO, fixed tubular, .0003 mfd. Osc. tank
14m, by 9in.by6.7in.andtissfoil
tuis r.
for covering inside of same.
2
coil formers 2m long by 2 n
2
i

°c

i

i

i

r

-

-

i

i

36s.rwiflhing

:

r'....,auinet
L
The cabinet for the panel may consist
either of a metal box or a wooden metalIts inside
hued oi tin foil lined bo\
measurements are 14m. buìg, 9m. high,
and (i to 7ms. deep. If made of wood
and lined with tin-foil, make certain that
any joints in the metal are electrically

Fig.

f

6"

r

i

TIt'se
.

1

a

!

f

-

dial marked in degrees, .0005 mfd
vc, variable tuning condenser of small
capacimy, dial marked in degrees, .00025 mfd

dse,

4

r:r

Quantity of nuts and bolts, wood, and small
2

metal strips.
HF. screened chokes.
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1
e
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ik!II b1suNir'suìiÖ1Ifl[.astsisi
The Purpose of an HF. Amplifier and of the Systems of
Inter-valve Coupling
it must offer a very high impedance to the
signal, because if it did not signal currents
voulcl simply pass through it, through
the high-tension supply and back to (arti!.
Jn other words, they would be " lost
and would not be passed on to the second
valve. The coupling must also provide

WHEREAS low-frequency stages
amplify the low-frequency voltage
which comprises the actual sound
impulses, H.F. stages amplify the coiìibined
low- and high-frequency voltage in the
fornì in which it strikes the receiving
aerial. For present purposes it can be
eoiìsidei'ed that the impulses " bandied
by the }T.F. valves are of liighi-fi'equeiìcy
oiìiv since the low-frequency (or modulation
coni poi ient) is so completely and thoroughly
mixed vitIi the so-called carrier wave.
'I
P

r

-

I

lì

i

/11*

Tuned Grid

i
H.P C.

000s

1OOL;.aQ)5

-

.0002

MPO.

Figs. 2, 3 and

E
E
right).-Resisiancc-capacily, choke-capacity,

to

and tuned-anode

couplings.

in the ease of signals winch are above
tise nu amure required by the detector and
below the maximum handling capacity
of t-lie detector, H .F. amplification does
provide a certain increase in signal strength.
rj11
is a point which is not always fully

appreciated.
-

'

-

-

The- Inter-valvç Coupling

-

,

'

Let us consider the circuit 'arrangesisent
of au HF amplifying valve, such as thatshown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that a
tuning circuit is connected between the
aerial aun earth, and that a- lead from this is
taken to the grid' of th screen-grid valve
shown, in the -andde eiieuit of' the valve
is shown a simple rectangle, this representing tise coupling between the firgt and
secotid valves. Beibre dealing with the
forni which this coupling can take, let us
its purpose'' In the first piace

rconsider

Circuit

T-

PLE

Tite hF section of a receiver serves
to inri-case the volume of reproduction
i) niagitilying the ion -trequency voltage,
but the HF. amplifier does not necessarily
ut. incienses
provide greater volume,
the ange of the set. The reason for titis is
that the detectos- cannot operate at full
efficiency unless the signal voltages ted
to it exceed a certain minunnut ligure.
rinhlitS
if the input to tue detector tvere
below that minimum satisfactory reprounction could not be obtained lion-ci-ev
iii udì low-frequency amplification were
provided. It is for this reason that tite
higit-hequency atupliflei is so useful itt
it
ext end ing the I-ange of tite receiver
ii creases the strength of weak or distant
signals to such an extent I hat they can
allow the detector to function. Of course,

4 (left

A Tuned

The tin ed circuit, shown in Fig. 4, is
theoretically ideal, because its impedance
15 practically constant at all waveiengths
to which it is tuned. Moreover, the impedance of a high-frequency circuit is
almost infinity to the frequency to which
it, is tuned. This is the basis of most
'1
igh-fi-equency coupling circuits, although
tite actual connections shown in Fig. 4
are inodihed in tite practical arratigenient.
The ntost importa et altera tien concerns the
eonnections to tite throng condenser, which
is joined between the anode of tite valve
and earth, instead of to HT-l-. By using
these coimktions it is possible to employ
a gang condenser of which all tite moving
vanes are earth connected. The alteration (10es not affect tite behaviour of tite
tuned circuit in most cases because there
is a complete circuit frein the earth line
ILE.
coup/trig
(he
s/loving
-Circuit
Fig.
through to tite HT. + end of the tunedsche me.
anode coil by way of t lie Itigh-teìsion supply.
another function-that of preventing the Itt nìanv instances titis circuit is made to
itigh-tension oltage troni being applied have a still lower resistance due to the
to tite grid of the following alve in the connection of a la -ge-capacity fixed confonti of a very high bias voltage.
denier bete (en earth and HT. +, as
shown in Fig. 5.
H.

Extending the Range

E----lH

reason that so-called aperiodic or unIonen
coupling is not very efficient, although it can
be used with moderate success, especially
when it is not required to apply reaction.

Forms of Coupling
Flic coupluig cati comprise a fixed
resistance, an HF. choke or a tuned ei 'cuit,
as well as a condenser and grid leak, as
shown in Fies. 2 3 and 4. It, will be sects
that all of these are very amular, but
they produce differing effects. in the
first place, tIre resistance causes a fr0nounced voltage di-op. especially if it lias a
sufficiently high value to provide a barrier
to the HF. cut-rents, and the 'clore it is
impracticable. The choice is much heiter,
because it provides the required impedance
to H.F. cuis-enta, whilst ollering a resistance of' only loo ohms or so to t-lie (lis-Cet,
or high-tension current. But-it is by no
means perfect, clue to tise fact that its
im]seilance varies accos'diiìg to the wavelength of the signal heing received, and is
at a maximum only at one particular
wavelength or iiequency. lt is för this

A modificationì of the Fi. 5 circuit j5
shown in Fig. 6, where the chokg coupling
is combined with a tuning circuit joined
between the grid of tue following valve
and earth.. Tins arrangement is known as
tuned-grid coupling, due to the fact that
the t unilig coil and condenser are actually
in the grid circuit. The H.F. choke acts
as a barrier to high-frequency currents,
thus diverting them to the tuning circuit.
Theoretically, this met lind of coupling
is not chiite as efuicient OS the tuned-anode
sv.teiii, hut it lias the practical advantage
of being fbi-e stable ; that is, unwanted
oscillation is not as readily provoked.
in this case it must be observed that
when the following valve is a leaky-grid
detector, two fixed condensers are sequired
one between the anode of the
HF. valve and the end of tire tuning coils

J

------

H7#

G/D
0002

/

-

oos
MFD.

E-

Fig.

5.-A

practical modification

of

¡lie tuned-

anode circuit yliown in Fig. 4.
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into the grid of the following valve. It
dear that by having a greater
number of turns on the secondary than ou
and another between the coil and the grid the primary winding, a step-up effect
should he produced. And since time
of the detector.
secondari' imist ¡se of such a size that it
tunes to the wavelength of the signal being
The High-frequency Transformer
received, the incuber of turns is definitely
Another modification of the basic circuit regulated. Thus, the step-up effect ornat
is shown in Fig. 7. Here the choke and be secured by reducing time size of the
taliing coil are replaced by a double- priumary. Because of this there is a limit
to the degree of step-uji which can be
obtained, although by careful design a
sniali extra degree of amplification can be
obtained b- using fewer turns osi the
primary than on the secondai-v winding.
-00521O.
The mii!lerence in ]esmmlts w hich can be
obtained um this manner is small, and there
is little practical difference in elficiesme
between tise amsiphitication obtained when
GRID
-using tuned-grid, tuned-anode or tuned)
-0002
transformer coupling.
irFo.

HIGH-FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION
(Continurd from opposite pase)

-

1

ivill he

for Uncensored Short-Wave

WAR NEWS
Entertaining Programmes
"'''

:

L_t_j

6.5 te
550 inctmvs

I

0005
ITFO

EJL_H

-

I

Fig. 6-The popular tuned-grid circuit, which is
a combination of the arrangements s/sown in Figs. 3
and 5.

wound coil, or high-frequency transformer.
in many respects tins behaves like the lowfrequency transformer which was described
last week, ami the primary winding ma
included in the anode circuit of the val i-e.
The secondary circuit is tuned by means of
on section of the gang condenser and feeds

THE

THREE

30J-

(Co,,sinued [roen pase 91.)

The Coil
The cou is wound on a length of suitable
fbnner, that used by us being ordinai'y
postal tubing with an over-all diameter of
2km. and a length of 3m. A disc of wood
should be eut to fit tightly in one end of tue
tube, amid on this wooden (lise five valvepins must be mounted to fit into the sockets
Time exact
provided on the haseboaith
measurements may be obtained froni the

r

-'

fl50

it'mç"
-

:.

f_s

Germany. Italy, Russia, 1T.S.A.-are you listening
to au these ? The rest of the World too, is tiansrnitting in English day and night. The Short-Waves
are important theme days. Don't miss the VsrIils
neu's. Possess a TROPHY Radio and be the envy
of your friends. The TROPHY 6 (imlustrated above)
for AC. operation, tunes from irS to 550 metres
(covers B.B.C. Home Service), and has ail the
essential refinements for ail-world Contact, Bandspread tuning is employed. lt can he attached to an
ordinary aerial. Speaker is built-in and you can
connect 'phones. Listen in to Short-Wave newsSashes, propaganda talks and fascinating programmes with a TROPHY 6-the ideal radio for tiSe
home. Buy at the present iow price insilo mce can
deliver from stock.
Ready to play. Price £1011916. Fully (ilmarantei',l.

____TROPHY3
Listen in at amazingly iow cost. TROPHY
Short-Wave regenerative 3-valves's for AC. or
Battery use. Wave-mange 6.2 'to 550 metres
seing single self-locating coima, F'uO-size
'MC. speaker and 'phone socket. Suppimed
with cous for 52 to 52 metres or with ali Coils
for complete coverage 1816 extra. Fully
Guaranteed. heady tu I)lay.
--

E

7.-Tuned

Fig.

H.p.

A.('.

transformer

2lIiiDEL-6/18/6

H%TTERY-6/6

coupling.

6.

Carr. Paid.
Paid.

flair.

2-Staue PRESELECTOR for
your present radio-

ale ill the same direction, anti that the
eiids aie connected to the correct puis.
A 9-volt grid bias battery and a 120-volt
HT. battery are imeeded in addition to time
usimal 2-volt accumulator, and tue batteries
should lie connected to tise mear teimninal
stimi) with ordinary flex amici plugs iii the
usual manlier, the temisiinals beimig suitably
marked. G.B. - i should be 1.5 volts amud
G.E. -2 45 volts, whilst tise total 120 volts
aie employed ¡or H.T. Connect the 'pimoiies
or a loudspesiker to time end pair of tes-minais
and use a medium type of aerial .Alai ge
aerial wil , of course, jilt roduce selectivity
diftic ilties sinless a series aerial condenser is
fitted. whilst a small aerial wiil probably provide insmifiuieient pick up. For i)iehiminas-y
tests, whilst umsaking certain that tise coil is iii
osder, it would probably be preferable to
turn the sight-hand control until it indicates
2, which means that time output valve is
eut oust of circuit. The tuning condenser
should timen be turned until time Ruine
Service transnmission is picked up (towards
time tole end of the scale). The reaction control should then be operated and it will be
bund that these is a gradual build isp iii
strength until oscillation sets in. The control should not, of course, he used so flit
advanced that signals are distorted or that
any substantial noise accompanies the Sig.
nal, as in that case t here is a risk of some
imite rfesenee heisi g caused on receivers i
the neighbourhood.
Always keep the
reaction down as usuels as possible consistent with good signai strength. When
the rigimt-hmaisd switch is turned to indicate
3 ali valves are in circuit and volume will
be substantially increased.
The }LT.
and LT. consumption w ill, of course, he
correspondingly increa sed and, therefore,
the extra valve vihl, as already mentioned, only be switched in as occasion
demands.

I

q

I

ThL.T

-

O
E

Fig. 3.-This diagram shows the modifications io the connections Io ¡he gnd of
1/me detector s/age.

actual sockets in the receiver.
The
valve pins are supplied by Messis. Elect ra(lix, and are attached to the wood by means
of the nul s provided. The coil is vound with
26 S.W.G. enamelled wire and the full
winding data is given on page 91. Make
cmuite certain that the
two windings

'

s1.)t_ika.J.:Tiiiihe...
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Giv

Your
A

'1'

j

Own

Concert

Pleasant Method ol Passing Lonely Hours

is Here Discussed
by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
EXPECT there are many people iust at that they exercise an irresistible attrac- Symphony
now who are situated like I am, tion. For two phis I would choose Mozart's
Part 2 of my concert

Mjcawber-wise, waiting fo "something to turn up." Or waiting for something to drop down, n hichever way you
may prefer to look at it. As I sit in my
warden's post, alone with my thoughts,
I naturally, even involuntarily, let theni
roam over a wide expanse of memory and
conjecture. I used to do the same in the
last war, and many was the time I did a
quarter-guard on Salisbury Plain, or even
nearer than that to shot and shell,- and
played through to myself a programme of
my favourite music, or worked out a
philosophy for righting all the ills of this
troubled world once and for all. It is
quite good fun, if you can do it, and it at
least. has the merit of making the time pass
much more quickly tlitn it otherwise would,
5uhich leads me to suggest what might be
an ideal programme lör keeping company
with cu such an occasion. Perhaps you
might like to run through it with me.
Imagine it is a Symphony Concert you
have seen advertised, or perhaps, one of
the much-lamentdd Proms to which vu
intended listening. You can go to it just
t-lie same, if you like, substituting your
own choices for mine wherever you care.
It is the sort of programme that does its
-best to mak us forget all aboùt little
Adolf and Butch Hermann, and which
I hope I shall hear in reality before very
long.
Overture

in A for piano, and I expect I shall have
"heard" it before the e'vening is over.
But I won't put it down on the programme.
I am choosing Beethoven's in G. This one
must have been written for just such an
occasion as this, w here poetic feeling aocI
brffliant writing would seem to be the
qualities most needed. Beethoven's fourth
piano concerto has these qualities in superabundance-the sweetest melodies, brilliant
orchestration,, dazzling virtuosity for the
solo instrument, a variety of harmonic
invention, and, with it all and permeating
the gaiety and joie de vivre which is the
work's chief characteristic, runs a note of
wistful tenderness that culminates in one
of the most perfect and peerless slow
movements ever penned. In the concert
hail, I think I would prefer the fifth, the
mighty Emperor ; but bere, all oil my
own, to play to myself, I choose the fourth.
To conclude part 'one of my symphony
concert I ehoose what is variously known
as a piece. By that I meañ something
not in symphonic form nor in any way
connteted with it. There are many
beautiftil examples to choose frein, like
Debussy's " L'après-midi d'un faune," or
Wagner ' Siegfried Idyll." But I choose
a work bdrn of the soil of England, needless
to say from the pen of an Englishman, a
work in the direct line of succession, and,
in short, a work great alike in conception
and execution-Elgar's Enigma Variations.
I cannot help loving this great masterpiece
more and snore each time I hear it. I feel
that tite soul of the man who w-rote it
must have been so noble and his minci so
lofty. Dorabella, Niinrod mid all of them.
A mighty work by a great musician.

is going to consist
of the Eroica symphony.
Why ?
Why
not the f ifth or the seventh ? Why not
one by someone else ? Well, here is tIce
reason. rIhe1e ai-e times wlieii even the
most flippant of us cannot help thinking
of the mystery of life and of things in
general, the why and the wherefore, fate,
destiny, whatever title you like to call it by.
Such moments are as likely to come during
the silent watches of the nïght" as at.
ally other, and such works as the Eroica
and the Jupiter symphonies contain the
solution of those mysteries-at least, that
is they do to those of us who can translate
the abstract code of music to the realities
of life. They are life, the whole universe-,
the very stuff and essence of existence.
Man's very soul is wrapped in the funeral
march of the Eroica symphony arid lus
liberation from the chains of earthly existence is in the finale. his fears, hopes ami
realisations are all in this wonderful music,
and to ponder over it when one is cut off
from most, if not all human contacts, with
tile stars for company, is a fine experience.
That is how i like to spend the hours
when I ani compelled to isolate myself on
some duty or watch. Sonie may hIce to
pass such time playing a thrilling game of
cricket ol- football, others in living through
the theme of a great play or book. All of
us recount our own experiences during
part, at any rate, of such time. But I eau
highly recommend "going to a concert."
You can draw tip your owu programme,
it costs you nothing, and, long before it is
over, you have relieved yourself of imich
of the boredom and tension of what can
very easily become an insupportable period
of time.

Mechanical

ilm

Firstly, an overture. An overture is
symphonic iq charactér at the same time
as it is a concert piece in the programme.
There are some glorious works in this
category, which are particularly suitable
for those to whom a symphony is a little
too much to bite and chew. Out of a
hundred wonderful examples, I select
Mozart's "Magic Flute "-the pure milk of
)
music as it is also of human wisdom.
Played under a master's baton, this IN many quarters it is still felt that
incomparable work cannot fail to start off
a televised talking film picture winch
ally prograime with just that zipp that
is scanned by mechanical methods is
means so mitch to an evening's music.
superior to any which can he derived
through the medium of electron cameras
An Aria
in any form. Any demonstrations which
Secondly, ail aria. Here there is an have been undertaken either in this country
enormous range to choose from. Shall or on the Continent appear to substantiate
it be for male or female v6iee ? And this claim and at the recent television
which voice ? Well, I suppose the vast Technical Convention the issue was raised
majority would plump for a soprano (and once more by those taking part in the
by that I don't necessarily mean a plump
emphasised that the
soprano), in spite of much magnificent discussion. It is
detail
of the picture produced by an
voice.
A
Mozart
the
written
for
music
scanner is sharp and clear,
aria ? Don't sy you have already apertured disc
picked a Mozart overture. I cannot help but above all the annoying flare effects
whether I have or not-wo will change associated with the standard forms òf
it if necessary. For I must have Voi die storage tubes during sudden light changes
to perfection, I'll in filin frames is completely absent. If
sapete.' And, if
éncore it six times. I could reconcile it is assumed, however, that for direct
myself to any duty anywhere, if I can studio or outside transmissions the electron
have that divino thing ringing in my ears. camera lias very much in its favour due, in
particular, to mobility, then any attempt
to combine a mechanical film scanner with
Concerto
...
A concerto ? Most certainly. Concertos an electron camera to work off the saufe
are unique works-symphonies for solo sync.hronising chain at a transmitting
instruments, and, together with the art station, is fraught with considerable
of a great soloist, it is not to be wondered difficulty. That these could be overcome
-

Scanning

by careful research is certain, however,
but even so the alternative suggestion
of using a forni of image dissector tube for

televising filins is one which is favoured.
On the Continent, however, continued
research is being applied to mechanical
scanners, and the results achieved so far
have justified the confidence of the protagonists of this apparatus. One of the
very latest forms of this equipment to
be develofrd is built in twin forni so
as to enable an instantaneous changeover from one length of filin to another.
In the centre of the scanner is the
main aperturod disc for giving an interlace scanned picture, w hile flanking
this on either side is the complete film
outfit of double spool chambers, lenses,
film gate, synehronising pulse generators,
photo-electric cells, etc.
The common
amplifier racks are arranged on the side of
the apparatus and built up in this way the
conrnlete film unit is compact and efficient
and provides concrete vidence of the
ability of mechanical designers to prothice
apparatus justifying the confidence of
those engineers who still believe us mechanical television at tise transmitting end.
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Bargains Noted whçh
should be secured
On good authority we learn that Radio
i

Upen.

t

NOW

27iicuiiícm

The Editotr does not ,iecgssaril agree with the opinions rxpressed by his
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
-

A Liverpool Reader's Den
weicome

:

S.W.L.'s

SIR,-As a regular reader of your very

QIR,-If

readers of PRAcTIC.\L
would care to exchange
QSL's with Jack Wells, of Phenix City,
U.S.A., atid/or myself, we would be very
pleased to oblige at the QR-A below.R. TYZACK, 197. 5. Eldoit Street,

.J

any

Wiaiss

helpful paper, I enclose herewith
photograph of my den, which might be of
interest to S.W.L.'s residing in Liverpool. South Shields, Co. Durham.
kf is a modest affair-but very comfortable.
At the rear can be seen an old book-case
containing my components, above which is
the mains master switeh1fuse board. A
medium-wave battery set in the course of
construction is on the table, anti mv S.C.
and Pen, short-waver is visible protruding
into the bottom right-hand corner of the
photograph.
Actually my tlsii is at 17, Lingileld Road,
Liverpool, 14, and any S.W. listeners are
welcome to pay me a visit. I shall be
returning to Liverpool in about six weeks
time.-W. G. ARDREWS, "Burdett," Castle
Street, Montgomer3.

Jot

J

" Home-Service " Broadcasting
IIR,-Upon reading T. H. Pettifer's

experience, as related in PRACTICAl,
September 23rd, I was filled
with hope, as I had all the necessary
"junk" to construct a set as described.
Improved reception, however, did not
result. i tried several old two-valve and
one-valve circuits, also a crystal set-but.
still without success. It would be interesting
to know your correspondent's circuit, as
there must be quite a number of construetors who, like myself, are willing to try
anything to get decent -receptioii.--.J. S.
WIRELESS for

SMITIL

(Ketton, Lince).

,

Exchanging S.W.L. Cards
SIR,-Jn order to keep up the "Home

Spirit "in the present. situation, I will
be glad to exchange S.W.L. cards with
anyone interested in radio anywhere in the
world. All cards will be acknowledged by
my own card.-G. V. HAYLOCK, 28,
Longlands Road, Sidcup, Kent.
would be very glad to exchange
card with any S.W.L.,
or Full Ticket "hams." All cards
will be replied to by return pst. -I
would also like to know if it is still
possible to report on the reception of
short-wave stations in war-time ?-J.
AnTRE, 32, Brabazon Street, Poplar, E. 14.

SIR,-I
my S.W.L.

I

-

'

k...-

A

..

'

corner of

Mr. W. G. A,idrews'

den.

i'

'su

N.T,S. Pentakit
Receiver is an
admirable performer on
il
waves." You can secure this Kit, with ill valves
and coils for 9 to 2,000 metres, for only 49i6.
With the Pentakit you can build a short-wave
adaptor, converter, 1. 2 or 3-valve short or
all-wavers for battery use.

S''

have been a regular reader of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS since No. 2,
and dui'ing that time I have constructed
many of the fine receivers published in
vow' journal. One was the Super Fury
l"our. On looking through my PRACTiCAL
WIRELESS for September 23rd, page 27, 1
saw the "Home Service" Two using
the B.T.S. 6-pin plug-in coil. I would be
pleased if you could design a receiver of the
S.G. l)et., Super Power output type, using
the above coils. My junk-box is full of
good parts, including one pair of long and
medium-wave B.T.S. coils, as mentioned
above. i am sure such a receiver would
make a good stand-by set.-C. GIBBONS
(Chester).

I-

CONSTRUCTOR should first secure one or mere of a
new N.T.S. component parcel going at 5/-. Postageand
packing is charged extra if-. The parcel contains
variable condensers, a coil, fixed resistances and condensers, a number of control knobs and a usefullydrilled cadmium-slated steel chassis talune worth 10:or more). Put this 5f- item first on your shopping list
BATTERY SEi'S. Secare one of those excellent N.T.S.
bargains going at the moment. There are these to
choose from
a 3-valve SG. all-wave chassis (14 to
2,000 metres). Coils are screened and a senaitive SG..
net Pentodo circuit is employed. The scalo is in station
names, and this fully tested chassis, complete with
valves. is going at 69/6. I strongly recommend also the
complete receiver 011er in a beautiful upright walnut
cabinet with moving-coil speaker fitted. This is an
amazing bargain for the drawing-room or dug-out, and
5 gos. secures. N.T.S. have a leaflet available on thIs
Special bargain.
%IAINS RECEIVERS. Spend 61/fl on a good 4-valve
AC. SG. Bandpass Chassis, complete with all valves.
This N.T.S. replacement chassis for radio or radlogram
purposes covers 200 to 2,000 metres. and gives an Output
of over 3 watts, This is a splendidbargain at OR A
4-valve AC. superhet chassis with a wave-range of OSto
2,000 metres is also available at 79/6. complete with
valves. This is the sort of chassis that svouid make an
exceUent present (scale is In station names and illuminated) and you will have to pay nsore for a similar
chassis later on.
'riiose possessing any of the well-known B.T.S. One
Shot Coils (self-locating types) should invest NOW in
a new N.T.S. Emergency All-wave (9-2,1100 metres) Kit
Which a lot of my friiihds are buying. This Kit receiver.
with steel chassis, transformer. condensers SIM dial ami
SG., 5.0. net,, and Pentode valves will cost you only
'12/6 (plus 113 for Post and Packing), and represents the
nnest Kit value for " Practical Wireless" readers. There
are the coils available and prices 9 to 27 metres. 5/6 the
pair 24 to,70, .5/6 10 to 43, .5,6 900 to 2,0(10. 7/- 190 to

MR. CAMM states that the

A Stand-by Three

¡

'k'

Parts, Receivers and Chassis are goin to
be very scarce, and prices thercòre will
jump just at the time when something
new is required. Buy NOW! This is
advice which the wise will act upon, and
the following represents a good selection
of lines for general or emergency use.
Avoid disappointment. ORDER EARLY!

B

550. 6f- a pair. OR THE COMPLETE KIT, with all 19
Coils, costs only 5918. plus )f3for packing and postage.
Por thrilling short-wave reception or B.B.C. Nome
Service listening, this is an unbeatable N.T.S. bargain
.tCC.ESSORIES. A word of advice. Mains units for
instance, will he very des.r later on, and sound advice
is to secure immediately, for only 1316. an excellent
NTIS. amp. A.C. Charger for your two-volt accumulato!'. If you orany of your friends are on AC. mains
it will cost you practically nothing to charge your LT.
battery. N.T.S. caafalso supply you with a very encient
HT. Mains unit for 21/6. This unit, for use on AC. 200
to 250v.. supplies, gIves 120 volts. 12 ma, Output with all
tappings for a 3 or 4-valve battery receiver. Note also
that from NTIS. yoncan obtain for 6/- (nost free) a very
efficient and sensitive pair of headphones. The many
uses to which a good pair of 'phones can be putanakes
this an excellent " buy."
LATEST WAR NEWS. Good advice to everyone is.
have a good Short-wave set by you, for listening in to
the hundreds of Short-wavy broadcasts in English
always on the air. For only 50f- you can secure a new
N.T.S. battery 4-valve SG. Fentode receiver kit, cornprising all parts, coils for 12 1.0 94 metres, and 4 valves.
Employs i,andspread tuning. Get bold of one of these
kits as soon as possible.
NE%V VALVES aie a ionic
Scores of people have
written, asking advice about their present sets. The
advice in nearly all cases has been this-FIT NEW
VALVES Do you know that N.T.S. can supply aiiy
malte of valve, but you slionld write immediately for
prices of any reciuhred types because valve prices, lifte
the prices for everything else, are bound to increase,
You will certainly,save money lay actilig now, and your
set will be given a new lease of life.
A.R.P. Departments have made a run on Amplifiers.
and two N.T.S. types are particularly recommended.
You may have seen these illustrated in recent N.T.S.
announcements, the first being an AC. model giving
7 watts output, employing 4 valves with two in puShpull. This Is ansanazing bargain at 77/6 complete, and yon
can use it for announcements or renroductlonof gramophone records. Then there ha the 4-watts battery model
-designed on similar linea and for the same useswhich costs only 59/6 Runs off an ordinary 120 to 150v.
H.P. battery and 2-volt accumulator.
I-

PROBLEM
ATTI-fE%VS had an

No. 369
AC/D.C. receiver

IVI which suddenly ceased to function. He
could not hear even the slightest hum from
the speaker, and accordingly suspected a break

the HI', supply. Deciding that the best
plan would be first to test the valves, he
removed these one 'at a time for test purposes.
When he took hold of the output valve he found
that this was cold. What ihn tins indicate
Three books will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened. Entries should be
addressed to The Editor, PRAcTIcaL WigaLESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Enve,)opes muet be marked Probleimi No, 369
in the top left-hand corner, and niest he posted
to reach this oil/ce not later than the first post
oli Monday, October 16th, 1h39.
iii

-

Solution to Problem

No. 368

Tlw aecunmiator which Jackson was using had been
n constant use foi a considerable period, and the arti
was in need of replacement. The cell did not hold its
charge and luau he tested it with the valves in circuit,
winch in the proper method of making the test, lie
would havefonnul that, the voltage was low.

The followiuug three readers successfully solved
Problem No. Iii?, and hooks have accordingly been
forwarded to them
G. Greenwood, 55, llatheroul
Road, Hampton, Middlesex: M, S. Crothall, 4, Chart
Folkestone;
h.
RoSd,
G. Partis, 24, Ockendon Road,
:

Caeouìburyu N.

....

.,

1'

RiT1

Our new lista contain scores of wonderful offers in
radio chassis and receivers, components. valves,
etc. Stocka are rapidly diminishing, arid you
should send NOW.

NEW TIMES
SALES CO
LUDGATE
LONDON,
56-(pr.w.6),
'Phone: Ciii, 5516.

HILL,

E.C.4

Est. 1fu4

h.

.4,
,-
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I
BILI . AJO P. 22.1-volt Ironclad Trembler
.iiarni Belio n ,h 10-in, tOnd, outdoor type, listed, 80/-.

F.-

SiLi. 'BilI

'a,

-

makes

Bargain Receiver possible

this

ils.

,Pti ,'-01'
.

woneci

-.

-

Cost

Ion

and Packing Free.

rPAIU/i)

Iiatiei'y Charging'on AC, Stains. The AC. NITNwill keep your battery fit without attention.
D
Sloth'! 51A6. 11)01251) volts AC. and D.C. 6/0 volta amp.
15/-. Sloth'! N/fl6. 100/250 volts to DC. 6/8 voltai amp
25/-. .Iodt'l tC6, 100/250 volts to D.C., 6/8 volts 2 amps..
iodel N,D12 10R250 volts to 12 volts i amp.
.35/-.
39-. Dub 12 volts 2 amps., with 6-volt tin, 55/-. 5
amp., £4/b!-.
Dugouts or ill-ventilated shelters must be kept
4

i'e
fresh.

Alti'.
SHELTER.
Compact unit, drive

Ventilation und Air Conditioning.
off A.C. or D.C. mains, 80 watts
Sis. Blower. B) cub. ft. frech air per min. 55/- is a bargain
price.
vi:r VEAT1IFR ELECTRIC PURl'S, for AC. or
D.C. 12 e. to 230v. Centrifugal all-bronze puma, throws
120 gals, per hour. 72 6. Type R pumps tor draining
shelteis, dug-outs. etc., LO/il/O.
IlAth() SI(ìNAL PHONES. Complete sets with 5 line
or 20 line exrbanges. Poituble aimy wasdena phonos.
etc. State wantn.
IlIl.LS. G.P.O. type trembler Circular Deals Bell. with
10.-.

The set with

Great Fun.

LateSt Bargain Liai

CIsl' llcflOr(, nhsatd sal creced 200 ,rseds is leot?a
s;,d should i,, ,'eceivcd Fiel l'ast eue?, Olanda s
¡50)!, ii,5 fo
ii'?lica lion in I he follo r Ing werl's issue,
SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB
Headquarters : Toe it Hesdquavlcrs, William Street,

37/6

Lasting

Electric Engine and Dynamo 150
25/30 volts, 6 amps, £12. Half
kW. 500 iaatts, 50)71 volts, 10

amps. £16.
S'I'OIIAGL BATTERIES. 75
A.H. to 300 A.H. Edison. cheap.
BATTERY C It Alt G ERS,
House types for radio cells from
t amp, at 15/- to Car Battery
Chargers, 35/-. and all sizes in between.
1 mile Charcer. fortl to 200 cells in stock.
lIE AHPICONES. Pocket type leather heailbancis, 2/6.
L R. Sullivane, 2/9. 2.000 and 4.000 ohms, 4/6. Shelter
'phones from 2/-. Portable 'phones and eschaitges for
shelters.
SIORSE PRACTICE SETS. No: i. Sound
with key und l,uzzer. 3/-.
No. 2. Light only and
key. 2/-. Combination
set, 7/-, Govt. Keys.
R.A.F.
type,
KBSL.
7/6. Walters enclosed,
Brown's Patrol
10/6.
Keys. 21/-. Ship Keys,
25/-. RIJ'/,ZEItS from 1/5- E%IIiR6F.NCI PARCELS of upeful
Electrical and Radio faits, and n-aterials
and apparatus,
10/6 Baigain lof 5/-.
Post Paid.

detailed

J_

OU SIUST KELP YOUR BATTERY

any gramo.

New MiT OJCI. acoustic sets.
,r1Ofl de luxe, 16/-.No. 2 Mivoice,

watts,

:lj

'

Bearing centre

EMERGENCY LIGHTING SETS

3O/THREE'

The Price for Cabinet

'w.I

L'all

gu.ar-ianc and traverse rod.

toe 'crI(' IIÌÂOIIDI.RS.

As Specified for

as

r,,t,ler.

',,

-

intro 't.

eargains.

Hon,ellecordingwiththeall"cairn I1IGII Electric Re-

-

'1...-ïç1

-

Complete

iu

.

HOME RECORDING

offering a Tudor Oak Cabinet I3in.
by rn. by rn. Centre oval aluminium
panel (black crackle finish) cabinetis fitted
with .000s Slow Motion Condenser vith
dial window, vernier, microdenser, 3 OS1tion switch, sliding chassis fitted with 3
valveholders, wired, clips, three fixed
condensers and IO. terminal panel strip.-

P-by

THE

00

re, 1- 100 var,ls. Twin Beil Wire, 3/- 100
liootern Cand 12 volts, 416. Bell Transformers for
vol s 2 6. JIS vOlts, 5!6 and 15'-.

100

.c

"N

" Free on request. 3,!.,

218, UPPER TII.tMES STREET. I,ONDON. I/.C.4.
Telephone Central 4611,

S

,

I

i

t

Secretary

:

Sloagh.
Meetings

K. A. Sly (G4MIO), 10, Buckiand Avenue,

.%Jterpste l'tiursdsys at 7.30 p.m.
I he
Isst meeting held oli September 2)0li,
At il Wa s divided t lis t the platt should continue
ils ait s ties at ils present headquarters,
Sir Mai us rit guive a report to tiste on proeress
maite w tu the conclut oil of iluta seppi ieil by members
of the reseat ch group, u id a nsoutuced thst tite paucity
of results hsd utaile t he correlation dilticalt, I liougta
i

result s avere Ir000si ng.
'lite Morse practice lias di viiled ¡tito groups sa usual,
lie one for tite stoat hect ¡Oh, and he oilier for the
¡lister section
At flic next iuieetiiig to lie bett on October 12th,
there w ill tic a luff tier ta k oit Measuring
Equipuitet it, s si a talk oui Receiver Cous) ravI oli.
Ttieie null also be s junk tile in addition lo tice usual
*

t

i

tbuitureíi.

=

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)
Arthur E.
European and Colonial Representativl
Ite.ir. 11)1*, Alunie tfacdt'i Esiste, Loulou, S. E. 10.
SlTIlCB i i'TTONS to lip abose plu) cannot le
screpteil ial il litri tier notice.. Remi 'ers avili
cost lilac ti) receive '' but erna t lonal Short-Wave Stadio
i

direct hum -',ifle"iea.
'Ihe 1_mitlon 1k-spIet iwo su'ipeiiiled activities until
lie curl of the W5 r, owing to t he black-out cotiditiotis,
tinti to t lie iisztjority of ita iseiisi)ers ltas'ing .loiseil radio
titiits iii t lie Services Tite l'oct Ott ce lIzIS taken thu rte
0/' Ike experiisieiilal
Tiunslnilter 2(1_lt. 'lite rial, i-i
still earritno oit cerI ai ii sviti k, mcli as sltorl-ss'aye
PrOli/iattt)1i, 'I Itose iiieissl,era w liti s'isli to tuitintaits
rontuet iie re(luiestetl IO esilI at tite sluove adOres',
where thes' Ii be treicouite.
I

.

it i

z

'

-

-

.

.

I

DISTRICT RADIO S0CITY
Messrs. Roister f/r,tideu Canteen,

SIDCUP AND
Headquarters :

Footseray, RettI.

T

ARMSTRONG
Out' 1640 i-ange of chassiS has heen designed
Sviih one nun in siew QiiaIily. We appreciate
1110 das's (if " gadgets " are over. high lideIil3
Iii'jiìg 111e real thing Ihat inattersand the only
vital reason toi' piji-ehasing a now, receiver.
NO

.

RS------intend

carrying on the
of supplying
Quality Radio Equipment.

.c.

ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS

INCREASE IN PRICES.

ç
,i-

work

good

''

y,

PORTABLE A.R.P. RECEIVERS'
and other re'iable radio apparatus
are available as usual on our very

-.

CONVENIENT TERMS.
Weile

Secretary : (i, V. Ilaylock, 28, Longlands lira I,
Siulrnp, Xeiut,
O\VING tu) the juresest situation attui he callinq
luit of solite pl our itieuitber', tie society 11115 close!
dOurut for he present.
EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Secretary : 1'. (i, R. T)owsett, 411, (irove Iloud,
East bollI-nt', Sussex,
flue iuuu'ehuig luelui lust Tuiu'suliy 3fr, R. Bridgelatid (/ìI"Vl') gus-e a ulelsuo!Slr,utioil of sonto of luis
aluluuriututs.
Two vuusull twO_uitl\e tee-givers serre uluoss'e, and a
potutI
iuuutlery higlu teumioti aiuti loue tension ut uil
A suuuuull serial aiuu.uut 2lit. loup at ubonl 20ff.. luiitlu
55'58 sIting sup
I le ltteet,iuug rodai tutu Ii tie results uvero
obitu seul tout on tite sluort-w au-e a uuul tuteli ut sit-wi ve
receivers working out lu)uv SIT. of 43 voit.t
I

AT
I

u

u

fer quoleiiee sod fall deieile.

PLEASE NOTE OUR TEMPORARY ADDRESS
-e

-

,,d

-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

'z

-

'z..
a,,,

'1

!

book

will

you cheerful
MODEL SSIO
SUPERITET-STRAIGHT" l0-vplve High Fidelity
Hadiogram chassis. All-wave, incorporating 2
independent circuits, Superbeterodynt and Straight,
having RE. pre-amplifier. RC. coupled push-pull
Ti'iodc output capable of handling O watts.

PRICE £12

RODEL

12

z

O

t-valve All-wave SuperheteroA38.
This All-wave Radiogram chassis

dyne chassis.
has resiotanCp capacity coupled push-pull output
capable 01 handling 6 watts, and gives good quality
tepi-oduction on both radio -and gismopitone. for an
ei'onomical price 01 8 gas.
Armstrong Push-Pull Speaket to match AWIT
Chessis, £1 : 1 0.
We suggest Model AW38 togethpr wif la matrhed
-

speaker at £9 b O complete, representa the most
outstuhdiflg valua on the markeb to-day.
ILLUSTRAIED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
:

ALL

CHASSIS SENT ON

7

DAYS APPROVAL

MANFG. Co.
ARMSTRONG
HOLLOWAY,

LONDON N.7.
WARLIERS ROAD,
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)

________

'P15i55

IVORih 3213

____________

-

:

DENWYN." OXENDEN WOOD ItO., CEELSFIELD, KENT

This,

keep

/n' hours!

ï
:

-

WRITTEN
FOR FUN
By I.EONARD

CROCOMBE

flit most hilarious jokes ever Tint
toiiettait- in ose volatiìe. 'l'itt u ut lior. an ankiiosviedged expert, has searched tie world for jokes,
Chockful

01'

anti h:sa selected Itere

3 16

Frote
01'

all

6011 01

Oie beat.

Bool,w'Ilers,

by pool 3/10 from fOe Publishers

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
-

TOWER

(lIed.'

Dept.),

I-CUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST., LONCON,
W.C.2
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IMPORTANJ'_NOTICE
Owing to the restriction of paper
supplies in war-time, readers may
find it impossible to get " Practical
Wireless " each week unless they ï
give their newsagent a regular
order for their favourite paper now.
Wastage of surplus copies in the
shops must be avoided, and readers
can be of the very greatest help if
they will fill up the Order Form
given on page iii of Cover and deliver it to their usual newsagent or booksta!l. An order of this sort
ensures regular delivery during
war-time, and the Editor asks
every reader to help in this way.

PLEASE ORDER "PRACTICAL
j WIRELESS" NOW AND USE
FORM
ON
ORDER
THE
PAGE iii OF COVER.
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ledge of diffiring home conditions, tite
viewer has at the input to his tèlevision set
a high quality sigiial and if he mutilates
this by the incorrect adjustment of his
receiver controls, then tite set owner is the
sufferer, and only by a gradual process of
education will he fully appreciate the
significance of gamma, contrast, gradation

J.

and tone.

i

Cornpàct Equipment

October 14th, 1939.

A

j.

Qualitative

Term

WHENEVER we are brought into
contact with either a verbal or
written discussion on the merits of a television picture, it is invariably found that
the word quality is used. The same thing
applies with a picture made by the standard
photographic processes, but as soon as any
attempt is made to define the word in
rather rigid terms many difficulties arise,
for the simple reason that it is used in so
many different senses. From the television
angle we find the terni applied to the composition of the scene whether an indoor or
an outdoor view is being transmitted;
others use the expression iii relation to the
form of studio lighting for the subject,
but the majority try and impart a degree
of efficiency in relation to the actual reponstitntion of the picture as built up
on the cathode-ray tube screen. and take
in such terms as detail, brightness, coiltrast, linearity, etc., so that the terni
becomes one in its very broadest sense.
This practice is one which is deplored
by all those who rely so niuch on quantitative thelors as distinct from qualitative.
and there is no disguising the fact that
there is room for the more general use of
defined ternis which can brook no misunderstanding when applied to television,
esneciall in so far as the appearance of
the received picture is concerned. standard
terms are now used for the main and sill)controls on a teliivisioji receiving set, and
this in conjunction with the ß.S.1. glossary
lias been a substantial contribution, but
there is still that atmosphere of indefinitiveness i%hlch must be removed ii the art
is to be assisted, and come more into line
with other branches of science. No doubt
the average individual lias in mind i he
fidelity of the picture when compared with
the original when the terni quality is used.
but here again difficulty is experienced,
for such items as perspective and colour
have to be deleted fronì any mental picture
of the original when comparing it with the
reproduction.

ONE of the main difficulties associated
with desnonstrations of television on
a local line circuit in situations outs'de
the range of any radio signals was the bulky
nature cf all the equipment which used to
be essential if really satisfactory resulta
vere to accrue. Within the last year Or
two, however, quite a new order of things
has developed. For example, one has only
to refer to the BB.C's mobile' television
unit to realise how compact a space is
requiiM for cameras, amplifiers, conf mol
apparatus, etc., associated with the camera.
This demand for mobility, and small
amplifiers, lias even been carried a stage
further by those firms who desire to give
(le nionstrations in far-lying districts, and
the ingenuity of engineers has produced
most satisfactory results both in this
country and abroad with the equipment
housed in easily manageable units. As an
examiiple of what can be accomnplslied
reference can be made to tile accomianyi1ig
illustration, which show-s a strikingexammiple
of a first-class television amplifier built
completely into a metal screening cabinet
with side handles for manual transport.

No. 172.

Vol. 4.

of gamma and range as applied to television is roughly equivalent to the term as
use(I oidinarily in photography. That is
to say, if gamina is unity, then tins is the
sanie as saying that the contrast of the
pi turc is identical to that of the original
picture, while if below tins figure then the
resu liant picture takes oil a soiucivhat
flatter appearance. In flic cinenia world
it is quite common praciee to use fi lins
having a gamma in excess of unity in order
to compensate for certain losses, partieularly in the realm of colour. It should be
appreciated that in order for a reproduced
television picture to have flic correct
contrast, tone values and gradation it is
essential for the M hole of the television
system to he under control.' lu this case,
however, one is faced with tile question of
iidividua tastes in just the Saine way as
for high fidelity sound transnussions.
Strictly speaking, if the broadcast transmission of sound is almost perfect then the
I
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the compact portable form taken by modern television ampli/le r equipmenl.

Photography and Te1evision
receiver should
IT is not always appreciated that the facturer before

be adjusted by the manu- Mu1tp1e Power
Pack
it leaves the works so that
the base is the multiple power pack
many and diverse problems involved the fidelity of the sound can be given full
in lie reproduction of he present day tele- rein. To satisfy the aural needs of those
furnishing over a dozen valves with
vision image are very similar in many whose ears do not fully appreciate this their correct currents and voltages. Above
respects to those of reproduction in a. pander to fidelity, a tone control is pro- this is the double amplifier panel complete
photographic image, ali liough in the case vided in the receiver, and it is surprising with the essential adjusting controls and
of the foriiìer the number of steps involved how many arlvance this to mellow in order cathode-ray tube oscihlograph, so that the
in the complete process is considerably to enjoy the sound in the average home. television signal waveform can be checked'
greater. This similarity in certain sections In many technical quarters the engineer- and made to fulfil local reciuirements. One!
has enabled those wit h any photographic ing authoi-iies would like to see a limit or two units ef this type together with
experience to understand better what is placed on flic control a viewer can exercise appropriate camera or cameras are all that
involved, in the make-up of a television over lus receiverl picture, and uniformity is necessary to give a large scale television
picture when it is reproduced oi t lie end in the quality of the results would then be demonstration, and there is no doubt that
of a cathode-ray tube, and such expressions achieved. Bearing in mind the human
as contrast, gamma. toile values, bright- element, however, and knowing that a further work on these lines will take place
ness, etc., are understood better. The
soot and whitewash'' picture appeals to in the lâboratories as a means of checking
term gamma is used quite freely in the some iii preference to tonal values more in results, as soon as television's provincial
television Ivorid, but many do not fully keeping with those-of the original scene, a developmeni can once more follow on
appreciate its significance. The conception compromise is effected. With the full know- anticipated lines. I
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LATEST PATENT NEWS

Group Abridginents can be bìained from the Patent Office, 25 Southampton Buildings, London.
W.C.Z. either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of S. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2. each.

.from the

Tt Bench

-

Astraets Published,
WiRELESS

RECEIVING-APPARATUS.-Standard Telephones and Cables. Ltd.,
Le-no, J. A., and Edwards, J. C. No.
507604.
To enable a condenaer readily to be
combined with a coil to form an interference suppressor, it has a cyliiidrical
casing 1 (Fig. 1), the sides of which are cut
away from the top to
form two shelves as
at 3 so that securing
-,
means 5 passing
I
through the shelves
j
may lie within the
general cylindrical
!

form and thus

q

VALVE

I

the condenser to fit snugly
within tite former of
the coil,

Fiø. I.

Ç,

L

enable

-

CIRCUITS

;

TELEVISION

RE-

CEIVERS.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Truefitt, E. V. No. O8O38.
A circuit for obtaining picture ami
synehronising impulses of the same polarity
from a signal in which they are of oppoite

polarity comprises a
valve having a catitode

I

fl

(Fig. 2), a con-

i

trol grid 2 to which 171 21
the signals are applied, a screen grid 3,
att anode 4. and
2
a secondary-emitting
electrode 5, the cirt
cuits of electrodes 4,
containing -impedFig. 2.
ances 20, 19 from
which signals of Opposite polarity with respect tothe input are taken at terminalsl7,21.
TELEVISION.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Baird,, J. L. No. 508039.
A series of coloured filter 3, 4 (Fig. 3)
move in front of a- cathode-ray tubd 1,
the screen of which is scanned in a plurality
of interlaced traversals with the lines of
each traversal cutirtiguous. The filters
move in the direction
-.6 of the lower frequeney component of

Smple Time Switch

S many listeners are now making a
l'oint of listening to the special
News Bulletins and are not interested in
the programmes which are being given,
some type of time switch might prove of
value to ensure that tite opening news
item is not missed.
Usually the fresh
news is given at the commencement, and
therefore f the set is not switched on in
(nne only that news which izas been
previously given may be heard. We hate
published numerous wrinkle. covering time
switches, but the simplest type of switch
provided by an alarm clock, where two
bare wrres are attached io the alarm
winding handle, is probably the most
usefUl
When the alarm is released the
scannmg. Specifica- hdndle Wins and the two lea& are thus
tion 473,323 is re- short-circuitea.
ferred to.

L_J_L
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NEW PATENTS
Patents interest

of
These particulars of New
to readers have been selected from the Officral
Journal of Patents and are published by permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can b5
obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings. London, W.C.2, price 1/- weekly
(annual subscription, £2 lOs.).

Specifications Published.
512327.-Baird Television, Ltd.. and

Terry, PE.A.R.-Thermionic valve
circuits,
512,253.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraih
Co., Ltd., Ramsay, J. F., and Oliver,
A. L.-Superheterodyne receivers.
Latest Patent Applications.
512348.-Cole, Ltd.. E. K., and Brooke,
25620.-Harries, J. H. 0-Electron
H. A.-Tuning of radio-receivers.
beam valves. Sept. 12th.
512268.-M-0 Valve Co., Ltd., and
25621 .-Harries, J. H. 0.-Production
Warren, G. W.-Thermionic valves.
and control of electron streams. 5121 73.-Mul lard Radio Valve Co.,
Sept. 12th.
Ltd., and Eaglesfield, C. 0.-Thor25622.-Harries, J. H. 0.-Utilization
mionje-valve circuits.
of.electronic streams. Sept. 12th.
25623.-Harries, J. H. 0.-Thermionic 512085.-Soc. Anon Fimi.-Remotecontrol of radio-receivers.
valves and circuits. Sept. 12th.
25375.-Kramolin, L. L. de-Wireless 5l2284.-Soc. Anon. Fimi.-Superheteroclyne receivers.
receiving-sets. Sept. 7th.
25379.-Metcalfe, C.-Radio receivers.
Printed cópies of the full Published
Sept. 8th.
25282.-Phico Radio and Televisión Specifications may be obtained from
Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd., the Paient Office, 25, Southampton
and Laws, C. A.-Radio-receiving Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the uniform
price of Is. each.
apparatus. Sept. 7th.

-
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$

j

-
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14,THE.W soldering many of the finer
gauges of wire dfficulty may be
experienced due to rapid oxidation of the
wire, and thus although good flux ml-n' be
used it may be found that the wires will
be burnt away before the solder becomes
attached. Gheinical cleaners should not be
used to clean fine wires, and one of the
most satisfactory plans is fo rub the wire
very carefluly between a sheet of very fine
glass-paper doubled. Emery is probably
too coarse and will take away too much of
the wire, whereas the finer granes of glasspáper will only remove the enamel covering
and will be unlikely fo remove any of
The iron musi be
the actual wire.
really hot and a drop of solder should be
supported on the iron, and the tip of the
wire, after dipping in the /lûx, should be
plunged into the molten drop of solder
and withdrawn fairly quickly.

Transformer Interaction
HE.N hum

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF.STANDARD WORKS
By
Ì

F.

J.

CAMM

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA 5/-,
by post 5/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 5/., by post 5/6..
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/10.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS Sand
HOW TO MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/6. J
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULAE 3/6, 1
-

PRACTICAL
AU

MECHANICS HANDBOOK

6/-,

is experienced in a
mains sel it may be found that
moving about the mains transformers L.F.
transformer and smoothing choke will' noi
be effective in removing the trouble, but
in' 1/jis connection il should be remembered
that it may be necessary lo turn one or
more of these components on its side or
ecen to mount it at some odd anglebalanced in one leg as it were-in order lo
ensure that the field does not, interact with
some other similar field.

Any of our readers requiring information and
advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks orI
Designs, should -apply to P.ayner and Co.,.

bY P ost ' 3110
i
by post 6/6.

obtafiiable frosr or throegh Newiago oto or froh Ceo. Newues. Ltd., Tower House. Southampton St...Strau. W.C.2
U
O
}tI
.(10
...O...

OO

W.C.2, who will give free advice to readers
i
t.. ..

mentioning this paper

............................

¡

o ......................................
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S.W. H.F. Choke

"Could you give me an idea what induct

J if

re p

/

OU OU P
Servicing Aid
" I am very interested

in the articles on

servicing which you have been publishing,
but it appears tome that to be able to service
a modern receiver in an efficient manner an
alarming number of test instruments would
be required.
Is there no complete single
unit which would be suitable for my pur.
pose, as I wish to start taking up this branch
of the radio trade? If there is such an instrument perhaps you could give me the
name and address of the makers."-L. D.
(N.W.5).
THERE does not appear to be a single
instrument which incorporates all the
necessary items for complete servicing, but
there is one instrument which embodies
quite a number. This is the Chanalyst. or
similar item, a full description of which is
given in this week's article on servicing.
This enables the source of a fault to be
accurately located in the minimum of time,
but it may still be necessary to possess one
However, we
or two subsidiary items.
suggest that you write to Messrs. Holliday
and Heminerdinger, of 74-78, Hardman
Street, Manchester, for full details and prices

of this particular instrument.

Radiator Interference
I was troubled with an intermittent
crackling on my set at various intervals,
and in an endeavour to locate the trouble I
made a large number of tests. Eventually
I found that the trouble seemed to come from
an ordinary electric radiator, but only when
this was first switched on. The noise appears
in the set for about three minutes after the
fire has been switched on and then ceases.
I fail to see, however, how this can cause
trouble, as there are no moving parts in the
fire and ñothing which on the face of it can
give trouble. Is it possible for you to help
me to find exactly what is making the
noise? "-A. S. P. (Birmingham).
ALTHOUGH in theory there is nothiap
in an ordinary electric fire which
can cause trouble there are two possible
sources of radiated elect rica! interference.
in the first case a partially fractured
element might are when the fire is first
switched on, ami as the element heats up
the expansion of the wires way close the
fracture and thus the arcing would cease.
On the other liahd, the turns of the wire
element may be touching and as t he
element warms up the turns may open,
again giving rise to the small ares which
would cause crackles to be heard n a
receiver in the locality.

about lin. in diameter would be suitable as
I have a paxolin former of that size available."-L. P. (Watford).

C

er

necessary oscillator coil or use a standard
4-pin coil and tal) the secondary, ignoring
the primary. The position of the tal) iS
approxiiiiately quarter of the total turns,
froni the earth end. If you wind your own
coil use 28 S.\V.G. enamelled wire, using
138 turns of wire, tapped at the 34th turn.

"-I.

-

28 enamelled wire close wound would give
you a suitable inductance value. If you
require a rather high degree of efficiency we

would suggest that you split the windmg
into, say, five sections, each separated by

about hin.

L.F. Interference

"I

have a 7-valve superhet which, apart
the fact that it is rather old in design,
gives me all that I want in the way of
reception. There is just one point about
A.R.P. One Coil
" I should like to make up the A.R.P. which - I should like some advice. At
One-valver, and should be glad if you could certaiií times there is cönsiderable morse
let me know the address of the makers of interference which no amount of tuning
the Coil used in that receiver."-L. C. will cut out. Thjs only occurs at odd times,but is very loud and cannot be tuned in
(Dawlish).
way. Could you oller a solution to
THE coil is made by Messrs. T. W. any
Thompson. of 176, Greenwich High this ? "-E. R. (Harwich).
THE interference may be coming fi-on) a
Road, London, S.E.l0. The price is 2s.
nearby source on a wavelength
corresponding to the intermediate frequenc
Anode and Decoupling Resistance
of your receiver. This is known as I.F.
I should like to try the varying effect interference and may be overcome
by fitting
of anode and decoupling resistances, and
an IF. filter across the
circuit.
wonder if the following idea would be This filter may consist aerial.eai-th
a special choke
satisfactory. I thought of using a standard or a commercially-madeofproduct
designed
volume control with a total value of 100,000 ihr time purpose. It is. in effect, a rejectionohms, taking the ends to anode and H.T. type wave-trap tuned to the inteimediatefrequency.
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or ditticolties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless mattem.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1)Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contero-

poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone
(5) Grant interviews to guerists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to ris should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
nith queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

leed your usrhm to the Edits,. PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
George Newne,. Ltd.. Tow,j Hou,,. Southampton Street.
Straud, Londsu, W.C.2. Tb, Coupon mami h, ,uc!o,ed
with every armery.

L,,ecaeceu,eiiec.ire,-ssJ

and the arm through the decoupling condenser to earth. In this way the total voltage
drop would remaiñ constant and I could use
varioús anode loads with suitable decoupliñg.
Is there any snag in this idea, as I have not
seen it used by you in any of your circuits?"
-B. S. H. (Reading).
THE idea is theoretically sound, but in
practice you would find difficulty in
obtaining a suitable anode load. Firstly,
if you use a wire-wound component you
might experience trouble due to the slight
1940 Air Hawk 9
inductive value of the decoupling portion,
"Could you tell me the name of any firm or perhaps noise when it was adjusted due
supplying the complete kit for the 1940 to the arm travelling over the adaeent
Air Hawk 9, and what is the price ? Also turns of wire. The inductance of the corncould you supply winding details for coils for pomient might also affect the anode load Pothe medium-wave band or a suitable comt ion. If yola used a non-inductive component
mercial set of coils?
B. (Barnsley).
this would no doubt be of the chemical or
THE kit is obtainable from Messrs. Peto. composition type, and may not carry the
Scott, and the price is approximately current which tIse valve is passing. If,
£18.
With regard to medium-wave coils however, you cain see that the above points
the standard Eddystone components could are atti'nmlccl to, then the idea is quite in
be used, but you would bave to make t-lie
order.

A_4i

need for

-

from

iTi1
The following replies to queriesare gives in
ohbreeiafedfos.n't either because of non.cosrplianee
with sits' rules, or because 1/le poi ut raised is not of
general interest.

al e«I4,4,e(ei muet es

-

mIStICI

D. G. W. (E. Barnet).
As the coil is a commercial
coutpriiient, we regret that \ve are unat,le to give
wi tiding details.
We regret that we are
J. H. D. D. (Frankwell).
unable to assist you in your particular problem, which
hardly comes under the heading of radio. In any
vase, we doubt whether you could make satisfactory
nl,riscs on the lineo mentioned unless you have good
workshop facilities.
E. T. (Ramagate). We regret that we have not
published a 1h11 size blueprint for the receiver jo
quest ion.
R. P. D. (Liphook). Full details ofa receiver of the
type you require will he found in last steeks issue.
If you require a omm elaborate type of set, using a
conminerri ai coil, Illuieprint I'W. 03 would be of rise to'
voll.
D.H. (Shoreham.by-Sea). Blueprint PW. 35C
would be uttahie for the receiver mentioned by you.
V. R. (Coventry). The output terminals are on one
side, one terminal heine joined to the aiìoleof (lie
eIlt pst valve and the other to the centre pin of the
output valve-HT. ponitive.
L. A. L. (Eastney). 'rho procesa is a patented one
amI presumably -, Ka cii is used.
P. L. (Bedale). No. the details were for G volts only.
H. F. (S.W.16). We have no circuit of the colnuierojal set in question and you should therefore couiniuni-

a.

e with the makers.
L. D. (Norwich). The coil maay be used by imimioring
the long-wave winding and short-circuiting this to
Ciii

earth.

D. R. (Peñh). Either of the valves could be usci
but the American one mentioned will I ate just S
niilhianmps more 11.1'. curient withoutgiviiigaiiy increase
ii volume.
W. Y. (Slough). The transformer is now use1es
and would have to lie dismantled and rewound
You
cannot repair he wiuding without taking it down.
C. D. E. (Cardiff). The extra speaker is totally
di Ocrent ill type and must have a separate energising
source. You cannot incorporate it iii the receiver
oui ng to the ema li esrrent which would be insuflicient
lo eiu-rgice the magnet.

-f

I

-i

1I;_O_,I._ue,,.ei)eoe.o.eIIeIIeiI.l,eOj
The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached to every query,

--
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Usirorn AC-D.C. Tiro (D. l'etti
Three-valve t Blueprints, is. each.
home Lovers New Ah-vienne
Two-valve

Fo

4 (D, LE, LE.

Ei'osiosisy-I'entodc Tinco

-

1'W-'O

110 IS

Tiansportahie Three (SG: D, l'in)
Sisiiple-Tissie Three (SC. 1), l'en) Juuse

-

l'\V'Jl

Blueprint, is.

l'Ch)

Liicei'ie

-

'

'

.

Blueprints,

l'\Vll

i

l'W'ISÀ

52

Three

'

-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

£ 5

pws''

,

,

S

rws

,

Two-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Midget. Short-wave 'Iwo (F), l'ers)
The "Fleet' Short-wave Two
(D (III' Peut, l'en)
.... 27.8.38
Three-valve t Blueprints, Is, each.
E':peniiiiesster's Short-wave Three
-lI, I) l'ose)
"0 38
Ile I tercet 'I) I t 'i I' as d

SW'. Couverter-AmIapt.er

-

All-Wave"

i

.

.

I'

.............
o

'

'

MISCELLANEOUS.

l'\VS1

PW G

.

AC. leader (HF liess, ii, l'oic) ::
D.('. Prender (HF Pesi, J), l'eri)
iJbiqsie (lit' Pesi, i) (l'en), Pesi)
trisi isla Wasn ihrec (HI less D
Peu)
i. ('amiss's S.C. All-Wave Silver

i

'

'Juli)"

-

D

1'\V73

'

PW73

I'WI4C

122.iS

1'\VM)

.

'

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur IVi reteso, P.M. to Practica! Mechanics, W.M. to hVirehsa MaqaCine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
at the blueprint and the issue (stamps over 13.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Bluecrint
Dept. George Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House, South-

P\V44

.

PW82

r
ç

1' \V42

:

Four-vaine

l'WlT

6 9

PW4S

10.1.37

.

J'W72

l'W69

J'3V34B

-

1.12.34

iIci3IliO J

hic
diïiiiu1 Four (ill Peu,
Hl I en .1) Peu (lic))
,

-

.......
Limit A!I-\Vave

1)

i

J.J,37
8.5.37

rw;s

Four-valve
Double-sided Blueprint, is. Od.
I'usli-ButI,osi 4, Battery Model
s1-1uttoi
Mme MmleI 1.22.10.18
A.
J
SHORT-WAVE SEIS.
One-valve
Blue rint s
.

4(1.,,,,
...... 7cl.,,,,

:

-

Four (8(1, D, LE, 1')
Fury 10er (2 5(1, r,, Pomi)
lisle h' siversal Four (8(4, 1), 1F,
Pomioloume

,

PORTABLES
Sluenrints. is. each.
Three-valve
1". .2. Onunumi'n ELF' Thins-valve
Portatile (li L" Peri, D, l'en)
Parvo J"lvw'e.ight Midget i'ortotite myG, li, L'sii)

ViF
1W (14
1

'

Four-valve

':

]iet4
"Qualitone" Universal Four

'

L'la'' llmirrk.ane "All-Wave Three
(SC, lì (Peli), Pen)
10.4.38,
1'. .1 l'amie 's
l'ush-But lois
'I'tmrce'tlli' Peu, J) (Pen), 'l'etT"
3.5:38''' I'WDJ
.

2.2.37
-

fl

'

F'.

.

:

-

....

.

-

»i''t
I'W37

l'W'

I Will

.

.

P\V40
FW53

,

pwio

-

.

-

........

I'W 13

PW'49

)

5.0.37

valve)
F. T. Comm's AC. £4 Sujierlirt. 4 31.7.3
F. I. Ca ni is's Universal £4 Super-

I'W93

13.4,83

(1,1))
Ire Siorritor (TIF l'est, 1'), l'eut
.1 lic lirIos I
nec 'I-IF Ici i) I
_1
t'
'l'le Cc'srtarre l'linee (Mi, 1), 1') ., (14.8,37
F. J. taniin' 1l,eeord All-Wave
Ihres (11F' Pen, D, 'en)
31.10.36
'um '' Colt " All-Wave i tiren (i),
I 1,1' (CC & Trane))
18.2.35
'.t'l'c
lapide" Straight 3 (D,
I il" (RC & Trans))
4.12.37
1". J. Lamm's Oracle All-Wave
Three (HF, Bet., Pen)
23.8.37

p'

.

.

:

-

1'\'81

.

1'W5

i

....

:

-

.

6.11.37

TI.

Mains Sets
Blutprints, is. each.
AC. £5 Stiperhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Stiperhet (Three-valve)
Universa! £5 Superhet (Three-

:

.

i'

]'\V94

7.8.3S

ÇI.33S
liegiiisero' One-valver ....
Tite Pyramid " One-valver (HF
27.8.53
Peu)
Twa-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Four-rouge Super Mag Two (L), t'es) 24.9,58
'flic Signet Two (I) L F)
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Selec'torie Battery Three (1), 2 1,1'
(l'rane))
Sixty SlirbIisig Three (D, 2 LF'

k

t

Crystal Set

Issues of Practical Wireless ... 4(1. l'ost l'aid
Amateur Wiu'eless
Practical Mecliavuics
Vireless Magazine
1/3
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical in which the description appesrs Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

PWI7

:1.3.53

.

Battery SetIl Blueprints, is. each;
£5 Sisperhel. (Three-valve)
..
1. J. Catisni's 2-valve Superitet...
1"
J. Cairns's
Vitesse" AllWaver (5-vOlver)

L'W71

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
Blueprints, is. each.
All-Was e Unipen (Pestotle)
-

t

.

SUPE RH E

Blueprints, 6d. each.

These Blueprints are drawn lull size.
Copies ni appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at

'I

WiIon Toue Master (1/-)

Tue \V.M. AC. Sliort-wuvo
verter (J/-)

.
. .

Con.

May '36

June'36

-

W1l;l88
oO

F))

41

A\V45s!

A\\457

WM4O'
W'M406

WN4IJS
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements

are

accepted

for

prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,

House,
"Practical
Tower
Wireless,"
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.
Ql;l THE1tN RADIO'S BARGAINS.-All Goods
Guaranteed. Postage extra.
Parcel of Assorted Components, comprising
Condensers, Coils, Resistances, Wire, Circuits, etc., etc.
5/-

Value 25/-5/- Parcel.

10/- Pared of Assorted Components, comprising 100
articles, including Electrolytics, Coils, Volume Controls,

etc., etc.-Value 451-10/- Parcel.

21/- Small Trader's Parcel, comprising 150 articles,
itsinding 6 Electrolytics, 6 Volume Controls, 24
Tubular Condensers, 24 Valveholders, 36 Resistances ;
Coils, Chokes, etc., etc.-Value 85/-21/- Parcel.
Telsen 3 -range meters (volts and milliamps.), 4/- ;
Ormond Loudspeaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
Morse Tappers, 2/11 ; Buzzers
2/- ; Crystals, 6,1.
1/6 ; Ace " P.O." Microphones, 4/- ; Thousands of
Bargains for Callers.-Southern Radio, 46, Lisle
Street, London, W.C. Gerrard 6653.
;

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are
still available ; send now for latest price list,
tree.-Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
CONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Receivers

from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10/0.-

150 -watt Model for operating Radiogranioptiones,

Send for lists.-Chas. F. Ward, 46, Far-

ringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Tel.: Holborn 9703.

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any

make. 24 -hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen

Street, London, N.1.

L.S. REPAIR AND REWINDING SERVICE : 24 hour service. See below :REPAIRS to moving coil speakers a speciality.
New cone assemblies fitted. Speech coils and
fields wound or altered. Mains transformers, chokes,

eliminators and vacuums repaired, prices quoted.
Speaker transformers, Class " B " L.F. transformers
and pick ups rewound at 4s. each, post tree. Discount,
Guaranteed satisfaction.
Estimates free.
trade.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balharn Grove, London, S.W.12.
'Phone : Battersea 1321.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
SP EAR -1;11S from 6/6 each, P.M. and
to 14m., including several
r Speakers, Pull eney Terrace,
181
Copenhagen Si. reef, London, N.I.
energHyd

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
B
DANK RUPT BARGAINS.

Brand

new

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metre; without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components. diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 Valve Kit. 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2 valve
Kit 22/6.

DE MINE S.W.KITS

Complete to the last detail. including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in coils to tune
from 13 to 170 metres.

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23.1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
Kit
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
-. 29/3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

.

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
Et'ROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v. A.C. Types'
A.C.,'H.L.,
A.C./S.G.,
A.C./V.H.P., A.C.P., all 5/3 each.
A.C./Pens, I.H., 6/6 ;
7/3 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers. 8'6 Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 31 -watt
D.H. Triode. 7/6.
350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
'
13 v. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 H.F.
Peps. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes,
Oct Freq. Changers. 76 each. Full and Half -wave

Rectifiers, 6,6 each.

TRIAD U.S.A. VALVES
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
country and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD
High-grade American Valves. All types in stock.
Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new Metal -Class
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.

1938-9

models, makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees,
at less 40% below listed prices. Also Portables and
Midget Radio. Send ltd. stamp for lists.-Radio
Bargains, Dept. A.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston,

20.000 ohms and 10,000 ohms, 1'3 each.
2 meg.,
1 meg.. I meg.. 400,000 ohms. 25,000 ohms, 20,000
ohms, 10,000 ohms, 11- each.
3 -watt type, 5.000 ohms and 50.000 ohms, 2/3 each.
U.S.A. Types. 24, 30. 41. 39/44. 35,51, 55. 56. 57, 58,
71, 77, 78, 85, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A7, 1223, 210, 250,
all 2 for 3/TUBULAR .CONDENSERS. .002, .0001, .0003 and
.0005 mfd., 1/- doz. Your choice.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. Metal Can.
8 mfd. 320 volts. 2 for 19. 8 +3 mf., 475 v.+10 mf.
50v., 2 for 2;6. 8 +8 mf.. 450 v. +8 mf. 250 v., 2 for 2,6.

T.C.C. DRY ELECTKOLVTICS. 8+8+4 mf. 500 v.,
2'- each.
500 v. CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS. 4 mf.
or 8 mf., 1;6. 8 +4 mf.. 2/9. 8+8 mf.. 2/6. 4+4 mf.,
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types 13-26. 22-47, 41-49. 78-170 metres, 119 each,
with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils. 14-150 metres,
4,- set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil,
11-25,19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable any type circuit,

Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 14/10/39

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets'

Oscillators, Recorders and other .Radio Telegraph

Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.

World Champion Telegraphist.
Absolutely first-class construction. Send 2d. for 60 -page
McElroy,

general catalogue.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street,
'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

London, 00.1.

SHORT - WAVE TRANSMITTERS
LARGEST range of Transmitters, Exciters and
Amplifiers.

Speech

Sole Agents

for famous

HALLICRAFTERS productions. Transmitter models
from £8 to £220. Full stock of components, including
complete range of Eddystone Condensers, etc. 60 -page
catalogue 2d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

W.1.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
FINEST selection in the country. Sole Agents for
famous HALLICRAFTERS Receivers, ranging in
price from £10 to £150. Attractive easy terms. Demonstrations at our London Showrooms, 00 -page Catalogue
post free 2d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2086.

MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERIMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES.

Unorthodox

detector circuits, theory, experiments. Book
2/-.-D'Arcy Ford, Gandy Street, Exeter.

BE TALLER

!

!

Extra Inches Count !

Detail,
Ross, Height -Specialists

Scarborough.

!

SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, by F. Je
Camm, 2s. 6d.-This handbook contains every
modern circuit complete with instructions for assem-

bling, component values, and notes on operation.
Obtainable at all Booksellers and Newsagents, or

by post 3s. from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
'rower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London.
W .C.2.

WAR -TIME RESTRICTION

UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1

OF PAPER SUPPLIES

struction, with Trolitul insulation, 15 mmf., 1/6 ;

ORDER FORM

25 mmf.. 1/7 ; 40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mmf.,
213 . 250 mmf.. 2/8.

COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
PREMIER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

For Reader's use to Newsagent or

Ideal for A.R.P. Alarm Systems.
A new Complete Range of 7 High Fidelity P.A.
Amplifier for A.C. or A.C./D.C. Mains operation.
Completely
Kit of Parts Wired and

To

with Valves. Tested
3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... £2 - 6 - 6 £3 - 4 - 0
3 -watt A.C./D.C.
£3 - 4 - 0
82 - 6 - 6

6 -watt A.C.
8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C. ,
15 -watt A.C.

...

86 - 2 - 6
£5 - 5 - 0

46 - 14 - 0

£7 - 0 - 0
£6 - 2 - 6
£8 - 2 - 6

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 151- extra.
Orders 5/over sent Post Free. Under 51- please
add 6d. postage.
Full Range of Components, etc., available from Stock.

Bookstall
(Name of Newsagent or Bookstall)
Please deliver or reserve for me a copy of
each issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS "

until further notice.
Signed

Address

Full Postal and Counter Services maintained as usual.

NOW READY
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

$

photos loaned to country

L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

H.

Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass con-

PRICE 6d.
111 PAGES
Over 20 Pages of British and U.S.A. Valve
Data, Receivers, Amplifiers. Components.

COUPON

customers.

2/6.

Birmingham.

This coupon is available until October 21st,
1930, and must accompany all Queries and

U
NSPECTION Invited ;

I

A.C.

Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at 1 amp., 11/9 ;
6 volts at 1 amp. 19,- 6 volts at 1 amp, 22/8 ; 12
volts at 1 amp, 24;6 6 volts at 2 amps, 37/6.
Special Offer Mains 'Transformers. manufacturers'
surplus, 250-250 v. 60 mA, 4 v. 2 a., 13 v. 1 a.. 3/6 ;
300-300 v. 60 mA. 4v 5 a. C.T.. 4 v. 1 a., 6/11.
POTENTIOMETERS WITH SWITCH, 1 meg.,
Mains.

IGRANIC WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS,

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

3,000
Epoch

* RADIO *

PREMIER BATTERY CIIARGERS for

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.
CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost ; surplus cabinets from noted makers under
cost of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards ; motors
at wholesale price.
NDRILLED Table, console and loudspeaker
cabinets from 4/6.

PREMIER

these
Words

columns at the rate of 2d. per word.
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
4/- per line. All advertisements must be

0/10/0.

BUSINESS AS USUAL!

ALL POST ORDERS TO :-Jubilee Works,167, Lower
Amherst 4723
C!apton Road, London, E.5.
Jubilee Works, or our NEW
CALLERS TO
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Central 2833
or 50, High Strect, Clapham, S.W.4. lffdeduldy 2381
1141

N.B.

This Order Form if sent to the

Reader's usual Newsagent or Bookstall
will ensure regular delivery of this
paper during war -time. Paper supplies
have been rationed to all publishers and
the wastage of unsold copies in the

shops must be avoided. Please help
both publisher and retailer by ordering
NOW.

In these days

of emergency
Don't forget that your
radio receiver is more
important than ever.
Rejuvenate it with

new Osram Valves
keep a spare set handy

ram

()4alves
MADE IN ENGLAND

A TONIC TO ANY SET
NOTE : If you have difficulty in obtaining any particular valves,

write to the Osram Valve Dept. of:

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Published every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, TOWN' House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England lzy

THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD.

Practical Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17s. Sd. per annum

Registered at the General Post Offiee as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.

six months, Ss. 10d.

PRACTICAL W IRELESS, October 21st, 1939.
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F. J.CAM
Vol. 15.
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* PRACTICAL TtLEVISIONT
emtte,,if,
Headphone Hints
Auto. Frequency
Correction
O

Thermion's Commentary
Two Classes

of Music-

by Our Music Critic
Practical Hints
Interesting Experiments
Self-contained A.V.C. Unit
Practical Television

A 20 -metre Set from
" Junk "

You Can be an Authority with

5/..
NET

EVERYMAN'S
WIRELESS BOOK
By F. J. CAMM.

A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur Constructor. It explains the Operation, Upkeep and Overhaul of all types of Wireless Receivers, with Special Chapters on the Principles of Radio Telephony, Installation and
Systematic Fault-finding. 200 Illustrations and Diagrams.
from' all Booksellers or by past 5/6 from the Publishers, GEORGE NEWNES LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2

awn.,
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THE SECRET WAR

? HAVE YOU HEARD THE RUMOUR

By Hugh Standish

That Winston has sunk the

Down the sunlit

4

cliff streamed a
cascade of smok-

ing,

flaming

debris . . . From
cliff to cliff
.
echoed

the knell of the

high hopes of the
Triple Union.

German Fleet singlehanded?

it's ®n

REGINALD ARKELL'S
War Rumours
is talking about WAR RUMOURS, the new
book of hilarious war rumours in verse. It tells how

Everybody

Hitler was 'arrested by a special constable ; what happened
when Mr. Chamberlain was dropped behind the German
lines, and how Winston Churchill won the war-by himself.

WAR RUMOURS is written in Reginald Arkell's inimitable style, and the illustrations by Edgar Norfield capture

the real " rumour " spirit. Read it-enjoy it-and recite
It is a priceless
its amusing verses to your friends.
war -time " possession."

ONLY

1_1'.

NET

From all booksellers, or by post /12 from the publishers,
C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
I

C. Arthur Pcurson, Ltd.

AWAY in the windy
uplands of Europe
a pilotless fleet of heavy

bombers secretly
menaced the security of

the peaceful nations of
the world.

How could

WAR -TIME
RESTRICTION OF
PAPER SUPPLIES

Other thrilling stories
include:

ORDER FORM

STUFFED DUMMY
By L. S. Metford
TRUST THE GENERAL
By G. C. Gates

For Reader's use to Newsagent or Bookstall
To

(Name of Newsagent or Bookstall)

PILOT ERRANT

By W. 0. Miller

Please deliver or reserve for me a copy of each
issue of "PRACTICAL
further notice.

they be destroyed before they became the

NO SURRENDER
By 0. P. F. Landers

destroyers ? Read this
powerful story of ruth-

A Full -page Artist's Impression

Signed

A history and descriptiob of the De
Havilland Comet, with instructiods
for making a scale model.

Address

against secret enemies,

less aerial combat

of the
R.A.F. Raid on the Kiel Canal.

IN THE NOVEMBER

N.B.

AIR STORIES
Of all Newsagents and Bookstalls.
George Newnes, Ltd.

WIRELESS" until

This Order Form if sent to the Reader's

usual Newsagent or Bookstall will ensure
regular delivery of this paper during wartime. Paper supplies have been rationed
to all publishers and the wastage of unsold
copies in the shops must be avoided. Please
help both publisher and retailer by ordering
NOW.
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Oldest Radio Troupers

interesting schemes have been
¡\ / ANY
i Y
uit lhrvard with a view to effectiuiu
ceonouiuies in the running of domestic radio

?iIERICAX slation \VL\V claims to
have not only the oldest pair of
radio " troupers '' in tile Unit-ed stat-es,
but probably the most hardy. rlhie%V ar
Pa and Ma McCormick. who will celebrate
their forty-eighth wedding anniversar
this autumiun. As members of the Boone
County Jamboree '' touring unit. Pa and
have been app'arnìg cuntiiìuoiisly at
state and county fa rs si lee iiìid -Jul y, in
tiavels that extended through Ohio.
I\licliigiii \\ st \ ,itiii F. otiu y
1i1(1I
loi iii d it Fui
Lucy Ii e
1(! Illinois
forty cities and towiìs.
and in theatres
soiuetiies Putting OH their act twice a
day. They sing. t)IiY afl(1 do an old1ìs1i ioned schott sehe for t he r stage spot
The veteran radio stars verc first heard
\\ L\V's
Oi
Top o' tue 1\foìiìiiig '' pro'a is sixtygraiii ne thi iteeit yeais ago.
ScVeiì years of age and Ma is sixty-five.

I

J

apparatus. In the case of the battery user
there nay be an increase in the cost of
accumulator charging, and also a shiortagc
of HT. batteries. These may also increase
ja ni-ice as materials become scarce. Thus
tia; battey user is vitally concerned with
economy schemes. In the case of the mai ns
tiser tin rationing of the electricity supply
J1IL\
O CSUJt in a neeti of CC()LìOiilISlIi Ori
il her than ou ot lìer. q'iipriieiìt
rddio
Unfortiiiiately there is very ittte that an
be iotìe with this type of aparatiis nit
t.he battery user lias iiuiìib r of iiìtetst.iii
slìt'iiìes available.
\Ve have already
puhlished certain details and tìext week
sh&ill (1eSCibC another eeonoiiiy receiver
or tue Home Service prora n nies. 'fue
use of \Vesteetors in place of valves of
lfliiltj-C1C(:tiO(JC valves in place of two or
inrjre standard valves; and the eliminating
ni certain stages aro other features which
tua b considered a-nd details of these til1
be gii oli hoin time to tiitie.
il
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(

i

&
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laboratores of the various firms interested
in this branch of radio. The iiiactical side
must, of course, be held in abeyance and
there s thus a possibility that the developments in the 1 ..A. may take television
a step hirtlier than it had reached in this
country-in spite of our early start.
ti end of epte11I)er Dr. Lee De
Forest was honoured by a. Lee de
Forest Day at the New Yrk World's
j
iatr r d ite he ts the guest
j Ilononi it
ee jtioiì at flic \V idoifAstoria ieiv York City.
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ditocial and Advertisement Offices:
Practical Wireless,'-' George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand
WC 2
Tempi Bar 4363
Phone
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand. London.
Registered ai the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadan Magazine Post.
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jole of.fun-loving Sally Flowers, Dai,lon, Ohio, radio ar/is!,

has turned into a radio toh.

Sally heard the hoarse-voiced plea 0J Denny,
rustic comcdian with WLI 4Ì' Drifting Pioneers, for some
handsome widder
lo write to him. Sally seil down at her desk and penned a love letter de luxe
Io the lôve-smii/en Denn, y, resulting in a new comedy spot on the
Roone
Cotta ly Jamboree,' whici S broadcast on Saturdays from W.L.W. at 9.30
p.m., EST. So enthral led is Denny thai he hangs around while Sally does
I/te washin1t, lending all the moral support he con.

short-wave station
W2 X.OY a t Alba iv,
and F.C.C. otlicials
spt'nt two days in

I

Schesiectaulv and
Al baue iii tin' spring to w hiess a demonst.rat
ut' the new system
of radio

Hitler's speech, given out in French for
tite " benefit. " of tise Fu-encli soldiers. No
broadcasting.
doubt under suitable conditions titis fornì of
contact with opposing forces could be iii ado
Television Development
really effective, although no details haxc
ALTHOUGH television hroar1ca.ss bave been given concerning the powe' output
been suspended in this country, which was employed.. Presuuuiably all glutsIl

eXperi uients aro stil being carried on in the
I
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wireless «ppartstus and to our efforts to lee» our t
reos/ero n touch wit/i the ¿s'est (terelopmeno. n give
it

--s

Scheitectadv I lie ( L C
have been conducting frequency modsi latioti t e s to fou
some time on its
150-a att
u It r a

Sonlh,,s pion Street, Strand.. ¡J.C.//.
O/"ist/ is the rapiti progress in tite design of i
col v/s/ts
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ileoeriheet itt oyr
sistiert of lettera potent.,
('opyright ie aU drawings photogruphe and
t
«it jetes pubtioheit iii PRACTICAL WIRElESS is
s opec-i tirai/ti rscereed thraug/tout the countries signatorn (o t/,e ¿terne Convention und ti/e U.S.A.
iteprOs/U»tiOiis eje jflitüitioflt of unij of these are
i I/i erefo e expressly forbidden. Pi/ACTICAL Viiswj LESS incorporates Á,natenr Wireless."'
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i'llACï CIL WIOELESt.
gv,rh viudez siiouila i
n
Ofi 000 side of the pt/ocr only. u id oijop'ld
fenit is the sante and address of the eoder. Wit/lot
the .E,Iitor tIses flot hold hisrstf tesposoible for
i mas s.se,pio, every effort ri!i he toude ro return
ties if a stamped and addressed enielope is
i rot/sort?.
.411 correoj;oudence intended for lije
j Ei/ilse o/iotiltl be addressed: The Editor, PRAcTICAL
\Viiti.u:ss, George .Newnes, Ltd., Tower ¿Jonce,
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American Broadcast Ban
stiuctjoiì of a new
"T'RE American authorities have decided bioadcast stat-ion
I to ban the selling of saee on the air iii t'heiiectady that

forcoutroversialtalksordiscussioiisrelaling
to tue international sjtiia-tioii. 'l'ho s'e1lknown Radio Priest (l'ather Charles
Cochran) luis been hardest hit, by this bau
as he u-as running a series of t.aiÌs, nuaiuulv
directed against the reral of t-lue Arms

:

the Trenches

NEW weapon of war is being trie(l
out oil the \Vestein (iront. This
takes the fornì of pn bi IC address equipment
rsed by the Germans to relay extracts from
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Honours for Dr. De Forest
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W. J. DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON,
H. J. BARTON CHAPLE, BSC.
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lire ceased d tiring tite announcements.
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A 2VALVEBEATFREQUENCY
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Instructions for Calibrating the Useful Unit Described Last Week
(Continued from page 99

e.

panel and battery are now placed
the cabinet and screwed down, and
THin
itwillprobablybefoundthatthell.F.
output into the set has altered slightly in frequency and that the zero note position has
changed. This is due to the capacity effects
of the metal shielding. In most cases the
shift of frequency is not much, and if due
allowance has been made to tune well away
from a strong local statioiuin the firstinstance
no trouble will be experienced in this. The
receiver will need re-tuning to the new
oscillator frequency, and bi ad;justing VC2
it should be possible to obtain zero note
when VOl is at O degrees.

of October

14th issuà).

Tins system is a useful check on thefbrmer
method ni any case and is very simple to
do. As previously pointed out, the calibration curve will remain constant once
zero note is obtained with VCI at O degrecs, and this is done by- adjusting VC2.
The curves in each case are practically
straight line, and thus a few points are
sufficient to plot,

Remarks
The note given is very pure, and

ivihl

As the current drain is small
for short testing periods the battery lasts
quite a long time.
The leads from the oscillator are one
earthed screened lead from one socket, and
the Other goes to the earthed socket
in the paiiel, and also to the set's
earth terminal. The condensers (fixed)
are small tubular type, and the resistn urns small wire end type soldered directly
into the wiring or across points. The
panel must be quite rigid, as any move5-h volts.

It will be found that any chango in
calibration can be corrected once VOl is at
O degrees, and zero note is obtained by
adjusting V02, this being the purpose of
the latter control. Once this condition is
obtained the calibration will hold constant.
Calibrating

This may be acconiplished in either of
two ways, and these will he described
the latter method, which is the easier, will
appeal to the constructor with limited know.
ledge, and is quite accurate for most pur.
poses.
L Takeout the panel from the cabinet
and; remove valve I (putting oscillator i
out of operation). Screw up panel and find
thc; fixed frequency of oscillator 2 when
VC2 is at 90 degrees. If a signal generator
la available these readings will be simpli.
neu.
Remove pane! from the cabinet, fit valve
i, and rethove valve 2. Screw up panel as
Rotating VCI, take condenser
before.
readings against frequency on the reccivet
dial. If a signal generator is used the
exact frequency can be determined by
finding the
zero iìote " beat between
the generator and beat-frequency oscillator.
The curve for condenser readings against
frequency when plotted will give the frequencies of oscillator i for any condenser
readingin degrees. The difference between
an frequency (corresponding to a particular, condenser reading) and the fixed
frequency of oscillator 2 (as already determined) will give the beat-note frequency.
Suppose, for example, oscillator 2 is fixed
tuned to 1,500 metres (200 ke/s) and the
wavelength of oscillator i being received
is 1,550 metres (193.5 kc/s): Then their
difirence in frequency is 200 - 193.5 kc/s
çquals 6.5 he/s or 6.5 x 1,000=6,500 cycles.
rihis would be a fi'iirly high-pitched whistle.
This, then, is the method employed to obtain the beat-note frequencies Porresponding
to the various positions o! VC1. When the
whole' is then put back in tic cabinet this
calibration will remain fairly constant,
once zero note is adjusted, as mentioned,
with the aid of VC2.
Method 2. This is clone with the help of'
a good piano tuner, and employs tuning
forks to give certain notes on the dia!, ami
the octaves (frequencies twice the fundamental) can be determined, and from these a
curve can be plotted to give tIme various
beat-note f reo ueneies for various con denser i'eadiiì iii degrees.

OSCILLATOR

OSCILLATOR 2

J

Tlmeoreiical circuit

of

¡lie B.F. O.

unit.

remain so until the battery commences to. nient will cause the note to vary in pitch,
run down, which takes place in thc instru- and for this purpose thick gauge is
ment described when it goes below about recommended.

TELEVISION INTERFERENCE TESTS
strength of the interfering signal and, in the'
ease of the latter, orientation should be
undertaken, bearing in mind, of course,
the direction of the transmitting station;
for the dipole aerial should be between the
reflector and Alexandra Palace. If roof
facilities permit, the effect of moving the
aerial from point to point should be studied,
and every result carefully recorded toy
future use when the set can be put into
commission once more. It lias been found
from experience that relatively small
alterations in the aerial position will very
materially reduce the degree of interfering
signal experienced, and this can be judged
quite easily on the set when switched on
vit boct any incoming television signal.
Of course, care will have to be takeii
the ignition systems of niotor-ear, then to ensure that the reduction of intervery careful tests can now be undertaken ference does not bring about a loss in
to eliminate or reduce tlLs so that when the television signal strength, and that is
service is renewed the results will show an why a careful log chart should he kept so
improvement. The difference between a that any final repositioning may be checked
simple dipole and a dipole with reflector as soon as the television service is
should be studied in reference to tue resumed.
WHEN the television program ines were
radiated, daily, the owner of a tele-'
vision set, whether home-constructed or a
conunercial product, was generally very
loath to have it Out of action at any
period, as it would deprive the fami'ly of
entertainment. The closing down of' flic
Alexandra Palace service as a result of the
present crisis, however, means that the set
cannot be used for the finie being, at least.
This provides an admirable Opportunity,
therefore, for a very thorough investigation
into any interférence problems which were
experienced during normal viewing periods.
A very large percentage of tins could be
attributed to the type of aerial used, and
also to its location in reference to possible
interfering signals. If this ivas caused by

1
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Radiò àn.d The
How Radio

Will

Play

tite majority of people radio is
-r° merely
a source of entertainment

?

j

s

and it.s many normai peace-time
commercial applications seldom come into
the vision of tite ordinary man in the street.
Apart. from the fact that the majority of
ships carry radio, and that this has been
the means of saving life by sending.out tito
well-know& SOS signal, tite many other
anntieatiçing are not often mentioned.
Noa: that there is a war being waged,
however, pictures published in the I'ress
and communications given by the ollìcial
news agencies often mention the use of
radio, and it should be realised that this is
now a vital arm of the modem war machine.
In the Great \\Tar radio was more or less
in its infancy. Certain types of aircraft
were fitted with a transmitter and receiver.
and were used to control artillery work by
communication direct with a gun position.
Certain branches of the land forces also
made occasional use of the radio, but the
equipment was not by any rneahs efficient.
and the short waves had not becii explored.
This
meant that aerial difficulties were
encountered
and such details as secrocy
and range could not be fully made use of.
To-day, however, the commercial use of
short. and ultra-short waves has enabled
the modern radio installation to be brought
very high state of efficiency, and
into
evers branch of the Services make' use

Part

its

in

the

work ori tite ultra-short or short waves,
and the necessary aerial is fitted to the side
of the containing case. It is only a few feet
bug and the entice instaflation is qui.e
light in weight. With one of these units a
conipany of soldiers may be kept in tite
cosest touch with another unit and perfect
co-ordination is possible.
The use of
telephony, of course, speeds np the work
of communication and two-way working
at the same time avoids all risk of mistakes
being made due to a misunderstanding in
the message, Co-operation between the
various sections of the Army añd between
the land and air arm is also now more
seliable, and the fast-moving inotorised
units can keep in touch the whole time-a
fact which would be practically impossible
if there were no i'ailio now to offer a
cont oued fori n of contact.
There is, of course, another aspect, of
radio in the' ivar. not connected with the
actual fighting forces. This is the maintenance of communication between countries
engaged in the war and also between
netitraI, and also tue suppiy ofiuformatioti
to the people at home. In previous wars
the citizens have had to depend uoii the
newspapers for information regarding the
progress. of hostilities, and it was not
possible for either side to convey informaf

and Overseas

if radio liad not been in use ? Tite addresses
to the nation by various personages, front
His Majesty the King downwards; tite
Personal presentation of various aspects in
a way that could not be conveyed by the
written word, nd varions other features
will occur to the reader. And finally, the
contact between the listener and tite
actual War front, which it is now understood the B.B.C. will arrange. In the
recent Spanish War the Americans often
gave front-line broadcasts, and now the
B.B.C. announces that its plans for covering
the war on both the overseas and the
home fronts can now be revealed. in a
'bomb-proof garage -in France there is a
B.B.C. recording car waiting for Richard
Ditubleby, whom listeners will remember
for bis News Talks from North America on
the occasion of Their Majesties' tour. He
will shortly be crossing to France to record
accounts of military activity and life
behind the lines. The records will be
flown back to England and subsequently
broadcast in the' News Bulletins.
Air
Force activity in France will be covered
by C. J. T. Gardnei. the B.B.C.'s air
expert, who is also shortly leaving for ttic
overseas fronti
The war at home and on the seas will be
covered by Bernard Stubbs, who will also

-

-

-

Home

at

Conflict,

Short-wave Working

The greatest improvement is undoubtedly
the use of the short waves, as this enables
a reduction t.o be made in aerial installation
and size, and at the same time ducetional working is possible. Furthermore,
smaller installations are possible, as greater
distnces may be covered with smaller
power, and the portable transceiver is t-hits
an efficient piece of apparatus. Visitors to
the Radio Exhibition recently had an
opportunity of seeing an Army exhibit
which typified a radio station such as is
employed by them, with the portable
generating station, direction-finding equipnìeñt and other associated apparatus.
In the Boer War communication over long
distances had t-o be carried out by means
of the heliograph, a system which was
often capable of being read by the enemy.
Flag signalling, lamp signalling, and the
use of the flap signaller were wide'y used
for maintaining contact during the Great
\Var, in addition, of course, to the normal
land teleshone. The use of these devices,
however, was accompanied by serious risk
of life, and at all times was subject to
sudden curtailment.. On tite other hand,
radio may be used without any attendant
risk as the equipment may be used un 's
bomb-proof shelter or below ground
communication may be reliably uialatamed over long distances, and by the use
of suitable equipment secrecy niay be
maintained.

Portable Equipment
We lsave published in these pages from
time to time illustrations of soldiers with
small portable transceivers carried on their
'iacks. These are battery-operated and
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AIotor-cycle combinations fitted with transmitting and receiving sets, being used during
Be!gian Army ,ñanuvres.

lion to others regarding cet-tain phases of
the war. To-day we are kept informed at
very frequent intervals of the omisse of
events, and in addition to tisis tise radio
has been pressed into use for the conveyance
of important infonnation. For instance,
how could the great evacuation of the
chikiren have been carried out so efoie.ntly

have a recording car, and who will report
on stich mattes-s as Army, Navy and Air
Force activity at home, particularly ¡sayal
activity at parts and dockyards, civil
defence and supplementary services, and
tise hundred and one day to clay activities
of civilians and serving men and women.
Thus radil plays its part in the war.

,
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HINTS
Those vrith Defective Hearing will Find Some Useful Hints in this
Article on the Use of Headphones with Standard Broadcast
Receivers, whilst the Ordinary Listener will also Find it of Interest
in Regard to Long-distance Reception
have liad many requests rccentiv
loi' hints on using ordinary headphones in order that members
of the family who are hard of hearing or
partially deaf may be able to enjoy the
broadcast programmes without the necessity of turning time volumne-comit rol to the
maximum position and therel)y causing
annoyance to others on account of the
very loud signal from the loudspeaker. It
is not a difficult matter to aria ugo for weak
headphone reception with tIme imajority of
receivers, but there ai-e dillicuhties in the
WE

i
i

PS

H
D(COUPLIIVC RESIS.
't-,

,qNove RESÌS T/INCE

loudspeaker signals, a pair of headphones
may he connected in tIme early LI. stages
of a receiver as shown in Fig. I. With this
arrangement, unless there is a previous
LI?. stage, tone-compensation cannot he
carried out, and the first valve in this
illustration will thus be the detector. valve.
No undue losses should be experienced
owing to the headphone circuit, although
it may he found that time reaction control
will not he so smooth and regular as before.

The Output Stage

\Vhen coimectiitg 'pIton
it the output
stage there are some essential precautions
to be taken in the interests of safetyapart troni tite preservation of quality and
other tecimical pousSa. There are three
convent joual Outjntt stages-(a) a simple
direct-lèd triode, (b) an output filter, and
i

i -One method
using a jack Io enable headphones to be
used and a stage to
be cut out.

Fig.

of

loudspeaker transformer, and this should
not he fouuul a difficult task. Jt however,
it is preferred to remove the speaker
entirely, the standat-ci iron-core choke may
be employed and some form of switch must
then be incorporated to avoid the trouble
of changing speaker and 'phone connections by hand, The simplest and most
effective arrangement is to employ plugs
and jacks, and this scheme will also enable
volume controls to be connected to the
appropriate components. For i n stance, if
loudspeaker reeeption is required at the
sause tinte as headphone reception, it will
probaithy be essential that tise volume
applied to the headphones be reduced in
inteusity. This iva- he carried out by means
of a potentiometer connected across tite
'phone ternu nais, wit h tite 'pitones joined
from tite, aria of tite potentiometer to one
side of the 'photse connection. If. on tite
other hand, tise loss of hearing is excessive,
and a large degree of L.F'. amplification is
employed in order to tnake th'ò signal consIhrtable in tite 'phones. the loudspeaker
Islay he too loud for the remaining listeners.
aitd t lins a control across the speaker will be
requited. This, in tise majority of eases.
should be carried out on the secondary sde.

Adapting Headphones

r

FuoitLthe preceding remarks it will he
that it is not a difficult task to make
headphone reception available with any
tY1)e of receiver, and there are many suitable makes of headphone available on the
ittarket. As, however, the principal sufferers
float loss of hearing are tite aged, it is
usual that these listeners also find that the
seenring of headphones becomes very
uitcoinlòrtable after a short time. In such
cases time lteadplsones of the usual type may
seen

1«'
\vay of arranging for reception at maximum
strength without introducing losses or
distortion of the loudspeaker signal which
is probably to he enjoyed by other listeners
at the sanie time. Thus the problem of
headphone reception falls into two Separate
classes : either it is required alone, or
together with loudspeaker signals. Research
has shown that listeners whose hearing is
failing lose perception of the upper musical
frequencies before the remaining tones and
thus one of the first Steps in providing for
such listeners is to fit a good tone-controlling
device-one which boosts the upper frequencies. Special L.F. transformers are
available for this purpose, and iii designing
a circuit every care must be taken to avoid
stray capacities between anodes and earth,
as these vill naturally result in loss of the
higher frequencies.
-

Simple Tone-control
The simplest step in the direction of
tone-control is to fit an unconipensated
pentode output stage. This, together with
a transformer which is well-designed and
does not have a high-capacity primary
winding, will provide, in most cases, alu pie
high-note response when used with good
headphones. as the latter will obviously
proi ide a deficiency in the bass register
and- thus automatically provide a sonicwhat hugh-pitched signal which will be
audible and enterta fling to the list-enor in
question. \Vltetì the loss of hearing is not
acute, or whsn an ordinary listener desires
to p1eerve the intimacy of headphone
i'eception whilst others are Iii4eniiig to

(e) a posit-pull stage. In all of these
circuits there is an element of danger when
wearing or handling 'phones. Firstly, in
circuit (a) the headphones are in (lireet
connect iOn with the hugh-tension supply.
amici titus, should a short -circuit- develop
across the headphones then there iutty be
a sellons shock if the 'phoi les arc touched
w li i ist the hands are
TO
H. Î
damnp,or when the body is
in good contact wit-li tite
earth. Lithe case ofcircuit-s (b) and (e) there is
not a direct connection,
but the condensers are
iii the air ' ' and tItis
inca-ns t hat there is a risk
of discharge thron gli the
condensers. Consequetitiv
there should be a transformer ill tite circuit iii
order to avoid this risk.
and tite ordinaiv I/I
t-ranstornier is imite suiti
a ble for tite purpose sviten
n or us al higit-tesistanee
heatiphoites aie used.
Titis mimi' be joined in any of t-he circuits
mentioned and as the 'phones wifi hen be
on tite secondary side they are cuinideteiv
isolated. and the danger of shocks is thereby

t

L
t

reissoved.

In circuit (b) or (r) the choice which is
used tmsav be tite luittiary of a speak-er
transformer, thus permitting of loudspeaker
-

rec'eptioms

at

t-lie sause tiisste.

'l'o aileitce

the speaker in such a case a switch imist
be joined oit the secondary side of the

SILVER

FIBRE PEG

CON TACT

Fig 2.-Titis method
'enables headphones Io
ma/vc filament

of usin5 a
bm

circuit to

jacI

used and the
be

bro(yn.

L_
-o ¿

T.

be nuslified to permit of hand operation,
or tise total weight may be reduced by
reitmoving one earpiece entirely. In the
latter case tise tu-o leads which mmist be

taken irom the internal connection of the
earpiece isiust be joined together, and
wrapped with a short length of imssulation
lape. On tite end of tite head-band a small
riad of soft isiatermal should be fitted to close
tue ear and prevent external sounds from
distracting troni tite programme.
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Co rrec tío n
Nthat the British radio industry
turning its attention to the design
nl puh-buttn receivers employ ng
automatic frequency correction it is interest ing to examine the latest circuit fiotti
America developed by Garrard Mountjov,
ait R.C.A. engineer.
In the diagram, which shows a superhetcrodyne receiver system of compact ami
efficient design, there is shown an antenna
A feeding signals, which may be in the
broadcast range of 500 to 1,500 kc/s, to
tite signal grid 10 of the converter valve (i.
The latter may be of tite liAS type. The
mimerai i denotes the tuning coil of the
agnai input circuit, one end of coil i being
connected to signal grid 10 and the opposite
end being connected to tite unction of
coil 2 and condenser 3. The antenna A is
connected to ground through a condenser I.'
and coil 2' which are in series resonance
with the I.F. ; the coil and condetisci.
provide a trap for all undesired signais
of the IF. value. The coil 2 is connected
to tite high potential side of condenser 1'
througb a path comprising coil 3' arid
condenser 4' The coil 2 is shunted by a
condenser 4 which tunes it to a frequency
equal to the highest image frequency of
tite signal range.
The condenser 4' is a
di met current blocking condenser, wit i le
coil 3' functions to choke image frequencies
with respect to harmonies of the local
t

oscillator frequency.
The condenser 3 couples the antenna
network to coil 1. The numeral 5 designates. in a purely schematic manner, a
gang of trimmer condensers of different
values.
The condensers are selectively
connected across coil i t.o tune the circo t
to a (lesired signal carrier frequency.
For example, if desired, each triuuner
ewidensor may have its associated push
button Ihr selective connection of the trimmer across the coil L
Each trimmer,
then selected, is connecicd between the
grin encE oc coil i ana grounu.
The valve 6 comprises the cathode 7, and
the latter is connected to earth by a resistor
J23 shunted by the 0.2 mfd. bypass condenser 23'. Betweem. the plate 11 and
cathode 7 there are disposed the oscillato,.grid electrode 8, the oscillator anode
electrode 9' and the signal input gild 10.
The screen grids, which surround tile signa
grid 10, are connected by lead 11' to the
voltage reduction resisto, 100; the low
potential end of the latter is connected to
the cathodes of tubes 6 and 102 by lead
101. The high potential end of resistor 100
is connected to a proper poSitive potential
point on the direct-current voltage supply
bleeder of the system.

i

i

Circuit Data
Tite grid and plate of one triode in valve
40 are strapped together, providing ail
anode 4! which co-operates with cathode
4i' t.o provide a diode. Cathode 41' is
connected to earth through resistors 100
and 14)1. each resistor having a value of
about 1 megohm. The junction of resistors

similar to tite gang 5-5'. TIte dotted line P
deitotes a common actuating niechiamusni
for concurrently selecting t rininter cuitden'ers in the signal and tank circuits
which ivill produce lite desired T ... of
-PiO kc/s. Positive potential is applied to
electrode 9 trotti a point (250 volts) on tite
supply bleeder; the resistor IS of about
20,400 ohms connecting coil 5 to sucht
positix e point.
The oscillato grid S is connected to earth
through a path including condenser 20. of
14) nimfd., attd coil 19.
The latter is magnetically coupled, as at M7, to tank coil 15.
The signals and local oscillations pi-ot.hmce
IF. energy in tite resonaitt output circuit
13-12 ; tito latter is tuned to the operating
1F. value.
Tite electron stream of tite
valve is modulated by both the signal and
oscillation frequencies ; electroa io '' coup]ittg is employed to prorluce the LF. enerey.
Tite coil 12 is coupled to coil 31 itt the
input circuit of I. I. amplifier tube 102
which may be of the 6K7 type.
The
input circuit is resonated to tite operating
I.F. value by condenser 31'.
The plate of aittplifier ]02 is connected to
a source of positive potential through coil
36 ; the condeitser 37 tunes the latter to
tite operating Il". Coil 36 is magnetically

100 and 101 is connected to the inidpoiitt
on teil 38 by lead 45. The anode 41 is
coitnected t.o one side of input circuit
38-38' ; tite opposite sitie of tite input
circuit is connected to the anode 42 of
valve 50. The crtthode 42' of the latter is
earthed ; Itemice, tite resistors 100-.101 are
ccmncetcd in series between the cathodes
41' and 42'.
Diode 42-42' provides tite
second rectifier of tite discriminator network.
r1i1e remaining triode of valve 40 cornprises tite cathode 70, control grid 7i, and
plate 72. The cathode 70 is connected to
earth through resistor 73, tite latter being
by-passed by tite 0.1 mfii. condenser 74.
The grid 71 is connected to time cathode end
of' resistor 100, a 0.1 mfd condenser 71'
by-passing tite connection to earth. Plate
72 is connected to a desired, positive
potential itoint on the voltage supply
bleeder. Tite resistor 73 is given a niagnitude such that the cathode end titet-cof
is approximately 9 volts above earth. Tite
triode 70-71-72 pm'ovides a. direct current
voltage amplifier;
tite A.FC. bias
developed at point 99 of resistor 100 is
amtt1ttified by tite amplifier 70-71 -72, and
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Further

Description of an
Interesting Circuit Developed in America
A
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Oscillator Circuit

The oscillator tank circuit comprises the
coil 15 and a selected one of the gang of
Coil 15 is coiltrinuner condensers 16.
nected at one end thereof to electrode 9;
the other end is connected to earth through
a 0.05 mfd. condenser 15'. Each of the
trimmer condensers 16 may be connected
in shunt across coil 15 ; It is to be understood that the numerals 16-16' designate
a gang of selectively-operable trimniers
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coupled, as at

M1, to the coil 38 of the ¿liscriniivator input circuit. Coil 3 lias its
midpoint connected to the plate sirle of
coil 36 by condenser 39.
Condenser 38'
resonates coil 3$ Io the IF. value. The
discriminator (liodes are provided in two
valves 40 and .5'). Valve 40 is a double
triode of the (iFS type valve0 may be
a double diode-triode of the 6Q7 type.

the variable potential across resistor 73 is
applied to grid 8oftheeonverter valve 6 by
lead 75. The latter includes a filter resistor
76, and comprises tite \.F,C. connection to
the oscillator section of the converter netw

ork.

TIte audio and AyO, voltages are
devetoped by the diode 51-42' of valve 50.
The anoche 51 is connected to the cathode
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CORRECTION

oscillator grid-bias.
Furthermore, the alternating current in the plate circuit
variation of the latter is in a sense such thereof. The direction of the mutual
(Conthued from preYios page)
that the oscillator-tank frequency is ad- inductance M between coils 15 and 19
necessary to maintain oscillation is such
42' throsigh a path including link coupling justed to compensate for the departqre.
The separate diode rectifier 51-42', that this alternating plate current pnx1ncc
coil 53, lead 53', and resistor 54. The coil
sa ja of many turns, and is magnetically arranged. in valve 50, is employed so as to an effect equivalent to a negative resistance
coupled, as at M2, to coil 38 at the mid. secure adequate selectivity even though but aii4 a negative capacity in shunt to the
point thereof. The anode end of resistor 54 one stage of IF. amplification is employed. tank circuit.
is connected to cathode 42' by the IF. The diode 51-42' of valve 50 has its input
The negative resistance component is
bypass condenser 54'. The audio voltage circuit coil 53 coupled to the coil 38, responsible for the oscillation, and the
and
it
will
be
that
the
seen
input
cir.
negative capacity component varies the
across resistor 54 is impressed ou the grid 80
of audio amplifier section 42'-80-81. The cuit of the second detector diode is really frequency to some value other than that
a
tertiary
circuit
coupled
to
the
secondary
grid 80 is adjustably tapped, as at 82, tp
due to the constants of the tank circuit
the load resistor 54; the usual audio circuit including coil 38. The coupling alone. Now, when direct current voltage
between
coils
38
and
53
is
arranged
so
that
is applied to grid 8 of valve 6, the effect
potentiometer arrangement is employed in
this connection.
The amplified audio coil 53 is coupled only to coil 38, and not to on valve 6 is to vary the mutual conductance
coil
36.
This
is
done,
as
schematically
nudi t.he grid resistance r2. If the direct
voltage may be transmitted to one, or more,
shown in the drawing, by coupling turns current bias on grid 8 is made more positive,
audio amplifiers and a final reproducer.
53 close to coil 38. In this way, iii spite the mutual conductance increases but the
of the use of but a single IF. amplifier, grid resistance decreases. The effect of
The A.V.C. Voltage
the selectivity preceditig the audio-demodu- these two factors being opposite, tends to
Tie A.V.C. voltage is derived by eon. lator issatisfaetory.
maintain the oscillatory voltage subned ing lead 90. iuìcluding the pulsation.
stantially constant unless the bias on grid 8
voltage filter 91, to the anode end of resistor How it Works
is made so far positive that the oscillator
54. Lead 90 is connected to the lowThe following is an explanation of the ceases to function. If the direct current
potential end of coil 31; a second lead 92 manner
in which the changes in bias of bias on grid 8 is made negative, the negative
connects lead 90 through resistor 103 to oscillator grid
8 are,converted to frequency- capacity due to the quadrature component
the junction of condenser 4' and coil 3'. changes of the
oscillator tank circuit: changes. In this case r2 increases and the
Hence, A.V.C. bias is applied to the signal The oscillator produces
an oscillatory negative capacity in shunt to the tank
grids of the converter tube 6 and IF. voltage across the tank circuit
15-16 which circuit decreases, aoci the çscillatory
amplifier 102. Resistor 23 connects lead 90 is transferred to coil 1f) by mutual
induc- frequency decreases.
to H.T. +, and provides -F 9 volts between
lead 00 and earth. Both signai grids have
a minimum negati e bias established by
potential difference between the cathodes
and grids thereof. The mininium negative
r
as the carrier
bias wi11 be -3 volts
amplitude increases, the negative bias will
increase and reduce the gain of each of
valves 6 and 102 so as to maintain the
carrier amplitude substantially uniform at
,,
the detector-input circuit regardless of
fading effects.
___
r
The theoretical basis for the production
of the A.V.C. voltage across resistors 100101 is explained in the following manner.
The potentials at either end of coil 38, with
respect to its midpoint, are 180 degrees out
of phase. Hence, if the nhdpoint is connected to the high-potential side of coil 36,
one potenta1 is realised which maximises
above the resonant frequency of the I.F.
value, and a second potential is realised
which maximises below this value. If these
I
two potentials are applied to a pair of reetifiers, such as the diodes 41-42' and 4242', and the resulting direct curi-ent voltages arc added in opposition, the sum will
be equal to zero.
In the type of (lisejiminator network shown in thç drawing
the primary and secondary coils 36 ind 38
are so connected that two vector sum
_
jtentials of the primary and secondary
Brighton's Auxiliary Firemen were given a ne evening's entertainmenl lecently when Flanagan
voltages may be realised. When the I.F.
energy departs in frequeñcy value frqm t1e
and Allen, wit/i Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, paid them a visit.
assigned operating I.F., then there is
developed across resistors 100 and 101- a tance M3. In an oscillator the grid draws
An increase in negative capacity in shunt
direct current voltage. The polarity of current so that there is a finite grid imped to a tuned circuit has the saisie effect on
point 99 depends on the sense of frequency ance, predominantly resistive, if the grid- frequency as a decrease in a positive
shift of the IF. energy, and the potential cathode static capacity can be neglected. inductance in shunt to the tuned circuit.
magnitude of point 99 depends on the For the purposes of explaining the action However, a negative capacity has an
amount of frequency departure
Sinç
this capacity will be neglected, and its impedance which decreases with increasing
grid 71 is connected to point 99, the effect will be shown later. The voltage frequenày, whereas a positive inductance
cathode end of resistor 73 varies in potential across the grid coil 19 causes a current to has an impedance which increases with
according to the variation of point 99. The flow through capacity 20 anc the input grid increase in frequency. The frequency shift
cathode eiid of resistor 73 will var in a resistance of grid 8 of tube 6. Capacity 20 produced by a giveù change in negative
positive or negative sense with respect to and the grid resistance r of the tube rotate capacity is thus greater at the high frequency
the pre-determined +9 volts value. Hence, the phase of the curreñt relative to the end of the tuning spectrum where the tank
the grid 8 of the oscillittor will vary simi- voltage in that circuit. The current circuit capacity is low, Whereas the effect
larly in potential with respect to its noriìial flowing through r5, therefore, has an in- of a given change in positive inductance is
volts bias. The +9 volts value of the phase and a quadrature component. The a substantially constant percentage of the
cathode end of resistor 73 is chosen to in-phase component serves to maintain frequency over the tuning spectrum since
correspond to correct tuning of the tank oscillation, and the quadrature component the tank circuit inductance is a constant..
circuit 15-16 to an oscillation frequency serves to vary oscillation frequency. These It has been shown that making the potential
thich produces the assigned I.F. It will two components of current flowing through of grid 8 more positive results iii an increase
thus be seen that a departure of the I.F. r5 produce the grid voltage at. oscillator in oscillatory frequency. If the direct
epergy froni the asigned IF. value (in this frequency which, by virtue of the mutual current potential of grid 8 is made snore
(Continued on page 121)
case 460 ke/s) results in a variation of the conductance of the valve 6, produces an
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FEALIRS interested
I-J
weie natuiall
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in

battery charg-

t.onceinid tt the
announcement conceining the sation
ing of ti etucity They non leu n tlit th
I uel nid Lighting Order 1939 is ititeiicled
to ippi only to cotitrolkd piemises 'sad
that the tise of electrical energy lòr charring
accumulators Upes not mean consumption
of electricity within the meaning of the
Order. lt will, of course, apply to the
householder who is accustomed to charging
his own accumulators.
eat1%

Servicemen Exempt
IHEAR that the W.II.A.

is sending a

deputation to the Minister of Labour
to discuss the age limit of the reser ed
occupations as it relates to tue wireless
trade. There are many service engineers of
military age-the present limit is 30 years
-and the association has received a letter
from the Minister of Labour explaining
that the age limit is under review.

The Television Situation

SIR NOEL ASHBRII)GE states that
-there are three reasons foi disntinuing the television servk-c. The
first is the interests of national service, the
second is that it relieves skilled staff for
the maintenance of the existing sound
service, and the fluai one is the high cost
of the television service in relation to the
comparatively small number vhio oeil
television sets.

Fresh Fields to Conquer
a recent issue it was stated that many

IN

amateurs are at a loss to know what
to do now that their transmitters have
been confiscated. Many must have forgotten
tc-k'vjsjoui,
There are 110 transmissions
nowadays, but experimenters could expe ii ment with home-made transmitters coupled
to tue receiver by ordinary lines. 011e of
my readers has under construction a
modulated tube assembly incorl)orating a
dual time-base. I agree that there is
plenty of scope for experiment with a
picture transmitter coupled directly to a
picture receiver.

A Complaint from Torch
UNDER the title " Keep the Rest but
Gimme Back My Stamps.'' Tom-eh
the following piece of bad-tempered

imidites

writing

;15
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Your suggestion that the pu-esent state
of things should prove encouraging to new
authors, playwu-ights and lyric writers, is
an excellent one, and if it could he put
into actual practice it would do munch to
relieve the present deadly boredom w hicli
compelled to endure from the Old
Gang. Unfortunately, the Old Gang will
see to it that no ne blood is permitted
to infiltrate. It is practically an entire naste
of time for any outsider to submit work
for, after long waitiiìg, it simply comes
back with polite iegrets-that is, if it ever
cornes hack at all. It can quite easily
become "lost" beyond all trace in some
Mine" where the Old Gang dig For fresh
ins pi ra t ion.
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By Thermion

Radio waves of i determined kn,th
(this must be know n exactly) are emitted
from one set and iecened by the other
horn which they aie re1aed back to then
somees and compared upon reception with
the origind iadntion lt is then pos ible
with the aid of some simple rneasureinent
based on the exact knowledge of the speed
with which radio waves travel, to calculate
with precision the number of radio waves
and the distance between the two sets,
and in this way to establish the distance
between two points.
The radio telemeter which the Soviet
scientists have designed will be of great
importance to tile future development of
several branches of science, It is known,
for instance, that in geodesy and navigation
the measuring of distances based on optic
observations constitutes practically t he sole
method employed. But this method depends on a number of conditions.
Its
applications require good visibility, perspective, easily discernible objects. etc. Moreover, the very distances that lend
themselves to mneasuuement are limited Lv
the ciurvation of the earth. Great precision
is achieved by geodesists at time cost of
trenien(lous effort-. The method renlumiuxs
the building tuf special towers, and eve 1
these do not affomcl a visibility of niore thi
a feu- dozen miles.
Time development
of the telemetet-.
carried oui during the last few years has
been accomupami ieri by intemisive investigation into the influence of time earth on the
speed of radio wave diffusion, and of t-lie
altitude at which the surface of time earth
ceases to influence the radio waves.
Umidertaking the sohmtion of this matter.
the Physics Institute of the Academy bf
Scenees of the U.S.S.R. sent out several
expeditions to the Arctic, the Black Sea,
and to tite desert regiomis of the Union.
With the saine aimn in view five navigators
of tite Ciíh Aviation Fleet of tile U.S.S.R.,
Golyshev, Nevemnov. Fomin, Poiosukhiuu,
anni Behov, in collaboration with the
scientists of tite Institumte, carried out
several flights ut altitudes varying fm-nun
4,921Ït. to 9,S42ft. in balloons of diffem-ent
dimensions, and also two sub-stratosphere
flights which yielded stmfhiciemut material for
an all-round study of the problem. This
material will facilitate a more effective
tise of the radio telemeter, w-hic-h so far
lias been ap1ulied experimnentaliv by the
Hydrographie Department of the Northern
Sea Route Admimiistration.

Some three months ago I sent a unniber
of lyrics to two well-known nietubers of
the Old Gang. in each ease the lyrics were
written silecially to conform with the style
of the artist concerned, arid I asked them
to accept the lyrics as a compliment to
themselves, and made it quite clear that
I did not solicit any payment if they macle
use of my e ork. If they did not care to do
so, T asked for the return of muy lyrics in
the stamped addresscl envelopes vhnchi I
sent with them.
In neither ease did I get any acknowlecigenient, nor were my lyrics ret mrned to
uie, amid repeated further requests, each
enclosing a further staunped envelope, have
been entim-ely ignored. All that has happenen is that these two well-known
artists have kept my lyrics and muy postage
stamps as well. Unfortunately, and never
imagining that such people would be so
rude amici discourteous as to retain other
people's property or postage stamps. I did
hot take the precaution of keeping copies
of my lyrics, and so I have lost the lot.
There is nothing I can do about it, but
having pinched ruy ideas, I do wish they
liad not been so mean and paltry as to
pinch my stamps as well. They are quite
safe. T dare uiot even mention their dis.
tingeshed names or they would have une
for libel. Still, what I have written is
perfectly true, and should prove a useful
wumnimmg to other aspirants.
I agree that
the B.B.C. is not to blame for the petty
thieving of any of the artists they employ.
If ones work is sent to the agents
direct, it will probably be laid on one side
till some regulation time lias expired, and
t ken returned with polite regrets. If it is
sent to a particular artist it seems to stand
ami excellent chance of being stoleim otmt right,
and it seems most improbable that there
will be any immediate change imi this state
of aftirs. The Old Gang are well dimg in, Readers on War Service
amid there is a lauge sign humig outside their
AREMINDER to all tlìos readers oui
ring-out. It reads like this OUTSIDERS
activeservice that I shall he glad to
NEED NOT APPLY."
receive news front them, and to know how
they are faring. I shall be delighted to
Measuring Distance by Radio
send a personal letter in reply. I have
ANEW devce for utilising radio waves already received some hundreds of letters
to measure distances between invisible from keen fans, and it amazes me to think
or visible points in any weather or locality thatt they can still maintain enthusiasm
lias been invented by two Soviet scientists, for home construction under the most
Academicians, L. I. Mandeistam and N. D. difficult conditions. There must be a vast
I'apalei. The device is a radio telemeter number of midget portable receivers in use
consisting of two special receiving and in the Arniy. I offer book prizes to readers
transmitting sets which are located at the on active service vlio send nie details of
points the distance between which has to their devices foi listening-in whilst they are
be measured.
under canvas or billeted.
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CEasses of AAustc

Our Music Critic, Maurice Reeve; Discusses the Pros
cind Cons of "Absolute" and "Programme" Music
HE current series of critical causeries
is designed to help the listener to a
better appreciation of the music he
hears on the wireless. W bust the enjoyment of good music most always be largely
dependent on his individual inherent
receptiveness to the various ingredients that
go to make np a work of music, his ability
to understand what he is ]iCaring must be
in proportion to what lie knows about it.
Without suggesting that we must be
learned professors unless the glories of a
Beethoven Symphony are to pass us right
by-an idea which is both absurd and
unpractical-we must have at least.a rough
idea of the plan to which a work is built,
and of the materials of whicqì it is made
up. Otherwise it becomes a matter of
mere eliasice whether the finished product,
when we hear it, is going to hit us in the
eve and lay us out, as it wore, bored stiff,
Or whether it strikes us with equally sudden
force as a thing of great beauty and
wonderful quality. I therefore propose to
(leal in two short articles with one aspect
of this spade work, trusting that it will help
t hose of my readers who would like a little
hglit thrown on the suheet-the dividing
of music into two great types or classes
vliieli are known as "Absolute" and
Programme " respectively.

Absolute Music

Absolute music is music written fòr
itself; nothing else inspires it but the
desire to write beautiful sounds ; it is
music which depends on itself for its effects,
and is in no wise dependent on words,
scenery, acting or any other extraneous

condition (Ousley).. Absolute music might
he defined as pure, unconnected,
nothing but '' music, the direct Opposite
to programme music, and dependent for
its proper appreciation on the listener's
musical taste and perception, and his
ability to relish the ingredients of a musical
composition without the aid of any one
single clue, or mark of identity, being
givell mm as a " help " to its better understanding hefòrehand. Sufficient unto the
day is the evil thereof. I will confine
myself to a consideration of this class of
music in the present notes, deferring till
next week mv remarks on its rival.
When I say that by far the greater portion
of the finest music comes under the definition of " absolute," I do not infer the
slightest belittling of the rival group. I
sin merelystating facts. All sacred music
will at once como to one's mind, the great
masterpieces of J. S. Bach, Handel, and a
host of others who have adorned our church
services with their genius at all periods.
Symphonies-those mighty works of Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, Brahms and many
others, several of which are so familiar to
us now that they seem as one with other
objects of our daily life that have long since
ceased to belong to any class or category,
so used have we grown to needing them and
handling them. Chamber music-sonatas,
trios, quartets, et e-sonatas for solo
instruments, most ov&tures, and a host
also

--

---------

of other works, chief of which are doubtless
the many g1oriois sets of variations that
soins of the great masters have given us;
and also concertos.
With the one notable exception of opera,
it will be seen that practically the entire
repertory of great music must be classed
as " absolute," music which needs no
outside influence for its inspiration, and
which relies so very much on the listener
for its fanie and bequeathrnent to posterity.
And this is not the end of our list by a
long way. A vast collection of beautiful
works, chiefly written for the piano, and
in thc smaller musical forms, which all
belong to the "absolute" class. Easily
the first in importance arc the beloved
works of Chopin-as porc and absolute as
any music ever written, but shose character
was greatly influenced by the composer's
exotic life.

Programme Musk
Furthermore, there a many works, of
which we might name Haycn's Clock
Symphony or -Mozart's " Hunt " Quintet
as exauiples-Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony was definitely written, to, and
inspired by, a programme-winch are
definitely members of the " absolute"
group, but which did no more than contain
a suggestion or ari imitation sufficiently
potent for it to go down the ages with that
tag tied to its tail. But, because in the one
work there is a figure reminiscent of a
hiuitsman's horn, and in the other there
is one-rlìthmic, this time-similar to the
ticking of a boudoir clock, doesn't warrant
them being classed as " programme
music. The fact that Napoleon Bonaparte is eitcd as the prototype of a character
in a novel doesn't justify us placing that
work in the category of historical novels.
There is, of course, a border line between
the two families of music-a type of work
that is somewhat difficult to classify.
I refer to tIme work that is " suggestive
rather than illustrative. Chopin's Funeral
March, foi example, is pure "absolute
music.
lost readers will recall that it
occurs in the third rnovenìent of the
composer's second piano sonata. What
Chopin had in his mind when he wrote tise
sonata no one knows. For, although the
meaning of the Funeral March is pretty
clear, it is the whole sonata that counts,
and it must, in consequence, be considered
as an integral part of a whole, and not as
a piece ofprograumnse music, uni ike Wagner's
Funeral March in " Siegfried," which
expressly illustrates a definite scene in that

opera.

Overtures

Operatic overtures, too, are not programme music. But many of the lainous
concert overtures, such as " 1812 " or
Elgar's " Cockaigne," are. But a careful
disfinction must be made. The object of
an operatic overture is to give the audience
a brief résumé of the music to come-more
especially the principal themes about to
lie sung-and whilst it also sets eut to

----------

strike the right atmosphere for the plot
that is about to be unfo1ded, it is not
necessarily programme music in couseSuch magnificent examples as
Mozart's "Magic Filmte" and Wagner's
Meistersingers " Overture are classical
instances of how the right mood for a whole
evening's entertainment can bC created or
stimulated by a master hand. The scoring
of the immortal Prize Song in common
tinie as the principal thenie in the development section of the " Meistersingers"
Overture (in the last act of the opera the
song is in " three " time) is a beautiful
example of how a treat in store is suggested.
The song isn't actually sung for sonic
hours afterwards, but as soon as the first
alotes of it are heard, ib at once sounds
familiar.
(luence.

American Developments
present crisis is providing Ameriòa

THEwith an excellent opportunity to make
good headway with all their television
schemes, and there seems every likelihood

of that continent getting in fient of
Europe- This is naturally very regrettable
when England had established such a con vincing lead, but when the time comes aol
norniahitv is restored it is certain that
Britain wiil quickly re-establish hersel f
irs the foreliont of television progress, and
in tise interim period, as the Editor- pointed
out in a recent issue, the research laboratories will still be active. In the U.S.A.
the television laboratories are still feeling
time effects of the "boycott" of filins,
and a curtailment of tisis side of tise transmission service has occurred.
The very
igorous protests by exhibitors dictated
this policy, the same argument being used
as that against the supply of filin stars
to radio, namely, that it is aiding a rival
industry. It is certain, however, that the
short-sightedness of this policy will become
evident before many more months have
passed. One interesting phase of tele.
visiOil'S cicvclopnìent has become evidemt,
however, minci that is tise desire of large
departmental stores to use this new science
as a means of attracting customers inside
Ilmo bmiiidings.
Following on somewhat
similar lines to those which have been
tried occasionaliy in London, a programme
of mannequin displays and a judicious
blending of entertainment and the advertising of wares has been transmitted from one
floor to receiving fets ulaced in various
(lei artments throughout the build ing.
Naturally, the signals have been distributed
by cable froni the central camera sito
to the receivers, and because of the success
which has apparently been met, variops
heads of stores are said to be iìsterested
in the formation of the new compaiy which,
as explained recently in these columns,
propOses to operate a television relay system
in New York on much the sanie lines
as broadcast relay companies in this
country.

---
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Auto-switching for
Soldering Iron

an

Electric

THIS device will be of use to anyone
possCsing an electric soldering iron
and vlio wishes to econowise in eketricity
cwisumption. It consists nia" momentary
action,'' normal on '' toggle switch, to
which is soldered a strong wire hook. When
not in use the iron is rested across tlii
-

,ç -j------..

,-

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated somelittie dodge
which would interest othee readers. Why
not pass it o,, to ils? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on tisis page we will pay half-a.
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
$sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southanspton Street,
$
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please isote that every notion
sent In must be original. Mark envelopes
"Practical Hints."
DO NOT enclose

I

-

I

I

A ioefii/ dodge for identifying lest leads.

I

SPECIAL NOTICE
hints must be accompanied by the
coupon Cut from page iii of cover.

5

=

winch switches on the set, mike aocI lamp,

which illuminates tite notice telling the
caller to keel) pressing the button and
speak giving flaute and bttsincss. As soon
S AT TE RIES
IN HALL

LT

i HT.

various colours, that were useless because
delèet ill tite metal l)ortiot), I thottght
titis rather a good method of making lise of
litern .-Pierioi H. C. LIreATE (Tpswic-h).

of a

A

Baseboard-mounting
Divider

Potential

INSTEAD of discarding a (lantaged 1uoteIìtiotneter of 511.1)1)1) ohitta. I decided to
convert it into a baseboard-mounting type
itoteittial divider iii the rather novel manner
shown in tise illustration. After making a
mtuntber of contact pieds out of titmit brass

1

stri p.

I obta hied fiore a wood shop a dise of
wood having a (hianleter which would
provide easy reeeVsing whilst resulting in
good contact pressure on tise old potentio-

/

RECEIVES

,;.

.'

mot-ter elemnemit,

As u-ill be seen from the sketch, the
original ivitier movement is removed, in Inc
east- leaving only a thuit bronze slip ri ng
which, is disregat-ded, and in its place is
osit ioncd the t owl clise, after deterni ini 11g
tite exact resistance tappiugs required for

This simple twitching device ccor.omises current
ehen using an electric soldering ira,,.

hook, thus opening the switch and throwing
a resistor in series with the iron and i'edueing

the current.
For a 60 w. ironon 240 y. mains a 1,000
oltre 30 w. resistor should be used. This
reduces the current to a half, at wh0h
current t lie iron keeps warnt enough to
take very little time to reach full heat wheu
needed. 'I'he metal chassis should be well

I

--'TAPpINGS

TAN5,
MICROPHONE

I

Disc

An emergence communicalion spitem for use

Communication

Ensergency
System

THIK idea is to enable people to know
black out '' who is
during the
" knock ing at their door,'' without

opening it.
A transverse current mike (described in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, for september 9th)
is coupled to an old two-valver with
speaker, a switch being incorporated in the
circuit. A switch is included in tise HT.L.T.- lead. A further circuit, pocket battery
and 3.3 y. bulb is also fitted with a switch.
ALI tu ve switches are soldered together,
end to end. Tile switches are controlled
by an orc.linary bell-push button, which,
together with the mike and lamp, was
placed outside the front door. The batteries
and transtòrmer are placed in the hail, and
the receiver in tl.ie living-room.
The
procedure is as follows
A ielacn presses the luminous button,

io

j
S

Holt

earthed.-M. Fa (iIaiclu Hill).

An

1,

during ¡he "black ou!." -

as pressure is taken off, all switches are off.
The lamp is screened to illumi sate the
notice only.-R. EAST (Twickenhani).

CTS

4

Identifying Test Leads
IHAVE a number of leads coining from
points above my test benci for tise

with various pieces of apparatus. As the
leads are fitted ivitli crocodile cliçs. I found
sonic (liflilult y in identifying thera at a
distance, especially svlsen sonic leads ocre
already in use, it was difficult to ti-ayo thons
to their point of origin.
While looking through some old terminals
and plugs one day. I came across sonso old
vander-phigs of the type illustrated. By
experiment I found t hat t he sçrew-on
insulating body of the plug would exactly
1_it over the end of the crocodile clip, as
shown iii he illustration. As I liad many of
these plugs vitIi the insulating material in
t

X.

TIis simple potential divider
was made frcm a discarded
poten!iorne!rir.

setting the contact pieces . Alarge bolt
secures the dise, clamping the whole
assembly to the wood chassis. The inset
diagrams clearly show the conversion
details-H. AlLEN (Forest (ate).

J
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INTEREST f/\IG

EXPERIMENTS

suggestions are Made in this Article Concerning Sorne Interesting Experiments Connected with Magnetism and Electricity
By L. O. SPARKS
the winter appears to be the recognised time for stuclviiig, and as the
new conditions necessitate more
indoor hobbies to wlìile away the blackout )ìours, the enthusiastic radio constructor should now map out some plan
for the coming mouths. It is perfectly
obvious that one's normal activities cannot
go along in the saine old style, therefore,
a break in the usual run of things will prove
not only welcome, but, if due care is takcuì
when selecting subjects, also almost instructive and interesting.
For example. I stressed in my article
in the issue of September 30th, 1939. that
too little attent joli is given to verifying
many of the fundamental laws and theories
connected with electricity and radio.
We are all inclined to take too much foi
granted, and this often proves most annoying when we come up against some problem
which cannot apparently be solved by
applying formube which has been learnt
parrot fashion.
It will be readily appreciated by anyone
who has taken a recognised Course in, say,
magnetism and electricity, that the lectures are usually backed or substantiated by
practical experiments to prove the theories
expounded by tise lecturer. It is this procedure then, that the writer advocates for
AS

i.

every constructor should be fanuliar with
the shape of these fields for diflèreut types
of magnets and different polar arrangeunents.

hold the magnet under test under a
Thiece of smooth paper in such a manner that
the paper will not move. Over the Paper
sprinkle a small quantity of iron filings and

--u
N

N

TI

Is

M

11J

l.e....

and 2.-Suggested positions of mog
Figs.
nets and iron for experiments Nos. I and 3.
1

N.o__

Experiment No.

3

\lauy constructors might have experienced the unfortunate happen ng of
having their watch stopped or thrown
out of gear through bringing it close to a
magnet, of, say, a loudspeaker. Why is
tins
If no direct contact has been made
between the two articles how has the
niaguet affected time watch ?
The following little experiment will help
to prove what is known as mnagnelic jadeeBring one pole of a magnet in contact
with a piece of soft iron amid, after reisloving
it, place the soft iron bar or rod into the
iron filings. After removing tise filings,
repeat the procedure but do not touch the
bar with tise magnet.
them a little
distance apart, and then scatter a few
filings on tise remote end of the bar and see
if they are attracted. Place the bar magnet
in lins with the bar of soft iron, the distance
betwes'ii tlsens being jest sufficient to stop
attraction, and thems note, with tise remaining bai magnet, what polarity the remote
cud, of tise iron bar takes. What law cari
yost Iòrmislatc regarding the polarity of
induced magnetism ? (Fig. 2.)
There are nunserous other experiments
which should be carried out with simple
magnets, but space prevents more details
being given in this article, as it is desired.
to touch on one or two elementary experiments connected with electric currents.

bid

then shake off, very gently, tuo surplus.
It will be noted that tise filings take up a
defluite formation, and that they are more
dense in certain parts than others. Repeat
the experiments with tise arrangements
showis in Fig. 1, and then draw tise magnetic
field diagrams produced. The lisses which
the filings will take up represent what are
knowii as "lines of force."

Electricity
Fig.

IIII

3.-Arrange the

conducioT and compass as
shown here for
ment No, 4.

xp-

-LJ
all constructors who aie really interested Experiment No. 2
in t heir subject, as it is one of the finest
Every magnet lias a North and South
ways towards getting a thorough under- pole. Supposing that you have two bar
standing of both theoretical and practical magnets, and you place them end on to
considerations, and what is also very each other, will the N. poic of one
important, the practical verifications hell) attract the S. pole of the other ? What
considerably to instill it into one's mind. Law can you prove from this simple experiIf some of t.he suggested experiments ment ? Similarly, will two magnets, u-hen
mentioned in the article should appear to placed together. lift oi- hold more metal
he rather too elementary or simple, don't than aile, and if so, roust like or unlike
pas them by with disdain until you can poles he together
satisfy yourself that you do know what
will happen, or what should happen when
such experiments are being carried out..
Even if you think you know the correct
answer it won't take vciy lone to actually
carry out hie test just to see if you are

We have seen that magnetic fields are
created around magnets, so we are now
concerned with what happens around a
conductor when it is carr3 ing an electric
current.
For these tests, quite simple apparatus
is required, and for the ones about to be
mentioned a small pocket compass and a
little iron filings will be all that are required
plus, of course, a small dry battery and a
few feet of wire.

Experiment No. 4

Place the wire, after connecting one end
of it to one side of the battery, just over
and parallel with the compass needle, and
then make a "flick " contact with it
fi-ee end and the other terminal of the
battery. Note the result.
Repeat the procedure but with tite
connections to the battery reversed. After
(Con: hined on page 124.)

Thread

L
odds and ends. If it is iossible to get hold
of two bar magnets and one horseshoe type,
so much the better.
All magnets produce magnetic fields, and

A'o

No

I

2
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SeIf<oritained AV.C. Unit'

THERE are many receivers in tise in
which either a straight or superhet

circuit is employed, but which tin
not make use of automatic volume control.
Usually titis is duc to the fact that the
circuits are of the simplest type, built on
these lines either on account of simplicity
of construction or from a point of vie iv of
econonty. When receiving long-distance
stations, however, fading may provo
objectionable, and some desire to employ
an A.V.C. circuit such as is found io more
ambitious circuits may be expressed.
There are complete units on the market
which may be built into a receiver, but
many constructorsmay have parts on
Lt
hand which ntay be
COUPUNG
suitably employed.
A simple Westector
9
may he included in
a standard circuit to
provide control of
the HF. amijlification, but this will
'1EI
IS
necessitate a lt e r a¿
tions to tite wiring
ANODE r
and the arrangement
will not he elastic.
'I
¿DELAY
MFD
T h e k ce n experi-

lo

How

Make

a

Simple

Device

Volume

Control receiver the device

-j
'l'

.1

j.IMFD

5

I

c

93

VOLTS

+

M

DEI.

Y
Fig.

'

2.-Applying

A

VC

Fig. 3.-Applying time
A.V.C. direct /o the
grid.

time

A,V.C. to the tuning
coil,

-

The Circuit
DELAY

AVCchI'_0E

TO TUNED CIRCUIT

Fig.

4.-How lo add time w-if ta
"straight'' reCeiver.

slanlard

a

position.

1f, however, mitaine indirectlyheated valves am'e employed. tiiemi the
scheme outlined in the previotmsly-mnentiomied
article may be employed-in other words,
the bias voltage of tite L.F. valve may be
used as a delay voltage. This is shown in
Fig. 5. If the voltage developed across
the bias m'esistance is too great for the delay
voltage, then the expedtent of using a
variable resistance, or rather a potemitioimieter, for the bias voltage, with time attn
joined to the A.\'.C. circuit may be adopted,
or if a cheaper amid simpler scheme is
desired, two resistances may be joined imi
series, and time AVG. circuit cominected to
the junction of time two resistances. The
values inuit, of course. be carefully chosen
so that a suitable voltage is applied for the
delay, and there are alternative schemes for
this purpose.

Superhet or Straight
The unit mnay, of course, be used with a

su perhet receiver, in u Imieh case the effects
trill be mom'e pronounced, as there is in such

Fig. 5.-Adding the unit lo a mains receiver
lo obtain a delay action.

terminals via a 2-inegohm grid-leak. This
acts as a decouplïng circuit, whilst in the
former arramagenment it will be necessary to
add decoupling if more than one stage is controlled. Figs. 2 and 3 show time arrangements in the respective types of circuit.

a circuit a greater degree of amplification
and accordingly a stronger signal is available for reef ification anc( su hscquent
application as bias voltage. In titis type
of receiver, too, the HF. and IF. stages
may be controlled, but time 5O,000-nhui n"Jstmmmice and .1-mnfd. condenser shown in Fig. 2
must be imieluded in the feed to each tuned
circuit to provide a decouplimig medium.

A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF

STANDARD WORKS

By F. J. CAMM.
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA 5/-, by post 5/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/IO.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS and HOW TO
MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS. TABLES & FORMUL/E3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6.

as follows

Firstly, the lead from the anode of the
second detector to the L.F. coupling coinpondnt must be broken so that the HF.
choke may be inserted. Secondly, the
earthed end of the tuned circuits in the
HF. or I.F. stages must be disconnected
from the earth-line and connected to the

is

'"

menter will be

Fïg. i shows the main part of tite A.V.C.
combination, with other stages omitted,
and the parts shown may all be built into a
small box or mounted on a small baseboard
which imlay be placed! outside a receiver,
provided that the wiring to the respective
parts of a complete receiver is not too long.
As the circuits are decoupled, however,
leads may be fairly long without trouble; at
least the unit should be suitable for placini
behind a normal cabinet without ïntroducing any instability. The choke may be
any standard broadcast component, but
best results will be obtained with an ironcored component. The Westector should
be the type WX.6 if the receiver is of the
simplest kind, but if the HF. voltage
applied to the second detector (or detector
in a straight receiver) exceeds 3 volts it
may prOVe more satisfactory to use a type
\V \Vestector. The small-capacity fixed
condenser should be of the mica type, but
the .i-mfd. condenser may be any standard
tubular. The fixed resistance is a or i
watt component and the parts may be
wirer! in any desired manner to enable
them to be accommodated in the desired
space. In order to incorporate the circuit
in a standard receiver, certain parts of the
wiring have to be modified, and these are

Modifications
In a simple HF-Detector

f vpe
of
connected as shown
in
Fig.
4,
the
biasimmg
voltage
between
being
Which May be Added lo Any 1.5
and 3 volts. If, however, a superhet
Receiver Employing HF. Amplification is being imsed, then it may be desirable to
modify the circuit, including a delaybiasing circuit for the reasons explained
By' W. J. DELANEY
in the recent articles on AVG. (see
PnACTICAL WinLEss dated July 15th).
A.V.. terminai. There is one alternative 'fins Ielay voltage may be applied frani a
to this latte eomieetiou. but it will ilso bias battery which should preferably be
necessitate time disconnection of a lead. separate froni that employed in the first
Titis will be the lead
connecting flic grid
of the HF. or IF'.
valves to the tuned

Automatic

for

circuit, and a .0002-ntfci, fixed condenser will
anxious to try the have to he inserted between these two
effect of ordinajy or points. The AVG. terminal on time
AVG. de ice is timen joined to tite grid
Fig. I.
Theoretical delayed ANtI, and
.QCì).- -------circuit cf the A. y. c. perhaps to try other
circuit modifìcations
Unit,
i n conjunction
with the A.V.C. circuit.. Therefore, a small
unit incorporating the necessary cornlmolients will prove of value and may be
removed if not required, or transferred to
any particular receiver which is being
used or tested.
EART H

J
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Projected Pictures

W

HEN it is desired to projeet the
1)iCtUIC built up oe the fluorescent
screen of a cathode-ra\ tube on to a remote
screen for viewmg plilposes, as is the case
vitIi electronic big scrtetl equipment, consideiatioji has always to be given to the
loss of light which occun due to the light
rays from the screen hting dispersed in ali
(I iicctjons.
Even wlwn a lens of laige
aperture is eniployed. only a small prolof
flou of the available light i collected, and
many ingenious suggestions iia e been put
forward to overcome t his deket. Oie of
the most recent continental schemes
snggsts rather a radical alteration iii tIte
make-up of the cathode-ray tube screen,
arel wôuld apply specially to those tithes
ha s-ing an opaque screen, where by the
picture does not have to Pfl5 right through
time fluorescent material behire reaching
tite projection lens. The idee briefly is to
substituto for tite normal tube screen a
fount of mosaic lens which is made up
from a very large number of pieces oC
pecialiy constructed glass elements. These
elements, which aie she çueul henuisjiliei'icaily.
are pcnitioned on the back of the tulue's
fluorescent screen, being held in place t'y
having a low
a. transparent adhesive
refractive index.
ccorcliig to tite idea
these glass elements should afiproalmate to the size of the modniated elect -on
bett in scanning spot, and il titis is done the
light generated at each tiny area of fluorescence can be formed into a parallel light
beam, and all dispersive efleets are nullified.
The i-esultant light beam is then projected
- on to the remote screen in time nsua wa'i
arid a material increase nì overall screen
brilliance effected.
.
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It was suggested

arm election carnet-a witit a niosaic
screen sjieciallv sensitive to time infra-i-cri
d'fld of tise specta-uiiì would be set np at
lin early form of sdleCte(l POiiìtS and continuously Pàiì trous
jnf_e dele c to r heft to right and vice-versa iii order to cover
equipment which if an objective angle imp to tise horizon.
iras, proposed to use Any object euuìittiitg mfra-ucd rays which
in connection with
came within the enlisera orl)it would then
mauine naeigation.
be misade Visible' Oil a meceivcr coupled tct
the camera so that tite vei'tical and lionzosital deflecting ci i'cuits ssei'e conmunon.
To un'ct those ease-s whem-e tue objects
do mìot normally emit time mfra-sed rays
it iras proposcdl to have at the cernera
location a seaic'ldiglìt vitht an is'ìfra-red
filter witichi could thmow out a henni to
sweep time horizon synchronously srith the
cernera. How far the Prìd'tical application
of such a, scheine itas h-cu developed it is
not jtussi bic i o scv, huit it recalls to minci
the early Ba rd noctovisioiì exper-iinemif- of
nearly temi \eai's ago, sehen a on low delijut-iou basis. siutmilar proposals su eme made,
in tite i(;(ouuil!(aflving illustration is shown
pal-t ot the mira-red detectoi- appam'at.us
which it was hoped to employ iii coummection
svit.iì marine navigation, and at a time iiie
tisis it seems a matter foi- regret tuttI
fur-them- work WaS held np its or-dei Ir, devote
the I idlest resources to developing itigh
clefinit ion television along icortital i ines.
1f' is ut-obtible, itouvever, that these '' sidelutes'' will assuumme a degree of làr greater
niporl ence in t unes stich as these.

U14DER present conditions it is natural
toind that certain lucres 01 et1 uipment tend to dssume a greater degree of
impol-tanee, and tus, certainly a pplies to
apliai'atUs making use of the pi'ineipie of
electron multiplication., in one well -known a
type of multiplier there is a chain el
secondiry amphfing stages, awl tIm
electron enflent passes in sequence down
the chain, being amplified at each stage.
&.''-i,,ì
Tite stages consist of grids, the surfhccs of
whivh are specially prepared and treated
Lo give a high secondary 1kv-tor. The primal y screen rs replaced liv the Iliore usual forni
elevi ions incident upon the Bist grid of mosaic cell assetirhlv so that electron
liberate secondaries at low velocity which scamaing can be undertaken.
are attractcd
y -a positive i)oiritial
tiirorrisli the meshes to the second grid. Improvements in Storage Tubes
This they strike with sufficient velocity to
TFIl Radio Corporation of America are
liberate further secondaries, winch are iii
losing no time iii their eftòrts to
tuns attracted oiiw aid down the chain. im piove the overall i erfornia ice of the
The grids my arranged as parallel circular iconoscope caillera used Liv them hör all
discs inside metal seieen with ail aperture forms of transmission work. According to
to allow the electrons froua the photo- the latest reports a m-w patent has been
electric cathode to reach the first. grid. awarded iii the United States which a lins
A somewhat similar principle is 110W being at reducing the inter-element leakage
used in another type. boss ever, and irs his which takes place on tire mosaic dornig
case each mesh grid is replaced by ari ordinaiv picture scanning. Irr tire norma I
eti-emely thin film of metal iriounted lyle the mosaic is lunit sip by sputtering
over a line mesh -aei-re grid. Due- to flic irmniute globules of- photo-eleetrie-silver on
t

I

21st,

a mica sheet. When the optical scene Lo he
televised is focused on to this surface,
electric charges corresponding to the light
and shade of the picture aie acquired by
each element, but there is always a tendency
for these charges to leak bete ceo elements
and this is equivalent to destroying partially the true light and simile of the picture
as well as reducing the signal intensity.
The suggestion lias therefore been put
forward that by first of all -coating the
with a thin layer of oxygen
,- mitica sheet
compound of ulsanganese. titi, vanat,Iiuin or
chronsinni, timid timen placing the photoVoI. 4.
No. 173.
sensitive eheiuents in this. the oxidc lagei'
will act as an insulator and prevent leakage.
exticmw fit inness of titis tumet al. however, amcl so materially iinpt'ove the resultant,
any election impact on ow sitIe brings picture signal l)rodetced by the scanning
about a melease of secondary elections operation.
fm-om the other side. The stream of eiectrouts
generated at the initial photo sensitive Television and Fog
cathode, titerefore. eau in effect pass along
QTJITE recently tise television activity
in time United States was ismacie stili
the succession of inuit iplying stages being
kept iii lòcus by tIte use of external coils 010cc ttppalent by a patent s'hicls dealt
provi fing electiu-mmtagnet ic fields. At tite with the application of television to fog or
end of tite tube, tins electtrttu st reato can be haze penetration. rIhe prime object of this
niade to reproduce a picture of high device u-as for lise ici commjunct ion w ithi
]fltensity on a fluorescent screen, or alter- coastal defences so that it would be chilinati-elv. il' it is (les red to develop tele- cult for any sea craft to approach near
vision signals tor transmissiomm, then this enot gh to shore to CauSe damage by gun-
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AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
CORRECTION

i

(Consinned fron, page 114)

negative the frequency decreases. It has
been shown, also, that the effect ot capacity
20 is to produce a negativo capacity in
shunt to tIre tuned circuit. If capacity 20
is replaced by au inductance t lic effect
would be as if a negative i id uctance vere
shunted across the tuned circuit, in which
case tire amount of shift would be more
consta it over tire tuning spectrum.

The Shunting Effect
The tank coil and each assocjatedtrimmer
condenser are made high in reactance (that
Is, by using a
large coil and small condenser) so that tue shouting effect of the
anode quadrature current will Operate
across a high impedance and produces a
greater percentage sluft in tuning of the
oscillator i ank circuit. The mutual M3 is
snflieient1' great to produce vigorous
oscillation and increased quadrature
current. In general tue mutual M3 lias this
eflect increase in M3 produces a greater
increase in shift at the low frequencies than
thé li gli. Hence, M3 may be so chosen as
to obtain substantially constant shift at all
frequencies of the batid. As M3 is increased
by increasing the value of coil 19, the latter
will tend to approach resonance at the high
tiequenev end of the batid through the
action of the capacities across it, and shift at
the high frequencies will be materially
reduced. i\h may be arranged to provide
constant slnft ; or accentuated shift (with
very large) at the low frequency end of
the hand; or accentuated shift (with M3
small) at the high frequency end of the
batid.
Tite direct current amplifier has a limiting
action. Initially, with the correct station

121

oscillator frequency beating with tite input
signal produces a decrease in tite IF.
signal frequency, and tends to correct for
the assumed condition of IF. sienals
higher thaui the desired IF. With an input
signal to the antenna that is higher in
frequency than that necessary to produce
the correct IF. value by beating with
the oscillator frequency, the reversal of tho
above biasing action takes place and the
LF. value is corrected.
Thò control
characteristics of the oscillator control
circuit were experinientally measured oit a
receiver from which the schematic diagram
vas derived.

tuning, tite antpiiüer provides a voltage
across resistor 73 equal to the normal
plate current flow umler seif-biasin conditions ttnitin] ed by tite value of resistor
73. With a large negative discriminator
voltage applied to its grid 71, the voltage
across resistor 73 beconies Zero. Ma positive discriminator voltage is applied t n t lie
grid 71, the drop across resistor 73 ncreases. However, when the self-bias is
exceeded by the AFC voltage, tue amplifier
grid 71 draws grid current and shunfs out
the two resistors 100 and 101 which are iii
series with the grid, the latter elements
providing tite internal impedance of t lie
discriminator output. Hence, t lie positive
increase of the drop across resistoi- 73 is
limited to a value very near that of resistor
'3 multiplied by the zero bias current of the
triode 70-71-72.
To explain the receiver operation, and
specifically the functioning of the AFO
circuit, when an input signal is applied to
antenna A, of lower frequenc t]iCn is
necessary to produce by heat ing with the
oscillator frequency an IF. of predetermined value, an IF. signal is produced
which is higher titan tite precleternuned
frequency. Signals of this h glier carrier

-

J.
G. G.
Noble lias been appointed
general manager of the Philco indio and
television section.
11r. Alfred Barker trill continue as one
of flic B.B.O.'s orchestral leaders in additinti to. leading the Hallé Orchestra.
It
frequency arc passed through the dis- trill be recalled that Mr. Barker was to
ciiminator circuit and a discriminator liare left his present positions to take up
voltage is developed across resistors 100 work ip London.
sind 101 ; tIte voltage is negative as applied
to the coni toI grid 71 of valve 40. A
decrease in cathode current in tube 40
PRACTICAL MECHANICS;
results in a decrease in voltage across
HANDBOOK
resistor 73, thus changing the bias on
grid $ of valve ti and producing a more
By
F. J CAMM
negative bias on grid 8. 'j'his lume negative
6/- or 6/6 bypost,f rom Geore Newries. Ltd.,
bias slults tite frequency of oscillation as
Tower House, Southampton Street W.C.2.
previously explained, and causes a lower
frequency to be produced. 'l'ue lower
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to 545 metres in 4 bands. Provides all-worlil short-wave
listening at full speaker strength, and with a turn of the
switch it is ready to give you the usual B.B.C. Home Service
programmes. Electrical banctspread tuning. Special tunsng
refinements. Including teat-frequency oscillator and A.V.C,
on/off Switches. Foi' ase with Ordinary aerial or doublet type.
Built-inspeaker. Pms'islon for optional use'of 'phones. Fully
-tested and ready for operation on
'5 5.
¿515/250
VOltS. 40/Stili Cycles. .,urr,
Fully guaranteed,
Paid
Easy-pay nient Tei'ms available,

a'

-

(riot illustrated)
j2-Stage PRESELECTOR
Here is the most useful

---"

accessory
lncreascd Hange,'
wave receiver. Suitable'fot any
Increased Volume,
battery or mains set. Wavorange
Increased SelectIvIty. 7 tO 550 metres. Spread tuning.
MMEDJATE DELIVERY
50 ce
All I llOPlfl models av aliable from stock. Im.
Cuts Out 2nd channel
.- plug into AC. 200i250V. supply.
mediate attention to all Post orders. Callers
lnterferencp.
please role oui' London Showrooms, given below.
l'ric Cart'. Paid, £,'8/8. Terms available.
Flic liii ills of all-soi'ld shot l-wav lislentor I coin's vlhli the TROPHY 3 at amazinelt
T ROPHY ' low
cost, 3-valve Battety and AC. mains models to Choose horn with waverange of 3,2 to 550
ineti es. using famous B.T.5, self-locating coils-seven in
e
for seven bands covered, Built-in moving-coil
vpe'ikei, Meire and band calibrated scalo. SM tuning.
,__,
mat.
w,i5
Sockets for 'phones. A isonderful performer anti simple to
o o ate. Suoi hod ready for uso with Coils for 12 to 52
O

i.
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6.5 lo 545

'1,

Opiniqns.

Never has Short-wave radio offered so much terest as it does to-day. But you must bare a epeciaBy-designed TROPPY
at your disposal. Choose the TROPHY 3, the 6-valver or the Super-8 mdel, you will have the short' waves at yosr
command. Reception-day or night-of uncensored sar news and fascinating programmes, too, ultich have always
beC0 a feature of the short waves. There's more to talh abóut-more to enjoy-oow, snore than ever before. 's ou need
a TROPHY.

GE R M ANY'

F

News and

Don't Miss the World's

RUSSIA

t

''''

meten.

v&prce

,all

Beady to play,

77 (Pr.W.7), City Road, London, E.C.1.
41, High Holborn London, W.C.1.
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Tel:, CIisssld 9875.

Teli.

Ho!born 3248.
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Fi'rit'sprecrr' lacca.
8-valve stipe,' AC. ehort-wave receiver of the
ponhiminleations typo. Wnverange 7 to 550 metres
rontinuous. Eandspread tuning. RS', on all bands.
Gives i-el/able all-world reception on the short Ss-ai es
and like all TROPHYS. reception of B.B.C. floree
Service as well, Swltclie,d AutomatIc Volume Control. Foi' use with separate Care,
I'M, speaker, Socket for
'phones. Ready lo play on Paid
A.C. 215) 155v. 40/loocyelea,

Terms available.
Fully (luarauteed.

Psiatched Speaker recom
mended for us-e with
TROPHY 8. Balanced 8m
P.11. unit with high-flux
magnet and reinforced
diaphragm. Housed in
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Coil Mounting
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SECTION2ÓMETRE SET FROM THE

A

21st,

JUNK BOX

Detaïls of a Simple But Useful Receiver
whch
be Made from Old Parts
can5

By-- THE EXPERIMENTERS

lt was decided to mount the coil-holders
in such a manner that they could easily be
moved to vary the distance between them.
This was done as shown in Fig. 2, by
mounting a 6m. strip of fibre, lin, wide on
two small wooden blocks and screwing the
whole to the baseboard. Other strips of
fibre were fitted to the bases of the coilholdcs hyineansof6 BA screus as shown.
Thus, the coil mounts could easily be slid
about for experimental purposes or locked
when the best positions liad been found.
It was noticed that best receptioil was
obtained when the grid and reaction eoil
were spaced by about tin.. and when the
distance between the aerial and grid coils
was nearly 2imi. Tuis was when using the
4-turn coil for the aerial circuit, the Il-turn
coil for grid tuning and the 8-turn coil for
reaction The optimum positions would
differ, however, for different valves and
aerial-earth systems.

factorily be built round it. The junk box
did not provide any special short-wave
parts, but there were a few plug-in coils
and holders, two or three very ancient
raÏmm1e ' äriety from both the home and variable condensers and the necessary fixed
foreign stations has liad the effect of condensers, resistors and other small parts.
reducing the interest of DX work. But It was therefore decided to make' use of the
there is still ptenty of good entertainnient plug-ui coil holders, but the ivindings
to be had from receiving the thousands of themselves were removed from tIme coils. Tuning Condenser and Drive
American amateurs who are as active as Some tin. lengths were cut from a iin.
Our next problerim was the tuning
ever. The 20-metre band is time beet, and diameter paxolin former ; these were wound condenser. One with a capacity of aboût
35 mmnfd. would he mnost satisfactory for
j
covering the amateur band, but nothing of
r---' 000000
WiWM'W
the kind was available. Instead, we took
________
25.00Q
a fairly good .0002-infd. condenser which
?)?
HFC c
appeared to be of reasonably low-loss conHTPHONES
struction and dismantled this to remove all
,00i Mfd
except one of the moving vanes. lu rejI
assembling, a few washers were put on the
rotor spindle to make up for the space
previously occupied by the vanes.
000/Mfd
And now' a slow-motion drive baci to be
.In
contrived.
We made one as shown in
Fig. 3. The condenser w-as mnounted on a
component bracket and a large loose pulley
troni a mechanical-toy set was drilled out
to be a tight fit on the spindle, where it was
held by running solder round the spindle
and the centre of the pulley.
Then -a
U-shaped bracket w-as formed from a strip
of hard brass and drilled to receive a short
spindle carrying a very small fixed pulley
OOO/V/d
________-t
locked by mneans of a grub screw. A rubber
4i
band was found which could be stretched
tightly over the two pulleys te serve to
transmit tise reduction club-e Finally, ais
old 180-degree tuning knob was fitted to the
Fig. L-Tise circuit suggested is perfectly straightforward and follows standard practice.
condenser spindle and a small pointer knob
was attached to the short spindle.
if you tune over it on any evening- with the necessary number of turns and
It must be adusitted that tise drive
although Sunday seems most fruitful-from then attached to the coil holders with by no means " positive,'' although was
it
1030 p.m. onward you will find plenty of empire tape.
worked fairly well and with only a moderate
interest. Besides Americans working each
Three coils were wound, with 4, li and
of backlash when the frietiöss of the
other will he found \V's working with 8 turns. In each case the wire was 22- amount
rotor had been case[ullv set by
Hungarian, Estimulan, Italian and Ru- gauge enamelled, and the turns were spaced eondenser
attention te the adjusting pivot at tise cml
snanian amateurs.
by approximately the rlianseter ef tise wire. of tise rotor spindle.
We had noticed this first on a recent In winding, the wire vas pulled tight and
After the tu-o main items of the set had
Sunda\ when we were becoming tired of after the finishing-end had been anchored been arranged the remainder of the park
kicking our heels.'' The set in use- was a coat of thin shellac varnish was applied \vcre nsounted on a baseboard ssseasn ring
a four-valve superhet, but so strongly did to prevent the turns from slipping. In
(Co,uinud on oppocile sog)
tise signals come in on tise speaker that it mounting the coiLs on tise plugs, care vas
was considered that really good 'phone taken that the turns were in the same
would be possibleon a two-valve (1irectiofl in each case, in relation to the
LARGC PULLEY
DeL-L.F. outfit. And in discu.sing this, pin aiìd socket.
one of our number suggested that there
C04'DENSER
reception
might
be scope for making a receiver for
(
COIL HLCE
the 20-metre band only from odd parts
il
SMALL WEaL
that could be found in the junk box. This,
it was thought, would appeal to many
Ñ3 57Q/p
readers who want a change from the war
news and temporary scarcity of radio
experimenters must have found

the past few weeks very trying.
MANY
The ahence froni the air of British
imatenrs, combined with the lack of pro-

-

m

-t

I

-

i

T

-

i

¶

interet.

Standard Spare Parts
I-,

There was no difficulty whatever in
drawing up a circuit, for you can'tgo far
wrong with a detector-L.F. arrangement if
you follow standard practice. Consequently,
we drew the circuit shown in Fig. 1. and
then considered how a set could niost satis-

-

-

srRIPAOLr\\<
U8E
TUN/NG KA'Oß

Fig2.-How

the coil motinis are arranged
easy adjustment.

for

Fig. 3.-A simple, although not ideal, method of
providiñg slow-motion driee for the condenser.

t
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SET FROM THE JUNK
BOX
(Cc,oi.00.4 Ji-orn f;
p)
The HF
10m. by 8iii., and wired up.
choke, by the way, was made by iiiding
loo turns ofthe finÑt wire (about 3 gange)
to be found in the junk box round a 3in.
ebonite rod. lfthis had not been available
of wooden
we conk! have used a short
curtain rod after warming it and applying
a coat of shellac varnish.

course.

i

The valves \ses'e. a D.210 for detector and
a P.220 for L.F., hut an L.210 could
been used foi' the second st-age, With it

of loo volts H.T. and 7's volts GB.,
reception on 'phones was good, and one
broadcasting station on the J 9-inette bind
was audible on a speaker. Tuning was not
a,s easy as we should have wished, due to the
rather crude form of slow-motion drive,
but we shall look out for a propel condenser
Better
drive now and fit that instead.
control might have been obtained by using
a length of thin string treated with resin for
lite drive, but it is not easy to make a knot
that does not cause slipping when it reaches
Besides, when using
one of tite pulleys.
fltirrng it is generally necessary to fit a springloaded jockey pulley to maintain a uniform
tension.

te/al

play.

ONLY OBTAINABLE FP1OM-

NEW TIMES SA-LES Co.

similar set has a proper short-wave tiuìiiig
condenser with a maximum capacily
between 25 and 100 mmftl ., we suggest that
it be used. especially if a drive is available
for use with it. Those who cannot find any
coil plugs and plug-in coil mounts in the
junk box can make a tuner by using a
paxolin or shellacked-cardboard former
I in. in diameter by about 6m, long, and
wind on the numbers of turns mentioned
above for the three windings. In practice
it might be necessary to vary the grid
winding between 9 and li turns to lind the
size which freely covers the banct It is
dependent upon the minimum capacity
of the tuning condenser.
Remember that the set is not supposed to
be a "world-beater"; it is simply an
interesting arrangement that affords scope
for a little ingenuity. and which makes
a change from normal constructional work.

j

-

I Il be there for
To,,, To-night!"

being.
69/6. cari'. paid
CAO.l.Efl8. Our City Brancff
open for callers. 9a.m. ta
W. 7). Lll,igaie liii lis
Sots, untIl p.m.
li.E.C'.4.1/eJ. Cils-5516 16p.m,

LUX
FLEXIPIP4 .feIf.IJdjusting PLUGS

your radio CRACKLES when you touch
the plug which connects your set to the
wall socket, it is because the plug-pins sr-e
not making proper contact with the socket
If

O
't

' speedy

tu bes.

The CLIX plug has been speially designed to
eliminate this trouble and its self-centering,
expanding pins will fit and make perfect
contact in any make of BSS Socket,

-complete with full instruction,, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the ari of "soft"
Leaflet on CASEand TEMPERING

CLIX

i

IMPORTANT.

"

F. J.

CAMM

6th

(Editor of "Practical Edition
Wireless")
I

$

little pressure places
the right quantity on
the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages.
Price 1/6. or filled 2/6

J/
net.

Wireless Construction, Terms,
and Definitions explained and
illustrated in concise, clear
language,
-

Booksellers, or by pos! 5/6 from
George Newne,, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp ton Street, Strand, Londpn, W.C.2.

Costs

only

':7
-
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3 pin BSS types in 2, 5
and 5 ampere sizes is available from SII good
Radio and Electrical Dealers.

A full range of 2 and
C

British

j

Mechanical

Church

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERINGI
1tLUITE LTD. (Dept. V.P.) DRAÁ,ON woaas.
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BEItMONDSEY STREET. SEI.
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,jmsle-witli FLU.\ lTh-b,,,

is always
to
Fluxite on the solderA
ing job instantly.

amp 2-pin

5

Yo,,, wheel, will NOT
TO CYCLISTS!
frite, unless Slit spokes are lied
with line wire at the crossing, AND SOLlronet
niales a och
DERED.
This
n
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4d., Sd., 1/4 00d 2/8.
A,k to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
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soldering is needed.
Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineer,
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in tins,
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ask for
HARDENING
STEEL
TOOLS with FLUXITE.
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BARG %IN. 79/0.
BATTERY Version lvalve S.C.
battery
model. Wave-range 14 to 2,000 metres. Station-name
scale, as Illustrated.
owes amazIng reIOST OR»ICRS.
O'aing
suIts on all bands.
to restrictions we regret we
Low HT. consumption, BARGAIN. corn- are unable to execute 13.0-D.
plete wIth 3 valves, InstructIons for the Urne

.5,

house-garage-workshop-wherever

soldering and

.

'

¡ learnt f/US t rick,'' says he,
"Back in Engia,id you see.
Now

-

Chassis. Powerful and
sensitive 4-valve chassis, with wave-range of
:%
18 to 2.000 metres. Station-name, illuminated
and Colour-coded scale
3, watts Output
P.12.
socket, Size 12/n. w.,
Olin. h.. 91/ii. deep. Complete with 4 valves arid
ready to play on A.C. 200250v

FWXITE.

See,

IIAICGAIN LARtili.J..

Comprising variable condensers, coil. fixed
resistances and eondensers,
co n tr o 1knobs and a universally drilled
cadmin-plated steel chassis.
Parcel worth It) to 41) shIllings.
BARGAIN. 5f-. Postage anti
Packing 1/- extra.
IETAL ChASSIS. Cadmiumplated heavy gauge steel ready
drilled, for 5 valve-holders.
mains transfol-mer, electvoiytitics and controls. etc. 1,44th.x
17f in. x2iin. deep. Brand new.
1lsat'g'ajn, 2/6. poet and
Pack-E
ing Sd. extra,

AC. ALL-WAVE.

f

Is at work on his se,, with

.

'I

keeo ro,,nd and

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S

j

In his "Outpost ofEmpire,"
old Wright

/

for the eonStructor
service man,
Send P.C.
with list of your needs and we
will quote you by retenu.

CHASSIS BARGAINS

FREE LISTS
AS. Alt-Wave SUPERLIET 310,101.
Outstanding chassis bargain. Efficient 4-valve circuit.
giving all-wave reception on 18 to 2.100 metres. Pleasing station same scale. 3 watts Output. Size 91m. H..
Ready for fixing in your existIng
llin. W.. 9lmn. deep.with
4 British valves. BARG.Î.
cabinet. Complete
23/19/6. carr. paid. 2,500 ohms matched Mains Eneigised Slwake,'. 32/6 extra.
RAI)JOGRAM (1IASSIS for 61/6.
Wonderfully efficient SG. 4-valve Bandpass model
for radio or radiogram replacement purposes. Waverange. 310 to 2.500 metres 3 wattS output pick-up
fully tested for AC. 200/240 y. supplies,
sockets
Complete wIth 4 valves, Size. 12m, W., 7/in. h.. 9h11.
deep. RAIsGAIN. 61/6. carr. paid. See above for
recommended Mains Speaker.
ltA'rHY De Luxe li-Wave Receiver.
Saper S.G.3 Model with pentodo output. All-waves-il
te 2.000 metres. Beautiful station-name stoic. Handsome uprIght walnut-veneèred table cabinet, H RGAIN. 5 gos. (lese batteries). Brand new, ready io
Send for

Modified Tuner
1f any ieader who proposes to make a

partscover
every reqairem ent

551-

-.
Are you needing replice
(arr.
ment valet's? Whatever ype
Loud
you need ne can Supply at
' Builds up
no
increase on standard
prices. Fit new valves NOW
tration
but with
we shall be pleased to quote
4 valve stages,
you bY return without obliw'
eompr isi ng
gation for any BVA. Tangs- SO.. Det.. LP. and Pentode output.
Very
-ano or Hlvao types,
powerful and sensitive receiver for receptions of to-days important ali-world shortSPECIAL OFFER. Set of wave broadcasts. Comes to you complete
with all parts, coils for 12 to 94 metres,
3 valves which have cost us
and 4 valves and assembling instructions.
more to buy this time, bui. List value. £4Il5O. IIAIt(,AIN. 55/-, cash.
'
stilloogreatbaain. 3U.S.A.1 ('arriano' ('bouges
It.M. Siteskips. Recommended
12-volt battery types ttwo for R(i.-%IN
above receiver or for use with battery
SG.'s and a Peiitode). m'omit chassis given
below. Balanced onits for
neu' troth vatvelool,iers, Power or Pentode outlout. Bargain. 25/-.
S1ot',iomI (lifer of lightJdnl.o atool ciro,ttlt ohiagratils, IIKAI)I'IIONIfS.
weight 'phones. E.'otremely sensitive. 2.000
tito lut, bust. (t'ce.
Ohms each earpiece. RU a paio', postage
SU. estro.

a-nd 2.

on

*'°' 4Vahes.

VALVES

The connections

NS

.

KIT ((,MPONErrS
Bargain SHORTWAVE Offer Our
stock of
12 o 94 Merc
Coii,Ute
t

REPLACEMENT

In wiring up the coils care was taien to
join the pins of the holders to earth, grid
if
and reaction condenser respeetiely.
the connections to the grid or reaction coil
u
0111(1
have
hail been rt'versed the set
not

i

Sets
___________________

-

4.v. S.C. Bandspread

Coil Connectiotis

ot.

e

.

p

just inentioiied are indicated in Figs.
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Road,
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to the makers
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INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS
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a neat loop of the conductor and place
the compass tvitliin it so that the wire'
passes underneath and over the compass.

tudor OaI Cabinet i3tiiì.
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to why the current affects the magnetic
needle of the compas can be secured from
tile fò]lowing. Take a smooth piece of
papel' and hold it iii a horizontal position.
Pass a conductor lip through the centre of
it and sprinkle a few iron filings around it
on tise paper. Connect tite conductor to the
battery, tite circuit being eloped by " flicking ' one end of t he lb ire on tite batters- as
mentioned before, and hghtly tap the paper
to assist any nloreinent tite filings might

muoio

valveholtI t'ra.

atri1,.

RAID BELLS. ALARM BELLS. Sloan.
ittery or magneto
ci tri pt oat toper.
Priority for .h.R.P
GENERATORS.
ItT. for e regent-v cri. Porlal,le lionS
it

fi

tiri titen

cate, br ia nehru. NOII uniti Soli ohl.
Portable Eniergenrav l'aJejrinn.,te oli html
Xl)), litt and nl lien At ou' ¡'irlO Flit nec.
Nerv naln' left. 3-lina' E cn-luu,nu''u a loe onSet'
tige
ground ginnmpn. 30-lilac Excita ges ici,
AR, t'. ttielte, a.
Wit.. iii leather
POCKET BEADPHONES.

in teaia

n

SHOLTEE PEONES.
in guiar, 50/-.
1)3,

5,

-

*
i

it

r.

make. (Fig. 3.)

hnadbaatd. drap and rotula, 06 pair. Wa-i n-sc
type, n ,th alumintuca iurodbunt,uic, 2!9- Stillt)

,

.

E0f,ghturnigtnl loin trItt cattle.
tiret e-mini teil, 05/- anile,

aniluuealc-
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Experiment No. 5
Make two spiral st indings.

rotin,'

typea, 65/- and 0/-.
FIRE CONTROL SIGNALS. Emerge,auv dae-rnd rugiS Lanar ovil
Al hua h{oode,l Array agnat ia,upc, teirconupie ,ighit, hitad or t, pos.
Pite "ii-e Brigaden and Police, 60f-.
SHELTER, A,R.P. Veotilation und Aie ('odilioniog. A C' o,
11.5'. ira rus, 80 nuIts; 9h,. Bloever, 20 coi'. it. irrst o, per mio. 29/-.
CLECTRIC PUMPS. loe Ac. or D.C. ill V. lo 220 r. Centriiugrrl
ei I- s,rsor' pm,gr, thr000 120 gole. per him
Oit. for A 11 i'
Sire I
Ciravano, Bunguloos arid Boots, 72/O. Larger pumps
Ori Ir .r rung shelters. dug-outo, cte., 00/17/P.
BUZZERS, EUZZERS. BUZZERS loe rit 5r,iiposeo. Tire cielilcrr,rruu robust Model D. For Storer l'rartiee ir, Site-rie. Nos,
oiiiipt oh tor 1/- only. Morse-Practice Sets, B'ri. 2, ,oitli Irre utterer
ord tris rr for oouod and neon tine. pitia, 'tu 7/-. SurmoI Type,
1.1 lilie OO uorl bue.arr. 3/-. Visitai Type ISA. key riot slop. 2/-.
KEYS. Guvt Soi pius Morue ReSo. 'I'ypr EIteL. Siosumie brust

Fie. 4.

For each

.

,

i

'./

i

as

shown

in

these 15 to 2Oft. of
insulated wire will ile requiretl ; praCtically
any gauge will do, boit 28 S.W.G. to 34
S\V.G. will be found most convenient.
The spirals can be fixed to thin cardboard oh' niade self-supporting by noeans of
strips of cardboard fkstcneci to the coils by
suitable adhesive.
pirol Io,,, eprung-noounted erraConnect the end of coil No, 1, i.e., tite
ri oriirrh lime iumg, 1er night, 7/6.
B,i rs Bromeo bakrlite enclosed
inner end, to tile start of No. 2, i.e., the
Oir
tir tigli voltate, 10 oeil,.
outer enti, so that tite c'url'ent 'will be
(' pli,
'
'PtOrCh good rlieautifoitv
flowing through each coil in the sanie
,r
I,
ointe
rlOrii,is lit
dis-ectiolt. Before connect ing the battery,
cmiii li.oluustd, totolig conoced,
Ot _.
O.'
cover, for 91F.. 21/-.
however, suspend each coil by means of
b Stirn. I
DUG-OUT CRYSTAL SETS. Model B, rol Mol,. rote
t 'oir,' ao,rrlonreer, plug-in colin, Prioiunehs Detector, 7,8. short lengths of thread, so that they are
Tieres. 4/5,
flee to move aliti quite close to. hut not
YOU MUST KEEP YOUR BATTERY PREPARED I!! Rotiere
Chongise teAt. Majos. The AC. NITNDAY triti keep your battei,' touching, each other. (olulect the battery
lit citboirt attention. Model N'AS, 100 '2,0 solio AC. onil D.C.
65 i-site crup, 15/-. Model NEO. littitrlhtkt u'oito tra tIC, liS vrrhs in tile previously mentioned manner and
ri,
Model NiCO, 100,220 vulls to D.C,S/S itOu 2 mr
tiote what happens. The experinient call
15]-. Model N/D12, llIOtOSO volto is Il volto I misIl.. 32 -, Ddlu,
12 solio
ampo., smith S-voit tap. 55/-,5 mp, £41101.
now be repeated with the connections
ALP. PPITROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS between the two coils reversed, so that the
tor Lightiog and Cl,aegiog. Itou kil,ro',rtt
luir
other' cian,. For £16 only, A
trott, current will be finn ing in opposite directions
k
ut
in each coil. For thip, the inner esiti of
g
Yo. I must be connected to the inner end
of o. 2 and the latter taken to the two
dy
dir
OC 5II'
outer cutis.
td
st li
Before many more experiments can be
A.R.P. EDlgO,0 HIGH CAPACITY TEEL CELLS et lush grite loe
el,, irrt try tighlino IIOJLH. tu ItO A lIst 20/. 15 25/., Mrrisero
carried out, it will be necessary to secure
l'neo re £5, Aak loe 1001cl.
or noalce a sensitive galvanometer w'iueb,
F (ILL PARTICULARS gladly riven au trie
ire uro
rrtrie tu ALP, ENQUIRIES.
in its sintplest torno, is nothing libre thftht
PARCELS si incIti stoorll,v (J
5 /EMERGENCY
- eieetriv.r,ls,rd rodio enrole,,,,, trrirt sod
a pivoted maioetmsed needle or pointer,
tipl,ocotuo, itt lbs. lue 5/.. s'osO lore.
supported within tite effective field of a
acutI crone
sur Bouquin LiaI "lt."
cOil 01' coils which fornì part of tite
insti'urneist. Vero' satisfactory instrunient o
218, UPper Thames Street, London, E.C.4 can be purchased cicute cheaply from. say,
Central 4011
Messrs. Electradix Radios or other firms
clealmg in surplus material, but if, oit tite
other itand, tite experimenter would rat Iter
malee his own apparatus, titen reference
should be macle to the issues of April titli
and 13th, 1935, wherein will be found
ENGINE
complete details of tite construction of a
very eli icient instrument. Rather than
hold up the experiments, usc can be made
1m
of the corn pass already inentioneil, it only
H
GIN.ERl4C
being necessary to arrange around it two
PORTUtOITIÉS
This wilqs, Hand-book e1sow
small coils to provide a field winch n ill
the easy way to secore
A.Mi.Mech.E,
ANICE..
cause tite needle to give visual IndIcation
AJ,LI.A.8.,
AM.LE.E.,
of current in the circuit.
.AN.I.W.T., A.M.IA.E.. am]
The coils sitould be wound in a rectangular
WE GUARANTEE-'
"NO PASS-NO FEE."
shape
and consist of, say, 50 turns of 34
0'E1fl:
Jietailo ore giron of over 150
or 36 S.\V.G. insulated wire, the two coils
Piptoiia Courses ta all branches
of Creil. Mesh., Eier., Motor.
being connected in series, care being taken
PlOItE5SOi
Aera, Radja and Television
to see that each winding adds to the
Eagioeeriag, Building, 0005m'
A'i'LO'tN
meut Esaisloymeat, etc.
j
.
resultant effect. The compass should be
t\,jte for thi, enlIghtening Hand-book to-day FREE ssi poso free.
so located that a coil is each side of it and
British institute of Engineering Technology.
400, Slsairospeare Rosse, 17. 18, 19. Stratford Place. Wi.
slightly over the scale, titus allowing tite
greatest effect to be obtairted front the field
V.
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Short-wave Tuning
¡J71 Tu some s/tort-wave

1Iiratset:ts0 tectdtspioduced "

mliitcI \thdí)15i

Poti and Paekiitj

G

I

h),tr.mbi-

k (

I,

tir

Centre

7m, by 7m.

of

receivers

sepa

if

coils aie used, and
tite receiveì is put to seiwus use a calibratwit c/tart lias to be diana oh for each
coil or Sel of coils. A oery gnc7 plan it
embodied in a ziell/a-nouin 1meritan
receiver to ensure litai lite nt'cessaiy calibialion cut ves aie kehl tui/ii each sel of
coils.
They ate mounted on a pliig-ti
base which is inset/ed front the front oJ
¡Le receivei-, and lhe Iront patiel carries
sniall ita/deis on to/tic/i lite chant' ai-e
zu

inserted. Titus tite ì'eadings ai-e risible at
all times and as the coil range is changed
tite tuning char/s ai-e aleo replaced.
This idea may be al,í,lied to n'tv /iomcmade s,liori-zca,je m'eci-wer.

Easier Meter Readings

J]í come

lipes of lesi equi/anelli a normal
oj panel-mounting
meter
and the scale is accordingly
i-es/ruled in sire.
JJ lite insti'nment it'
being vsei foï tarions Jauges ii may be'
desira /rfç to draw up a new scale io if!; aff
ilie oaulges cleailv muiar/ced.
77ui.c cannot
be doue on f/e existing meter (lief I and in
such a case it is wou flu while modJying
flic nie fer in i/te ]'ollowing manner.
Remove the ji'onl and make the necessary
arrangements for mounting i/se inetei
slightly he/ijar! I/te panel.
A suitable
aperture 5/lould theus be cul in tise panel
and covere(l ie'it/u
celluloid or
las.cn
ivpe
employed

similar ninfei ial.
slioukl

be

1/leus

T/ue

aflproriate

drawn up and

f/ce

scale
poiuifet-

extended fo the neces.ualy leuigf hi. To avoid
iup.cetfiîig i/ìe inc/er movemeni bi altering
hie balance of f/ic needle I/ic ideal plan is
fo lengthen if hoy sticking on a bristle
/a/eri froni a brooni or brus/i, i/iC bits/It'
being nj a suitable t/rsc/5,ueis fo provide
easy reading,

Soldering Iron Heating
iLYT constructors use gas for

healing

a soldering iron, usual/v maliìig
I/te domestic gas-ring serve tite purpose.
To ma/ce titis process economica!, however,

ii

is desirable io concentrate 1/te ¡teat from
rin.ç' and a metal ¡toad s/iou Id therefore
he made lo ¡ii over the ring so I/tal 1/te iron
may. be inserted in tite hood and waste oJ
gas thereby avoided.
I/te

i

:

1,,

-

ta/e plug

I
I
=

iioduced.
J
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
Any of our readers requiring information and!
advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks or i
Designs, should apply to Messrs. Rayner and
Co., Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29.
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, who
will give free advice to readers mentioning this

paper.
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LATEST PATENT NEWS

tions, the fluorescent screen is deposited
on a reflecting surface, and the light passes
through an optically flat surface forming
price
2s.
each.
volumes,
bound
part of the envelope of the tube, the light
the fluorescent screen is reflected
shunted by a damping resistance equal frommi
Abstracts Published
front a mirror in the tube, and the fluorescent
TELEVISION RECEIVERS.-Benv, R. J. to half the impedance of the inter.electrode screen is on a carrier which is adjusted by
capacity at the maximum modulation an external control.
(Lorenz Akt-Ges., C.). No. 506709.
Mixed signals aie applied nver a tians- frequency. Ing. 3 show s a grid modulating
former 26. Fig. 1, to a rectilier 22 wInch is ariangenient in which the carrier source is
biased iii (lependence upon the mean coupled to the inductance i and the
inodu sting potential is applied through a
AMERICAN OUTSIDE
Fig. 2.
Fig.
choke 9 of small reactance compared vitli
2.
the reactance of the tuning comlenser
BROADCASTS
Fig. 4 shows a posh_pull arrangement in
of this year the PrincetonIN
Nay
which the damping resistances may eq ual
Colunibia baseball match was televised
the
nipeda nce of the inter.elec-trode
capacity 3 at the highest modulating fre- as ali outside broadcast fature in America,
quency and the tuuig condenser 2 is lut only one cansera WaS employed to cover
isolated from earth. Fig.. shows a s iper. the whole field of play. In consequence of
picture signal so that sviichronising pulses ]ieterodyne receiver. The coupling between this tite reports pointed out that the bail
only occur at ternìinals 4, 5. The l)ias is tue amplifier 8 and the frequency-changer couIc! mint be seen, while the. players were
c!evelopcd be a suitably poled rectifier 29 IS
mprie a band-pass filter, utilising just tiny white dots on the small receiver
winch passes ti e jucture signals only to two series resonant circuits so tightly screen.
Quite recently. however, the
the iesistauce-ca pacity i'onibinatioii 30. coupled as to give the necessary band experiment was repeated for another
An alternative circuit, Fig. 2, has the width and with the windings so arranged i.maseball game, and two cameras u-ere
i'ectiher 32 biased by the output of rectifier that the capacitative couplir g assists t lie eniployeml, one of which used a telephoto
35, the svnclironising signals occtlrnng at magnetic coupling so that the band width lens.
The cliffèrence in the results was
7.
.
The rectifiers may lie t hcrmiuonic is maintained throughout the tuning range. quite marked, not only from the technical
diodes, and both mev he contained in one A double-humped characteristic may he point of' view, but also in the method of
envelope.
produced and compensated for by the lise presentatiomm. There is now a demand for
this type of programme, it being stated
VALVE CIRCUITS FOR MODULATION of a single series resonant circuit in cascade. that scientifically flic baseball television
AND WIRELESS RECEPTION.-Radio- The condensers of the hand filter and of the piobleimi lias been solved, hut economuicallv
additional circuit may he gang tuned with.
akt-Ges. I). ft Loewe. No. 507495.
mt is still a riddle.
Before anyscheme of this
A tunable coupling circuit toi television if desired, the condenser 19 of tite local chiai'acter goes forward the promoters
sigi la Is co ni irises an indu cta ncc I arrange( I oscillator.
say that the
gate '' innst be protected.
iii series wit h tIte inter-electrode va Ive TELEVISION RECEIVERS.-Fernseh Akt. TIme public hase been made to ieahise
3
Capacit y
and the variable tuning eoii
that with outside television brought imito
Ges. No. 507582.
denser 2. The inductance is preferably
])istortiou, (lue to the image of the time honte and provided three or foui
fluorescent screen 2 (Fig. 6) of a cathode- camelas are employed, there is an intimacy
ray tube i being projected on a viewing which brings to its audience features
screen 5 at an angle ß to the normal, is which -the spectator on the spot misses.
conipensated by distorting the image pio- Close-ups of the batsmen and pitchers
duced on the screen of the tube, which is when they are off the field, explanations
to tue optical axis. of how the bat is gripped or the ball
inchued at an angle
The normal to the fluorescent screen is Iiighted. In this manner television acids
interest to the game by small but importinclined to the direction of
Fig. 3.
ant details which the spectator in the
the ittideflected electronic
ground must supply for hiinslf. The big
benn. Tue angle ß is a Fig. 6.
problem, as was the case here, is who
fraction of the angle
i.
going to PY for the broadcast and
equal to the inverse of the
protect the promoter.
magnification of the optical
The answer is
I8?
_,_j'
5
nearly always sponsors, as is done with
system. The tube is so
ordinary sound broadcasting.
mounted as to he iuìovable
The difi-iculty here is, however, the advertsing
about a horizontal axis.
ban enforced by the Federal Communica1fiij)ticiLl distortion of the
tions Commission.
Iß
Even so, it lias beeiì
spot of light is avoided by
suggested that by focusing the camera on
a compensating elliptical
Fig.5.
i!
-!
large scale advertisement s on hoardins
focusingfleld. Theelectronic
round th ground this should meet tite case,
for it will convey clearly the message
concerning special products without savourE
E
ing of blatant advertising. As an addition
or ami alternative the announcer can come
These particulars of New Patents of inter eSt to
Uftli
Vbeefl ::1
eader
within the camera's field of visioiì, amici
262;8.-lurjliv Rad io, Ltd.. anti Hawdisplay certain wares or actually perform
mission of the Controller of HM. Stationery
kitte, G. .-.Notsc SttppiessIOfl ni
functions with difièrent types of goods
Office.
The Official Journal of Patents
radio-ieccivers. September 20th.
$
w lOuant violating tite F.C.C. regulations.
26f67.Philips Lamps, Ltd-RemoteIn ans- case it is pointed out that a- good
s
j. weekly (annual subscription £2 lOs.).
control tnechantsni foi wtteless
announcer is essential for lie adds life and
receiving sets. September 18th.
intemest to the picture by his racy coniLatest Patent Applications.
mente. The action seen on the sct-eeii is
25.-Raird Television. Ltd ..atid
SpecificatiOns Published,
clarified aurly and tite action enlivened.
ilaud, J. L-Metliods ut and
particularly when there is a long shot of
apparatus for tite
of 51249-Fernseli Akt.-Ges.-j's[etliods
of obtaittine image signals in telethe field, and identification of the players
signals. September .JJtlì.
vision anti like systems,
becomes a little difficult.
25863.-Fabbrica Italiana Napiteti 5p508i1'oulrin
R.M-G.-Method of
\1arelIi.-Iei--operated totting deand means for projecting televised
yie for wireless bmoadcast receiving
images.
(Cogitate Application,
September 14f h.
N059 READY!
12009/38.)
25864. - }'abbriea italiana Nagmìeti
WORKSHOP
CALCULATIONS
\!arelli.-Iey-opeiated tuning dePrinted copi&c of the full Pvl,liehed
TABLES
vices foi wireless broadcast receiving Specifications snag be obtained fiore the
AND FORMULJE.
j
apparatus. (Cognate n itli 25863.) Puteni Office, 25, Southampton Suildiiuqc,
By F. J. CAMM
Septeitilter 14th.
at tite uniform price of la. each,
3/6, b,j tosi aLlo, ¡roo, Geotge Newne,. Lid.
London,
GroupAbridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
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not been rotated and thus shorted
or weakened the leading-out wires in
the base. If the valve has been overrun it will have been damaged. Ordinary
(latterton's Compound or any good glass
cement may be used to restick the bulb, or
a wide rubber band may be lipped over
the glass and valve base for the purpose.

Lightning Arrester
" I have a small device

which is to be
the aerial lead-in to prevent
lightning damage. This appears to have
across the aerial/earth terminals two pieces
of thick metal with saw-tooth edges.
These are very close together, and I wonder
if they will affect signal strength. I believe
they form the arrester, although I cannot
see how they perform this function."O. F. R. (Norwich).
THE accumulation of static on the aerial
will result in a discharge across the
small air-gap provided between the adjacent
teeth, thus ridding the aerial of an
accumulated charge which might otherwise
damage a coil or other component in the
aerial circuit. The canacitv éxistina across
the teeth is not sufliclent to causeloss of
signal strength, but the gap must be kept
dry and should preferably be covered to
avoid the accumulation of moisture or
soot or similar deposits.
fitted to

Home Recordìrtg
" I should like

homerecording and home-broadcasting, büt am
uncertain regarding the type of apparatus,
bearing in mind the set I am using. This is
trery old, but answers our normal broadcast
requirements, -although it has no pick-up
terminals. I believe the microphone should
be joined to such terminals, and I wonder
whether they could be fitted to the receiver
or if it would be desirable rather to make
a special set for my purpose. If you advise
the latter, could you specify a blueprint 01
circuit for battery operation at minimum
cost of construction and maintenance ?
F. D. A. (Norwich).
JE think that as the receiver is old
VV
and not fitted with pick-up arrange.
ments, it might be unsuitable for your
particular ideas, aoci a special small
amplifier would be more useful. We have
no suitable blueprint of such a unit, but
in our issue dated June 18th. 1938, we
described a small battery amplifier with a
push-pull output stage rated at 2- watts,
and this should be ideal for your purpose.
The back number may be obtained from
this office, price 4d.
to

do

some

"-

1-low

and to one side of the control. Thus the
impedance is more or less constant, but the
speaker is progressively short-circuited and
thus vOlume is smoothly controlled.

Short-wave Coils

" I have found some data for the winding
of short-wave coils, but these are for a
condenser of .00015 mfd. capaòity. I have
a .00025 mfd. condenser which I wish to
use, and wonder if you can tell me whether
to make any modification to the coil-winding
data given, or whether it will still be
applicable."-T. R. (Willesden).
THE coil data should be adhered to, but
the maximum tuning range of the
coils will be increased slightly. The actual
increase will not make a great (leal of
difference, except that a slightly wider band

sien

We wish to draw the reader's attention to tise
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or diep1tieu
arising froos the construction of recelçéra
ritecrlbed in uÌ pages, from articles apeariitg
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1)Supply circuit diagia1s of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivcrs described in our contonsporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(41 Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Orant interviews to quajlsts.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. Ail sketches and
drawings Which are sent to ill should bear
tite name an addreia of the eder.
Requests for Blueprints muSt not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by .

Many I.F. Transformers?

" I wonder

s

if you could tell me whether
it is essential to have two I.F. transformers
in a superhet, or how many are really
necessary in this type of circuit?
T. T. S. (Margate).
the normal superliet receiver one LF.
IN transformer is used to couple the
frequency-changer to the I.F. stage, and
this is coupled to the next stage by

"-

similar transformer. Thus the
minimum is two IF. transformers, but if
fiore than one IF. stage of amplification
is employed, then additional transformers
are used to couple the successive stages.
It is also sometimes found that two IF.
transformers are used between frequencychanger and IF. stage, these being coupled
to provide special band-pass effects or
used with a crystal filter.

separate department.

further

Remote Speaker Çontrol

"i

Lv

Ir

-

eUOflrS)flIieO,

I recently built a four-valve receiver
with an H.F. Pentode HF. stage,
transformer-coupled to the detector. I am
experiencing severe H.F. instability, which
all my tests and trials have failed to obviate.
I have modified the screen voltage, changed
decoupling values and screened various
parts without avail. I wonder if you could
suggest anything which I have not tried,
but which would prevent this trouble?
V.

-

ton, queries lo tise Editor. PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
heeres Newneu, Ltd.. Towej Rouse, Southampton Street.
Strand, London, was. The rosean mast be eactooed
Send

____

with every query,

L0

H.F. Instability

flat

will be covered and thus stations will he
brought closer together. With a good
sìow -motion thai and the condenser mentioned, this should not make a lot of
difference. If, however, the condenser in
question is not a well-made component
the minimum capacity may be gfeater than
the minimum of a .00015 mfd. component,

W.

E. (Slough).

"-

THE instability may be due to the
particular HF. coupling provided
in the transformer, provided that all other
tests and modifIcations have béen correctly
carried out. We vherefore suggest that
you shunt tise primary of the HF. trans

former with a fixed resistance-the most
effective value being fornid by trial. An
alternative scheme would be to reduce the
coupling between primary and secondary,
which is presumably too tight now.

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The follossing replies to queries are (liven a
nJsbrerialed for-rn either because of non-compliance
Willi our rules, or because (lie poiat rtzieii 's not of
general ifltere8t.

-

have fitted up a remote loudspeaker
at an extension'Jistening point, but wishto
fit a volume dontrol to this. I have found
two circuits, both different, and wonder if
you can tell me which is the better or which
is correct. In one circuit a variable
resistance was connected in series with the
speaker, but in the other a resistance was
joined across the speaker. What are the
merits of these two systems? "-L. G.

and thus the minimum wavelength of the
coils will also he raised. In that case,
L. R. W. (Portsmouth). We would not advise titi,
one or two turns less should be used in alteration
as it will necessitate new coils and transwinding the coils fröin the data given.
former. It would be better to consider a new receiver

would apply to the second scheme, excépt
that there would be a further disadvantage
that when the resistance was short-circuited
the output is also shorted. The best scheme
is to use a potentiometer, connecting this
across the output terminals and joining the
speaker to the arm of the potentiometer

to the wrong voltage applied to it or because
it is placed near a component or other
valve which also runs hot. On the other
hand, if the valve is very old the cement
may have cracked through age. Usually
the loosening of the glas will not affect
the valve, provided that the glass portion

design.

Damaged Valve

"I

was cleaning my set and found one
of the valves is loose in its socket. The
glass turns fairly freely, and I wonder if
this will have led to any inefficiency in the
(Godattning.
valve, and, if not, how I should restictc it.
IN the first system the matching bf the Can you tell me the cause of it coming
1. output circuit would be upset as the 'loose? "-F. T. C, (St. Albans).
load provided would be varied as the series
THE valve may have been loosened
resistance was adjusted. The same thing
through running too hot, either due

K. D. S. (Reading). The valve is ideal for the
purpose and voti may lit it with confidence.
Y. R. (Harringay). The aerial may be responsible
hut noce elaborate tests must be made and we suggest
a small portable with frame aerial as a possible source
of test for the purpose,
C. C. (West Wickham). We have not published
details of a unit of the type mentioned.
C. V. (Selby). The brushes may need cleaning, or
tise commutator may have worn. We suggest that
von communicate with the makers of the radiogram.
L.R. U.S. (Nr. omsey). We have no details of the
particulr coil nd regret that they are not now

obthinale.

We have not deseriheti a set of the
R. W. P. (WS).
type mentioned, anti the nearest is the AC. liaU-Mark
Four.

L
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German Station on a Crystal Set
A.R.P.
IR,-As a result of an aricle

wireless sets in a recent issue of
bought a crystal
WIREFSS,
set, price 3s. 6d. I was unahleto obtain the
accessories recommended in the article,
and I think it may be of interest to other
r'cade to know that whilst fiddling with it
PRACTICAl,

I

p.m.. i distinctly heard the
German station that broadcasts below the
449 metres wave-band used by the Honte
Service.
Does titis constitute a record for crystal
sets ?-C. G. WILLSON PEPPER (Leatherhead).

at about

8.4.5

Exchanging S.W.L. Cards.

A

14

inc/s Log

STR,-1 shall be glad to get iii touch with
any reader in my locality or any other

:lstrict with

a view to exchanging cards

and correspondence.

:

'SO ¡'SCRI

th ib op mon exp essed by his
and address

w

me/s log troni
Septeiiiber 5th to September 7f h. bet ween
the hours of 8 and 9p.m. All are W districts.
PV(S), VE(6), YV(2). OA(2)ZB(2),CRGAF,
VQ4TB, FA3JY, KA1LZ, CX200, SU 1MWT,
K4UG, CE3AT, and EK I AF.
Usa anybody heard a station with the
tall letters K2HS? By t lie way, J have never
seen a 5-metre log from aIIV reader.L. HUDSON, 12, Devon Terrace, I'ontetract
Lane. Leeds, 9.
11

S1

I'S

Also
ou 41.34 metres 7,257.5 kc/s.
the English speaking period is from 20.0021.00 G.M.T. Other languages from 19.00.
20.00. The English period of TAP, Ankara.,
on Saturday nights isat 20.15 G.M.T. instead
of 20.00 as formerly. Hungarian " Hams
are now on tlìe 19-metre hand, about 19.8
or 19.81 metres. HA31', HA2B, have been
sorted out Iront Zeesen about tite wavelength mentioned. Veris received tite ]ast
fortnight are LUSAB, XGOY, OAX4Z
I EJ, and QSOs front Japan and Ankara.
-T. H. l'LAma (Lcicestei).

L

RICI

s

-

J

.JZW

sil

r
MODEL SS1O
"SUPERHET-STRAIGHT" rio-valve idih Fidenty
Radiogram ChaSSIS.
All-ware, incorporating 2
independent circuits, S uperheterodyno and Straight,
having R.F. pre-amplilìor. B.C. coupled push-pun
Triodo output Capable of handling 8 watts.
Pii ICE £12 : 12 :0
MODEL AW38. 8-Vave All-wave Superhetcrodyne chassis. This All-wave Radiogram chassis
has resistance capacity coupled push-pull Output
capable 01 handling 6 watts, and gives good quality
reproduction on both radio and gramophone, lcr an
economical Crics 018 gus.
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38
Chassis. £1 : 1 : .0.
We suggest Model AW38 together with matched
speaker at £9 9 : O complete, represents the most
outstanding value on the market to-day.
ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
ALL CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

Correspondent Wanted

SIR,-!

am an evacriec, and am in need
of a correspondent. i have been a
reader of yolu' journal for nearly two years,
and must congratulate von on its production. I would like to correspond with any
young reader interested in short-w ave and

i

nedinm-wa.vc' reception.- PAUL HARRIS,
e/o Mr. A. T. Varcoe, 12, Park Street,
i

I also submit my

lange of ehasss lias been designed

Ivybridge, South Devon.

The British Short-Wave League

S111,-May J lise the medium of youl
valuable magazine to inform the
British Short-Wave League iiicmbers as to
the future of the League?
In a letter to nie the secretary says that
t he S/wit I Vaste Mcwjazine, incorporati ng
B.S.W.L., has ceased publication owing to
war conditions, but will recommence should
Station JZW: Hungarian " Hams" circumstances improve. 'Flic future of the
SIR,-It might interest readers to know B.S.W.L. is therefore in doubt, and is under
that the transmissions from JZK. earnest consideration. The secretary will
Japan (19.79 metres) have, Iront October circularise all members indue course as to
itt, been altered. They now use the call its future.
I should like to mention that I think
PRCTICAL \V1REr,ss is noie distinctive
in its present forni.-It. W. mULL (Work-

t

ARMSTRONG
MANFG. CO.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.1.
(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)
Phone

NORth 3213 _____________

LRS--intend

carrying on the
of supplying
Quality Radio Equipment.
good

work

ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS

FORTABLE A.R.P. RECEIVERS
50d other re'iable radio apparatus
are available as usual on our very

sop).

CONVENIENT TERMS.
Wella for acriollan orsi fall da-tali.,.
PLEAS: NOTE OUR TEMPORARY ADDRESS

PROBLEM No. 370
4AIiTIK had a comnherciai four vsivcr
VI wiliciL i neori,orated a tisica
tuning condenser. 110 was dusting tiro set
and n (leisni rg let recen i he vanes of tho

IMPORTANT_kiOTICE

.1

condenser he rrwd und re force and beirt ti ose
on orle Sectioti. lie 1011111) that as
result
tuning was upset, and at tItre part 01 1)10 dial
certain stations previoUslY heard cotrid rot be
therefore readjusted the
obtained.
11e
tr'irnrnr'r on the sect ori in question, end
al though Ire could get t rear' st ai torre, Ire fotrrrd
irrrt lire t'carairriirg hrt) jorre were not irtiirrlrle.
What should Ire Iriree (burr 3 tIri oc hroohis
rei il
ir awarder) t'or I ii0
lint tir ree correct
colui uris opened. Eirtries rsrust be adrir''ced
to Tire Editor, l'I1ACTit.2,\ W IRELECS, ileorge
Newries, Ltd. Torcer louse Sontharrrpton
Street, Strarrd Lourdorr W .C.2, Envelopes
mUtt be marked I'rrrlrhr'rrn No, 370 ir he top
left-ira irr! corner nnsrrl must he posted to rerrchr
tire ii rat jrcrst On
irin ohhlce not later' tiri
Monmdrry, October 23rd, 1931t.

i

r

r

I

r

i

I

i

i.

i

mr

h

i

Solution to Problem No. 369
The fact that tire valve ir question wan coin irdirated
hat it writ tire lm,eate r o) i,Irat vrrlve w'hithi lirici filtert
arid as tire treaters of arr A.13.f lIC. tetare irr serien, this
was the callee of tire brerrkdowmi of tIre rereiver.
The fo1owintg tirree routiers successfully solved
Problem No. 31)8 and hooks have accordingly ireen
forwarded to them: P. Solonron. \Yoorllnirid View.
flor rogate Road, Rawdeit, Nr. Leeds. F. lt. Enocii,
30. \\ est Avenue, llawmaroli, Rotheiliani, torks
W. W. Liewellyn, 29, Ranisbury Dilve, Earley, Reading.
i

_

Owing to the restriction of paper
supplies in war-time, readers may
find it impossible to get Practical
Wireless " each week unless they
give their newsagent a regular
order for their favpurite paper,
now.
Wastage of surplus copies in the
shops must be avoided, and readers
can be of the very greatest help if
they will (ill up the Order Form
given on page ii of Cover and
deliver it to their usual, newsagent
or bookstall. An order of this sort
ensures regular delivery during
war-time, and the Editor asks
every reader to help in this way.

"PRACTICAL

PLEASE ORDER

WIRELESS" NOW AND USE
FORM
ON
THE
ORDER
PAGE
OF COVER
....,

-,

.

-

-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
DENWYN." OXENDEN WOOD RD., CRELSYJELD, KENT

ryiei
EOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD
New and accomrdirrrnd b6oks on
Wnrcics and every olber subject
13.125

CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.C.2
a',rtophstto

GE/loon'S

5660

(irr

!1srr)

'V
.1

NATIONAL FOOD PRODUCTION
IS

EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS!
You Need

this

Practical Book

-

VGETA3L GROWflG'

.

By WALTEfl BRETT, F.R.H.8

2 !'6

Paper Edirlon 1/6 ser
(posiae 3d.)
sr f, essi from lire
belt publisher r
C. ARTHUR PEARSON, LTD. (Bok Dept),
Tower Honre, Southampton St., Strand. London, W.C.2

net

'

Aerrilahilo from ir!! bonkiellers,

.

.
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Advertisements ate
accented for these
columns at the rate of 2d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double tb,5 rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph).
Display lines are charged at
4/- per line. All advertisements mimt be
prepaid. All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
Practical
House,
Wireless,"
Tower
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Univnssal flail-Mark (11F' l'en, fl
P\V47
l'iseli-PillI)
9.2.75
0.11.37
l'WSl
AC, 411-Wave Corona hour
SHORT-WAVE SETS. (Battery Operated.)
One-valve
Blueprint, Is.
Simple SW. One-voicer
J'W88
9,4,33
Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve
I'WSSA
Midget Short-save Two (D, Pesi)
Tue '' FIoe' Short-wave Two
P55 91
(D (111' l'esi), l'en)
27.8.38
These-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Ilirio
J'\V3OA
(SU, D, l'ow)
30.7.33
Timo Preieet 3 (D, 2 LF (lIC stat
PWS3
Trans))
7837
Time
Band-Spread SW. Three
1"u\ 68
.. 1.10.38
ren, 1) (Peu), Pen)
PORTABLES.
Three-valve
Blueprints, Is. each.
ii'. I. Cassini's ELF Three-valve
PWIS5
l'ortable (Ill' Pen. 1), l'en)
l'arvo Flyweight Midget Port1'W77
able (SG, 1), Pen)
3.6.30
Blueprint, it.
Four-valve
.

CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints, Cd, each.

-

1937 Crystal Receiver

The

J oidor

"

Crystal Set

"

:

1'\\ UI

27.8.33

,..

STRAIGHT SETS. Baltery Opsrated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.
..
All-Wave Unipen (Pentoele)
19.2.38
Iier'Iiirieçs' One-valver ,.
l'le l'ysainid " One-velvet (11F
27.8.38
l're)
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
(D,
noper
Mag
Two
l'es')
Fosii-raiige
21.9.33
The Shiiet Two (B & L?)
Thrèe-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Selectone Battery 'J'hree (D, 2 LI'
(Traiis))
Sixi y Shilling Three (D; 2 LI
(liC .i Trane))
22.5.37
Leader Three (SG1, D, Pow)
Snninii t Three (HF Pen, D. Peii)
All Pentole Three (11F l'en, D
29.5.37
(Peli), Pin)
12.6.37
ltall-2dark Three (SG, P, l'ow)
Flail-Shift t'adet(D, LP, Poil (BC)) 111.3.35
F, J. 'Cii um's Silver Souvenir lilt
l'eri, I) (l'en), Pee) (All-Wale
:
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........

l'VelI
I'W3GB

:

......

PWl0

-

......

'tItrer)

4

........

Canteo Shidget Three (D, 2 1F
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Pep" Portable
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l'en)

l'\V4l

PW43
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-

I'W53

.........
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I'\\ 17
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12 2 38
...........
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a,ns pera C
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.,
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r
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........
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--------

Souvenir Three (TIF Pein, H, Pen) 11.5.15

AC. ShIll Sonotone (BF l'en,
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l'en,

\Ventector, Pen)
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PW'iSC

tul
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1'WillJ
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Trtensportahlc Three (SC, 1). Peu)
Si,eij,le.Tuiie T'lerce NG, D, Pen) June '33

......
........

osnoii,y'I'cntode Three (SG, D,
l'en)
'' W'AL" 1931 Stanilard Three
(Sci. D, l'en)
£3 2v. Three (SC, D, Trans)
3935 £6 h. Battery Three (SG.
-
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.

-

........

Celi '33

AW:iO3
AW43tC
W51409

AW380
AW'412
AW492

AW433

'l'i

-

]'Tl' TIi ree (l'en. D, l'en)
Certain) y
n'ce (SIi, I), l'osi)
Stint tulio TI,, ce SU, J, 'l','ain)
0e), '35
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l'ei!)

Blueprrntls

Four valve

Finir

6d

each
-

........
......

(1 5G, D. l'osi)
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.

Sclf-uiont,uined Four (SU, D, LI',
Clans B)
Aug. '33
Luceris, Straight Four (SG, 1),
Li", 'l'nana)
Ls on JI itleny
(111 D
le! 'I
'l'ho 11.11. l'on r (SG, SU, is, l'e, ï dia,'. '23
'flic .,ito St ra gb) loin r (i-1 i" l'en,
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UF, D, RC,
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°fl)

\VM271
W31387

WM337
W
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L'iS hL lX"JRIC_\ 1. ST011 15 altee as talkie,',
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GALE']
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NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES

h11l

\111134
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\V31396
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\\'Ma84
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Four-valve BIueprnr. 1. each.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
OUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any

T

make. 24 -hour service, moderate prices.Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen

Street, London, Ni..

L.S. REPAIR AND REWTNDING SERVICE:
hour service. See below :-

24 -

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers a speciality.

New cone assemblies fitted. Speech coils and
fields wound or altered. Mains transformers, chokes,

eliminators and vacuums repaired, prices quoted.
Speaker transformers, Class " B " L.F. transformers

and pick ups rewound at 4s. each, post free. Discount
Guaranteed satisfaction.
trade.
Estimates free.
L.S. Repair Service, 5, Balhain Grove, London, S.W.12.
'Phone : Battersea 1321.

energisedSP 4 i n

Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,
Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

r

AbsoTelegraphist.
Send 2d. for 60 -page

general catalogue.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street,
'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

FULL range of British -made Tapping Keys, Practice

Sets, Morse Recorders and Telegraph Sets.
Apparatus designed and manufactured in England.
Dynamos, Instruments and Laboratory apparatus.-

Leslie Dixon Co., 218, Upper Thames Street, London,
E.C.4.

68/ -

SPECIAL PURCHASE

AIR WARDEN " 5 -valve Midget Receiver

FOR. A.0 .MAINS. 200-250v. Completely selfcontained in well -finished, polished wood

With built-in Moving
Cabinet. 12 x 9 x
Coil Speaker. Wave Range 190-550 metres.

The Ideal

Usual Price £6/6/0. Our Price 55/-.
Stand-by Set.

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS

EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4

A.C. Types.,
A.C./L., A.C./S-G.,
A.C.iV.M.S.G.,
A.C..H.P., A.C./V.H.P., A.C.P., all 5,3 each.
Oct. Freq.
A.C./Pens, LH., 6/6
A.C./P.X.4. 7/3
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 3 -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
v.

;

13 v. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F.
Pens, and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes,
Oct. Freq. Changers, 7i6 each. Full and Half -wave

Rectifiers, 6/6 each.

TRIAD U.S.A. VALVES
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
c Duntry and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD
High-grade American Valves. All types in stock.
Standard types. 5/6 each. All the new Metal -Class
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/6 each.

PREMIER BATTERY CIIARGERS for

A.C.

Mains, Westinghouse Rectification complete and

ready for use. To charge 2 volts at S amp., 11/9 ;
6 volts at amp., 19i- 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6 ; 12
volts at 1 amp.. 24/6 : 6 volts at 2 amps., 37/8.
:

tinge Purchase of U.S.A. Mains 'Transformers
at Pre -War Prices. Manufacturers' surplus. All

SHORT -WAVE TRANSMITTERS
LARGEST range of Transmitters, Exciters and

Sole Agents for famous
Speech Amplifiers.
HALLICRAFTERS productions. Transmitter models
from £8 to £220. Full stock of components, including
complete range of Eddystone Condensers, etc. 60 -page
catalogue 28.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,

W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard 2080.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
FINEST selection in the country. Sole Agents for
famous HALLICRAFTERS Receivers, ranging in

price from £10 to £150. Attractive easy terms. Demonstrationsat our London Showrooms, 60 -page Catalogue
post free 2d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.I. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

MISCELLANEOUS
Theoretical, experimental, practical. Pocket size book, 2/- post free.

-D'Arcy Ford, Gaudy Street, Exeter.

RE TALLER ! ! Extra Inches Count H Details
6d. stamp.-Malcolm Ross, Height -Specialist,

Scarborough.

COUPON
Hints,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 21/10/39

2 amps.. 6-3 v, 2-3 amps. C.T., 6/6 each.

Special Oder Mains Transformers, manufac-

turers' surplus, 250-250 v, 60 mA., 4 v. 2 a., 13 v. 1 a.,
3,6 ; 300-300 r. 60 mA. 4 v. 5 a.D.T., 4 v.1 a.. 6/11.
POTENTIOMETERS WITH SWITCH, I meg.,
20,000 ohms and 10,000 ohms., 1/3 each.
POTENTIOMETERS WITHOUT SWITCH, 2 meg.,
1 meg., 1 meg., 400.000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 20.000
ohms, 10,000 ohms, 1/- each.
U.S.A. Types, 24, 30, 41, 39/44, 35/51, 55, 56, 57, 18,
71, 77, 78, 85, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A7, 12Z3, 210, 250.
all 2 for 3/-.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, .002, .0001, .0003 and
.0005 mfd., 1/- doz. Your choice,

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin
types, 13-26, 22-47. 41-49, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each.
with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-450 metres,
4/- set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil,
11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable any type circuit,

Full Range otComponents, etc., available from Stock

Full Postal and Counter Services maintained as usual.

NOW READY
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
PRICE 6d.
111 PAGES
Over 20 Pages of British and U.S.A. Valve
Data, Receivers, Amplifiers, Components.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
This coupon is available until October 28th,
1939, and must accompany all Queries and

brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v., 120
MA., 6-3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps. C.T., 7/8 each,
Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v., 75 MA., 5 v.

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/- please
add 6d. postage.

LIGHT in Orthodox Blackout.

.

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to tune

;

r ULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. It.
London, W.1.

3 -Band S.W. 2 valve

26/3

MORSE EQUIPMENT

lutely first-class construction.

with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.

2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
... 29/3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum,
Cost ; surplus cabinets from noted makers under
CONVERT
cost of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards ; motors
at wholesale price..
UNDRILLED Table, console and loudspeaker
cabinets from 4/6.
INSPECTION Invited ; photos loaned to country
customers.
H.L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel.: Pad. 5891.

Champion

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil, 11-36
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23/1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

World

* RADIO *

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

from 13 to 170 metres.

CABINETS

McElroy,

PREMIER
DE LUXE S.W. KITS

and
to4i6n/
6/6 each,
t
including several.
1

EKfrom

3,000

1
BUSINESS AS USUAL!

3 -Band S.W. 1 Valve Kit, 14;9.
Kit. 22;6.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

iii

1

ALL POST ORDERS TO: Jubilee Works, 167, Lowe
Clapton Road, London, E.5.
Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Central 2833
or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macau/ay 2381

NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES
FILAMENT Fr:Int:formers, input 200-250 volts, output
tv °Its 4 am 4 volts (3 amp.
.. 4/11 each
MAINS Transformers, American windings, input
200-230 v. tapped, output 250-0-350 100 niA., 5 volts
2 amp., 6.3 volts 5 amp.
6/6 each
G.E.G. Mains Transformers, American windings,
150-0-350 v. 65 mA., 5 volt 2 amp., 6.3 volt 2.5 amp.

Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each
Auto Transformers, 100-230 volt ..
.. 6/3 each
24 Mfd, Can Type Electrolytics, 450 volts working.
1/6 each

8 mfd, Can Type Wet Electrolytics, 450 v.
.. 1/3 each
PRESS BUTTON UNITS with 6 press buttons, ready
for wiring into set, with circuit
.. 6/11 each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire -wound Pots
.. 1/- each
T.C.C.

working..

Stranded Push -Back Wire. td. per yard, 12 yards 10d.
Chassis Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4-, 5-, 6 and 7 -pin.
..
4d. each
Octal, 5d. each. Loctal, 10d. each. 7 -pin English type,
each.
ROTHERMEL Piezo Crystal Speakers, 73in. Cone.

3d.

List 55/-.

Our price

..

10/6 each
American Bronze
111/5/- each
POLAR N.S.F. 1 -watt Resistances, All sizes up to 2 meg.

Piek-up, high-grade
finish, complete with arm ..
CRYSTAL

4d.

each, 3/9 doz.

WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMERS, made to strict
electrical standards, wire -end type, all .windings
centre -tapped, screened primaries, tapped inputs

200-250 volts, screw adjustment.
TYPE R.C.2, 350-0-350, 120 mil.; 4 volts 2.5 amp,,
4 volts 5 amp. ..
11/- each
TYPE R.C.4, 500-0-500, 150 mA.; 4 volts, 4-5 amp.,
4 volts 2.5 amp., 4 volts 2 amp., 4 volts 2 amp. 211- each
TYPE R.C.2. Drop -through type, capped.

TYPE 11.0,4. Upright mounting type, fully shrouded.
AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls, finest made,
divided spindles, length thin., with switch, 2,000, 5,000,
10,000, 25,000, 50,1)00, 100,000 ..
.. 2/6 each
/Less switch, 50,000, 100,000, 500,000 .. 1/9 each
Wire Wound, 5 watt (less switch), 2,000, 10,000, 23,000,
30,000
2/- each
BRADLEY OHM Wire -wound Volume Controls, with

switch, /00,000 ohms
WEARITE H.F. CHOKES ..
PENTODE Speech Transformers
PLESSEY

ELECTROLYTICS.

DRY

12 x 0 turd, 500 v. wkg.

1/- each

..
CAN

350 v.
500 v.
475 v.
500 v.
450 v.

12 x 143

12 x 8
16 x 8
6x6
12 mill.

-

. .

Sx8x8mfd.500v.

1/6 each
2/- each
TYPE :

1/6 each
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
2/11

x 4 x 4 mfd. 500 v. wkg.
2/11
500 v.
12 x 8 x 8 x 8
2/11
10 told. 450 v. wkg.
1/3
16 x 16 mfd. 350 v. wkg.
T.C.C. Cardboard Electrolytics wire -end type.
500
volt wkg. 000 volt surge. 8 mfd. Type Minor
16 x

.

.

2/- each

8 x 8 mfd. 4 lead type. " Minor "..
3/- each
8 mfd. midget Tubular wire -end, 500 volt working.
600 v. surge

Bias wire -end type 25 mfd. 50 volt

50 mfd. 12 volt

..

2/- each
1/6 each
1/3 each

..
..
..

25
1/9 each
25
1/6 each
Tubular wire -end non -inductive paper, all sizes up to
50
25

0.1, 5d. each ; 4/9 doz.

Metal case 1 hole fixing electrolytic condensers, 500
volt working, 600 volt surge, 8 mfd.
.. 2/6 each
STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES resistance

2,000 and 4,000 ohms.

6/11 per pair

Volume Controls 1,000 and 5,000 ohms only with
switch
..
1/3 each
.0005 3 -gang tuning condenser units, with trimmers
2/11

each

PLESSEY P.M. Sin. Moving Coil Speakers with Pen.

Trans.

Less Pen Trans.

..

..

11/6 each

9/6 each

Energised Speakers, 1,500
Bin, with Trans. ..
10in. 2,000 ohms field with transformer

ohms field.
7/11 each
.. 12/6 each
din.
5/11 each
RUBBER GROMMETS
..
4d. per doz.
RAYTHEON No. 76 VALVES,
SPECIAL OFFER.
PLESSEY

2/- each
S.P.D.T. Switches
D.P.D.T. Twist Switches

1/1 each

1/3 each
RAYTHEON First -grade valves, largest stockists, all
types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass Octal
Series, Metal Series, Bantam, Series, Single -ended

Metal Series, and Resistance Tubes ;. all at most
competitive prices ; send for lists.
All Orders Most Inelnile Sufficient Postage to Cover.

Hours of lousiness, 0 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturdays, 9 am;
1 p.m.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1.

Telephone, HOLboni 4631.
NIT

GREAT NEW TECHNICAL PART WORK
PART

1'.

AER PLAN E

1

OUT
NOW

WEEKLY
PARTS

MAINTENAKEE PE ATI N
THIS authoritative new part work is compiled under
the supervision of technical experts in close touch
with the very latest aviation practice in England and

TO BE COMPLETED IN ABOUT 40 WEEKLY

It is absolutely comprehensive and of
invaluable assistance to GROUND ENGINEERS,
INSTRUCTORS, AIRCRAFT MECHANICS,
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS, and all whose liveli-

PARTS

America.

Pk_ AEA 0 PLAN

hood is wrapped -up in aeronautics.

Every detail of repair and overhaul, dismantling,
inspection and reassembling is covered. Whether
the subject on which you require technical and trustworthy information deals with boost control, hydromatic air screws, ignition screening, latest de-icing

EI

MAINTENANCE OPERATION
A COMPREHENSIVE WORK INTENDED FOR ALL

INTERESTED IN CIVIL OR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

equipment, operation and servicing of accessories and
instruments, you will find it in AEROPLANE
MAINTENANCE & OPERATION.

DEALING WITH

SERVICING,

MAINTENANCE,
and REPAIR of

AERO ENGINE CARBURETTORS.
Principles of Carburation. Automatic Boost Control. The Hobson AVT95AV70-M Carburettor. S.C. Carburettors.
: MB Carburettor.
Rolls-Royce Carburettors. Zenith Aero Engine Carburettors, etc. All

LEADING BRITISH

AND AMERICAN

the above will be dealt with from the point of view of operation, main-

AIRCRAFT and
AERO ENGINE
COMPONENTS

tenance, tuning, adjustments and repair.

ENGINE STARTING EQUIPMENT.
AERO ENGINE MAGNETOS.
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

GIVEN IN THIS PART

Electrical Equipment for operating Wing Flaps and Undercarriages.

DATA SHEET

Electrical Speed Indicators. Electrically Driven Fuel Pumps and Vacuum
Pumps. Rotax Weston Engine Indicating Equipment. Electric Generators. Electrical Fuel Contents Gauge. Navigation and Cabin Lamps.
Ignition Screening for aero engines.

GIPSY XII ENGINE

AERO ENGINE DATA SHEETS.
It is hoped in this series to cover most of the Engines given in the list below.
Readers, will, however, appreciate that this list may be subject to modification, should official requirements necessitate this.

Gipsy XII, Gipsy VI Series I and II, Gipsy Major, Series 1, Gipsy
Minor, Hercules, Taurus, Perseus, Kestrel, Dagger, Cheetah, Genet,
Lynx, Leonides, Pelides, Rapier, Cirrus, Mikron, Peregrine, Aeronca,
Tiger.

VARIABLE PITCH AIRSCREWS.
UNDERCARRIAGES AND TAIL UNITS.
Landing Legs. Lockheed Airdraulic. Vickers Oleo Pneumatic. Turner
Aeroplane
Oleo Pneumatic. Dowty Oleo Pneumatic and Hydraulic.

GEORGE

lily

NEWNE

S

LIMITED

Wheels and Brakes-Dunlop-Palmer. Dowty Hydraulic Brake Control.
Undercarriages.
Dowty and Lockheed
Pneumatic Brake Controls.
Retractable Systems. Turner Olaer System. Tail Wheel Units. Nutcracker Retractable Struts. Bendix Pneudraulic Shock Absorber.

AIRCRAFT CONTROLS.
Lockheed Hydraulic
Controls for Wing Flaps and Undercarriages.
Dowty Hydraulic Control System.
" Messier "
Control System.

FREE

Hydraulic Control System. Dowty Hydraulic Accumulator-Rudder Bar
Differential Control System. Sperry Gyropilot-P.B. Deviator-Smith
Automatic Pilot.

Fill

THE LINK INSTRUMENT AND RADIO PILOT

your News-

Over 1,000 specially approved "action " photographs
of operations and drawings; also invaluable tables and
data, etc.

1

_

_

=MI MN

ORDER FORM.

To

INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT.
AEROPLANE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT.
DE-ICING EQUIPMENT.
TRAINER, etc.

Each part throughout the work will contain an Engine
Maintenance Data Chart. With Part l the Data Sheet
deals with the famous Gipsy XII Engine.

(Name of Newsagent)

up

this

Order Form
and hand to
agent to - day.
He

will

then

deliver this I

new part work

Please supply each week until countermanded

I

Copy(ies) of AEROPLANE MAINTEN- I
ANCE & OPERATION, i/- each Part.
Name

I

Address

I

each week.
IMM

Ceorde Neitnes. Ltd.

111111
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* PRACTICAL TELEVISION *
elynteAute.
Musical Frequencies

Better Quality from the
" Home Service "
O

Calibrating the Short-wave
Receiver

Practical Television

Thermion's Commentary

Interesting Experiments

Economy in Construction
Practical Hints
Readers' Letters

Everything the Enthusiast Wants to Know in

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
51
PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

ti

By F. J. CAMM.

A Complete Guide, in Alphabetical Order, to the Construction, Operation, Repair, and Overhaul of all types of Wireless
Receivers and Components, including Definitions of all Terms and Units.
From all Booksellers or by post 5/6 from the Publishers. GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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THIS authoritative new part work is compiled under
the supervision of technical experts in close touch
with the very latest aviation practice in England and
It is absolutely comprehensive and of
America.
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invaluable assistance to GROUND ENGINEERS,
INSTRUCTORS, AIRCRAFT MECHANICS,
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS, and all whose liveli-
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hood is wrapped -up in aeronautics.
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Every detail of repair and overhaul, dismantling,
inspection and reassembling is covered. Whether
the subject on which you require technical and trustworthy information deals with boost control, hydromatic air screws, ignition screening, latest de-icing
equipment, operation and servicing of accessories and
instruments, you will find it in AEROPLANE
MAINTENANCE & OPERATION.

MAINTENANCE& OPERATION
A COMPREHENSIVE WORK INTENDED FOR ALL

INTERESTED IN CIVIL OR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Dr IILING WITH

SERVICING,
MAINTENANCE,
and REPAIR of

AERO ENGINE CARBURETTORS.
Principles of Carburation. Automatic Boost Control. The Hobson AVT95MB Carburettor. The Hobson AV70-M Carburettor. S.U. Carburettors.
Rolls-Royce Carburettors. Zenith Aero Engine Carburettors, etc. All
the above will he dealt with from the point of view of operation, maintenance, tuning, adjustments and repair.

LEADING BRITISH

AND AMERICAN

AIRCRAFT and

AERO ENGINE
COMPONENTS

ENGINE STARTING EQUIPMENT.
AERO ENGINE MAGNETOS.
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

GIVEN IM THIS ',ART

Electrical Equipment for operating Wing Flaps and Undercarriages.
Electrical Speed Indicators. Electrically Driven Fuel Pumps and Vacuum
Pumps. Rotax Weston Engine Indicating Equipment. Electric Generators. Electrical Fuel Contents Gauge. Navigation and Cabin Lamps.
Ignition Screening for aero engines.

DATA SHEET

GIPSY XII ENGINE

AERO ENGINE DATA SHEETS.
It is hoped in this series to cover most of the Engines given in the list below.
Readers, will, however, appreciate that this list may be subject to modification, should official requirements necessitate this.

Gipsy XII, Gipsy VI Series 1 and II. Gipsy Major, Series I, Gipsy

Minor, Hercules. Taurus. Perseus, Kestrel, Dagger, Cheetah, Genet,
Lynx, Leonides, Pelides, Rapier, Cirrus. Mikrun, Peregrine, Aeronca,
Tiger.

VARIABLE PITCH AIRSCREWS.
UNDERCARRIAGES AND TAIL UNITS.
Landing legs. Lockheed Airdraulic. Vickers Oleo Pneumatic. Turner
Aeroplane
Oleo Pneumatic. Dowty Oleo Pneumatic and Hydraulic.
Wheels and Brakes-Dunlop-Palmer, Dowty Hydraulic Brake Control.
Undercarriages.
Dowty and Lockheed
Pneumatic Brake Controls.
Retractable Systems. Turner Olaer System. Tail Wheel Units. Nutcracker Retractable Struts. Bendix Pneudraulic Shock Absorber.

AIRCRAFT CONTROLS.
Lockheed Hydraulic
Controls fur Wing Flaps and Undercarriages.
Dowry Hydraulic Control System.
" Messier"
Control System.

Hydraulic Control System. Dowty Hydraulic Accumulator-Rudder Bar
Differential Control System. Sperry Gyrupilot-P.B. Deviator-Smitb
Automatic Pilot.

INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT.
AEROPLANE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT.
DE-ICING EQUIPMENT.

THE LINK INSTRUMENT AND RADIO PILOT
TRAINER, etc.

Over 1,000 specially approved " action " photographs
of operations and drawings; also invaluable tables and
data, etc.

GEORGE
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LIMITED

Each part throughout the work will contain an Engine
Maintenance Data Chart. With Part r the Data Sheet
deals with the famous Gipsy XII Engine.
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HE battery eliminator, as it is so often
called, does not how seem to have the
t)oi3ularitv which it at one time attained,
feourse", one argument against this type
of H.T. supply is that if the mains are
available one might just as well have a
mains receiver and thereby obtain the increased efficiency and power which mains
valves can give. But this necessitates a
much greater expenditure than is needed
for the acquisition of a small mains unit.
and where economy is to be effected a small
unit may prove more economical to maintain than standard HT. batteries. A great
(leal depends upon the cost of electricity
in the district, and in sonic cases upon
whether it is operated froni the lighting
circuit or the power circuit-the two
supplies being separately charged iii most
cases. The main features of the AC. and
the D.C. mains units are described iii this
issue, together with details as to the
modification of certain types to obtain
additional H.T. outputs, or to enable otte
type of unit to be used on mains of a
type different from that for which it was
designed. Where, however. the ((nit ¡s
enclosed in a sealed metal box, no attempt
should be made to tamper with the inside
unless it may be ascertained that i n doing
SO 110 damage will be done to the wiring,
and also that the maker's guarantee no
longer applies.

addition to leading tite Hallé Orchestra. EST., each Suiìday, is now scheduled at
lt will be recalled that Mr. Barker cas to f4.311 p.m., E.S'.T., the same day. A special
have left his present positions to take up perliMinance will be fed to the Mutual
network at .'í poi., EST., but will not lie
work i n London.
heard on \VL\V. The programme format.
with its '' Musical Chance of a Lifetime
WLW Programmes Shift
for aspiring youg soloists, remains the
TI ME elia liges of several VLW.originated
programmes have gone into effect sante. '' Front Page Parade,'' news dramawith the addition of more netuu ork iuio- tisation, which w as presented in the form of
grammes to the station's schedule. With three fifteen-minute broadcasts u eekly, has
the return of Guy Lombardo via NBC at resuiiied as a weekly feature lasting a liai!hour. It is uiow heard at 7 pIn., E.S.T.,
t) poi.. E.S.T., each Friday, "Unsolved
Mysteries,'' oldest detective drama on the Fridays.
News commentaries by Michael ilion,
air, moves to a new spot, Sundays at
4 poi., E.S.T. The "American Parade" which started several weeks ago oit
series nil be heard n future on Tuesdays Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays at 6J5
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Mr. Alfred Barker
THE B.B.C. announes that for the

time being Mr. Alfred Barker will
continue as one of its orchestral leaders

iiiI.

Editorial and Advertisement OUices:
Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower. I-louse, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone
Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
The Editor wiltbe pleased to consider art jetes of a
practical natura suitable for ptthlication in

-

Such articles should he
written on one side of the paper only, and should
i contain the noise and address of Ihr sender. Whilst i
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for i
man oscripts, crer!, effort will be made to return
them if a stoìsned and addressed envelope is
enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the i
i Editor should be addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL
WtRELESS, Oeorge Nonnes. lAd., Tower house, i
Southttrnptoa Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to tite rapid progress io the design of
wireless apparatus and to our pfforto to keep our i
i readers t n touch with the latest developments, we give
no irarranty that apparatus described in oar
columns is tisI the subject of letters patent.
Copyright io oit drawings, photographe and
i
i articles published in PISACTICAL WIRELESS is i
i speefieally rsserved lit rour,hout the countries signa- i
tort, to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
tieprodurtions or imitations of any of these are
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL \VIREAmateur Wirele%.s"
LESS sncOrporate.t
PISACTICAL \Vi[iEL055.
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The world of sports is covered for WLW listeners by Iwo experts, Roger Baker, left, and Nixson Denton.
who are heard Monday through Friday al 6 p.m., ES. T. In addition to cepo rling news on the sports

fronts, they interpret it from alternately serious and humorous viewpoints. Baker, formerly with a
Buffalo, N. Y., station, joined the WLW staff this spring, tientan has been heard by Mid-west
audience s for severa! years.

t1

Formerly it was heard p.m., E.S.T., will be aired also on Tuesdays,
ondays at 8 p.m., E.S.T., a spot now Thursdays and Saturdays.
occupied by "Doctor I.Q.," NBC (bui?.
progransme.featuring Lew Valentine, former "Just Back"
WL\\7 staff member, as master of cereTHE B.B.C. announces thdt Philip
monies. The 9 p.m., E.S.T., spot on
Knowling from Bessarabia and Ronald
Mondays presents Tommy Riggs. whose Seth from Estonia inaugurated as from
niytIica1 Betty Lou was featured ois \VLW SsiII(tay nìornitlg. October 15th, what, it is
before she and her creator moved to NBC hoped, will be a series of broadcasts by
in Neu York. The cast also includes People who have just returned from
Freddy Rich and his orchestra, asid David '' countries in the news.''
Ross. announcer.
Kriowling has just completed a cycling.
Summertime Concert,'' featuring Josef trip through the territory about which he
Cherniavskv and the VLW concert or- talked, and Ronald Seth. with his
chestra and previously heard at 4 pIn.. 1ia just got. back froiiì Estonia.

at 7.30 p.m., E.S.T.

fansily.j
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MUSICAL
Why it is Essential to Take Precautions to Obtain Good
Reproduction of the High Notes in the Musical Scale
THIS article has been iiìspired by a
chance remark overheard iii a tube
train, when a man was heard to
say
I think mv set (litS off at about
(,000, but i hate violins and screechy
instruments, anyway '' hotild this gentleman read these lines, the w riter craves
his forgiveness, and pleads justification
for using his words to introduce these
notes.
i)o not let us dwell on whether or not
the violin is a screechy instrument, this is
obviously a matter of opinion. The gentleman in the train has expressed his opinion,
the writer has another and different opinion,
and various readers will in turn also have,
and are entitled to, their own views
hut let us attack the implied suggestioli that
if a receiver cuts off at 6,000 cycles it will
adquately handle those instruments whose
fundamental notes are limited to the middle
or lower end of the musical scale, or,
better still, let us investigate this whole
tangle of fundamentals and harmonics,
of top cuts and base cuts; also, the portions
of the musical scale required by various
instruments for their faithful reproduction
in the home of t.he listener, In passing,
it may not be thought out of place to
mention that any eons,de ation of the
audible frequency scale as applying to an
individual is to sorne extent limited by
physical factors within the ear of the
person concerned, as, quite apart. from the
fact that there are many characteristics
in hearing between one person and another,
there are some, particularly people getting
on in life, whose ears have a natural top
cut, and for their especial iieeds it is obvious
that there is no point in arranging for an
amplifier and loudspeaker to handle these
frequencies which bring about no response
in their hearing.

r

3.

audibility. lt is suggested, hiouvever, that
Above 5,000 Cycles
as already intimated, 10,(X)4) cycles is
It is not intended to deal with each adequate
tòr all practical considerations.
instruineiìt individually, but it may be
said that such instruments as the bass
tuba, tronibotie, French horn, bass saxo- Acoustic Peculiarities

phone, bassoon, tinte and the like eau be
Listeners to days will have iìotice the
faithfully aceonunuodated where the loud- very unconvincing noise which footsteps
speaker and amplifier are incapable of uuiake on the radio. In fact; it will be
reproducing above, say, 5,004J eye es, noticed that it is common practice to-day
although such amplifier needs necessarily to to say,
Here, comes so-andso" before
reach down to 5 cycles, its characteristic the footsteps are heard ; otherwise it is
response curve being flat to at least 50 doubtful if they would be. uecognrsed as
cycles. Incidentally, it is comnuon practice such. The reason lòr this is astounding,
iiiAmerica to make an amplifier dip the harnionics of such sounds extend up
violently at the 100-cycle iuiark to avoid to the region of. 10,000 cycles, and all the
excessive amplification of any mains liant harmonics which characterise this particular
that may be present.. \\here the curve sound are high As the majority of sets
(whether their owners care
to admit it or not) start
cutting off n the interest
32.Ocz
of
selectivity at about
/G ocj
5,44444)
or 6,000 cycles, the
reason is apparent why
2 an
footsteps should sound' so
unreal. The same remarks
apply to hand-clapping, as
a distinct drop in the
realism of this anulause is
noticeable in an srnplifier

/rbrmal
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Low Frequencies
Anybody who has heard the deep boom
of the tympani W 0111(1 know that the
fundamental note from these instruments is
very low in the musical scale. Actually
it is in the second octave froiii the bass end
of the piano, but the incidental harmonics
on which it depends tor its characteristic
tone extends well up towards 3,000 cycles.
It should be thoroughly understood that
these remarks do. not refer to the actual
range of notes obtainable from various
instruments, but the harmonics which
aceompany the note, and which give it a
characteristic individuality. The frequency
range required by the bass drum is similar
to that of the tympani, but the familiar
small drum played with sticks and
brushes, usually knowii as the " snare"
drum, requires, rather surprisingly, the
almost entire frequency band, starting
way down at 100 cycles up to robnd
about 10,000 cycles, i.e., over an
octave above the top note on the piano.
The double bass, 'cello, viola and violin
take tip between them a frequency
band from 35 cycles to the upper
limits of the human eat, say in the
region of 14,000 cycles, which is.. pearly
two octaves above the top note of the
piano.

____

(b

Nuz'ian I6ic

Diagram indicating the range 0f frequencies
instruments and human voices.

rises again immediately below 100 cycles
it is doubtful whether anybody would
notice it. At the other 011(1 of the scale
such instruments as the snare (hun),
referred to a.bove, the soprano saxophone,
clarinet, and particularly the oboe,
require a reproducer capable of going up
to at least 10.000 cycles, as all these iiistrumetits are capable of producing harmonics
at a strength comparable to the fundamental
note up in the regions öf the upper limit of

PRACTICi

Cuts off at 9,001)
Tiere again this

is undoubtedly the reason
why so many people have
remarked from time to
finie that hand-clapping
on
the radio sounds
mechanical. It would be
possible to go on almost.
indefinitely
enumerating
flic peculiar requirements
of various sections of
sounds and noises, but the
Iòregoing
remarks
are
representative, and indicate
not only various acoustic
(b
peculiarities which are
in themselves interesting,
but also the requirements
of a radio reproducer, if
faith liii reproduct ion is
covered by
aimed at.
Many people
no doubt nreter what is
colloquially termed " sof tone," and
unquestionably people are entitled to
listen to such incomplete music if they so
desire, but this is not true reproduction.
'l'hen again, investigation shows that the
key clatter of wind instruments and the
sucking noises of the brass instruments,
and so on, are reproduced only by the very
high frequencies, and it is again a matter of
personal taste whether such noises should
or should not be reproduced.

WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL

ByF.J.CAMM
From all Booksellers 5/- net, or by post 5/6 direct from the Publishers
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
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BETTER QUALITY FROM
THE "HOME SERVICE"
Details of a Simple Battery Receiver Which Gives Good Reproduction, and
Some Suggestions for Improving an Existing Receiver and Loudspeaker
By
ONE interesting effect of the present
conditions is that listeners are
beginning to be rather fiore critical
of the quality of reproduction. One reason
is, no doubt, that the radio is used for
entertainment purposes to a greater extent
to-day than ever before. Another is that
there is no choice of programmes and
therefore only the "local" station (it is
not quite as "local" as before the war in
many instances) is used. When the set is

THE EXPERIMENTERS"

drafting the circuit was to keep to a reasonably simple arrangement, to produce a set
that can be operated at low current
expenditure (especially L.T.), and that will
give reproduction better than that of the
average inexpensive battery receiver.

Modest H.T. Consumption
.1

By using a screened pentode taking
amp. filament current in time H.F. stage,

aerial-circuit tuning, silice reaction is not
eiìiployed. Alternatively, of course, a
single-wound coil could be used for the
inter-valve position when an ordinary
tumieth-gi-id-instead of choke-capacity-fed
timncd-t mansformimer aiTangemnent

shown-

should l)e adopted.
Hotu coils could well be home-made, as
shown in Fig. 2. 1mm this case they would
cover the mediumn-waveband only; this is
all that is required in most eases. If not
screened, the coils should be mounted not
less timan 6m, apart and with their axes at
right.angles. When using dual-range coils,
a three.poínt switch could be employed for
wave-chmamuging. In either case, the tuning
condenser could be of the two-gang type.

Push-Pull Output
Time two pentocles imi push-pull are fed
through a standard push -pull transformer,
which mnav be ofthe small and comparatively
inexpensive type, in view of the fact that the
primary winding does not have to carry
any D.C. current. No output transformer
is shown, since the transformer fitted to the
speaker will probably have tappings fou use
after a puslu-puhl stage. If would be
possible to reduce current cònsumption still
further by using a Q.P.P. transformer to
feed the output valves, when the G.B.

Fig.

I

.-A good hirer-valve

in use for many hours a

" sem-quali/y " circuil, using a Wesiec/or for delection.

day-partly

for

entertainthent and partly so that no news
bulletin is missed-any lack of quality is
more easily detected. These conditions are
an asset to the designer of a quality receiver,
because he does not have to make ark
attempt to combine quality with selectivity
and sensitivity.

Battery Operation
Because of the conditions referred to,
there are Prol)ably many readers who will
seriously consider the muodification of the
existing set, with a view to improving
quality, whilst others might be inclined to
re-model it, or even to make an entirely new
one, perhaps in addition to the normal
home set. For the benefit of people in
this category a good circuit is given in
Fig. 1. As vill be seen, it is for battery
operation. Most readers will prefer this,
because there is always the chance that he
mains supply might be temporarily disconnected and because a battery set can be
used in rooms where a mains point is not
available. It is not claimed that a receiver
built to this circuit would give perfect
reproduction. nor that it is the best
qua litv " circuit available. The object in

and by employing a couple of high-efficiency
output pentodes having a filament consumption of .2 amp. each, the total drain on time
accumulator is kept down to half an amp.
This is no more than the current taken by a
very simple three-valver of more conventional type. Current is saved, of
course; by using a W.X.6 "Westector" as
detector.
When a Cossor 210 S.P.T. valve is used
in the first stage, with two Cossor 220
HP.T. valves in the push-pull output stage,
the current consumption can be kept down
to about 8 mA., although for best results
the total current would be about 12 mA.
when employing a 120-volt high-tension
battery. To work at the lower current it
would be necessary to redüce the I{.T.
voltage to 100 or so or to increase the bias
voltage applied to the two pentodes from
3 to 4.5 0m. 6 volts.

3

60 T
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Brief Circuit Details
None of the components is critical,
although the values should not vary very
much from those indicated on the circuit.
Coils can be of any available type, preferably
having grid and aerial windings, and both
can be of the kind primarily intended for

2.-A suitable coil for use in ¡he circuit
shown in Fig. I when only medium-wavé
reception is required,
Figures correspond
io the connections shown in Fig. I.
Fig.

(Contnued on next page)
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BEER

QUALITY FROM THE

"HOME SERVICE"
(continued from previous page)

voltage could be increased to about 7.5
volts. In that case it would be better to
replace the tu o ,000-ohm fixed resistors
used to feed the auxilirv grids by a 2.004)ohm potentiometer ; the slider would be
taken to H.T.+, the two ends being joined
to the grids. The object in using the
potentiometer is to ' balance " the two
valves, w hich is an important flatter if the
best results are to be obtained from the
Q.P.P. circuit. As another alternative, the
pentodes may be replaced by two small
high-efficiency power valves similar to the
Cossor. 220 PA. This would simplil the
circuit to a certain extent, rendering unnecessary the auxiliary-grid feed resistors
and by-pass condensers and also the fixed
tone-control across the speaker, but there
wouJl be less amplification and a somewhat
heavier consumption of H.T. current.
I

ç

lE

Improving "Quality"
For those who do not propose to rebuild

the present receiver or make a new one
there are variOus measures that can be

taken to improve reproduction. Tn this
respect it should be mentioned that the
quality of the B.B.0 transmissions is still
not up to pre-war standard, although much
better than they \vere immediately after
war broke mit, and continue to improve.
No. doubt they will be back to the original
high standar(l very soon, if not by the
time this article is in print..
One of the simplest methods of improving quality is by (lispensing with reaction,
which is not necessary when ari 11F. stage
prece1es the detector. Another metho(l is
by increasing the HT. voltage to the

A

la,
a.
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Co ¡laps ib le

A erial

FOR small portable sets aerials aie re- in which the cenfre of-otation of the hinge
quueil which must have a certain is ífn-anged iii the centre of òne teel band
rigidity when iii use,. as they are not
suspended but have to be fitted to the set,
for instance, in the form of a self-supportFig. 2.
For transport innposes
ing 10(1 aerial.

,ig,3.

such aerials have to be collapsible so that
they require as little space as possible,
and can he easily packed. In the past,
telescopic tubes have been used for this
iurpOse which have, however, certain
disadvantages, in so far as they are iather
Rensitive when they are knocked about,
ir handled roughly. so that their use with
portable sets was only possible within
The apparatus to be described
limits.
lias none of these disadvantages.

920 i.!

I

Constructional Details

Figure 1 shows an aerial in which the
two elastic metal bands I and 2, which may
consist of steel, are connected at one end
by a hinge 3. One steel batid is provided
at its lowei end with a pin 5 which is used
to plug tbe aerial into the plug socket 6
of the small transmitter or receiver in
conjunction with which it has to be used.
The other steel band is provided with an
arresting piii 7 which fits into a corresponding socket in the set 8. The two sockets ti
and 8 are arranged in such distance horn
each other that when the plug pins 5 and 7
are inserted into the sockets. the two steel
bands form a right-angle with each other
The whole
such as is shown in Fig. 2.
aerial is embedded in a tube of elastic
insulating material, for instance, a subber
tube 9 of sufficient width.
Fig. 3 shows a modification of the aerial

-

detector and by reducing the value, of the meter across th,e battery and taking tb.e''
grid leak to .25 or .5 ñiegohni, and' of
centre terminal to the (.B..
lead. ''If
grid condenser to .0001 mfd. Such a change this is clone a switch n'iust be provided b>
is often erroneously described as making break 'the potentiometer circuit when the
the valve act as a power-grid detector; it set is s'wtclied off. "
does not do this, but it will often be found
to have a satisfactory effect.. When the Simple Tone Cntrol
It is often fouial that. form of tone'
detector auode c'rcnit is not taken tö a
separate tapping on the HT. battery, the control is valuable when the set is widely
voltage iiiay he increased by using a de- used for both speech and music, Since a
mellow" effect i, often
coupling resistor of lower value; inci- slightly mole
dentally, decoupling is not quite as import- better for speech. The tone control migh
consist of the conventional .01. mfd. eón"
aiit when the reaction circuit is cut out.
denser in series with a 25,000 ohm varidble
Reduced Selectivity
resistor between the speaker terminals or
Reproduction can also be improved by between the anode of the output valve and
making the receiver slightly less selective. the earth line.
Another method which
This can be done by shorting-out the aerial- might be better in some circumstances, and
series condenser or by increasing its value. which has the advantage of simplicity, is t,
A corresponding method, which helps also connect a .0005 mfd. bakelite dielectric
to increase signal strength, is to use a variable condenser between the grid of the
longer aerial than before.
When using first L.F. valve and earth. After a few
some types of coil it is possible to increase tests it will be possible to find at which
the coupling between the primary and setting of the control the most pleasing
secondary windings by moving one winding reproduction is obtained on speech, string
closer to the other, by increasing the music, and
brass" ; marks could then
number of turns on theprimary. Selectivity be made ou the panel to show the appro-..
can also be reduced, and sensitivity in- priate positions on the control knob
creased, by dispensing with tappings for pointer.
the aerial and grid connections. ,Just how
Sometimes it is found that better results
far it is possible to go in reducing selectivity are obtained by wiring the resistor-con.
is largely dependent upon local conditions. denser type of tone control across the primIn some parts of the country interference ary winding of the first L.F. transformer or
by foreign transmissions might be trouble- betw'eeni tile " anode" end of the transsonic if selectivity were reduced to any former and earth.
marked extent, while in others very flat
Reproduction can nearly always be
tuning will suffice to ,bting iii tile B.B.C. improved iviien the speaker unit is mounted
Home Service free fròm interference.
iii a smiiall cabinet by mounting it instead
As many readers are ai are, reproduction ori a 3ft. square baffle board ruade fioiuu
can often be improved by slightly redueing, 9mm. plywood arid with a sheet of soft
the GB. applied to the output valve, or cardboard glued to the back. This is best
even by obtaining a more accurate control, mounted in the corner of tile room, where
of G.B. yoltage by connecting a potentio- it gives excellent distribution of sound.

Fig. 4

Ii L

Fig. 6.

so that the two steel bands are T-shapeij
under operating conditions.
Fig. 4 shows the aerial in a condition
ready for disl)atcll. The hinge 3 is folded
together so that the two steel bands i and
2 aie parallel to each other, as will he seen
in the cross-section of Fig. 5. In this position the aerial can be easily rolled together
and requires very little space in this
condition. In view of the fact that. tite
aerial is enclosed in a rubber tube, it is
jossibie for the two steel bands to give
way so that under a strong breaking stress
tite steel bands may evade, while the rubber
tube is defòrined so tlìa.t the aerial is bent
without being destroyed. As soon as the
breaking stress ceases tito aerial returns
into its original position. This type of
aerial is not limited to the described
example, but may he applied in all such
cases where a conductor has to be used
either in rigid and relatively tinelastic condior in a flexible condition.

A Modification
A further form of the aerial is shown
in Fig. 6, in which no hinges are used, and

the two rectangularly arranged steel bands

i and 2 are firmly connected with a block 3
S is arranged. A
guide piece 4 keeps the two steel hands at
the upper end in their rectangular position
This guide piece is firmly connected, for
instance, by soldering or riveting with the
one steel band I whereas the other steel.
band 2 is movable in slots, so that it can
give way when the aerial is rolled together.
This kind of aerial may also be rolled
together, in view of the fact that the
rectangularly arranged steeh bands give
way, so that only a little space is required.
The two steel bands get into a parallel
position w hen. the aerial, is rolled together.

at which the plug pin

-

r;

De (ails of (he collapsible aerial referred
in the accompanying paragraphs.
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SECT ¡ON
RECEIVER

LIBRATING A S.W.

Assist in Station Searching, or to TuneKnown Stations, a Calibrated Receiver is
The Various: Methods of Doing
ential.
This are Given in This Article.

average liotite-made receiver
utilises an arbjtrarilv_tnarketuning
scale, due generally to the difficulty
of obtaining coils of a known inductance
value and to the stray circuit capacities
introduced 1w individual designs. Consequetit Iv, when it is desired to tune-in a
station ol k nown frequency it may be
ditticitlt to lind tile stat ion unless one has
previously heard a station on a wavelength
'.erv close to the required setting. If this
has been done, then the receiver has been
calibrated to a certain extent, and thus
calibra t ion iicrelv consists i n the ident illcation öl certain tuning points on the scale,
b nians of which the tuned circuits may
be set to aiiv given point.
As an alternative to this method of
calibration a special tuned dcvie known as
a wavenìeter niav be used, and this may be
calibrated and used in conjunction with the
receiver, Each listener will have his own
ideas as to which of these methods is most
suitable tor Ins particular case, but it should
he remembered that in the former case,
changes in the coil or circuit may coinpletely upset the calibrations u Inch bave
been obtai neil, wh Ist the wavemeter w ill
hold good ihr any type of receiver and may
be reganbil, therefore, as a piece of stan.
dard equipo ient for mista lation a long vi t Ii
test nieters or other incidental apparatus.
With the first scheine, however, no
additional outlay is ecessury, and for this
reason it will appeal to t he rnajorit y of
There are, however, various
listeners.
snags associated cith it.
If the receiver is a battery-operated,
deiector-loiv-tieq Ileacy condonation. a
Ib-ir measure of accuracy univ be obtained.
The application of reaction, however, is apt
to call for a slight readjuistmnent in tuning.
and this brings to mind the fact that HT.
voltages, u heu varied, also afleet tuning.
To obtain at least a fkir standard of accuracy
it is most desirable to check voltages and
adhere t o them.
It is aipreeiated t hat when a screengrid valve is used as a detector, the relations
betu ecu liii plate and streen-grid volt ages
are cru t ira I, and cate hi adj nat nient is
necessary in order to obI ahi suutootli react ion aid reel lotit iron dia (i spot s. From
the fouegoiuig it viIl he realised that direct
calibratiOn, whilst undoubtedly an advauitage, rn ist be carefull carried ont in order
to ut' a teal leiu and not a lt udrance when
adapted to simple apparat us.

THE

-

t ive lv.

Careful consideration of tite various
points outlined in the case of 'rp
receiveis clearly indicate that accurate
calibration tinder varying conditions of
operation, that is technical aS well as
climatic conditions, is more or ess
impossible. using the direct dial reading to
graph niet lind.
We are aware that manufacturers calibrat e their single control superheterodynes
-.

,

_,

-i..
-

-

I

woiindon standard
coni inercia! forniers, or alternatively, on
Tmiiìing coils may be

,,

i

-

.

i'

I

i

I

Applications

i

-I

i

valve bases or Paxohin formers. Windings
may be spaced or close wound. The main
point is to avoid any chance of coil winding
being displaced due to constant handling.
Low-loss principles are quite unnecessary
in wavenmeter coil construction, and there
is absolutely nothing against close windiijg
of turns followed by the application of
two or more coats of shellac varnish, in
order to avoid displacement of windings.
-

-

11

LI

--.4

Tuning Coil Windings

i

i

limmiitations,

-

voltage and readjusting the reaction control.
These adjustitirtit s. however, cause a
variai ion in dial readings, and it will be
uttdetstood that dial readings will vary
ac-cording to whet lier a given transunssion
is received at tua xi muni or uniti nnuiì
volume. Low and high sensitivit y respec-

r

working rond itions a od indi vidual
it is clear that in order to
achieve a reasonable standard of accuracy
with reference to frequency nnasurement.
the most satisfactory thing to do is to build
independent measuring apparatus, cheek up
on crystal or other drive-controlled tiansmnitters of known accuracy, and carefully
plot suitable tuning graphs froni t lie data
thuus obtained.
The Lriode and dvnatron type waveWe do not
meters. are gaining iuopuilarit
propose to comment upon the comparative
advantages Of the respective types, but
merely to point out to thOe who are
interested, that wavemeters of these types
ate ideal instruments for use in conjunction
with modern short and all-save receivers
Irrespective of circuit considerations,
tite main feature is that a source of constant and modulated signal generation is
always to hand, which apart froiui fretItueney measuring, lias itany other applications.
Various factors must, however, be takesi
into consideration when constnicting this
type of wavemeter. For example. the
valve used must be a good one, and new fol
preference. An old, out-of-date valve or
hand is no excuse for undertaking the
construction of an oscillating waveineter.
When emission is faulty, calibration is
dilhicult, inacemirat e, and consequentI
useless.
The tuning dial and associated variable
condenser must be of rigid construction and
Mechanical and
siiìoot.h in operation.
electrical efficiency are most desirable, and
special short wave types should he used.
Inti'rnal wiring should be carried out wit h
heavy gauge wire, and thus assure that
accurate calibration will be maintained
with in reasonable limits.
a mateur

i:

'--

On o]

¿lue

new ?iÏcîllichael all-wave superhets
wi/It push-button tuning.

directly, i.e., tite tuning scale is marked in
heq nencies, wavelengths or inegaevcles.
Viewed from the constructors' poi it of
view, this is not a difficult nude -taking. but
Iòr varions reasons cannot be adopted by
home constructors. In any case, a high
standard of accuracy is difficult to obi am,
errors of .05 mnegacycles on tite six-niegacycles band are not unknown.
This (liscrepancy is indeed small, nevertheless, it calls lòr correction.
When
tuning, tite operator mmist take this error
¡tito account, in addition to similar ones on
oilier bands. Thus direct ealihration is not
dead aceti rate, but is si niply a locatis
witeteby ait approximate idea of wavelength
liiav be obtaitted without relcrenc,e to
graphs.
Otte thing must not be overlooked,
namely, that the usefulness of signal
nicasuring and checking apparatus is
governed by tite accuracy of its calibration.

Now let its consider the application of titis
principle to mains, or hat t crc-operated
T.R.F. receivers in which otte or niore stages
of seicien -grid li igh, or radio frequency, are
erntloyetl together with the detector\'oluiììe control.
The volume control is a variable poteittiotnetri', which regulates (ir controls tite
sc-teen voltage of tite SG. HF. valves. Independent Measuring Apparatus
\Vhen tinting loi weak signals, sensitivity
With titis fact iii mind, together with a
ma y he iii crc-used hv reduci tiir t lie screen definite and practical understanding of

-

creenirig
i\lodern practice in wavemeter design
favours complete screening, winch is to be
Even though
strongly recommended.
completely screened, a strong sharply-tuned
signal may be obtained, using but a comparatively low plate voltage on the plate
of a triode valve. About iIi volts, arid in
sonic instances less, is ail that is necessary,
but titis dlel)ends upon the relation of one
winding to tite other. One quarter-inch
between grid and reaction is ample. A
standard type power valve is also quite
suitable. other types, of course, may be
used if of comparatively low impedance.
A sheet metal or foil-lined cabinet can
be made at low cost, and whilst it is cowtiiomi practice to include the coils inside,
along with tite other components, the
writer favottrs the practice of mounting tile
coil base on top of the cabinet, and screening tite coil vitit a standard screening can.
If titis procedure is adopted, tite cabinet
can be closed up once and for all, and thua
tite chances of altering tite original calibration duc to tite displacement of internal
wiring is avoided.
Batteries ntay be
accommodated i n a separate compartment or
vlipped on tite back of the cabinet.

-
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on high ground, the signals have been
received with sufficient strength to enaole
the cathode ray tube, to be modulated.
There are certain differences in the nature
of the signal that must be allowed for.
Intensity modulation is employed and the
signal direction is the same as the B.B.C.,
that is to say an increase in modulation
corresponds to an increase in picture
brightness. There is a slight difference in

k.
k;
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Neon Lamp Effects
HERE arc many occasions when it is
found dciiahie t'o uso a neon latan
or tmmhc as a smnple oscillator. In the basic

L
E
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circuit a fixed or variable condenser is
charged through a hielt resistance, and
whemi it has reached a certain voltage titis
saine condenser is discharged rapidly by
the ionisation action of the ncn lamp
connected across its terminals. The idea
by o nicena a new Omle, and as a si tiple
piece of labomatory equipment himis found
divers applications tom bridge measurements
where an oscillator whose frequency could
be adjurted w-as necessary. while due to tile
fairly close approach of tite osciliatiomis to a
saw-tooth waveform, titis same form of
oscillator has dorme service as a time-base
generator, being connected to tile deflector
of an electrostatically-operated..
cathomle-rav tube. Theme is a tendency for
an oscillator of titis nature to be slightly
erratic in its functioning amid aLso non-lineat,
bitt it iS only of coniparativelv recent date
that this lack of uniformity has at least
beemi partly tm-aceable to a j)hoto.electric
effèct Witch S exhibited by the neon tube
under certain conditions. It the appamatus
is used in surit a position that tite iteon
lamp is exposed to increasing amounts of
light, then tite frequemlcy of tite oscillations
ivill increase. amid titis imicrease is found to
exhibit a measure of proportionality to time
aniount of light wiiieiì hills on tite lamp.
I
has been shown by experiment that if
the voltage ociosa tite lamp is iiiaintained
at a value which is a little less than that
necessary for tite lamp to strike, titen
it will exhibit photo-electric ProPerties
equal to that of a rather insensitive photo.
electric cell. When used in oscillator
apparatus, therefore, constamicy of ope ratioml
is achieved if tite level of illmmmninatiomt in
the neighbourhood of tite lamp is kept
steady, or it is a better plan to coat the
glass emlvelope of the lamp with soute
opaque mnatemial so that it is immune front
the light changes.
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t!e percentage of the modulation allocated
VoI. 4.
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front that which has become more or less
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television receivers 0ml amty large scale
tite Anterican industry liad ample oitportunity of examining the latest models
produced for tite English market, it would
appear that on the question of coutmols
there has been very little attempt at
simplification in tite operation of the set
as itas taken place here. This may be due
to tite fact that tue Amnericami set-ownem- is
more at home with a broadcast set which
veritably bristles with knobs, but in any
case it brings tbout a measure of complicatien that must react on the final quality of
the observed picture, since the average
user ha not yet been educated into all the
mysteries of television reception. For
example, in one set it is found that there
is a total of sixteen controls and the
nomenclature used to describe each one's
function is in many cases widely different

to the synchromtisimmg pulses. but 50 frames
er secoitd interlaced to give 25 pictures
per second is identical, and tue main
feature to be catered iòr is the diffem-enee
of lume definition, namimely, 441 lines in lieu
of 4(15. In nuany televisioti receivers it is
possible to increase tile line speed of the
tinte-base generator to take cognisance of
this chamrge, while in addition since the
carrier frequency is not yet defiutitely
settled it will also he necessary to ehammge
titis slightly Ironu tine British tandaid of
45 muegacycles for vision. \Vlieie these
comttm'ols ame available for individual adjustnient, and still better where there is a
reflector aerial capable of being beamed in
tite dimection of Rome, tile experimitenter
cati make an effort to l)iCk up the Rome
tm'amtsmiìissuons. It is easily possible to
recognise time station for the caption card
Fll(lS
EIAB, TRASMISSIONE, SPERIMENTALI. RADEOVISIONE.
The

standardised English puactice. Tite only
similarity or at least enlomen prìctiee is
the use of the terms " focus,'' " contrast''
and " brightness.'' In the case of the
sixteen-conl rol set referred to, it was said
that nine of thent required only occasional
adjustment, but tite remaining seven needed
re-setting daily. When readers recall that
tIte pre-war" practice of' English viewing
only required the set to be switched on
with an occasional contrast adjustment, it
will l)e sedi that tile Americans lieve a lot
of leeway to make up on this aspect of
television reception, ami aspect which immst
be regarded of extreme importance if
commsmstently
good results ai-e to be
obtained o ithont annoying multitudiuous camrmeu-a emmtpioyed l'or trautsmnissioit purpocs
by the Italians in their studio is shown in
adjustments.
the accomtt r;aut-iuig ilimistratiomu Jt incorl)orates a niodern stom-age tube based (un
An Interesting Experiment
Iconoscojme puimicimiles anti is provided
THE immediate cessatiomt of the B.B.C. flic
with
usual doI1 t'mtck facilities, pammimmg
television service on tite outbreak head the
hamtdle amidi adjustrnemits. Two lenses
of war carne as a hitter blow to all those am-e ued
one momumuted above the other
families who had installed receiving sets amir! operated
h a single comutrol. Omie
leus focuses tite scemle to be televised on
to tite mutosaie signal plate
tite usual
way, while the second lents focuses tite
sante scene on to amI observatiomi plate
at the rear of tite camera housing, so that
the caillera man can be sure of keeping
time lmictum-e itt exact focus and within the
plate area limmtits.
.

mt

Testing-

Film
THE suitability or

otimerwise of fihmits for
tmansmissiomi by television in tite normai

service of time radiated signais has always
breit a probiemn m'eq it irimme etireful attentiomt.
If PrintS are mtsecl imtdiscrimttivateiy, then the
itictuues observed tvill exhibit an inadequate
contrast m-auge, witile cay sudden light
citamiges mviii brimug about those annoying
eitaractetmse tite use of sticht
flumes whtc
rtiateriutJ. 'flue Amitericaums nere quick to
recognise titis feature. and since filin
uumattem is dlttl)iOYedl ivImerever possible it
Ives foutmid essemttial to develop some
uimetliod v,'ltmnliv tite mutemits or denmerits ruf
itiotiOrt-1)ict imte pritits could be judged
carefully before a decisiomi w-as made to
imtclude tite mitaterial iii one or more proTite R.C.A have therefore.
grammes
produced a simplified version of transmitter
and m-eceiver, foi- it was realsed that time
only satisfactory way to carry out the
as to nuake observations
examinatiomi
under conditions approaching an actual
Tite apparatus is
television broadcast.
compact anU I)OItaOle, ano one synctironssing pulse-generator feeds both the cansera
and receiver. In general terms the best
class film designed for cinema projection
ruimposes is satisfactory for television, but
any scenes having very dark backgrounds
should be avoided. Where possible closeimps should he generously interspersed with
long shots, for itis necessary to take into
account the limits of resolution of presentt

American Receiver Design
N spite of the fact that before producing

-
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A storage type television camera
by I/me Italians.

as used

in their homes and taken advantage of the

entertaining programmes radiated from
Alexandra Palace. As far as Europe is
concerned the only known signals now
being radiated are those provided by the
equipment at Monte Mario, Rome. Although
far distant it has been established that
in certain parts of the couistrv, particularly

(coti,ed
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The Bright Spot
ofSouthainpton, otherwise 2HCD,
expresses a view typical of some
hundreds I have received since war commenced. I will, therefore, allow hi in to
speak for the rest of my correspondents.
This is what he says, apropos our policy of
carrying on (luring the war After congratulation us On being hie onl weekly
technical ournal he continues " \Veclnesday to all wireless fans is the one bright Spot
in the week, and it is quite a treat to us to
know that we can continue to get practical information concerning our hobby.
Although not in the Forces, numbers of
readers must be, like myself, unable to see
our homes for any length of time, or to get
busy in our wireless dens." It is very
true that mani- thousands of readers in
and out of the Forces are separated from
their homes. PRACTICAL WIRELESS, however, links them with a common interest.

already been produced by various firms, in
which the HT. and LT. are combined,
and these are readily available.
Unfortunately, however, only one or two
firms have been able to obtain the valves
and have produced special receivers and
portables. Judging by my post-bag many
constructors are interested in this new tvi)o
of valve and have looked in vain for ¡n

S. U.

G.

THE same reader oftrs a hint to those
suffering from the effects of fading on
the Home Service stations. He has quite
cured the blasting effects on his all-wave
A.C. model by erecting a 33ft. long Windoni
with the tapping at lift. The height is
roughly l5ft. and the aerial itself is horizontal. It runs east to w-est with the tapping
on the east end coining off at right angles.

Wanted-Midget Short-waver
IHAVE received a request fioum N. O. F.
for the naine of a firm that vjl provide
I

him with a short-wave midget receiver.
or ev-en a crystal set, which he can use
whilst he is iii the Army. 'Where lie is
located wireless sets are not. The military
authorities do not encourage soldiers to

take lumpy kit about with them. I therefore invite readers to help another on
active service. If they have experimented
with any tiny pocket receivers, perhaps
they will be good enough to send the details
along, and I will forward theni to N. O. F.

The I.R.E. and National Service

E I.R.E. (not I.R.A.) are the initials
'fij of the British Institution of Radio
Engineers. The general council of this
institution has been devoting tinte to
devising methods whereby their membership and the facilities of the institution
might be utilised for national service work.
The President, Sir Arroi Moir, lias made
suggestions that have been favourably
received by the War Office. In these discussions and negotiations it has been borne
in mind that radio engineers over 30 years
of age are scheduled in the list of reserved

occupations. From the letters received
from members, however, it is apparent
that a very large number of men below
this age, and a number above the age, are
anxioistotakepartinriationaIserice work.
The instil ution has now been oft iciall y
requested to compile a register which is not
confined to members- of the institution, for
they bave been asked by the authorities to
inèorpurate on the register as many interested and ualifiedradioengi neers as ossible.
It has been decided to continue holding
the examinations conducted by the institu-

By

concerning

annoimcemnent
release.

:

A Hint About Fading
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tion and the next Associate Membership
aud Radio Servicing Certification Examinations will be held on November 18th next,
and provisional arrangements have been
made for the holding of both examinations
on May 18th. 1940. Candidates who wish
to take the Associate Membership exanlination must submit a completed lòrm for the
Council's consideration, since election depends on practical, as well as theoretical
knowledge. The approval on an application
form of membership is, therefore, a necessary preliminary to be given permission to
sit for the examination. Exemption froni
the examination may only be granted to
applicants who have liad responsible experience, and extensive training in radio
engineering, and who have passed a recognised examination. The existing syllabus
of the Associate Membership Examination
will continue until May, 1941. for students
registered prior to May ist, 1940. Further
details regarding the activities and membership of the institution are given in a booklet
available free to readers from the British
Institution of Radio Engineers, Duke Street
House, Duke Street, London, \V. 1.
I invite readers with the necessary
qualifications to support this scheine. As
a matter of fact I do not subset-i be to the
system of reserving peol)le in particular
trades according to their age. I know many
extremely smart youngsters of 20 who are
far more knowledgeable and practical than
some over the age of 30. Age will never
be an index of knowledge and experience.
It ought to be, but there are many vlio can
qrowd into a couple of years, because of a
quicker brain, and a more receptive and
retentive minci, the experience which some
may take ten years to accumulate, I
believe that iii all these reserred occupations ability should come befere age.
During tite last war conscriptìon took some
thousands of skilled people front the
workshops. A few months later they were
brought back. In this war we have made
the sante mistake of calling up skilled
people, for I see that 50,000 of tuent are
being sent back from the Army to the work-

timel r

general

"Carry On"

APROPOS my first paragraph on this
page, I have received the fo lowing
lines frommi our old friend " Torch
I Veli carry on!
The war shan't beat us!
Ile 051!, ask that you'll respond
And by a little wise precaution
i Vili help preserve the happy bond
l'hai bmrad, ws with our nmany thousand
ieaders
In Brite in and the lands across the sea,
The brotherhood of radio knows no frontiers.
'Jhs pothway of the ether still is free.

How eon you help us? Why, the answers
simple /
Just place your order definite ami firm,
Make sure on Wednesday mornings al
your copy,
Awl non-delivery shall never make you

n/ni ni.
'Tas "r/oqged does it " when conditions
worsen,
Ami ''sees it through'' until 1h e tronbk"srjo'ee
We hear again the cry of" Stick it, .Jemj."
You bet we will-ice mean to cari/ on t

European
WLW

News

Broadcasts

s.

from

STATION WLW (Cincinnati) will remain
on the air 24 hours a day to bring
European news when American press
associations and networks indicate their
plans to function past the normal time,
James D. Shouse, vice-president of the
Crosley Corporation in chat-ge of broadcasting, announced recently.
During the time of the European crisis
and its culmination in warfare, WLW
stayed on the air constantly. The cost of
the extra work involved, together with
commercial broadcast cancellations for
war news, approximated $25.001).
Mr. Shouse also announced a policy to
govern references to the war on commercial
programmes.
Under the terms of this
policy, extreme caution must be exercised
in making such allusions on sponsored programmes, when the intent of the reference
is to promote a commercial product It is
also interesting to note that time functions
of WLWO. Crosley.operated international
station in Cincinnati, may be of increasing
importance while war lasts.
WLWO,
shop.
formerly known as W8XAL, is scheduled to
Battery Valves
shift front 10,000 to 50,001) watts this
j \VONDER how long it will be before the autnnmmn, and will have access to six different
I econon»- type of valve operating with li-equencies.
The new station will use two transmitters,
a battery-type filament will 1w available
'l'hiese valves. enabling engineers to change from one
to t lie home-constructor
as you probably remember, enable very frequency to another without loss of time.
neat portables to be built up as a single A directional beani antenna will provide
dry-cell takes the place of the usual n signal strength of approxiiiiately 600,000
Special batteries have watts, the most po*erful in the world.
accumulator.

's
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C*mment, Chat and Criticism
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Music in this C'ass is Discussed
by Our Music Critic. Maurice Reeve

of the Best

THE opposite class of music to that is programme music at his highest pitch
discussed last week is programme of perfection. No scenery, costume or
music, music suggested or inspired libretto are needed to hell) tus understand
by an Impression, incident, emotional the story conveyed by the music, so powerexperience, a scene in nature, or a work of ful is its power of suggestion. Out of a
art, and the subject of which is not left to legion of "motifs" i need only mention
the imagination, as in Beethoven's so-called such famous ones as the "Grail" theme in
Moonlight Sonata, but is set out in a title at ,Pajifal, Siegfried's Magic Horn, or the
the head.
Fire Music motto. Sometimes only a tèv
lt stands to reason that such music imotes of it are sounded, but they are amply
covers the widest range of feeling, and, in sufficient to paint the whole scene for us.
quality, passes from the sublime to the It is going on the whole time the story is

L

ridiculous. Ranging from '' Parsifai '' and
L'après-midi d'un faune'' to " Her
Golden Hair hung down her Back'' and
"The Whistler and his Dog," it cannot be
said, as with absolute music, to always be
inspired by the loftiest thought and
emotion. For no matter how small and
insignificant a piece of absolute music may
seem-as in the case2 say, of a Bach twopart invention, its creation was at least
disinterested.
But, although frequently
debased and rendered ignoble in profane
hands, programme music contains many
glorious uorks.
And in surveying the
enormous territory it covers in its journeys,
our thoughts would naturally first turn to
opera.

Opera

t

io

i'

Music

-

In opera. of course, programme music
reaches its greatest heights, Lmd in opera
it has recorded its noblest triumphs. Never
at a. loss for a raison d'être, it can, during the
course of one single work, seek inspiration
from a hundred different sources. As the
story unfolds, it can produce works which
take on the character and individuality of
separately created pieces, as any one
familiar with the \\'aglìer nights at the
Promenade Concerts will know. "Siegfried's .lourney to the Rhine,'' or '' The
Ride of the Valkyries,'' are known almost
note for note b scores of people who have
never been to the opera in their lives.

" Motifs

or " Motto Themes

many others-all of which have Beethoven's Pastoral Sytuphonv ami earlier
masterpieces as prototypes. 'liese works
might be classed as operatic in nsp!ration
innsniuch as that t hey tell a Story wh ich
might well have been used as the subject
of an opera libretto hut which stand on their
own and sely entirely upon their own
itowers of description. Strauss's picture of
Don Quixote tilting at the uiill and the
humorous capers of Sancho Pamiza are so
realistically drawn in tone colours as to
being told, the one being the complement render backcloths and librettos sii perfluous.
of the other.
so fm as those adjuncts are needed in the
story telling Although such sound efibets
Songs of Schubert
as the braying of a donkey and thunder are
Song comes next. Here again, though in not too difficult to portray realistically.
a microscopic form of comparison, a coni- such human niotions as love om hate, and
poser has a rich field for using music to such natural phenomena as sunshine amid
illustrate definite meaning, and paint shadow, are ; and they require t he utmost
pictures or create illusion. We need not skill of harmonic blending and tonal nuance
wander froni the scenes of Schubert to see before they cati convince the listener that
this art carried to perfection. By the they are what they are meant to be. When
merest suggestion he can create a mood for Mr. Newman said that Debussy imiust have
the background to the poem, whether it. be written his fatuous Gardens iii the Raimi
the rustic tranquillity of "The Trout" and whilst stmding undei- au umbrella, lie was
Whither,'' or the tempestuous passion of paying tribute to the genius of one of the
"The Erl King" or "Impatience." In greatest toue painters of all time. Debussy
each and every case the music stiike the achieved this ai-t to as great a (legree of skill
mood of the words -and expresses their as \Vagner hiiuiselt though he painted OIL a
meaning in-a matchless way. Confirmation much smaller canvas. I will conclude these
of this can he obtained by listening to the two discussions' with some dehnitive rebetter transcriptions by Liszt or Godowsky, marks next week.
thi piano solo, where, as with Wagner in the
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
concert room, a little story is unfolded by
(C'oti,,,ed fro" page 134.)
the music without any aid from poet or
vocalist. All we need is the title. This day television standards.
From
tests
is the world of imagery, a dream world, alread nudertakeui it would seem that any
which only the abstract language of music colour fluuì photographed from real life
can reveal. It is music's divine gift to be gives a reasonable television result but quite
able to blend its tones and arrange their often ditlirulties are experienced whe i
sequence so that they convey a meaning coloured cartoons are used. The value of
just âs potent and convincing as a painter's these R.C.\. tests will become evident iii
colours or a poet's words, at the same time the announcement made recently by the
as they leave that margin for our own National Broadcasting Company of America
contemplation to roam in.
to the effect that they are planning an
exaelisive 5cm-mes or plograrnines nearing on
tite is ai. This has been done with the idea
Beethoven's Pastorat Symphony
We can all see a pastoral scene any finie of stimulating sa les, which so far llave been
we cal-e to go into the country and look at most disappointing, and it is intended to
one. We can see a representation of one on let. tise broadcasts deal with the economiccanvas by popping imito an art gallery and background, tite feuer meaning of tue
viewing any one of ahuiidred, fr0111 Con- struggle and the significance which can be
Bist only applied to strategic military moves. Not
stable or Vatteau onwards.
Beethoven, or a worker in tise same medium, only will maps be used, but it is the coincan bring one before our gaze just-as faith- pany's avowed intention of exploiting to
fully and iorcethl!y but withoht presenting the lull motion-picture sequences specially
us with the actual mnusitlane reality which selected to show the nature of tite country
we may or may not like, accus-ding to the where war operations are being carried out
example put bclòre u-. l'ue wonder anti and the character of the people engaged in
the mage of Beethoven's eountryide (the the struggle. By isiaking tise most of this
Pastoral Symojihony) hìave never yet been opportunity the industry hopes to increase
disputed, but it is- also tile countryside of tite niunber of viewers very materially, asid
our own choice, to fasluon to our own so establish tite service as a vital factor for
pattent and to browse in at our own tise provision of world news in the home.
dcasure. J3e'ethovemi stiinu!ates a train of
thought in our minds-we do the rest.,
NOW READY!
That is nulSic's miracle, as exemplified in
the finest samples of Isrogramsi tue music.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS:

At the sanie finie as the libretto of an
opera deals with a definite story, with tise
whole plot wider review by tise author at
any gi\5e11 moment, so should the music
take osi a character throughout its length,
suitable to the character of the stori' it sets
out to illustrate, although it will be constant y changing and alternating in mood
asid tens po sis the various scenes are enacted.
This lias reached flic hieltest state of perfection iii the works of \Vagner schielt, by
the way, are music dramas'' and not
operaa' iii the Verdi or Rossini meaning
of the word. B y the magical i e of ''moti is''
01 '' motto themes,'' ini roduced es-cry tinte
a given character steps ¡tilo flic seeuc or ais
emotional or sui ritual experience emìtei-s
the story, Wagner usi fidds his story iii his
music with as great a realism and Ihielity
as lie does in lus plots. Hence their title
and the reason why
music drainas
the
excerpts troni theni are so adored
concert where, although divorced from all Imaginative Music
Then we have the great masterpieces of
contacts with time realities of the stage and
the spoken word, the meaning of the mUsic imaginative music, such as those by
This Debussy, Richard Strauss, Stravinsky, and
is equally vivid when on its own
iiì

r-"'----,
TABLES AND FORMULIE
By

F. J.

CAMM

3/6, by post 3/IO, from George Newnes. Lid.,
Tower House, Southampton Sm. London, W.C.2.
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J.Ird1't]vCaIt
A Novel Earphone Band
IWEAR headphones a gnat deal and I
was dsjrous nf hearing anyone speak

i

Híitimts
A Dodge to Facilitate Soldering

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

facilitate

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS" must have originated somelittle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it Onto us? We pay LI-10-O fo the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Ness'nes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand. W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopesPractical Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with sour hints.

without having to remove the phones, and
TWO SUSPCNDERS

JOINl.O

51)11

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by
coupon cut from page iii of cover.

ALUMINIUM
BASO

c-1

I devised
illustrated in the

soldering,

TO t-iìe simple dodge

'u,

a

accompanying sketch.
While holding
the svoik to be sokteleU in one hand, and
tut' on in tile other, solder can be applied
witiunuit taking tile 1l0l away from joint
All t-bat is needed is ari ordinary sprint
clothes peg. a piece of stiff wire ano
sonic pieces of thin strip biass. Assemble
these palta according .to the sketch and
titen with a drill issake a shallow hole in
centre of one side of the iron, and froni this
file a sutuall groove to the tip along which
solder can run.-T. R. Gnaooiiv (Slierborne).
i

-

A

11
mounted on a brass strip
bolted to the ehasis, a rid a
small paxolin
finger " was
likewise bolted to the operating rod of tue switch in such

HEADPHOSE

SOLDER

4

ullanner that the contacts
the jack when
the operating rod reached

This handrj attachment facilitates soldering
work.

a

wet-c closed on

CUT OUT FOR

PI-105F IFAOS

A novel earphone band for ensuring comfortable
listening while in bed.

also to be able to lie on uìy side iii bed
without the metal headband proving uncomfortftble. Having in my
possession a single ear-piece I
hit upon the filowing i(lea,
which may be of interest, to
other readers. I obtained a
cheap pair of black sock suspenders and removed the
elastic from one, and cur. the
elastic in tin other. i t
inserted the piece of elastic
obtained from t he first suspender
in the break, making ont' large
baftd complete with fastener
and means to adj tust the size
for the he.ad. 'l'ue ear-piece I
fixed to the leather by. means
of two small nuts and bolts
through an alutnihiurn hand....
fixed around the ear piece, as shown in t'ho
sketch. \Vasliers are placed on the bolts to
prevent theiti being pulled through the
leather, anil a srìiall piece of felt is glued on
the inside over the bolt heads. The whole
assembly is neat in appearance and serves
its purpose quite well.-T. Lswrs (Sully,
-Glam).

..Ihe

tile li Ifl it of its II1OV( lfl('Llt
('XplaillS '' the
accompanying diagram
idea in pictorial forni.-R. A. COATES
(Whitby).
-

'

A Useful Speaker Input Panel
aeconipanying sketch shows a
sneaker input panel which I lìave
recently emistructed. I find that it is very
useful when testing various receivers and
TH

R

autiJ)litkd's.
seen, any type of' receiver.
will
n a us oi- hat.t cry, with any output valve ei
valves, whet lui- it has au output traììsforme
or uìot, can he coupled to either speaker.
A source of energising current is alsi
available for lie energised speaker, but il
i

is desirable that the field be used as a
smoothing choke in a. power supply, this
can he (tolle by connecting totlie appropriate
terni ulala.
The local power supply for the speaker
held consists of a. metal rectifier (type
I-I.T.15) anti a 4-nìfd. condenser for 400 volt
D.C. uvork tug; these are connected as shown
in the circuit diagrarn.-K. C. KING
(Bronilev).

it

'-

i

TO

TO PM.

spCuuu
t

Practical

Wireless

Service

A Waveband-Switch Improve ment

-

TOrncR55P

Manual

my
ECENTLY found it necessary
"all-wave
receiver to have an
R
extra pair of contacts brought into circuit
in

I

"

296 pages, 22l illustrations!

5/or

ön the long-wave band itt order to
shòrt.circuit a component out of' action
which- was not required in this particular

band.

Fronr

not possible to add another wafer j
to- the wave-change- switch, so rise was

It was

macle ofan o!cPjaek.

Thetwoco!Ita(t were

s

5/6 by post.

dEO. NEWNES, LTD..

4MD

cxa oc

Tower House. Southampton
Street, Strand. W.C.2.
.....

...

.

Arrangement
¡

of corn ponen!s on a speaker inpul
intended [or testing purposes.

panel

A
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ANY listeners are now fitting battery
eliminators in an endeavour to
and also in view of the
eeonomise

=t=i==

I

.

liad to change their place of residence and
prove that in doing so their type
of mains supply may also change-from
AC. to 1)0. or vice versa. There are thus
difficulties to he met in such cases. For the
benefit of those who are not familiar with
battery units it may be stated that a i).C.
mains unit consists mainly of a smoothing
circuit. w heicas an AC. mains unit consists
of the saine circuits and components plus
a uia.iiiS transformer and rectifying source.
This latter may be a valve or metal rectifier,
but the circuit fòllowing the reel ifier is
identical with the D.C. unit. The latter is
shown n Fig. I, and Fig. 2 shows a nieta!
rectifier D.C. unit and Fig. 3 a valve
rectifier mains unit. To enable the sisni-

Points of Interest and Importance Regard

itniay

+

HT.

INPUT
(MAINSI

To SET

condensem in the earl h lead. It is usual to
fit this in the mains unit, joining one side
to the H.T. miegatice lead and the other

side to earth, and then omitting the earth
connection on the receiver, To avoid. thc
risk of tile above-mentioned LT. sjiortcircuit it is recommuiended that this procedure is adopted, and that the unit is
totally eneFosed. whilst an insulated earth
lead is employed. A further safeguard is
to include a small fixed condenser in the
aerial lead, placing this condenser inside
the receiver cabinet, and joining it to the
aerial terminal, t h us isolating the aerial
lead.in wire. This condenser should he of
the silica type, and it should, together with
the previously nient iossed condenser, be of
the type designen foi use ois voltages of
250 or more.

Fig. 4 a. simple

mmmethod of obtaining one
intermediate voltage is shown, whilst in
i'ig. 5 the method to le adopted where
muore than one voltage is required is shown.
From the latter diagram it is obvions that
any number of tappings my be taken by
adopting the sanie scheme, but the total
currCnt still passes through flic resistance
in the positive lead.

Hum Difficulties
The voltage-dropping schemes may. of
course, be applied to either the D.C. or
tise AC. units, siuid the points marked
positive and negative apply to Fig. t or
Fig. 2.
Where a D.C. unit is being ensployed and bussi is experienced, it is
generally attributable to tise fact that tise
+

Voltage Dropping
To obtain tise necessary re([need voltage from tise i).C.
supply a resistance may he
inserted is t he posit s'e lead.
is, however, ivi Il carry tise
full current of tise receiver (that
is, tise total of all tise valves iii
sise) and thus it is necessary to
guard carefully against overi

Fig.

1

-D.C. mains unit circuit
arrangement.

arity to he more easily discerned tise
suìootls ing section which correspond s to
tise D.C. unit lias been showii in heavy
lines in these two latter units. It should
thus he apparent that a listener who
moves from one type of supply to the other
will not be seriously affected so far as concorns changes in the unit, except where the
AC. section is niade to deliver a high

heating, and the wattage rating
of the resistance tiiust he caieFig. 3.-Similar unit Io Fig. 2, buI uiih valve rectification.
fully chosen .F his value may be
ascertained b adding together
the total anode current of all of the valves, smoothing is insufficient, and the remedy
is to increase the inductance of the smoothsquaring this figure, and multiplying the
ing choke. In some cases also, au im-I-case
resultant figure be the value of the resistance. Expressed niathematicin t lie capacity of the lixed condenseis
should be tried.
If these steps are taken
ally, this, is: Wattage equals
12 X R. 'l'o obtain various interand hum is still experienecdl, it may be due
n ediate voltages for the detector
to inductance l)etween the choke and the
stage or the SG. stage, a potenL.F. components in the actual receiver.
HT
device is to be preferred,
The nlv effective remedy is to enclose
as this may also he arranged to
the unit in an iron box, and thi is a 'recaution which shìould always he taken in
-o- act. as a decoupling circuit and
thus prevent ii stability. In the interests of safety w-itli any type of

L

'-o+

p.

r-

INPUT

ji-.

Fig.

2.-AC.

marns

unit,

required

showing the

lo Fig.

voltage. This will seldom be bond, however, i n a normal type of battery eliminator.

D.C. Units

In this type of unit there are two iml)ortallt points. Firstly, tite negative mains
lead is joined direct to tue H T. negative
lead iii the wireless receiver, and as in
practically every circuit the HT. negative
lead is in turn connected to earth, this
means that the negative mains lead is also
earthed. In certain districts, however, the
positive lead is earthed, or some other
scheme is adopted, and titus, should the
unit be used in the form indicated without
aisy precautions, the mains supply nay be
short-circuited. Furthermore. n tite usnal
type of receiver employing ali iceuniiilator
for the LT supply, there is also a risk
that the short-circuiting 01 one of the L.T.
leads to earth mai introduce the comploto
mains voltage across t he LT. wiling and
thus damage the valves. The first pre.
caution with a D.C. iiiuit IS, tlit'ieløie, to
prevent the mains from being short-cu.
cuited, and this may conveniently be
accomplished by connecting a reliable fixed
i

j

-J

I
j

j

't

additions

I.

Not:

4

from the

'1t Bench

Lamp Sockets
of

AG4SE
in/elferenee

serious crackling noise
was recently investi-

gated and foutid lu be due Io a looe lamp
as a bendi light.
Tite ordinary
lamp-holder intended foi suspension by
means ofJ/ex is a fairly Common component,
but the bakelile ip/te 'of holder possesses
¡lie drawback ¡liai the portion carrying
i/ic plungers may be placed in various
osiiions, accoiding fo Ike amount oJ
thread which
inserted in hie rear portion
of ¡lie holder. Y/mus it may be found that
the lamp may be inseT/eu - and will Jail
to light owing lo ¡lie plungers not touching
¿lie lamp base.
¡f,
/iowever lite holder

fitted

m.m

il

may he found
1/tat tite pluttgers only just make con/act
wi/it the soldered con/ac/s on the lamp
base and lite lamp wi/I thus be l'ree io
vibrate and co,i/.act will be made and
broken 1/tus giving rise lo -noise.
Tite
resistance of i/te springs on lite plungers
should be fè/I as I/te lautp is inserted and
it goes in easily lite holder should be
examined lo make certain 1/ial coned
con/act is made.
is

screwed far enough

if

Lining Up Spindles
using

WHEJ'T
a sub-panel

ami

extension cont roi or
short-wave or

fór

similar Üppnraius, di/Jiculip is sometimes
experienced in accurately drilling ¡lie
front panel st ¡liai con/rol .cpindles will
turn smoothly. Y/lis difficulty mnmy usually
be overcome by making use of the flexible
couplers which will lake care of any small
displacement arid at the sain? finie »ermit
the slow- motioji drive io uiheìote.

- -

-

-

-1
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tions in the niaijis transformer or
the smoothing choke. A remedy is
sometimes effected by turning the
unit on its side and thus permitting
the weight of the component to pull
ou the holding-down bolts and thus
keep the laminations together. If
the bolts cannot he further tightened, a certain cure is to be found
in the simple device of pouring
molten Chatterton's compound ovei
the core, after finding the offending
component -by gripping the choke
and transformer core tghtly with
the fingers. 'The usual precautions
against a shock due to touching
two points of different potential
should he taken.

Fig.

Varying Periodicity

Fig. 4.-How Io obtain a lower voilage
output from a Jingle où (put mains unit.

In the case of A.C. units, the same steps
may be taken, but the condenser mounted
between the valve and the smoothing choke
should not he increased in capacity above
4 mfds. as the output from the rectifier
will be modified in such a case. A difficulty
sometimes experienced it}ì an AC. unit
is a type of hum which is actually acoustic
as distinct from electrical, and is found
to be due to the vibration of the lamina-

j

incorporates a trickle charger this is uninmnortant, as the switch is generally
operated to put the battery on charge

HT. Buttery E1iminutrs by W. J. DELANEY
mains unit. The iron effectively screens
the L.F. radiation (provided, of course,
that it is effectively earthed) and, it also
prevents the risk of a short-circuit or a
shock. If hum is experienced after screening a D.C. unit in this manner, the difficulty may he traced to the actual receiver
and tire usual steps should be taken here.

ttit

sflitch is desirable with

1

The standard mains transfòrmer is designed for use on AC. mains having a
peiiodicity of 50 cycles. Thus, unless a
mains unit has been purchased especially
it mist be used on mains rated at 50 cveles.
There is no objection to using it on mains
having a periodicity higher thaim this
figure (up to 100 cycles), but on no account
should it be connected to mains below
50 cycles. If a transformer is used 'on low
period mains, when it has not been designed especially for it, it w ill speedily
break down, and hum will he almost
impossible to eradicate.

1

5.-How

Lo obtain two or more se'pa raie collages,
and inset, an alternative scheme.

when the receiver is switched off.
If,
however, no such scheme is incorporated,
the L.T. supply should be switched on
first, and the H.T. last.
When switching off, the reverse takes place, namely,
the H.T. is switched off first, and the
LT. last.
.

Increasing Output
If a D.C. unit of conmmerc:ial make is
being employed, and the output is be-

tween 100 and U0 volts, the extra voltage
necessary to apply a, full 151) volts to time
output stage may be obtained by including
an ordinary snìall HT, battery in series
with the mains unit.

-I

t,

RECORDÑG AND PLAY-BACK EQUIPMENT
THE process of home-recording is a
fascinating one, and many amateurs
have already made up mecordcms
which give very good results. l here
however, a market for records made at
dances and other publie funeLion, whet-c
individuals may make records to keep as
souvenirs, and for this purpose something
more elaborate is required. One of the
main features is constancy of turntable
speed, and the cutting head must be really
nell designed if the results are to be worth
lili. We have reviewed several types of
apj)aratns for this purpose from tinìe to
time, arìd it would appear that in America
this type ot equipment lias reached sonic
rather high levels. One such is illustrated
on this vai and is an R.C.A. Victor mut.
It is C0i111)(CtC in itaclf. omtaming n the
unit all the cciii poncil s necesrav tor
making recordings of prolessional quality
and P' ing theni hack inimnediately ifter
completion. The turntable may be set
for either 7 or 33 r.p.m.
The cutting
head is provided with a float stabiliser
which acts as a shock absorber on the
cutting head and fhere'by assures utmost
smoothness and freedom from surface
noise in recording. Other features.in the
equipment are a high.fidelity ribbon type
microphone with (loor stand, motor aunt
turntable assembly, together with am pl lier
fer the recording function. A hightidelity speaker. meprxiiicimìg pick-vp r.ul
torre aro) are also incorporated within the
cabinet. A visual 'olumc indicator assists

leve', and a jack s provided srl that head'pitones or a remote speaker may be used
for monitoring.

i

t
-

i

gi

control

-

-

and

-..

eulaton

of

the

recording

Other models
There are several sinitlar pieces of
apparatus available in the U.S.A., and they
all appear to make use of the ni icroineter
rod which guides the recording head along
the disc. This is the most rit.ieal part of

the apparatus and
absolu ute smoothness
of movement is
essential. Furthermoi-e, time recording
head must also be

env desired point. In this particular
model also smoothness of running the
t urntahle
is assured by using a steel
tu ri itable weighing 351 bs. Another idea
lot' turntable reliability is the provisioji
of a rim drive, enabling a reaII sound
pivotal system to lie used in the centre
of the (lise and at the same time
pmovicling a high-speed motor with a
very small disc drive bearing on the
iride rim of the turntable, without time
introduction' of a series of gears which
might give mise to shake.

I

1

free from shake or
the eflbets of vi bu-atiouì and vet at the
saine tiilie should
he capable oh heiig
lifted at any part cd
the record whti-e it.

may be necessary
to interrupt (he re-ording. In
list rimment twod need
by
the Federal
Pecorder Coni pauy
two buttons aro
1111

inouuited

on

-

(lie

head, and by pressing these the drive

nìecliauiisue is
released and the
head nay be slid
hack and forth

-

r

to

i

.4

generaI

ej

Ihe

R.C.A.- Victor Recorder, showing the float stabiliser.
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XPERI.MENTS-2

Details of the Results to be Expected from the Experiments Mentioned Last Week
are Given Below, Together with Further Suggestions.
By L. O. SPARKS

IT is

t.,

ce

hoped that the experiments outlined
last week have been the means of
creating interest in some of the
fundaniental facts connected with Magnetisni nd Electricity, though the writer
hopes that it is appreciated that it is
impossible to deal with the to o subjects
in minute detail, and that the suggestions
oflered are only intended to whet the
appetite of the keen experimenter.
Before discussing an h t her practical
proofs of some of the fundamental theories,
a little attention must he given to the
simple experiments sugeted last week,
if only to see if the result obtained correspond to those which should he produced.
For example, there were the tests to
determine the magnetic fields produced
by different niagnetie nrrangetu uts. If

as it is an example of the exception
mentioned above. It will be seen that the
magnetic lines of force tend to repel each
other; the iron filings do not take up a
synunetrical path fronì orle north pole
to the other but the field of each tries to
force the other away arid practically
produces a neutral zone in the centre.
This, then, is but one example or the Law

that

''like poles repel one enolher und
paies attract one another.''
This Law

-

f-

Fig. 1.-Typical magnetic
fields as indicated by iron
filings and magnets of the
type ihown,

-

-

i

"

0

is also
verified by the suggestions given for experiment No. 2, only in this instance a physical
indication is given, as it will be possible
to feel the attraction or repulsion between
two magnets according to whether their
adjacent poles are alike or unlike.
There was another item with No. 2
namely, the force or rather the attraction
offered by two sinular magnets conspaied with one. Without going
into details, at this stage, the öllowing approximate results should
have been obtained,
\Vlien tuo
similar magnets, alongside each other
and with their like poles together, are
used to pick up a metal object, it
will be found that they will lift
roughly 1.5 times the weight of
one alone. More about this later.

fr

C
these were carried out in the nianner
mentioned, the iron lilings should have
taken up the formations shown in Fig. 1,
these representing the magnets and
positions depicted in Fig. i of the first
of these articles.

"Field" Diagrams

F

Experiment No.

3

The suggestions iiìade under this heading
were intended to make the experiment:i
observe 50111e practical indications of the
magnetic field produced around a conductor when it is carrying an electric
current, and to show the relktion between
the field produced and the direction of the
current flow.
There is a very old rule.

Fig. 2.-The field produced around a con-.
ducior when carrying an electric current.

This dealt with the first step to
wards magnetic induction, and the
lollowing results should have been

i

t.

anule

Electrical Experiments

diagrams
What !iicts do these "field
the sludy of them
reveal ? How
help one as regards electricity and radio
In answer to the first question, it will
be noted that the filings take up very
definite lines and these lines actually
reuresent tite area or position of the
nun/se/ic liue of forer produced by the
magnet. It will also he noted that. these
lines are more dense in certarn parts than
others, and this gives actual proof that the
magnetic field is stronger in those parts.
In each case it will he observed that the
lines of force are .stron gest nearest the poles
and gradually weakens as the distance is
increased from the poles.
The lines take up a symmetrical formation
from one pole to another, showing that
attraction takes place between the two.
poles. There is, however, an exception
to this, and it is one which proves one of
the elementary rules connected with
magnetism. Did you notice the field
produced.when wo bar magnets are placed
end on to each other with like poles
adjacent? The diagram is shown in

ds

Pig.

1,

and

it

''

should be noted with care

whicÏi was expounded by the noted scientist
Ampère, \vllich rend something like this.
" If an observer can iniagine himself to
obtained.
be siviinniing iii the conductoi' iii the
When the bar magnet and the soft direction of tite current flow, with his face
iron bar were located as shown in turned towards the compass needle (that
Fig. 2 of last week's issue, iron is, when carrying out the suggested experifilings should be attracted to flic ment with the wire over the compass),
iron bar without the magnet actually theta the north-seeking pole ss ihlturntowards
touching it, thus indicating that hi left hand." Did you get actual indicamagnetism had heeti induced in the tion of Ampères statement 9 Of course,
iron through the lines of force of the when tite wire was placed under the commagnetic field produced by the magnet. pass, you must inlagine that you are suintWhat happened as regards the polarity ming on your back.
of the iron bai ? Did you prove or formuWhen the conductor is placed in a loop
late tite Law which states that ' a. magnet over and under the compass, the Law still
induces opposite polarity in tIte end of the holds good, but it will be tbund that as
metal bar nearest. to it, and sitìiilar polarity both paths produce the same resultant.
at the far ciad" ? For exainlile, if the effect, the needle deflection is great.l
nor//i pole of the magnet. is nearert the increased.
icon hat, then the other end of the bar will
Tite remaining suggcstidn in No. 4 was
become a north pole.
one which would prove the presence and
formation of t he magnetic field produced
around a comiduetor as soon as a current
was flowing through it. If the filings were
small and the paper lightly tapped, they
should take up the formation shown in
Fig. 2, which is a series of concentric
circles around the wire.
We are now only left. with experiment
No. 5, which concerned the two spiral
coils of wire. From the previous experi-.
ments we have seeit that an electro-magnetic
field is produced around a conductor when
.

j

it is carrying a current, therefore, with
the two coils in question, it is possible to
observe other resultant effects which
ultimately play a very important part in

Fig. 3,-Tins experiment should lue treated
seriously, as it will have an important bearIng on future work.

electrical and radio work.
When the coils are connected in series in
such a manner that the current is flowing
in tite saille diretion in each coil, it should
he jiossible to notice that attraction takes
place between the t wo windings. If, however, as suggested last week, the eon
(cotud onpage 144)
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ÈCONO7YÍY IN

F

CONSTRUCTION

I

Economy in the Purchase of Components Can Often be Practised Without
Sacrificing Efficiency. How this May be Done is Explained in This Article

i'
I,

THE question of cost is always an
important one with the constructor,
and he is always prepared to
study means of reducing it. Trouble is
the inevitable outcome of thoughtless
"economy," but it is frequently possible
to prime the component specification
without any consequent loss in efficiency
of the finished receiver. It should be made
perfectly clear that this does not apply to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Guaranteed Designs,
z.Fr

C

¿VOt,CL,,VC

1,-h

is sometimes an advantage to reFig.
place the dei, H.F. cholie wit/i a fixed resistance
os shown by ¿lie dotted lines.

I.

i-watt type).

This is shown in broken
lines in Fig. 1, where the resistance has a
value of 15,000 ohms. Tise arrangement
is nearly always satisfactory because the
resistance provides a sufficiently high
impedance to H.F. When this idea is
employed it should be remembered that
the resistance will reduce the voltage
normally applied to the anode of the
detector valve ; to compensate for this it
might be necessary to reduce the value of
the decoupling resistance by ] 5,000 ohnis,
or to use a higher voltage tapping for the
detector H.T. lead.
When a resistance-fed transformer is
used for coupling purposes, as in Fig. 2,
the choke is generally unnecessary, and
can simply be omitted, because the coupling
resistance provides the necessary impedance.
In the case of a superhet, where reaction is
not employed, it might be found better to
cominect a .0003 mfd. fixed condenser between the anode and earth, as shown in
broken lines. When reaction is employed,
a condenser in this position, but with a
lower capacity, should be tried.

since these are always prepared with the
question of economy we1l in mind. But
when making a receiver to a conventional
circuit it is generally well worth while to
study it with care vitlì tue idea of eliminating non-essential parts.

The Reaction Choke

A good, though very simple and weltknown example, is in connection with the
H.F. choke used in the anode circuit of
the detector valve. Tisis is frequently
referred to as a reaction choke, because its
main purpose is to prevent high-frequency
currents from flowing into tise low-frequency
circuits, so that they can be usefully
employed for feeding-back into the grid
circuit. A skeleton circuit diagram to
illustrate this point is given in Fig. 1. In
tins case ordinary Li'. -transformer coupling
is used between the detector and LF.
valves, and the primary winding of this
frequently has a sufficiently high inductance
to provide an effective barrier to H.IF.
currents. In consequence, it might be
found that results are unchanged if the
choke is short-circuited or removed from
the circuit.
This might not be the case if the transformer is a cheap one having a fairly high
self-capacity, or even if it is a good one
with a fixed condenset permanently connected in parallel with the primary, and
built into the case. in building the set,
however, the chohe might be omitted
unless and until it is found that reaction
control is very erratic or that oscillation
cannot be obtained.
z:.

b

-

L1:

A Resistance "Stopper "
Evn then it is veri often sufficient

o

replace the choke by a non-inductive
resistsice (which can be a sixpenny

I-IT.-

Fig.

3.-The usual method of feeding

the screening

grid.

The S.G. Potentiometer

Another case where a small but not
insignificant saving can be effected is in
the case of the fixed potentiometer used to
feed the screening grid of an S.G, or
variable-mu valve. The usual arrangement is as shown iii Fig. 3, where two fixed
resistances are connected iii series between
II-T.+ and HT.-, the feed to the valve
being from the junction of the 1-esistances.
A fixed condenser is also used between the
screening grid and earth, to act as an HF.
by-pass. Yet another practical essential
is that a three-point on-off switch is
inquired to cut the potentiometer out of
circuit when the set is not in use.
The simplification to which reference is
being made is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here
it can be seen that the detector valve and
its decoupling resistance ai-e together used as
the S.G. potentiometer, whilst the S.G
by-pass condenser also serves to decouple
the detector. Furthermore, t he three-pornt
switch is replaced by a two-point corn-

____

2.-It

is possible sometimes io dispense wi/h
the H.F. choke-especially when using R.C. or
The choke
resistance- fed transformer coupling.

Fig.

may be placed a/the point marked X.

ponent, because there can be no passage
of current through the ' artificial" potentiometer when the L.T. current to the
valves is disconnected. In nearly every
case this arrangement proves perfectly
satisfactory, provided that the detector
valve and decoupling resistance can be
chosen to provide the correct screeninggrid voltage. It is generally satisfactory
to apply a voltage of about one-half the
anode voltage to the screening grid, whhh
means that if the A.C. resistance of the
valve and its decoupling resistance are
approximately équal, the correct conditions
apply. Actually, the valve should provide
rather a greater resistance than the decoupling resistance to allow for the current
passed by the screening grid. Consequently,
when using a typical detector valve having
an A.C. resistance (often referred to as
impedance) of 18,000 ohms, it would he
corect to use a decoupling resistance of
15,000 ohms, although tise difference in
performance will rarely be very great if the
value is iiìcreased up to 20,000 ohms.
A practical point which should be noted
is that the combined decoupling asid
by-pass condenser should be placed close
to the S.G. terminal of the H.F. valveholder, and should have a valise of not less
than i mfd. The condenser should, of
course, be of the non.inductive type.

By-pass Condenser Capacities
Whilst dealing with H.F. by-passing and
decoupling it is worthy of note that condensers of unnecessarily high value are
often used, with the result that the cost
is made higher than it need be. All by-pass
condensers in the H.F. circuits (S.G.,
variable-nui potentiometer, grid bias and

anode circuit) can be of .01 mfd. This
might come as a surprise to many of those
constructors who habitually use components of about i rnfd. But when it is
remembered that a .01 mM. conjenser
offers a resistance of only about 25 ohms

Fig. 4.-A detector valve and its decoupling
resistance may provide a potentiometer as shown
here.

____
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at 600 kilocycles (equivalent to 500 metres), seconU choke, on the other hìand, must
or of about Il ohms at 1,500 kilocycles have a high inductance, but need carry
(200 metres), it is evident that such a only a light cuireiit. Thus it would be
capacity is adequate. It is important, possible to employ one choke rated at,
however, that the condensers be almost say, 10 henries, 100 rnA. and aiiother
completely non-inductive, for otherwise rated at about 30 henries, 15-20 in\. The
the effective resistance will he considerably two components can generally be bought
greater,
more cheaply than a single one rated at
This explanation should not be con- 30 henries, 120 mA.
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scheme, using .a good
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I

sidered as applying to the detecto r (lecoupling condenser, which has to deal with
low frequencies, because the effe tive
resistance of a condenser increases very
rapidly as the frequency is i'educed. Foi
example, the resistance offered by a .01rnfd. condenser to a current at an a udio
frequency of 1,000 cycles is something like
16,000 ohms. A 1-mfd. condenser, ou
the other hand, shows a resistance of only
160 ohms in the same conditions, and this
is low by comparison with the resist ance
of the dioupling resistance-as it sh ould
be if the condenser is to act as an easy
by-pass.
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An alternative system which is often
valuable consists of using a single lowinductance, high-current choke for smoothing the whole supply, and using resistances
for smoothing the supplies to the individual
pi'e-L.F. valves.
This arrangement is
doubly useful when a considcrahla voltage
drop is required in the supply lines to
the earlier valve stages. Separate resistances
and eondensei's are used for ear-h of the
valves, but these would probably be less
expensive than a good choke, whilst
proving equally effective, and sometimes
noticeably more so.
There are many other parts of the
circuit in which economy can safely be
practised, if the principles outlined above
ase studied before construction is commenced.

component offers each parcel containing variable
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SAFEWAYS ADAPTORS

6.-By

You can use your Radio and other electrical
appliances in any room and serve their full
benefit throughout your home by fitting a
SAFEWAYS Adaptor in. your existing lampholders.
To nullify the depressing effects of the
Black-qut " fit a SAFEWAYS adaptor with
a low-wattage lamp in the brancb outlet and
the usual lamp in the other. You can then
enjoy normal lighting knowing that, should it
be necessary, dimmed lighting can be switched
on at a moment's notice.
This particular arrangement can also be used as

using

Iwo chokes, as shown
here, cost is reduced
¡sut efficiency is noi

impaired.

expensive, but a saving can often be
effected here without any loss of efficiency.
One of the most expensive components is
the smoothing choke shown in Fig. 5. If
this is to provide adequate smoothing
for the H.F. and detector circuits it must
have an inductance of not less than about
20 henries. But a choke having this
inductance and capable of carrying a
current of, say, 2OmA is very costly. In
many instances the choke can be replaced
by the field winding of an energised movingcoil speaker4 when the question under
consideration scarcely arises. But when
for any reason it is proposed to use a
permanent-magnet speaker, or when the
resistance of the speaker coil is too high,
it is cheaper to use two chokes, as shown
in Fig. G. One. of these is used simply to
supply current for the L.F. stages, whilst
the other is for the other valves m the
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INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS_2
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l'li

base. 3/-.
o.
2 Light. Key &d BuU, 0e baSe. 2!-.
3. Combination Set for Sound and lighìt key. buzzer
andbuih on base. 7/-.
ronsI. Well balanced Morse keys. plated
brans bar. bakelite base and terminals. etc.. 46. Masstve Buzzer. 1!-. WIth these and your pocket battery
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Supetior Model Keys. 7/e. A tea Government long-lever
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14/6. flrossn s Key highest possible gi'ade. police
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ohms. 416.
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4.000
I ¡K ¡.5
steel-clad Elec1.151 LNIN(
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your dug-out.
MORSI: HM'ORDIYIG 01" WI IlE1,IsS SRONAI,S.
The e well-known service paper tape inh-ei's reCOI'd
messages on any wavelength at speed. Recoi'ders add
enormously ti, inteiest, Magnificent British work.
mahogany drawer containing tape i-eel, a Portable enclosed Field Service type, unused. £7/10'O
with varia.
THE P.W. 30/- THREE. Fitted Cabinetpacked
and
Condenseis and Wiring. 10/6 to callers, or
post free. 12/6- A gieat bargain.
low tosI
¡ti)
lN(
at
II OI E S4)U D llECO
The FEI(.H RI'COI{I)ItIl
fits any Radiogram, positive
drive, worm gear and rack.
-'
,,. Complete, ready for use, only
37/6. Super Feigh Fidelity
Set, 42'6. Tracking Gear
only. 21'-. Either 3/3 doz.
metal blanks can be used or

ìj;s

.

ipetions are, row niodilied so thst tue
urreist is f1owj
in different dire(tions
ill t lie coils, t li Pli t. ivi il be liotm i tI at- repel8101? 15 PrOdilced aliti the
coils t rv to
j

.

lotee theniseives away li-otii each other.
For this simple exi>ei'iliietit. the following can be deduced
When two parli lei
currents flow in the same di'ectioe through
COlidtICtOrs, they at/t'ari 011e another hIlt.
when two parallel currents llouv ill oppasie
dt','ction.s,
then they tend to 06)501 one
:

I

another."

.Ç

S

r:.

I

.y

-

the glass-coated
lOin, 3/- each,

simplets.
Pre-ampli-

fiers for Recording Mikes.
l-valve Battery Model In
cabinet 25/-. AC. Mains pre-ampliliers, with valve
rectiliei steel-caned model, 60/-.
VEST PO('KET
I)Ix-50II'\r.\
A wonderfully versatile
'TESI ER.
moving-non multi-range meter for
service on A C. or D.C. lobs. No pro- .' __lectlng teiminals. THREE ranges of
Used for
volts 0-7.5. 0-150 0- 00.
MILLIAMPS. reads 12f ma.. and 75
ma. In black bakelite case. Measures
only 2m, by lin.. with pair of test leads
Leaflet " N " gives lull
and plug
informatiOn. 19/6.
'1'llERMOMETLl{'. Panel Din dial 5ft, ether tube.
Cent.. 7/6.
for distant indicating, reading O to 100 deg,
FOURNIER THER IOMETERS' by
Cambridge, 10/6.
Cambridge Instrument Co. 41v dial. 10-100 dee. Cent.
45/Fitted adjustable electric contacts
YOU MUST KEEl' YOUR lIA ri ERY l'IIEPARE»
The A.U. Nl'l'NBaStelt Ctlai'ging on AC. Mains,without
attention.
DAY will,keep your battery lit
'Stodel N/A6. 100/250 'volte AC, andD.C, 6/8 volts I/ ants,.
volts amp.,
15/-. Model N/l16. .100/250 volts to D.C. 6/8 volts
2 amps..
6/8
25/-. Model N/CO. 100/250 vOlts to D.C.
Il amp..
35]-. .'Slod,-1 NIl)12. 100/250 volts to 12 volts
32'-. Ditto, 12 volts 2 amps., with 0-volt tap. 55/-. 5
ame. £4/10!-.
-

///

-

4"
1/

.

a

ILVANOMtTSLR

wind on it wo
selarat(» eoils as shot-n in I"i.3. Wire in
t e tis'igh h t'is si ¿It 14 S1IV( (i tisultited)
should be used. atid e'ueh coil should ColisiSt
of t uro or moie hayes's. 'flu e at-tu tuI tut tiibei'
of t-jli'tlS 15 ot critical -so long mì,s t'tali coil
is appl'oxiniately tise sa tilt'.
I

;.

wit-lu

Ï.nductiors-Experiment No. 6
From the above, it is quite a simple
matter. to take the expei'unents a stejt

ftlrtller to bring us into close contact with
an application which is widely used,
'With some soft iron wire, which cn be
bought by weight in different lengths,
form
an iron ring having a, diameter of,

t

RADIOS
ELECTRADIX
Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
This

:

keep

will

you cheerful

WRITTE1
FOR FU1
By LEONARD CROCOMBE
Chockful of the most hilarious jokes ever put
together in one volume. The author, ais aclinow.
ledged expeit, bas searched the world for jokes,

3

16From

11e

pos-la

Old Eilt, Stalls.
f11E a hove oiiet y is slow CIII lora cliv QUT. I tie
reason l,eliiit I.lja t several ijiciti t,ers a je IservI ng
in t he il .A.1?.N 011cc will be giran when tue society
e-sta uts its setivil les.
SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE SOCIETY
Secretary R. A. Sly (G4M1I), 16, Bncislaiid Avenue,
l

for hours!

and has selected here 600

of

tise best.

all Booksellers,

or by post 3/10 from the Pithllshers

Sloughi.
Headquarters : Toc H Headquarters, William Slreet
S Ioitjth.
Meetings : A terital e Tlitirstla ys at .3It PUI.
the isst, riiselliic leid on October Litli, l99,
AT is i ilk itliS gis CII i,v Mr. tìulhert (gDl)l) oil
Lii's in the Royal Corps 01 Sigials. Meiìtl_wrs still
coni nue Ill luroclIule togs l'or lie research t'rititu sItiicl,
is ('ouucelllritilig ils activities liii t lue iS Musl,ansl. 1t
iras rois-1 au the nivel lui_t that ilietlillers shouhil
siiake a piluil of lileIiiiig tu Wo LA regularly, unItI
vies, lo recorihilig hic period UI lilinui. et.. osi tIjat
3lorse practice was held as tisici I. a ial
t ruttisnsission.
proved very i nteresti jig. A very siiccessltil jtislc
rutIe iras lie Il Iii's providel some very iv-Iv bildluig.
At latini ineetluigs we 11011e to eouititite tIte series ol
R'asiirijig Eqtii1uiuieuil uiiill uso Lulka
let-totes on
New isetuitui-r are si_ill
OuI
nereiviiig eqiiituuneiur.
tui r
w
eh. a ud will he t'i velu a great uu-ele.uuie.
nuelliluu'lsliulu is still illereasitug sleuudily destile tuila voilca hie condii tons.
I

5

I

GEORGE NEWNES,

wouttid

onu

a.

coil

ARE YOUA
MOTORIST?

LTD.

(Book Dept.),
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST., LONDON
W.C.2

that petrol is rationed it is
essential that evers- step slioulil be
taken Io ensure that maxi ìiuni
mileage per gallon is obtained, and apart
fi-osti the simple overhauling of tise engine
there are a number of other steps which
may he taken to obtain this desirable end..
The fict that " Pool " spirit is different
fioin Ilse standard to evlaich your engine is
accustomed evil! also affect running. aus!
thuus these are quite a nunul)er of iuiportswt
points which meist receive attention if tise
greatest economy in running is t-o be
effected. Our companion paper, Pracf,coi
illotot-ist, has protiuced ais inlormative
booklet entitled " More Miles per Gallois."
in which tisis subject is very fully dealt
with, and in addition to mechanical schenies
foi- improving engine efficiency, stick as
carburettor tuning and so on. it deals with
various chemical devices for improving the
effi-etiveness of the mixture. Tise book
nias,' be obtained from booksellers and
ns'wsagents price Is., or direct from tite
otlices of the publishers, I'slessrs. George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southuamnjuton
Street. Strand, London. W.C.2, pl-ice Is. 2t1.
NOW

al,00l,l sot erreCsi 200 ,s'ord, it, tenuti'
assil
shoUld he reee,rrd F'ir.t foal each, Mondas
silo, sitsQ for titilO/col ion is lise followi,sq wgcb,'o tasse.
STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon Sec. : Donald Rock (GSI'lì), 4. Liiiton loud,

etat,

Central 4611

book

another solenoid

former wiuicii will pass freely into the first.
Connect as shown in the second tliagr'ann
of Fig. 4.
Tise results produced by t-lie above
practical experitumcnts should bu' tuoted with
care as tise full prit-pose of t lie Isst s will be
inuiportant ils the futui'e uuderstaludilsg of
rnani\' conuipotit'iits nsost ilstitual Ply corI'
neeted'wjth radio.

-

218,

Telephone

7

:

-

.

.

Wind a small solenoid coil on a piece of'
cardboard tit hi ng whiclu has a d ilhmet-er
sutlicient to allow otue of the bar Inlagnets
to be lowered into it as slioun itu Fig. 4,
and cotunect the tuo ends to the galvanuonmetel-. Lower tile magnet slowly itito tue
coil
rctiioi-e it slowly atul t lieti repeat.
these two lulovenients with tite imsagnet
reversed, i.e. the other pole etiteritig first,
Fig. 4.-'T/icse two experim&nts shot1d he caried and note tise galvanometer readings.
With tise sanie solenoid coil, s'epeat tise-se
out carefúlly and every consideration given to '//ic
c xperiments wit h the nsa.gtuet o'ep1ace.d
results produced.

-.

Don't forget lo oeud for
LateO ,&orgai,i Mat "If'."

lt

To one witidirig connect a simple galvanonoeter or low-reading niA tusetor. and to tile
otllci' the dt'y battery 1100-d
time previous
experinients, Contact to tilt' battery Shotlki
be ruade by fl/c/jay otis, of tise connecting
wires on to otte of the tertlu mols atal tise
behaviour of the meter should lue lìOtt00i.
If a set of la ruminations fiotti atu old L. I".
ti'atisfortiier is handy, they can be used in
place of the il-oli uvit'e provided tIlilt tue two
coils are wound on suitable l)obhins to fit.
Proceed fu,'hei' with the ai)ove test by
nsa kitug otie coil iai'ger or stnallei' than
t, lit' prima-tv, Le., tise one con tst'et.cd to the
battery, anti note different t'esuits.

AR.P; -P-ETROL ELECTRIC
GENERATING SETS for Light.
and Charging.-. kW
ingST.,
Petto! Electric Sots, 500
D
uatts P2-stroke 1,000 rpm,
Qyl.

s.II

Ill

Experiment No.

water-cooled I h.p. i
engine on .bedplate direct
coupled to 50/70 volts10 amps.
D.C. Dyamo, magneto-ignition, fuel and Oil tank. £16.
5/- EIERGENCY PARCEI.S of-useful
stand-by elctrica1andradiorepair material
and apparatus. bibs, for 5/-. Post Free.

-

-

instl;ting tajs aid then

-
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LATEST PATENT NEWS

Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, type of aerial Wi', W2', the ends now
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subsctiption of Ss. per Group Volume or in
being directly connected togetjier. In
bound volumes, price 2,. each.
Fig. 7, the lower" herring-bone" leads
to8 (Fig. 4); each anode is supported by at W!' and W2' are directly connected
Abstracts Published.
BUILT-IN FURNITURE.-Cainpling, G., least two wires, but no wire is attached to gether, instead of through the usual surge
and Radio Furniture and Fittings, Ltd. both anodes. As shown each anode is impedance, the place of which is taken by
attached to two \vires on oile side of the the upper pair of leads W!, WZ with
No. 507285.
Service hatches, wireless receivers, re- cathode but each anode may be supported "open" ends. The wires are energised
at Ti, T2 in phase-quadrature. The arrange.
frigerators, sets of drawers, and other by diagonal- 8
¡4 nient avoids the ohmic losses which occur
5 6
7
o
domestic appliances are in the forni of ly disposed
when the aerial circuit includes a termin.
rectangular units which are removably wires. A
a-ting surge impedance.
loica spacer
-

-

9 is

ed

I

provid-

I

-.

betceen

-

¡

-

.9

A.R.P.
,
15

L?

[i_[i

I-j

a1Ìo
A

¡'

jjj'

O

I.

f-

aie

F.

4.

plurality

Fig.

3.

s u e h

systems may be mounted in one envelope.
AERIALS-Marenni's Wireless Teleeranh
mounted within one or
Co., Ltd., and Bohm, O. No. 508048.
more rectangular coniA directive aerial consists of two adjacent
partments of a frame 2,
conductors, closely coupled by the radi.
Fig. 1, which is hpilt
ation and energised not in phase-opposition
into- a iva!! i and which project s into but in phase-quadrature at one end, the far
the rooms on both sides of tue a all. The
fiame shown is divided into three compartments by partitions 3, and each compartment is adapted to receive a unit 9
which may be fitted with drawers lOa, or
other equipment.
Each unit may be
30
Fig
divided by partitions
w,
W,,
into a number of
ectanguIar coni partT2
w,;
inents employed for
H
45
difl,eiit purposes.
.ltL
:31
22 $ockets S may be
fitted to the frame 2
for power supply and
Fie.
Fige

GENERATING
SET

ÎI

j
-'

/

ICLUDED in the various schemes for
Air Raid Precautions are emergency
lighting plants. There are several systems
available in this direction, a-nd many
people are using battery or similar storage
plants for the purpose. A petrol or gasdriven generating plant is obyiousl' :a.very
useful piece of apparatùs, aiid :Mes.
Electradix have a number of hese fór sale.
The illustration shows a 500 watt set which
delivers 50 volts at 10 amps. This has a
i h.p. engine running at 1,000 r.p.m. and
the consumption is 7-8 hrs. per gallon of
petrol. The overall dimensions of the base
are 30m, by 15m, and the height is 30m.
the total weight ia 325 lbs. Lubrication is
by the petroil system using to pint of

i

-

for theaerialwhenthe

'6
21

frame is fitted with
ireless or television receiver. As shown
in Fig. 2, a wireless set 30 is mounted within
a unit 9 iii rollers of slides 16 wInch are
mounted to slide within guides 45 fitted to
the inner walls of the un'lt 9.
THERMIONIC VALVES.-M-O Valve ao.,
Ltd., andAldous, \V. H. No. 507119.
In a thermionic valve wherein separate
anodes 3, 4 (Fig. 3) surround a common
elongated cathode I. the anodes are
supported by four or more tvires 5, 6, 7,

WF
Ti
i

a

NEW PATENTS

j

I

i

I

Latest Patent Applications.

26687.-Eiectrolux, Ltcl.-Devices for

j

preventing interference with radio,
Sept.. 27th.
26435.-Hewett, A. B., and Head. A. G.
-Aerials, etc., and earth systems
for television. Sept. 22nd.
26627.-International Broadcasting Co.,
Ltd. and Modrey, H. J.-Loudspeaker projectile. Sept. 26th.

-

J
J:

J
J
-

I:
j
-

J,

J
-

26441.-Lemon, C. G.-V,ireIess-transmitting and receiving aerials. Sept.

I

se!
ssrs.

Electradix.

-'1

,W2
i

h11Ï1

I

i

Wi'1 LW2,

Fig.

I

7.

end of one conduetoi being diiectly earthed,
whilst the far end of the other is left
elJCTAp, X
"open." As shown in Fig. 5, the parallel
wire W2 takes the place of the surge oil per 2 gallons of petrol, and titis lubricates
impedance, through which tite known type every part of the engine without attention.
of aerial W'! is usually eartlted. In A silencer is fitted and the dynamo is of
tite direct-coupled type, shunt wound and
rated at 300 watts, giying 50 volts up to
10 amps, or 70 volts for charging purposes
26608.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Devices
up to 7 amps, 1,000 revs.
foi controlling tire speed of a
rotating body. Sept. 25th.
Specifications Published.
5l27i6-Murphy Radio, Ltd., an(1
Wedge, H. F.-onstruction of
television receivers.
512575.-Lajta, M., and Nekolny, K
Method of and apparatus for J
J
signalling the nature of the place
of origin of radio-broadcast transJ
PRACTICAL MOTORIST
missions.
owner-driver's journal which tells you how to r
jTiterepair,
512576.-Lajta, M., and Neholny, K.overhaul, and obtain the test perform- j
r
asce from your car,
System for sigiralling and indicating
3d-Every Friday.
I
the nature of radio-broadcast transPRACTICAL MECHANICS
J
missions.
$
r$
r

r

512741.-Fabbrica Italiana Ithgneti
Mareili.-Non-spilling electrical ac-

Sept. 23rd,

Bu'itdinq.s, London, W.C.2. at the uniform
price of Is. ,each.

i..

jourpal of its type. lt deals
of Science, Mechanics

Only English
JTitewith
every branch

J

I

6d.-Lvery Month.

j
r
J

J
¡

I
j

Invention, Model-Making, hemlstry, ,&stronomy, PhotOgraphr, Television.
'

THE CYCLIST

The leading weekly for, every Cyclist, Clubman,
Utility Cyclist, or Tourist.
Join " 'Ehe Cyclist" Road Club and also take
advantage of the FREE Insurance offered,
2d.-Every Wednesday.

t.,,.....,

---

--

-

-

--

r

PRACTICAL GROUP!

j

22nd.

-

J.

.

cumulators.
Printed copi&s of the full P1tbliihed
Specification-s may be obtained from
lije Patent Office,
25, Southampton

:26515.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Tuning
mechanism
of
radio-receivers,

i,,

Ii

h.p. generasupplied by

paci

j

These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from theOfficial
Journal of Patents and are published by permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office.
The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price i,.
week!y (annual subscription £2 lOs.).
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S.W.L. Cards from S. Africa
SIR,-I would like 'to inform readers ol'
1'n(TrcAr. WTTREIISS that S.WL.

O,!2en to
Sttaor
not

PIICUIIIOW

Th
does
necessarily agree with th opinion xp
ed by hi
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the naine and address
of th sender (not necessarily for publication).

J

L

"Home Service" Broadcasting: A That Friendly Spirit: Correspondent
Double-detector Circuit

Wanted

Mr. J. S.
SIR -As a regular reader of your excellent
Smith in your issue dated October
journal for soute time, and a member
14th, 1 should like to say that on mv simple of tite B.L.D.L.C.,
have noticed the
battery receiver, with a not-too-good aerial, number of views regarding friendly spirit
I ant getting reasonably good reception among amateurs.
without any form of A.V.C. I am aware
May I say that ali that t have met have
that my set is not an ordinary one, as it is been most friendly to me and have helped
of the double-detector type, whieh has been me out with any problems which I put
in lise by me for many years. Of course I before theni.
cannot say that the
double-detector syste in
is solely responsible, but
LE
I have found in the past
TRANSFORMER
that it will give goodquality
reproduction
combined with good
selectivity, but without
the necessity for lowfrequency tone correction-the results being
judged by ear. I will
give particulars of my
double-detector circuit
if any readers are
interested.
TO FURTHER STAGES
In the meantime. I
enclose a circuit of a
crystal set working on
this system, by which it
A double crysial-detecior circuil referred Io by Mr. DArcy Ford.
will be seen that it consists essentially of two crystal sets joined
I would like to get in touch with any
together as one. Three or more stages can young reader anywhere in tile Empire
be used, and it would be interesting to know interested iii short-wave listening.-WLLwhen any reader has succeeded in working LIAM J. OMER, 1, %Vaterheach Road.
a loudspeaker froni the crystal set. The Slough, Bucks.
coils can, of course, be tapped for greater
selectivity if desired, but increasing the
iiiiiiiber of stages should have the saille
result without the disadvantage of loss of
signal strength. As there is no H.T. to
short, any pet schemes can be tried. but of
course they will not all he successful. The
tuning coils can be deliberately placed so
as to interact with each other if desired.D'Aacv FORD (bxeter).

SIR,-In reply to the letter from

1

r-

I-.

-____
PROBLEM

Friendly Help Required
SIR.-I have been a regular reader of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS for a number of
years, and must say that my knowledge of
circuits has greatly ¡rit proved as a result.
There is one part of the work, however,
with which have always had trouble, and
that is the short waves. Whenever I have
constructed a set tile results received left
a lot to be desired.
I should like, therefore, to get in touch
with another short -wave enthusiast who
perhaps can help nie.
I sincerely hope you will be able to
continue publishing this flue journal every
week.-GE0. B. COTTON, 37, Copy Lane.
i

Netherton, Liverpool,

10.

-

S.W.L. Cards

SIR.-As I have

been called up for
military service, any S.W.L. cards
received by me will not be answered until
I am granted leave. As far as possible I
will QSL 100 per cent. I wish the
magazine and all its readers the best of
luck.-(L \T HAYL0Ci (Sidcup).

No. 371.

purchased some mitamtnt,ettirers'
surplus schielt inriuuuied soute niediumin amid
JACKSON
long-wave broadcast coils. tie made up a set
uuimtg these tarts atti a though it worked
sat jsfactorilv uit some stations lie fisutad that
lie liad to regang the tui uting condenser at.
va rions parts of flue dial. He was usimug a lira uilnew two-gang condenser ivitit calibrated dial
to match. \Vhat was wrong ? 'three books
will be awarded for flue first three correct
solutions opeseul. Entries mulCt lue addressed
to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELCOC, (eorge
Tower Ittutse, Sout,hta mntutOlt
Neones, Lt
Street. Stra iii, London, W.C.L F velottes
ntust be nuarked Probic,ui o. 371 in tite toil
left-hand corner and minust he posted io reach
thiS oflice not. later Ilma n tise first post on
Mondar, October 30th, 1 udO.
ti.,

i

u

Solution to Problem No.

370.

When Martin straightened tite heut vane in tite
conttettser he upset. the ganging, and tite ariahiOn at
thai. one point wttnid not Ito correct ri by the tri satter
which only motlilies tite tota rapaci h of tite section.
It n'ta necessary to adjust, the 'a ne ott hat the capacity
at tite point n'sa itt line with the other sections of tite
cots tenser.
'lite tallow ng three readers stt('eesshttlly solved
Problem No, 3(h) and hooks have at'cordimtty i,e,en
forwarded to litent: W. Borland, wiliport, Victoria
Eott, 't'atnwortlt S. it. Anderson, to, 'Woodside
Ciresat, South Nortvooti, S}25; J. D. Baater, 3,
Regent Street, Dttnstsbie, Beds.
i

t

cards may be obtained from Jack Leven,
13, Salt Rivet load. Salt River. Union of
South irica, by sending their own cards.
I would like to correspond with a S.W.L.
in Ho!land or America.-W. HOUSEMAN,
99, Buncorn Road, Barnton. Northwich,
Cheshire, England.

Home Recording

SIR,-In

your issue of PRAC'I'ICAI \VIRE.
dated September 30th, 1939,
voti published an article under tile heading
"Fiesli Fields for Experimental Work."
I thought the suggestion of home recording
was very good, and think it would be a
good idea to publish an article giving
circuits and diagrams for recording, as
books on this subject are liard to obtain.E. A. HEBRON (,lanchester).

iss

S.W Correspondent Wanted

SIB,-I

ani very interested in short-wave
reception and should be very pleased
to get in touch with any reader who is
interested in SW. work aiid who is about
my own age-16 years-LESLIE STRATTON,
28, St. John's Itoad, Sandown, LO.W.

PERSONAL PARAGRAPH
Reginald Dixon, the popular organist
of the Tower Ballroom, Blackpool, may
shortly become Special Constable R. Dixon,
of the Mobile Police. He says he prefers
tile mobile section and is going into training
with a newly-purchased bicycle.
The other day Dixon received a letter
froni a Belgian listener, asking if he sas
stili in Blackpool or if he was in the " militaire."
Dixon replied, "No, but when
they arrive at the 33's I shall be ready, as
we all intend to be."
I

....

- '- IMPORTANT NOTICE
Owingtotherestrictionofpaper

supplies in war-time, readers may
find it impossible to get "Practical
Wireless" each week unless they
give their newsagent a regular ¡
order for their favourite paper
now.
Wastage of surplus copies in the
shops muse be avoided, and readers
can be of the very greatest help if
they will fill up the Order
Form given on page 141 and
deliver it to their usual newsagent
i or bookstall. An order of this sort
ensures regular delivery during
war-time, and the Editor asks
every reader to help in this way.
¿

r'1
PLEASE

ORDER "PRACTICAL

WIRELESS" NOW AND USE
FORM
ON
ORDER
! THE
PAGE

i

141

L......................._... ._,

....

NOW READY

!

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS,
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sound scratchy after only a comparatively
few playings and I wonder if you can say
the reason for this and how the noise can be

jt

ur

/

I-LF.

"1

Choke
note that the majority

of

standard

types of shOrt-wave choke are merely small
inductance coils, with turns of wire lying
side by side. On the other hand, those
broadcast-band chokes which I have taken
to pieces seem to consist of pile or sectionwound windings. Is there any particular
reason for the differences in these windings,
and which in your opinion is the most

efficient? "-M. G. P. (Birkenhead).
THE purpose of the choke is to prevent
the flow of H.F. currents, which are
divêrted for reaction purposes. Obviously,
therefore, the choke should have a s iitable
inductance a.lue and negligible capacity.
On -the short waves (high frequencies) a
lower inductance may be used than is
required on the medium waves and thus a
smaller windina is possible. The sell
pacity of tite small solenoid mentioned
i
of no importance, but when. the larger
winding required for a suitable inductance
onpìediutu waves is used, the self-capacity
would rise unless a special form of winding
vere adopted, and furthermore, the amount
of wire which is needed would lead to a
cpmbersoine component if sectionalised
windins were not employed.
Metal Rectiler
I have an old metal rectifier which has
apparently been dismantled from a set.
There are three tags on this and I should
be glad if you could tell me what type of
instrument this is. Am I right in assuming
that it is a voltage doubler, and if so, which
are the A.C. terminals ? "-M. M. (TeddingIon).
IT is not possible to state definitely what
type of instrument this is, and you

grooves and this may be caused by a pick-up
in which the needle movement is not
sufficiently free, or by undue weight on the
Of switehiñg as I do not like the idea of
record. In the former case, the trouble
shorting the line? It there is any better may have arisen owing to perishing of the
way of doing this perhaps you will let me rubber surrounding the armature. This
know."-F. G.. (Weston-super-Mare).
may have hardened and thus is holding the
THE lower end of the tuning circuits to needle rigid. If the pick-up is bearing too
which AyO, is apptied nmst be heavy on the disc it should be counterconnected to earth and, therefore, if the weighted by fixing an arm to the carrier
A.V.C. is not employed the tuned circuits arm, and putting a weight at the far end
have to be switched to the earth line. By to take off the pick-up weight. We
short-circuiting the A.V.O. line this is presume, of course, that the pick-up is
accomplished, and no harm or loss of properly mounted, as it is essential to see
etliciency results from ihis scheme. The that it tracks correctly, otherwise the
ideal arrangement, would, of course, be to record will be damaged.
open the connection ft-otis the IF. tiansformer to the AyO. diode and to separ- H.F. Transformér Design
ately switch each tune(i circuit so that the
"I am carrying out some experiments
decoupling components in the AyO, line with
H.F. stages and have wound up- two
or three HF. transformers with remarkable
differences ¡n results. I believe there ¡s
a standard to which these should be wound,
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the $
fact that the Queries Service is. intended only
and I am unable to find it in my handbooks.
for the solution of problems or difficulties
Could. you please give me the correct details,
arising from the construction of reeefvers
and formula, if any ? "-P. E. B. .(Perth).
described incur pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or ou general wireless matters.
HE correct ratio for an HF. transformer
We regret that we raunot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
is
where R is the dynamic
multi-valve receivers.
Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

('2)

pondes.

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the elephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed ens elope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches smi
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

Open Cathode

Circuit

In testing a faulty receiver I have
found that there is H.T. at the anode of a
valve, but no curreñt when the meter is
inserted in the anode circuit. The heaters
are working and the valve is warm. Could
you therefore tell me what this is likely
to indicate ? "-L. E. (Brondesbury).
THE HT. circuit is completed through
tite cathode with an indirectly-heated
valve, and therefore, if the cathode is not
joined to H.T. negative you will not obtain
any anode cuiTent, although H.T. .may be
applied to the anode. In the usual valve
circuit there is a bias resistance in the
cathode lead and if this is open-circuited
the valve will fail to function. We therel'ore suggest that you test the bias resistance
and think you will find this is faulty.

Air Hawk 9
In the circuit of the Air Hawk, new
version, I see that you cut out A.VC. by
short-circuiting the A.V.0 hue. Is there
no other way of crrying out this method

I

-

usar sferica to tbe Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Ltd., Tower Bouse, Southampton Street,
Strand, Loodoo, W.C.2. Tb, Coupoo must be eoelos,d
,rjtb eve,y query.

resistance of the tuned secondary, an)
Ro is tite impedance of the preceding valve.
We presunte that you ai-e carrying out
quantitative tests and requit-e detailed
forniules such as tite above,

o'
-a

k'

!

Tile following replies itt queries are given ist
either because of non-coatpliance
with our rules, or becausethe point raised ja noto!
getterai interest.
abbre eiat ed furor

Send

George Newoes,

-

;

e--'

-

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

-

liould communicate with the makers.
Special rectifiers have been made from time
to tinte for set makers, and these titay
not be standard. Usually, three terminals
would indicate a component fbr voltage
doubling, one terminal being AC. and the
others positive and negative.

etter

j

itetiitetiat,t,,,itt)eii,,etie.,,*
(Winchester). There je prol)ably no other
type o! hideur aerial you can lit, but a vertical aerial
suspeisded
ti out, lit, front t lie walls, titav
outside,
pOe praet cable in your case.
J. B. (Glydebank). Probably when tito leads were
shorted I hi' I ratitforitier radiated, sontewltat after tite
titani er of a apark zap, tite secondary stepping up tite
voltage toi' tite proliu't jolt of litt' spark. Titis would
radiate atti lie pii'hel up by lite ect, For del ails o
lite transformer writ e to the Ma reonipitoite Contpattv.
V. W. O. (Richmoid). Your idea Is quite iii
order, a id oelittrale batteries ttta' tie itsed.
G. W. (New Maiden). \Ve regret we ire unable lo
sup uy a blueprint of lite parliettli r set eferretl Io.
lise t t aci'ittitttiattur Idi' tite LT,, ititleus vott rat
obtain lite specht I littttery type valves.
T. H. (Rugeley). Our Eiieyclo1dia attuI tite variotis
ui'tiu'leu tutllulioituid front linie lu, little titotulit be of tite
to you
Vojir ties ¡s not, Intact ¡cal, a si there are
reasons for the twist,.
W.B. S. (NewcaStle-Ofl-Tyne). 'the rettreiice is to
a solid ilielectrir. tint a ny type of cotulenser may lie
iced. 'fue type specihel was for resins otelteaptiess.
H. A. G. (WaIthamstOw, E.17). The Erie Resistor
Company cali supply the ¡tenis nient jouet.
J. C. H. (Nottingham). The finii iii Ilestioli appeal
to be io longer in business.
G.
H. (Bradtord). Messrs. Peto-Scott can stilt
supply parts unii sve shall, of course, Only Specify
tilts svhieli aie stilt available to the home-constructor,
R. D. T. (Shirley, Croydon). The resistance 'sill
depend u lion the current aten ip the set., ant also
other factors. We cannot gis-e exact values without
i full circuit. diag am.
E. W. (Hammersmith, W.6). The converter may
morIi, but some oinmernial superhets are unsuitable
for this particular type of inst cament a id Ilse ma tIers
should, therefore, he consulted.
G. R. H.

are taken out of circuit, but this elaborat ion
is totally unnecessary.
1940 All-wave Three
I have started to build the All-wave
Three described in your August issues, but
should prefer to replace one of the R.C.
couplings by a really good L.F. tränsformer.
If this is in order, perhaps you would
indicate which stage would be most suitable
for the purpose? I know you do not guarantee your sets which are modified, but I
am prepared to try the modification on my
own responsibility."-D. E. (West Bridgford).

there are two L.F. stages in this
particular receiver the incorporation
of ali L.F. transformer will result in higher
gain and therefore on a powerful station
there will be some risk of overloading the
output valve, which is a pentode. If
you make the change, therefore, an L.F.
vohinte control will have to be incorporate(l.
As tite first L.F. coupling in the published
circuit consists of a volume control arrangement titis should be left, and that means
that the transformer should precede the
output stage. This is also preferable,
as any distortion introduced by the transformer will not receive additional amplification stich as would be given if it. u ere
included in tite first stage.
AS

i

-

t

The coupon on page iii of cover
must be attached ro every query.
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F

No. of
Iilrrepvint.

SETS

-

each.

193' Crt'stal Receiver
The Junior "Crystal Set

..

PW7I

27.8.38

1' \V94

Battery Op crated.
STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
.
PW31 A
All- Wave Unipen ( l'entode)
J'\',85
Beginners' One-valver
19.2.38
The ' Pyramid ' One-va ver (Hl'
27.8.38
PW93
Pen)
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Pwso Is
I"orsr-range Super Slag Two W, l'en)
l'vt ;vi
,. 24.9.38
Tie Signet Two (D & Lit)
Blueprints, is. each.
Three-valve
Seleetone flattery Three (D, 2 1.1"

-

....

........
........
......
.

-

(Tians))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 I.F
(RC & Trans))
. Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit Three (HI" Pen, D, Pen)
All Pent.ode Three (HI" Pen. D
(Pen), Pen)
Hall-Mark Three (SO, D, Pow)
Rau-Mark Cadet (D, LP. Pen (RC))
F J. Ca turn's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, I) (l'en), l'en) (All-Waco
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LI
(Traits))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (H Ii'
l'en, HF Feti, Westector, Pelt)
Battery All-Wave Tutee (D, 2 1.F
(lIC))
The Monitor (HF Pen. TI, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (li F Pit, I), Pelt)
The Centaur Three (SO. D. I')
F. J. Cainitt's Record All-Wave
Three (111f Pen, D, l'en)
Tite " Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
....
2 LP ((14' & Tnitts))
Tite ''Rapide' St might 3 (1),
....
2 LP (Itt' & Tratte)
F. J. Caittat's Oracle A!l-Wave
.
Three (11F, Del.., ('cii)
1938 ''Trihand " MI-Wave Three
.
(11F l'en, D, l'en)
F. J. Caijini's ' Sprite " Three
(Hi' Peu, I), Tel)
The Herrieiue "MI-Wave Three
(SG, 1) (l'eii), l'en)
F. J. Cui uuuuuu's '' I'uis(i-iluttouu
Three (li I' l'en, i) (l'un), Tel)

22.5.37

PWI0

PV34A
l'W35
PW37

.

........
........

........

29.5.37
12.6.37
16.3.35

PW:39

13.4.35

PW49

-

PW51

21.3.36
14.8.37

-

-

PW41

l'W48

PV53

"VIS

l'W61
PW62
l'STIlI

31.10.36

L'W69

18.2.39

I'\V72

4.12.37

PW82

28.8.37

PWTS

22.1.38

PW84

26.3.38

PW87

30.4.38

PW8))

3.9.38

PWD2

Mains Operated.

.... --

Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve
AC. Twin (i) (l'en), l'en)
,

AC-D.C. 'l'wo(SC, low)

Seleutone A.C. ltadiogruim Two
(li, Pow)
Three-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Douit,le-Diode-Triode 'l'turco (ill?
Yeti. ODI', Peu)
.
D.C. Ace (SC, i), l'en)
AC. Three (8G, D. l'en)
7.1.39
AC. Leader (li lu' l'en, D, l'ow)
D.C. Premier (hIC l'eiu. 1), l'ei')
28.7.34
U I,i'jne (lii l'cui, 1) (l'en), l'en)
Âruuada Haiuis Three (Hl' l'e,,, D,

......
.....

--

.........., ------- -

-

-

-

........
.

l'en)

F. J. h2iitntu'o AC. All-W'ave Silver
Souvenir 'l'luce (11F t'en, lì, l'cn) 11.5.35
.tlI-\Vuive " /iC. Three (lJ 2

Li' (LIC))
AC. 1936 ouuotone (HF Pen, HI?
Peu,, V, estertor, Pen) .
Malus Record All-Wave 3 (III'
l'ci,, D, l'en)
28.8.3?
All-\Vorld Ac,' (HF Pe,,, 1), l'en)
Blueprints,. Is. each.
Four-valve
AC. Fury Four (8th, 5(1, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Stul,er (SC, SI.,, D,
------Pen)
AC. Hall-Mart (HF Pen, D,
24.7.37
l'ush-Pull)
tuis-ersal- Hall-Hark (MEC Pen, I),
'Push-Pull)
6.ii.37
AC. All'Wave Coroiva Fouir

P\VI 8
1'W31
PW i9
PW23
P vi-25
PW'29
T'W35C
PW'35B
1'W36A

PW56
PW70
J'WSo

-

-

-

PW2O

PW45
PW'47

PWSI

Ç

-------

.....

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless. W.M. to
Wireless Matlasine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint and the issue (stampe over ltd.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House. South-

ti volta
8/6 each
G.E.C. Maires Transformers, American windings,
350-II-351) V. liti nrA., 5 volt 2
((.3 volt 2,5 amp.
Suitalle for renlacenrents iii (S.E.C. models, 5/6 each
Aitto Transformers, 100-230 volt
6/3 each
24 Mfrl. Cari Type Electrolytics, 450 volts working.
1/6 each
T.C.C. 8 infd, Can Type Wet Eleetrolytics, 450 V.
working
1/3 each
PRESS BUTTON UNITS with 6 press buttons, ready
l'or seiririg into set, with circuit
6/ii each
BULGIN 20 ohms Wire-wound Pote
if- each
Stranded Push-Back Wire. id. per yard, 12 yards iOd.
Chassis Mounting Valve Holders, American, 4-, 5-, 6.
and 7-jim
4d. each
Octal, 5d. each. Loctal, iOd. each. 7-pin English type,
3d. each.
ROTHERMEL Piezo Crystal Speakers, 7)in. Cone.
List 55/.
Our price . .
i016 each
CRYSTAL Pick-it1r, high-grade American Brosse
(luisit, eomttptiute witlt ario ....
£1/5/ each
POLAR N.S.F. l-watt Resistnnecs, All sizes up to 2 meg.
4d. each, 3/9 doz.
WEARITE MAINS TRANSFORMERS, made to strict
electrical standards, wire-eutd type, all winduutgs
cemttre-titpltc(l, screened primaries, tapped inputs
200-250 volli, screw adjustment.
TYPE 11.C.2, 350-0-350, 120ml.; 4 volts 2.5 amp.,
4 volts 5 ttitllt
11/ each
TYPE 1l.C.4, 500-0-500, 150 mA.; 4 volts, 4-5 amo.,
2.5
imp.,
volts
2attip.,
4 volts
4
4 volts 2 amp. 21/- each
TYPE R.C.2. Drop-through type, capped.
TYPE R.C.4. Upright mounting type, fully shrouded.
AMERICAN C.T.S. Volume Controls, linest made,
divided sjtitslles, length 2in ., wit It switch, 2,000, 5,1400,
114,1(00, 25,4)00, 50,01(0, 11(0,1400
.... 2/6 each
Less swilclt, 50,01)0, 100,01X1, 5014,000 .
1/9 eactt
M'ire Wound, 5 watt (less switch), 2,000, 10,000,25,000,

............
....
...... ......
.

Articles Fully Guaranteed.

Postage extra.

.

/ -Parcel of useful components, comprising con-

5 f -dessers,

resistances, volome controls, Coils,
wire, circuits, etc., etc.. value 25/-. 5/- per rarcel.
-Parcel of useful components, comprising 100
1 0'
I - articles, including electroirtics. valveholders.
etc. etc., vttlue 55/-. 10/- per parcel.
-Small traders' parcel of components, corn2 1 IJ - prising at least 150 articles, including 24
assorted Itibultir condensers, 24 valveholders, 36 resisttunees, 12 .Mttiiislttiilge type condensers, 6 electrolyties,
cte., cts., value 81/-. 21/- per parcel.
/ -Twelve lllainsbridge tyite condensers, 1-2-4
5 J - mid. ; 5/- per dozen.
assorted tubular condensers, up to 2 nfd.,
7 /6_24 for 24 'leIses 1-range muelen (volts and
nuillia,ttpe), 4f-; Morse (artlers, 1/11.
ßUZZ ERS, 1/6 crystal detectors, 2/-; crystal sets,
5/li; crystals, 6d.
f
-Ontnortd )oudsi,ealçer ti tifS, 2/6
AC.
ita tors, with triet le charger, 37/6.
2
IN Spite of litcreztsed (oste of l'roduction, whilst our
ltresent slouk lasls ito increase will he made itt prices.
It is, however. ativisa lute to ltuy now.'l'luonsa titis of
bargains for callers.
SOLTTHEI1N RAI)IO. 46, Lisle Street, 1,ondon,
WC. (herrard 6653.

J7/6

;

;

/etititi

;

BANK RIJPT BARGAINS. (hood stock of receivers
at reasonable prices. Valves, service goods and
eomponeuut s.
lIest prices. State reuuilrements.Butlin, 6, Stanford Avenue, ihrighiton.

VAUXHALL.-AlI goods previously advertised are
send now for latest price list,
still available
free.-Vauxluall Utilities, 101a, Strand, \V.C.2.
CON VERSION BNITS for òperatiuug D.C. Receivers
from AC. Mains, 100 watts output, L2/10/0.150-watt Model for operating Radiogramophones,
LI/lo/O. Send for lista-Chas. 1", Ward, 46, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Tel: Boll,orn 9703,

-

BARGAINS.
Brand new 1938-9
models, makers' sealed eartona, with guarantees,
at lesa 40% below listed prices. Also l'ortables and
Midget Radio. Send li,ul. stamp for lists-Radio
-Ilargains, Dept.. A.W., 261-3, Lietifield Road, Aston,
Biruuingluam.

BANKRUPT

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British. American, any
make. 24-hour service, ,uuoderu,te prices.Si,sclair Speakers, I'ultcu,ey 'lerrace, Co,enIiagetu
Street, Loitilon, Nl.
RE1'AIR AND REWINDiNG SERVICE:94service, See below
REPAT1tS to moving coil speakers a speciality.
New COnC assemblies titLed, Sl'eeCli coils and
fields wound or altered. Mains t.ransforit,ers, chokes,
elimi,,ators and vac,,unss repaired, prices quoted.
Speaker transforuners, Class "B " Li'. tra,usfornuers
and-pick ups ree-ouuud at 4s. exclu. post free. Discouuit
Guutursuiteed satisuuiction,
Estiuuuatcs free.
trade.
LS.

L.S. Repair Service, 5, BalI,anu (hi-ove, Lo,,don. S.W.12.
'Phone: Bat-terses 1321.

CABINETS
CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

A

CONVEIIT Your Set into a Itadiogram at Minimum
Cosi, surFilas cabinets troia toted matero tinder
cost of titasutaclitie (undrilled). 30/- upwards; motors
at wholesale price
UNDEIILLEI) table, console and loudspeaker
cali iii r fiotti 4/6.
INSl-'EC'I'IUN Invited; photos loaned to country
C

ampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.

H.

.........

-

............

2/ each
BRADLEY OHM Wire-wound Volume Controls, with
switch, 600,000 Ohms
1/- each
WEARITE H.F. CHOKES
1/6 each
PENTODE Speech Transformers
2f- each
50,1 tOt)

.......
......
....

.......
,,500v.,,...,,,
.......
.........
..........
Sx8x8nlfd.500v.,,.....,2/it
....
.......
.........
.......
.....
........
........
PLESEY

DRY ELECTROLYTICS.
12 x 6 nifd. 500 V. wkg

12x16,,

350v

,,

475v.

12x8
16x8

(3x6-

12 mfd.

-

50(1v
450 y

inRi, öOOv.wkg.

16 luId,

uvkg

,,

410v.

TYPE:

116 each,

1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

lllx8x 4x4
12x8x8x8
lOx

CAN

2/11
2/11
1/3
1/6

-

500v

16 iuifd. 350 y. ss'kg

-

T.C.C. t'ardl'oar,l Electrohyties wire-end type. 500
volt wIg. 1)0th volt surge. S nilO. Type " Minor
-

2/- each
'1/- each
8 x 8 ,utfd. 4 head type. "Miutor "
8 inRI. uuiidget 'l'tubular wire-eusd, 500 volt working.
2/- each
000 y. suirge
1/6 each
Bias wire-cud type 25 nafd. 50 volt
13 volt
fu)) mhO.
1/3 each
25
1/9 each
IO ,,
25
21 ,,
1/6 each
TuuI'uuhat' wire-euud non-inductive paper, all sizes uT IO
0.1, 5d. wich; 4/9 doz.
Metal ease i hole fixing electrolytic condensers, 500
.. 2/6 each
volt vorkiug, 1h00 voht 'surge, 8 HuId.
STANDARD TELEPHONE HEADPHONES resistance
oltiuis
4,01)0
2,000 and
6/11 per pair
Voluiuiie Couitrols 1,011(1 and 5,000 ohnus ouìly with
1/3 each
SWiG'hu
.0005 3-gang tuuuuing coutdenser iuuits, with trimmers
-

......
..........
.......
..........
...........
.........
.........
..............
,,

-

These'Blueprints aré drawn fisH size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices, which ore adctbioflal Is the cost
s! the Btseprtnt. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue is-Out of print.
40. rust Paid
issues of Practical Wireless
40
Amateur Wireless
Wireless Magazine
1/3 -.
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
the descripperiodical
in
which
Number indicate the
Thus P.W, refers to PRACTICAL
tion appears

.......

250-0-330 100 niA

....

luosur

PW34D

snip..

-1

2011-25(1 e. 1551ml, output
2 811lIt., 0:1 volts 5 amp

OUTHEI1N IlADIO'S Bargains.

PW38

rw_54

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
'l'raitsforiners, input 200-250 volle, output
.FILAMENT
volts t trip., 4 volta li
.
4/11 each
MAI NS S'ra itsiorruers, Asterieun mi teli ugs, is put

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

l'\V5O

:

-----------

Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 2d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 2/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
4/- per line. All advertisements must be
prepaid.
All communications should be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
'Practical
Wireless,"
House,
Tower
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

-

....
....
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October 28th, 1939

WIRELESS

lisio s a' rs.

L. Mtl l'lu and Co,, Ltd.. 289, Etlgwsre Road,
\V.tl. 'l'ci :i'ad. 5891.

2/11 cacti
PLESSEY P.M. Sin. Moving Coil Speakers with Pen.
11/6 each
'l'runua
9/6 each
].ess l'eh Trans
PLESSEY Energised Speakers, 1,500 ohms dclii.
7/11 each
Sii,. willi Trans
12/6 earl,
lOiui. 2.01(0 ohms field with transformer
6m

......
......
......

SJlleach

4d.perdoz.
RUBBER GROMMETS
RAYTHEON No. 76 VALVES,
SPECIAL OFFER.
2/- elicit

SPD.T. Switches
Ji,pDT. Twist Switches

1/1

each

1/3 each
stockists, ail
Octal
Single-ended
all at most

RAYTHEON First-grade valves, largest
types in stock, includiitti Glass Series, 1os
Sertes, Metal Series, Bantam Series,
Nei,al Series, ami Resistance Tubes;
competitive prices send tOr lists.
All Orders Must Include Sufficient Postage lo Cover,
Itours oF business, is a ui-C liii.. Sat indago, 9 am.,

i p_iii.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,

W.C.l.
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NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

BUSINESS AS USUAL!

SPEAKERS from 6/6 each, P.M. and
energised 4in. to 14in. including several
3,000
Epoch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers, Pulteney Terrace,

PREMIER

Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

RECEIVERS AND CHASSIS

RYALL'S RADIO
280, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1,

OFFER NEW GOODS, POST FREE

* RADIO *

ELLIPTICAL. Speakers, Celestion, suitable Ekco replacements, 750 and 1.250 ohms, less transformers, speech
25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts. carry up to 120 m.a. ;

for receiving North and Scottish Emergency Trans -

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

INSTRUMENT SWITCHES, Rex type. 2 bank 2 pole.
six -way. 1/9 each. Rex type switches. 4 bank, 2 pole.
4 -way. with shorting plates, 2,6. Special oiler. 5 bank,

itmsutoNa Model AW38-8-valve All -wave
Radiogram chassis with 6 watts push-pull
°anat. Price 8 gas.

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 Valve Kit, 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2 valve
Kit. 22/6.

A RMSTRONG Company can give delivery

of

practically all 1940 Radio chassis.

A It MSTRONG recommend the two following
economically priced. powerful chassis, suitable

tatters.
A

t

ARMSTRONG Model AW93PP-9 valve All -wave
Radiogram chassis with Radio -frequency preamplifier and 8 watts push-pull output. Price 10 gas.
ARMSTRONG Models AW38 and AW93PP are
both efficient on the important 16, 19, 25, 30,
and 50 metre short-wave bands.
ARMSTRONG have illustrated Catalogue describ-

ing above chassis and many others of equal

i °tercet.

ARMSTRONG Company announce that In accordance with their policy of fair trading, prices of
c nasals will not be increased until absolutely necessary.
ARMSTRONG Manufacturing Co. (Head Office),
Warlters Road, Holloway. London, N.7.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to tune
from 13 to 170 metres.

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20'1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23,1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
...
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

26/3
2693
/-

" AIR WARDEN " 5 -valve Midget Receiver
FOR A.C. MAINS. 200-250v.
con tallied In well -finished,

ULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
rApparatus,
desicmed and manufactured by T. It.

Telegraphist. AbsoMcElroy,
lutely first-class construction. Send 2d. for 60 -page
World

general catalogue. -Webb', Radio. 14, Soho Street,
London, W.1. 'Phone: Gerrard. 2083.

SHORT - WAVE TRANSMITTERS
LARGEST range of Transmitters, Exciters and
Sole Agents for famous
Speech Amplifiers.
HALLICRAFTERS productions. Transmitter models
from £8 to £220. Vail stock of components, including
complete range of Eddystone Condensers, etc. 60 -page
catalogue' d.-Welilis Radio. 14, Soho Street, London,
W.I. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

C lllll pletely self poi islosi caned

Cabinet. 12 x 9 x glins. With built-in Mips ing
Coll Speaker. Wave Range 190-550 metres.
Usual Price 26/610. Our Price 55 -. 'the bleat
Stand-by Set.

Champion

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS

EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v. A.C. Types..
A.C./H.L.,
A.C./H.P.,

A.C./L..
A.C./S.G.,
A.C./V.M.S.G.,
A.C./V.H.P., A.C.P., all 5/3 each.
A.C./Pens, LH.. 6/5 : A.C.IP.X.4. 7/3 : Oct. Free.
Changers, 8/6 : Double Diode 'Triodes. 7/6 : 31,watt
D.H. Triode. 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect.. 5!6.
13 v. .2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 : H.F.
Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen.. Double Diode Triodes,
Oct. Freq. Changers. 7/6 each. Full and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 6/6 each.

Sole Agents for

famous HALLICRAFTKELS Receivers, ranging in
price from £10 to £150. Attractive easy terms. Demonstrations at our London Showrooms, 60 -page Catalogue
post free 2d.-Webti's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.1.

'Phone:

; e rra NI 2089.

We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
country and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD
High-grade American Valves. All types in stock.
Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new Metal -Class
Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 8/8 each.

pRYSTAL with silver cats -whisker, 6d. Complete
C
detector parts, 1/-. Glass tube detector on

Postage lid. -Post Radio Supplies,
338, Upper Street, London, N.J.
ebonite base, 1/6.

Details
BE TALLER ! I Extra Inches Count l
6d. stamp. -Malcolm Ross, Height -Specialist,
!

Scarborough.

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.G.
Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at I amp., 11/9 :

6 volts at 1 amp.. 191- 8 volts at 1 amp.. 22/6 ;
volts at 1 amp.. 24/6 : 6 volts at 2 amps.. 37/6.

12

Huge Purchase of U.S.A. Mains Transformers
at Pre -War Prices. Manufacturers' surplus. All
brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v.. 120
MA., 6-3 v.. 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps. C.T., 7/6 each.
Input 230 v. A.C. Output 325-325 v., 75 m.a., 5 v.
2 amps., 6-3 v. 2-3 amps. C.T., 616 each.

turers' surplus, 250-250 v. 60 mA.. 4 v. 2 a., 13 v. 1 a..
3/6 : 300-300 v. 60 mA. 4 v. 5 a. C.T., 4 v. 1 a., 6/11.
POTENTIOMETERS WITH SWITCH,
meg.,
20,000 ohms and 10,000 ohms., 1/3 each.
POTENT/VAR:TEM WITHOUT SWITCH, 2 meg..
meg., 400,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 20,000
1 meg..
ohms. 10,000 ohms. 1/- each.
U.S.A. Types, 24, 30, 91, 39/44. 35/51. 55, 56, 57, 58,
71, 77, 78, 85. 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A7, 12Z3. 210, 250.
all 2 for 3,-.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS. .002, .0001, .0003 end
.0005 mfd., 1/- doz. Your choice.

PREMIER. SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin

TliERE'S MONEY IN RADIO I -1f you understand radio you can make substantial profits in

types. 13-26, 22-47, 41-99, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each.
with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils. 14-450 metres.

booksellers, 2/6 net, or by post, 2/10, from the
Publisher, C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., 'rower House,

Orders 5/- and over sent Post Free. Under 5/- please
add 6d. postage.

spare time. For hints and ideas get MONEY -MAKING
MADE EASY, by L. Harvey Wood. Available from
all

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

THE PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S ENCYCLOP./E-

4/- set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band S.W. coil,
11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable any type circuit,
2/6.

Full Range of Components, etc., available from Stock

Full Postal and Counter Services maintained as usual.

DIA, by F. J. Carom, 3s. 6d. net. A lucid
exposition of the principles, upkeep and repair of
sellers everywhere, or by post 4s. from George Newnes,
Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, 1V.C.2.

PRICE 60.
111 PAGES
Over 20 Pages of British and U.S.A. Valve
Data, Receivers, Amplifiers, Components.
(SET YOUR COPY TO -DAY !

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 28/10/30

alr

equal n50 foumbers.2/6. 0.0002-3-5, 0.001, 0.03, 0q5, 0.002-3, mica ;

ASSORTED RESISTANCES, 50 for 2'6 :1 -watt carbon'
U.S.A. make, reasonable assortment given, sizes approx.
450-12,000-17-60-70-90-120 thousand ohms.

PUSH RACK WIRE, Mg.. 50 yards, 3,6 Systoflex

1 i mm.. I gross. 5' -:twin screened 2 x 14-36. British made-.,

12 yards, 2.6 ; minimum quantities.
TRIMMERS on Porcelain Plessey, double and single.
50-100-200-160 ohm. approx.

50 for 203.

POLAR V.P. Drives. less escutcheons. 1/9 ; Plessey
2 -gang fully screened condensers with top trimmers.
short spindles, 29 each, or 20/- per dozen.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS
NX,7111ELESS Technical Instructors required in Army
units.
-

EMOLUMENTS.

DAY Ss. 3d. per day (7 days a week). Clothing,

rations and accommodation, or if this cannot Ito
provided, allowances at authorized rates. If married
and otherwise eligible family allowances payable in

respect of wife and children subject to allotment

from pay.
CANDIDATES should preferably be under 35 and

over 24 and (a) hold one of the following

qualifications
Graduateship
Engineers ;

of

the

Institution

of

Electrical

Final (Grade III) Certificate of City and Guilds of
London Institute Examination In Radio Communication ;
Higher National Certificate in Electrical Engineering ;
Certificate of City and Guilds of London Institute in
Radio Service work ;
or similar qualifications.
Or (b) be able to pass an examination on the follow-

ing syllabus :CURRENT Electricity. -Properties of an electric
Ohio's Jaw and its applications ;
current.
galvanometers and measuring instruments; electromagnetism , magnetic materials ; conductors, insulators and dielectrics.
ALTERNATING Currents. -General principle, ;

effects of resistance, inductance and capacity ;

NOW READY
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE

every part of the car. 442 illustrations. From book-

This coupon is available until November 4th,
1939, and must accompany at Queries an -t

550 ohms, tapped 380-100-70. ex -Ferranti, 1/3 each, 6 for
5/- ditto, 670 ohms. tapped 500-70-70-30 ohms. 1/9 each.
6 for 9/- ditto, 150 ohms, tapped. 1/3 each ; all insulated
types.
11.1 0.05 Condensers, N.1, 350v. wkg., 1.3 dozen. 9/- gross ;
B.1. 0.25 condensers, 350v. wkg., 2i- dozen, 4,6 Per three
dozen, tubulars.
SATOR 1,500v. Test Tubular Condensers. assorted.

Mains.

Special Offer Mains Transformers, manufac-

MISCELLANEOUS

HEAVY DUTY Mains H.F. Chokes, Goltone, 75w. high
inductance type. 1;6; 180w. low inductance type. 11-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, drop through chassis type.
top cover with mains adjustment, input 200-250v., outputs 350-350, 80 m.a. 4 v. 21a., 4v. 4.5 amp., heavy jobs,
6/9 each.
MAGNAVOX 7in. Cone Speakers (8in. overall), ribbed
pattern, ideal replacement speakers, 2,000 ohms.
Pentode transformers ; 7/-, new.
SATOR Imeg. Pots with Switch. 1:3 each. 7/9 dozen
10,000 ohms broad base tone control type, less switch,
1/3 each, 6/9 dozen.
ELECTROLYTICS. Plessey 30 x 8 x 2mf. 30(1v. wkg.,
1/6 each, 12/- dozen ; upright type. 13.1. 20 x 20 at 350v.,
plus 25mf. at 25v.. 16 each or 12/- dozen. B.1, 2 x 2 x 2,
at 400v., 1/- ; 9i- dozen.

TRIAD U.S.A. VALVES

:

FINEST selection in the country.

2 pole, 3 -way, L6.

ZENITH Insulated A.C.-D.C. Resistances. 0.3 amp..
68/ -

SPECIAL PURCHASE

MORSE EQUIPMENT

3/9 each.

ALL POST ORDERS TO: Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
Clanton Road, London, E.5.
Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Central 2833
Of 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macau/ay 2381

1

resonance.
RADIO. -General character of a radio signal ;

knowledge of valves and their simple applica-

tions ; general knowledge of tuning both transmitters

and receivers.

MATHEMATICS. --Knowledge of Algebra and simple

Trigonometry.

C CITABLE candidates will be interviewed at local
centres and, if successful, will be enlisted and
appointed acting Sergeant -Tradesman. For those who
are on the Schedule of Reserved Occupations special

arrangements will be made to enable them to be

enlisted.
APPLICATION forms, obtainable by postcard from
the Under Secretary of State, War Office (T.0.1),
Whitehall, S.W.1, to be lodged by November 0th, 1939.
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GIATEERS.
EQUIP YOURSELF FOR WORK OF

NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
BY BECOMING TECHNICALLY
QUALIFIED
Men with technical knowledge are as important as troops and ammunition. For
the country's i mrnediate needs and your own future gain you are urged to send

immediately for a free copy of

ENGINEERING

Containing 268 pages of practical guidance, this book

is, beyond argument, the finest and most complete
handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever
compiled.
It is a book that should be on the
bookshelf of every person interested in engineering,
-

whatever his age, position or experience.

The Handbook contains, among other
interesting

matter,

details of

B.Sc.,

intensely

A.M.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E., Civil Service and other

important Engineering Examinations ; outlines courses
in all branches of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical,

Automobile, Radio, Television and Aeronautical
Engineering, Building, Government Employment, etc., and explains the unique advantages of
our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS NO FEE"
ss.Ft OFFMERE-

If you are earning less than £10 per

week you cannot afford to miss reading
" ENGINEERING ' OPPORTUNITIES."
In your own interests we advise you to

write (or forward the coupon) for your
copy of this enlightening guide to

FREE COUPON!
# BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
# ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
409, Shakespeare House,

17-19, Stratford Place, W.I.

well -paid posts --NOW.
There is no cost or obligation of any kind.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

Please forward Free of cost or obligation of any
I kind, your 268 -page Handbook " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES."

Address

I
4
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